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ABSTRACT 
One of the keys to realistic mathematical modelling of any transport phenomenon is to 
understand the fluid mechanics of the process correctly. However, this is a daunting task 
for the subsurface flow systems: the geometry of the domain is irregular, the 
physical/structural characteristics are not known with certainty and, to make the problem 
further complicated, the processes often involve combined free and porous flow regions. 
Modelling for combined free and porous flow under the ground is of significant practical 
importance in many areas of water resources engineering. These include, for example, 
water seepage and contaminant mobility through preferential flow channel boundaries, 
groundwater rise and fall and flow circulation in the subsurface, permeable reactive 
barrier technology and many other important transport processes. The presence of 
impermeable or multiple number of permeable interfaces in the physical domains of the 
combined free and porous flow sections and the aspect ratios between the sub-domains 
may also significantly influence the fluid dynamics in such coupled systems. To 
represent the overall fluid dynamical characteristics in the coupled domains, the 
governing equations of motions in the individual regions should be linked through well 
posed mathematical formulations. The main difficulty in this task is the realistic 
representation of fluid flow behaviour at the interfacial boundaries separating the two 
zones. In general, this difficulty is attributed to the heterogeneity of the interfacial 
surfaces. The mathematical incompatibility between the governing equations of motion 
for the respective domains also cause serious difficulty. 
It is well known that the finite element schemes can readily cope with curved and 
geometrically complex problem domains. However, realistic modelling of the 
underground flow processes requires three-dimensional (3-0) computations, which 
usually become excessively expensive if the finite element methods are used. One 
numerical technique that can apparently resolve such difficulties is the finite volume 
method (FVM). 
In the present work, a three-dimensional model for combined flow domains is developed. 
The model is based on the standard FVM for the analysis of many aspects of the 
underground contaminants flow in combined free and porous flow regions. By use of the 
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FVM, it is ensured that the flow properties at the level of each finite size cell are 
observed. This offers an advantage over other traditional numerical methods. 
The fluid behaviour in the free flow section is governed by the well known Navier-
Stokes equations whilst the macroscopic equations of motion for the permeable domain 
can be chosen based on the properties of the medium. The equations for the individual 
regions are linked through consistent mathematical formulations of interfacial boundary 
conditions. The transport of contaminants in both sections can be adequately described 
by properly formulated convection-dispersion equations for pollutants. Flow 
visualisation and use of advanced graphical packages have provided important realism of 
the combined free and porous flow phenomena in the subsurface. 
The study has indicated that the fluid follows a unidirectional path towards the 
free/porous flow domain interface from the inlet of the domain. On the other hand, inside 
the porous domain, the fluid is observed to circulate with the centre of circulation 
moving away from its initial position near the interfacial surface towards the exit of the 
domain. This type of flow circulation has a very strong influence over the localised flow 
variables. For example, very high localised values of contaminants concentration are 
observed near the interface and within the porous domain because of the fluid circulation. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preliminary remarks 
Contaminants flow through combined free and porous pathways in underground systems 
is a common transport phenomenon. In many instances, such coupled transport behaviour 
is observed due to artificial objects/structures in the subsurface. The permeable reactive 
barrier (PRB) in the subsurface for remediation of contaminated groundwater is a case in 
point (Das, 2001). Other engineering processes, such as fluid losseslleaks from 
underground pipes/storage tanks, dig-and-treat and pump-and-treat methods for 
groundwater treatment (Fetter, 1999) and drilling/extraction of oil from underground 
reservoirs (Fisher et aI., 2000) also involve combined free and porous flow regions. 
However, in a great majority of the cases, the associated transport phenomena are 
observed due to the natural hydro-environmental conditions, such as seepage through 
preferential flow channels, flow circulation and rise and fall of groundwater. In general, 
the sub-domains in coupled flow systems are distinguished by an interfacial surface, 
which represents an important transition zone for contaminants mobility. Transport 
models for such combined areas require description of not only the fluid dynamical 
characteristics in the individual domains but also the mass and momentum transfer 
behaviour across the interfaces. However, the available predictive methods for the 
analysis of subsurface water bodies assume the transport phenomena to behave as if flow 
was in a porous medium in the entire domain. This may introduce considerable errors in 
the model calculations. 
1.2 Problem definition 
Presence of free flow domains may have a significant effect on the subsurface transport 
of contaminants as indicated by many studies concerning preferential or macropore flow 
scenarios (e.g. Larsson and Jarvis, 2000; van Dam, 2000). The impact of the combined 
flow on the overall transport behaviour depends on many distinguishing features such as 
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the dimensions of the pathways, their behaviour in combination with the surroundings 
and the characteristics of the porous material e.g. the porosity and the permeability. The 
number of permeable interfaces between the free and the porous flow domains (Das et 
aI., 200 la; Das and N assehi, 2001 a) and the aspect ratios of the sub-domains (Das et aI., 
2001b) also influence the fluid dynamics. 
To model fluid flow in the combined domains, one of the following two approaches is 
usually adopted: firstly, the formulations based on an assumption of continuum domains 
and secondly, the formulations based on discrete domains/pathways. In the former case, 
the porous section is treated as a pseudo-fluid layer and the whole domain is considered 
to be a single domain. As such, one suitably formulated equation of motion in 
conjunction with other equations for continuity of mass and pollutant specie balance is 
solved. The mathematical model recognises the free and the porous flow domains based 
on a spatially varying permeability. Such a single-domain approach is usually preferred 
in systems where the flow transition from free to porous flow sections is not distinct and 
the structural properties of the permeable domain progressively change. Application of 
this approach is most commonly found in metal solidification problems involving mushy 
zones and many filtration processes, which involve different stages of filtration. 
However, if the permeability of the porous media is relatively constant, so that the 
interface between adjacent free and porous medium forces a transition from free to 
porous flow, or vice versa, the whole domain must be viewed as a combination of 
adjacent flow fields rather than a continuous single domain. In such transport phenomena, 
the second approach should to be utilised where the appropriate equations of motions 
describing the flow in different sub-domains are used. Mathematical models based on 
multi-domain approach for many combined flows are well established for artificial flow 
systems (Nassehi and Petera, 1994; Gartling et al., 1996; Gobin et al., 1998; Nassehi, 
1998; Chen et al., 1999; Fisher et al., 2000). However, extensions of these formulations 
to the composite flow in the underground zones have been uncertain. The main difficulty 
in this task is the realistic representation of the flow behaviour at the interfacial surface, 
which stems from two main sources. The first one is the inherent irregularity in the size 
and shape of the domains. Secondly, the randomness can be related to a generalised lack 
of knowledge about the processes involved and the impossibility of a comprehensive 
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analytical description. In the case of combined free and porous flow in the subsurface, not 
only is the interface expected to have random shape and size but also there is a complete 
lack of physical evidence for the mass and momentum transport behaviour across the 
interface. 
To preserve the compatibility of the underground fluid dynamical characteristics at the 
free/porous flow domain interfaces, numerical schemes are used as they can deal with 
such problems. It is well known that the finite element schemes can readily cope with 
curved and complex problem domains (Nassehi and Petera, 1994; Gartling et aI., 1996; 
Salinger et aI., 1994; Nassehi, 1998). However, realistic modelling of the underground 
flow processes requires three-dimensional computations, which become excessively 
expensive if finite element methods are used. One numerical technique that can, 
apparently, resolve such difficulties due to its inherent mathematical strength is the finite 
volume method (Patankar, 1980; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). This method is, 
therefore, often preferred for representing the underground fluid flow phenomena (Das, 
2001; Das and Nassehi, 2001a; Das and Nassehi, 2001b; Das et aI., 2001a; Das et aI., 
2001b). Another numerical technique, which may yield similar advantages in terms of 
computational cost and time, is the spectral method (Das et aI., 2001c). However, it needs 
more investigation before it is applied to simulate contaminants mobility in combined 
flow zones. 
The development of a long term and cost effective management plan for contaminated 
subsurface depends on a complex range of factors including legislation, new enabling 
technologies, research in different directions and others. An interdisciplinary approach, 
combining a range of sciences with engineering and technology, is, therefore, necessary 
for correct evaluation of the subsurface conditions. However, various soil-solute-fluid 
interactions in the complex soil environments make it very difficult to assess the 
prevailing land conditions and analyse the undergoing physical, chemical and biological 
processes that affect the contaminants mobility. These also make it near impossible to 
establish a cause-effect relationship, which might be apparent in less complicated 
situations. From a different point of view, the time necessary for such exercises may be 
very long before appreciable conclusions can be drawn. However, numerical models have 
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helped achieving many objectives for management of subsurface water resources. They 
have reduced the analysis cost and time. The numerical models have also enabled 
realistic predictions of the relevant flow parameters without having to resort to undue 
simplifications, which are necessary in analytical studies but may provide solutions with 
limited applications. Further, the numerical models can be used to codify the unique 
characteristics of typical subsurface regions and enforce general guidelines for 
managerial purposes. Consequently, these models have been adopted as the most 
preferred option for analysing the underground flow. A plethora of numerical studies 
devoted to management of subsurface water quality can, hence, be found in the literature. 
However, the full potential of the computational techniques for in-depth analysis for 
contaminants transport in the subsurface has not yet been exploited and the investigation 
of combined free and porous flow underground have been rare in the available literature. 
In cases where coupled flow behaviour makes a significant contribution to pollutants 
distributions, numerical techniques, as adopted in this work, can yield significant realism 
of the underlying flow phenomena. 
1.4 Objectives 
The primary objective of the present work is to study the hydrodynamic conditions for 
and pollutants distributions during physical transport of contaminants in combined free 
and porous flow regions in the subsurface as a function of space and time. Attempts are 
to be made to develop computer models for obtaining the approximate solutions to the 
governing equations of coupled fluid flow and contaminants transport in soils and 
groundwater zones. It would be very ambitious to aim for a complete mathematical 
model since all the required tasks for such a goal cannot be achieved in a single PhD 
project. In effect, therefore, the present work strives to develop a specific two-domain 
model, which can be applied for predicting physical transport of contaminants 
underground. This is a pre-requirement for developing an overall model for the mixed 
subsurface flow. The specific objectives of the process of contaminants migration 
simulation in this work include mainly the following points: 
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a) formulation of a well posed mathematical problem for the analysis of transient 
combined free and porous flow behaviour in the subsurface under given or 
assumed initial and boundary conditions; 
b) formulation of suitable interfacial conditions for describing mass and 
momentum transfer across free/porous flow zone interfaces; 
c) designing of computer codes for simulating the relevant flow processes; 
d) scientific interpretation of the simulated migration phenomena; 
e) comparison of results obtained from different model equations and interfacial 
conditions; 
f) identification of important parameters from the data reflecting the predicted 
phenomena. 
It is envisaged that the present treatment of the underground flow processes would yield a 
useful explanation of the underlying flow phenomena in coupled domains of the 
subsurface. 
1.4 Significance of the topic 
As mentioned before, the present work proposes use of the model equations based only 
on a domain analysis. However, the development of a mathematical model not only 
requires the understanding of the flow domains, but it also asks for the capabilities to 
solve the model equations. The phenomenal growth in computational power and facilities 
(e.g. easy availability of super computers and increased power of personal computers and 
work stations) in recent years has led to a tremendous increase in the use of 
computational methods in the form of numerical simulation with the help of 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for complex fluid flows. With ever increasing costs 
of laboratory/field experimentation, the need for numerical simulation of the relevant 
processes is even greater. The greatest advantage of CFD is, however, its ability to 
numerically solve the complex partial differential equations governing the fluid flow 
which otherwise may not be possible analytically except in some trivial cases. The major 
significance of the present work, therefore, lies in the development of a 3-D CFD model 
for the analysis of combined free and porous flow in the subsurface which seems to not 
have been attempted before to the best knowledge of the present author. 
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1.6 Outline of the thesis 
This PhD thesis is composed of a total of five chapters with additional sections devoted 
to references and appendices. The subsequent chapters start with 'Literature Survey and 
Governing Model Equations' in Chapter 2 where important concepts and published 
works related to this study have been reviewed. The model equations, which govern the 
transport phenomena in the free and porous flow zones in the subsurface and the interface 
in-between have also been presented in Chapter 2. The derivations of the working 
equations for using them in the computer simulator have been presented in 'Derivation of 
Working Equations' in Chapter 3. The problem of concern has been given the final shape 
here. The selection of the numerical scheme has also been justified. The simulator 
architecture has been further described in Chapter 3, which gives a brief idea of the 
design of the simulators and explains the computational process/program with the help of 
flow diagrams. Results obtained in this study have been analysed in detail in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 lists the important conclusions made from this work and the recommendations 
for future work. Beyond Chapter 5, references used in this work are given. In Appendix 
1, the list of peer-reviewed papers or accepted/submitted work for publication from this 
project is presented. Sample papers from this list have also been included as part of 
Appendix 1. A glossary of various terms used in the thesis is given in Appendix 2. The 
authors index is given in Appendix 3. Appendix 4 forms the last section of the thesis and 
presents the computer codes developed in this work. 
6 
Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND GOVERNING MODEL EQUATIONS 
2.1 Introduction 
Mathematical modelling of the subsurface flow processes requires the description of the 
underground regions in terms of various transport mechanisms and the flow geometry in 
conjunction with the use of efficient numerical simulation techniques. Research 
performed since the 1970s has shed much light on the processes affecting the migration 
of contaminants in underground systems. Sophisticated multi-dimensional numerical 
models for the prediction of fate and mobility of the pollutants in the subsurface media 
have also been developed. However, many technical issues should stilI be addressed 
before a realistic prognosis of contaminants mobility for the subsurface water quality 
management is realised. Das and Nassehi (2000) have reviewed these issues in detail. It 
emerged from their discussion that one of the issues that has not been dealt with 
frequently is the composite free and porous flow in the subsurface. There is, however, an 
extensive list of references on modelling of combined flow with particular implications in 
other engineering problems, such as enhancement of forced convection by insertion of a 
porous substance (Al-Nimr and Haddad, 1999; Hamdan et al., 2000). Before any attempt 
on modelling of the underground flow processes is made, it is, therefore, worthwhile to 
survey the relevant literature for fulfilling the objectives of the present study. 
Concurrently with the reviewed literature, the governing model equations for water flow 
and physical transport of contaminants in individual sections of the coupled domain and 
the interface in-between are also presented. In effect, the present chapter articulates the 
development of the intended model for simulating coupled free and porous flow 
phenomena in the subsurface. Furthermore, some important simulator algorithms 
developed previously for fluid and contaminants transport studies are discussed briefly. 
In section 2.2 of this chapter, a brief idea about combined free and porous flow 
phenomena is given with the help of typical examples. hnportant previous studies on 
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characteristic coupled transport processes are analysed in section 2.3. The governing 
model equations adopted in this work are discussed in section 2.4. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 
present the matching interfacial conditions for coupling the equations of motion for 
different sub-sections of the domain. The commonly used simulation algorithms, the 
treatment of convection dominated regimes and open boundary conditions for simulating 
fluid and contaminants transport are reviewed in sections 2.7 to 2.9. 
2.2 Combined free and porous flow 
The existence of a fluid layer adjacent to a layer of fluid saturated porous medium is a 
common occurrence in both geophysical and engineering environments. Although the 
identification of contaminants flow in adjacent free and porous flow zones in the 
subsurface is not new as an environmental problem, mathematical modelling for such 
transport processes has remained an unexplored area. However, modelling studies for 
combined flow have been successfully attempted in many other important engineering 
applications such as the solidification of metals in casting industries (Gartling et al., 
1996), cross flow filtration (PangrJe et al., 1991; Nassehi and Petera, 1994; Nassehi, 
1998), mud cake formation during drilling of oil wells (Fisher et al., 2000), spontaneous 
ignition of coal stockpiles (Salinger et al., 1993, 1994; Monazam et aI., 1998; Moghtaderi 
et al., 2000), pulmonary alveoli in the lungs (Tang and Fung, 1975), insulation by 
permeable materials (Masuoka, 1974), porous bearings or spheres (Taylor and Miller, 
1956; Tao and Joseph, 1962; Joseph and Tao, 1966; Jones, 1973; Murti, 1973a; Prakash 
and Vij, 1974; Kaneko, 1989; Kaneko and Doi, 1989; Bujurke and Naduvinamani, 1991), 
packed bed of particles (Lundgren, 1972; Neale et al., 1973; Neale and Nadar, 1974; 
Nield, 1983), crystal growth problems (Chen et al., 1999) and many other important 
convection related problems (Nield, 1977; Nishimura et al., 1986; Beckermann et aI., 
1987; Poulikakos and Kazmierczak, 1987; Beckermann et al., 1988; Taslim and 
Narusawa, 1989; Singh and Thorpe, 1995; Al-Nirnr and Alkam, 1998; Paul et al., 1999; 
Singh et aI., 1999; Kuznetsov, 2000; Abu-Hijleh and Al-Nirnr, 2001; Alkam and Al-
Nirnr, 2001). Although all these physical problems are concerned with the coupling of 
two different flow regimes and might present some superficial similarity in the 
mathematical formulations, the core of the fluid dynamics differs from case to case. The 
fluid mobility in the above cases is dependent on many factors, amongst them, the 
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inherent structural properties of the porous substance, different interfacial and boundary 
conditions and the flow potentials across the domain. The diversity of the underlying 
phenomena and the complexity of the interactions between the flow systems have, 
therefore, prevented rigorous general theoretical analysis of the coupled flow systems. As 
such, models representing specific cases have been developed so far. In order to illustrate 
the difference in combined flow phenomena from case to case, a few examples of 
industrially relevant transport problems are presented here. 
Porous journal bearings are probably the first engineering application of coupled flow 
phenomenon to receive considerable attention in the 1960s and 70s (Rhodes and Rouleau, 
1965; Rhodes and Rouleau, 1966; Murti, 1972; Murti, 1973b). Due to the generation of 
high pressure conditions during flow in porous bearings, the lubricant is squeezed into the 
bearings, which release the fluid as soon as the pressure decreases. In this way, a liquid 
film is maintained constantly in the narrow gap between the shaft and the bearings. 
Lubrication of the synovial joints in the human body, e.g. hips and knees etc., also act on 
the same principle and involve coupled fluid and porous domains. The surfaces of the 
joints are made of articular cartilage, a smooth rubbery material, which is attached to the 
solid bone. The surface of the articular cartilage is rough and porous. Hence, it can trap 
the synovial fluid. It has been suggested that because of the porous nature of the articular 
cartilage, other lubricating material is also squeezed into the joint when it is under stress. 
One theory is that the pressure causes lubricating 'threads' to squeeze out of the cartilage 
into the joint; one end of each lubricating thread remains in the cartilage and as the 
pressure reduces, the threads are pulled back into the holes (Prasad, 1991). 
In the solidification of alloys, when the mold is cooled at the external boundary, the solid 
frozen region is separated from the liquid region by a mushy zone consisting of dendrites 
immersed in the melt. A similar phenomenon occurs in the case of melting of solid 
alloys. The mushy region can be regarded as a porous layer with variable porosity and 
permeability. Through the mushy zone and the melt, the simultaneously changing 
temperature and concentration fields give rise to double diffusive convection. This plays 
a significant role in determining the quality of the alloy materials. To model such flow 
phenomena, Beckermann et al. (1988) proposed combining the governing model 
equations for fluid and porous regions to cast a single set of equations. It was assumed 
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that the velocities, stresses, concentration and heat fluxes were continuous across the 
fluid/porous medium interface and that the fluid and the porous region could be treated as 
a single domain governed by one set of conservation equations (Beckermann et al., 
1988). They introduced a new binary parameter to accomplish the desired task and used 
the model to study natural convection in a vertical rectangular fluid enclosures partially 
filled with a fluid saturated porous medium. The numerical and experimental results 
yielded good comparisons for the model. This approach has found numerous applications 
since for modelling coupled fluid flow through porous media with variable 
porosity/permeability (Sathe et al., 1988; Song and Viskanta, 1994; Gartling et al., 1996; 
Prescott and Incropera, 1996; Gobin et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1999; Sezai and Mohamad, 
1999). 
Spontaneous ignition of coal stockpiles is another example of coupled free and porous 
flow problem, which is gaining growing interests among researchers. When dried coal or 
char is stored in the presence of air, its spontaneous ignition poses a serious problem for 
both producers and users. The problem involves a complex range of physical and 
chemical processes including natural convection and chemical reactions in the porous 
media (Salinger et al., 1993, 1994; Monazam et al., 1998; Moghtaderi et al., 2000; Fierro 
et aI., 2001). The oxidation process is initiated as atmospheric oxygen enters the pile 
from the atmosphere/pile interface by molecular diffusion. At this stage, the oxidation 
reactions are limited to the outer layers of the pile. However, the heat released from the 
oxidation process and the depletion of oxygen cause small changes in the density of the 
gas phase within the coal stockpile. As a result, a convective air flow is induced in the 
pile which in turn significantly increases the rate of atmospheric oxygen transport into the 
pile and, hence, the global rate of oxidation. This increases the temperature of the 
stockpile further. When the temperature reaches the ignition point, the coal or char auto 
ignites. 
Although convection through double diffusion has been a topic of interest for more than 
35 years (Turner, 1965; Turner, 1968; Huppert and Linden, 1979), its implications in 
coupled fluid and permeable materials has been extensively investigated only in the last 
decade. As mentioned before in relation with the description of the alloy solidification 
problem, it results from the combined action of temperature and solute/concentration 
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gradients. Many different aspects and applications of double diffusive convection through 
both natural and forced routes have been studied in the last decade. For example, Le 
Breton et al. (1991) have studied heat transfer and fluid flow through fibrous insulation 
while solute exchange in sediments of coastal environments has been studied by Webster 
et al. (1996). 
2.3 Analysis of previous studies on combined free and porous flow problems 
2.3.1 Boundary and inertial effects 
The most serious issues in combined free and porous flow studies that have not been fully 
resolved yet are the roles of the inertial term and the boundary in the porous section and 
their effects on the hydrodynamic and convection behaviour of the combined flow 
processes. In the literature about fluid flow in domains totally filled with porous 
materials, it has been realised that the local macroscopic inertial term is usually small 
compared to the drag term and, hence, can be neglected. In most practical situations, the 
velocity responds to the imposed pressure change instantaneously, within a second or less 
(Abu-Hijleh and Al-Nimr, 2001). The local inertial term may be important if the imposed 
pressure gradient is oscillatory or if the porous domain is of large void fraction and 
permeability. The local inertial term may also retain its importance in applications 
involving a very thin porous substrate. The effects of the boundary and inertia on the flow 
hydrodynamics and heat transfer behaviour have been investigated in different ways. 
Muskat (1946) and Brinkman's (1947a) work form the cornerstone of the investigations 
for boundary and inertia effects. Brinkman accounted for the presence of a solid 
boundary through adding a viscous term to Darcy's law (Darcy, 1856), while Muskat 
included a velocity squared term in the Darcy's equation to account for the inertial forces. 
However, their work lacked a rigorous analytical basis and did not consider boundary and 
inertial effects simultaneously. Vafai and Tien (1981) presented a study, which showed 
the nature and importance of combined boundary and inertial effects upon flow and heat 
transfer in porous media. The task was accomplished by a general problem formulation 
with these effects present and then applying it to a specific case of two-dimensional flow 
through a porous medium confined by an external boundary. They demonstrated that the 
boundary effect is confined in a very thin momentum boundary layer and often plays an 
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insignificant role in the overall flow consideration. The effect of a boundary on heat 
transfer was, however, quite important and was more pronounced for the. thermal 
boundary layer with a thickness less than or of the same order as that of the momentum 
boundary layer. As they explained, this usually happens at a high Prandtl number and for 
large pressure differences. The inertia effects increase with higher permeability and the 
lower fluid viscosity. Furthermore, Vafai and Tien concluded that the velocity gradients 
near the wall are bound to increase, thereby, increasing the viscous resistance due to the 
boundary. Hence, the boundary effects are further amplified as inertial forces increase. In 
order to include both the inertial and boundary effects in the governing equations of 
motion for porous materials, Joseph et al. (1982) formulated a non-linear theory based on 
the available theoretical models and experimental results. They also obtained a rough 
estimate of a coefficient that accounts for the form drag. Later, Tong and Subramanian 
(1985) demonstrated that the hydrodynamics of such a flow field is characterised by a 
parameter E defined as RlIoDa! A where RlIo, Da and A are the Raleigh and Darcy 
numbers and the aspect ratio, respectively. As E ~ 0, the flow field resembles that given 
by a pure Darcy analysis except in a thin region next to a boundary. For the case of heat 
transfer, the Nusselt number is a function of E as well as RlIo and A. 
Bear (1972) explained graphically that the macroscopic inertial force may become 
significant roughly at Reynolds number ~ 10, which makes the Darcy law practically 
invalid. However, a global quantitative mapping of the operating and geometrical 
parameters within which the local inertial term may be significant/insignificant is still 
uncertain. In a recent study on fluid flow in channels partially filled with a porous 
material of porosity> 0.6, Abu-Hijleh and Al-Nimr (2001) have analysed the effect of the 
inertial term on the hydrodynamics of the combined flow. They have presented a 
mapping for the regions within which the local inertial term in the momentum equation 
for the porous domain is insignificant. It has been found that the local inertial term is 
insignificant when Da < 10-6, over the entire range of 0.1 < Ile < 10 and for all porous 
substrate thickness where J.1< is the ratio between the fluid viscosities in the porous and 
fluid regions, respectively. However, for substrates of thickness greater than 0.1 
(dimensionless), the local inertial term becomes insignificant when Da < 10-4 and over 
the range 0.1 < Ile < 0.6. For 0.6 < Ile < 10, it should be ensured that Da < 10-6 in order to 
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exclude the local inertial tenn in channels having substrates of thickness larger than 0.1. 
It has also been found that the deviation between the predictions of the transient and 
quasi-steady models is more significant in the porous domain and the deviation decreases 
as the time proceeds. 
Due to the uncertainties about the effects of the inertial and boundary tenns on the 
hydrodynamics of the flow, two fonnulations have emerged from the past studies of the 
porous flow equations. While some studies have ignored both tenns, others have retained 
either one or both of them. 
2.3.2 Steady state flow analysis 
Most previous literature on flow in combined fluid and porous regions have studied the 
steady state hydrodynamical and heat transfer behaviour. The first major analysis into the 
steady state behaviour of fluid flow in channels partially filled with penneable materials 
was carried out by Beavers and Joseph (1967). They presented an empirically based 
correlation for the velocity gradient at the free/porous medium interface in tenns of the 
velocities in the fluid and the porous region. The problem was revisited and analytical 
solutions were provided for velocity and temperature based on the matched asymptotic 
expansion technique by Vafai and Thiayagaraja (1987). They demonstrated the validity 
of the Beavers and Joseph fonnulation (1967) for the linear flow regime, which Beavers 
and Joseph had investigated. Subsequently, Vafai and Kim (1990) presented an exact 
solution for the same problem assuming fully developed steady state hydrodynamic 
conditions at the fluid/porous domain interface. An important step towards understanding 
the fluid mechanics at the interfaces between free and porous flow regions was, therefore, 
achieved by Beavers and Joseph (1967), Vafai and Thiayagaraja (1987) and Vafai and 
Kim (1990). 
In an earlier study, Poulikakos and Kazmierczak (1987) investigated fully developed 
forced convection in a channel filled with a porous material. The porous matrix was 
attached to the channel wall and extended toward the centre line. Flow in two channel 
geometries (parallel plates and circular pipe) were investigated by Poulikakos and 
Kazmierczak using two types of thennal boundary conditions. Their main purpose was to 
document the effects of a number of important parameters on the flow field and on the 
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heat transfer rate in the channel. In the study, influences of the thickness of the porous 
region adjacent to the channel wall, the Darcy number and the ratio of the thermal 
conductivity of the porous medium to the fluid thermal conductivity were analysed in 
detail. The inertial term was also included in the equation of motion for the permeable 
section. At the time when Poulikakos and Kazmierczak (1987) presented their results, no 
volume averaging technique was available for the boundary conditions at the free/porous 
medium interface. Hence, they utilized the shear stress continuity condition to match the 
solution at the interface. However, Nield (1991) pointed out that though over the void 
section of the interface the velocity shear is continuous, it is not necessarily the case over 
the solid portion. Therefore, the velocity shear does not necessarily match. Nield (1991) 
concluded that the shear stress continuity at the interface results in over determination of 
the physical problem. 
To address the issue raised by Nield (1991) on over determining the physical problem, 
the boundary conditions at the free/porous zone interface were investigated by Ochoa-
Tapia and Whitaker (1995a,b). By applying sophisticated volume averaging methods, 
Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker showed that the process of matching the porous flow equation 
with inertia term to the free flow equation required a discontinuity in the stress but 
continuity of the velocity. They also proposed that the jump in stress is inversely 
proportional to the permeability of the porous medium. Using the Ochoa-Tapia and 
Whitaker boundary conditions to match the solution at the interface, therefore, the 
problem of over determining the physical problem indicated by Nield (1991) was 
resolved. 
Kuznetsov (1996) demonstrated that the stress jump boundary conditions suggested by 
Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker (1995a,b) have not only theoretical interest but they are 
important for solving many practical fluid flow problem. By using the Brinkman equation 
(Brinkman, 1947a), Kuznetsov showed that for uniform permeability of the porous 
medium, two momentum boundary layers exist in the combined free and porous domains. 
One of these boundary layers develops near the impermeable boundary while the other 
develops near the interface. Within these momentum boundary layers the fluid velocity is 
constant. The width of the boundary layers increases with an increase in the Darcy 
number. For a large permeability of the porous medium, these boundary layers can also 
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overlap. In this case, the portion of the porous layer with a constant velocity does not 
exist. 
Kuznetsov (1997) also explained that the exact solution provided by Vafai and Kim 
(1990) was based on the assumption that both seepage velocity and shear stress at the 
porous medium/fluid interface are continuous. Since the shear stress at the free/porous 
interface is not necessarily continuous (Nield, 1991; Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker, 
1995a,b), Kuznetsov (1997) proposed a modification to the exact solution provided by 
Vafai and Kim (1990) for taking into account the jump in shear stress at the interfacial 
surfaces. The modified solution was then applied by Kuznetsov (1998) to study fully 
developed steady forced convection in a parallel plate channel filled with a fluid saturated 
homogeneous porous material. Both viscous and inertial forces were taken into account 
when simulating flow in the porous section. Kuznetsov (1998) also utilised the boundary 
layer concept developed earlier (Kuznetsov, 1996) and his results showed excellent 
agreement with the solution provided earlier by Poulikakos and Kazmierczak (1987). 
Further studies on steady fluid flow and heat transfer in composite domains by Kuznetsov 
and his co-workers have been presented in Kuznetsov (2000) and Kuznetsov and Xiong 
(2000). 
The extensive list of publications on combined free and porous flow indicates the 
importance of its application in engineering problems. Many studies have examined the 
effects of different geometrical, fluid and solid matrix parameters on the steady state 
natural convection in layered domains (Somerton and Catton, 1982; Nishimura et aI., 
1986; Tong et al., 1986; Tong and Subramanian, 1986; Beckermann et aI., 1987,1988; 
Poulikakos, 1987; Vafai and Sarkar, 1987; Chen and Chen, 1988; Taslim and Narusawa, 
1989; Prasad and Tien, 1990; Payne and Straughan, 1998). Many of these applications 
have investigated the flow and thermal stability of composite fluid and porous layers for 
different configurations (Nield, 1977, 1983; Somerton and Catton, 1982; Poulikakos et 
aI., 1986; Pillatsis et al., 1987; Poulikakos, 1987; Chen and Chen, 1988; Taslim and 
Narusawa, 1989; Prasad and Tien, 1990; Chang and Chang, 1996; Payne and Straughan, 
1998). For example, Nield (1977) presented a linear thermal stability analysis for a 
system consisting of a horizontal fluid layer overlying a layer of porous medium 
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saturated with the same fluid, with uniform heating from below. Surface tension effects at 
a deformable upper surface were also allowed for in the problem. Nield (1977) claimed 
the study to be the first of its nature for combined free and porous flow problems. Nield 
(1983) revisited the problem of thermal stability of superposed porous and fluid layers 
and obtained an exact solution for the stability of a porous layer sandwiched between two 
fluid layers and rigid top and bottom boundaries when a constant heat flux is applied at 
the bottom. Nield (1977, 1983) utilised the Beavers and Joseph formulation (1967) to 
describe the fluid motion at the interface between the fluid and porous layers. Later, 
Pillatsis et al. (1987) studied the stability of the same configuration as the one adopted by 
Nield (1977, 1983) but using numerical techniques. In the mean time, Somerton and 
. Catton (1982) also analysed the stability of a fluid saturated porous medium (with 
internal heat generation) overlain with a fluid layer. They assumed a fixed temperature 
difference between the two rigid boundaries and used the Brinkman equation (Brinkman, 
1947a) for the porous layer with continuity of velocity and shear as interfacial conditions. 
As commented by Pillatsis et al. (1987), the analyses of Nield (1977, 1983) and 
Somerton and Catton (1982) initiated a continuing effort for the stability analysis of 
combined domains of free and porous regions. Taslim and Narusawa (1989) extended the 
previous works by Pillatsis et al. (1987) to study the thermal stability for three different 
combinations of three horizontally superposed systems of porous and fluid layers. 
Recently, Payne and Straughan (1998) studied the flow stability for such problems. They 
demonstrated that for flow in a domain occupied by a viscous fluid in contact with a 
porous solid, the solution depends continuously on a coefficient determined by the 
interfacial boundary conditions. 
Most of the above investigations had a limitation in that they considered only closed 
cavities and enclosures (Nishimura et al., 1986; Tong et aI., 1986; Tong and 
Subramanian, 1986; Beckermann et al., 1987,1988; Vafai and Sarkar, 1987; Chang and 
Chang, 1996). Addressing this problem, analytical, closed form solutions for fully 
developed natural convection in an open ended vertical channel partially filled with a 
porous substrate have been proposed by Al-Nimr and Haddad (1999) for the first time in 
the literature. Solutions corresponding to different combinations of four fundamental 
boundary conditions have been obtained. They have demonstrated analytically that fully 
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developed flow approaches in a given channel when the height to width ratio is 
sufficiently large. 
Recently, five types of different interfacial conditions, including the formulations by 
Beavers and Joseph (1967) and Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker (1995a,b) have been 
reviewed, analysed and compared in detail by Alazmi and Vafai (2001) for steady state 
flow and heat transfer in combined free and porous domains. They have shown that for a 
porous substance with porosity of 0.7, the variations in the prediction from different 
porous flow models are negligible. In general, the variances have a more pronounced 
effect on the velocity field and a substantially smaller effect on the temperature field and 
yet even smaller effect on the Nusselt number distribution. Further, the choice of the 
effective viscosity, which results due to the form drag and inertial forces in a porous 
medium (Alazmi and Vafai, 2001), has been found to have a relatively small influence on 
the velocity field and an insignificant effect on the temperature and the local Nusselt 
number distribution. Such general conclusions for steady fluid flow were also drawn in 
some earlier studies (Salinger et al., 1994; Singh and Thorpe, 1995) though they were 
limited to comparing the flow and the temperature fields predicted from using the Darcy 
and Brinkman equations and the Beavers and Joseph interfacial condition. Das (2001) has 
compared three models for unsteady fluid flow in combined domains, which, in general, 
contradicted the conclusions of Salinger et al. (1994), Singh and Thorpe (1995) and 
Alazmi and Vafai (2001). At a smaller time level, the flow model with Beavers and 
Joseph (1967) interfacial condition deviates from the other models, though the variances 
decrease at large time levels when the flow tends to reach the steady state. Das (2001) 
concluded, therefore, that predictions from different models do not necessarily match for 
transient conditions though it is the case in steady state behaviour. The factors 
contributing to the contradictions between Das and the previous investigators are to be 
analysed at length in Chapter 4. 
2.3.3 Unsteady state flow analysis 
In contrast to the steady state calculations, modelling studies for unsteady flow and heat 
transfer behaviour in combined free and porous materials have been limited in scope. The 
analyses of the transient problems also seem to lack the continuity in their objectives and 
directions, as observed in the case of steady flow calculations. As such, mathematical 
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models for unsteady flow in combined regions have not evolved as a well established 
scientific field of study. Kazmierczak and Poulikakos (1990) were probably one of the 
earliest workers to carry out transient calculations for combined free and porous flow 
domains. They presented a series of two-dimensional unsteady numerical simulations for 
the problem of double diffusion in a horizontal fluid layer linearly stratified in a stable 
manner with a salt gradient and heated from below. Their results provided important 
insights for the growth and nature of the flow, temperature and concentration fields. The 
flow field was found to be strongly two-dimensional and multicellular. It was 
demonstrated that with progressing time, the number of cells decreases as pairs of cells 
merge to create single cells. At early time levels, all the flow activity occurs near the 
bottom wall. However, the flow region grows with time. Kazmierczak and Poulikakos 
also drew important conclusions regarding the temperature and concentration fields. For 
example, they found that the concentration and temperature of the flow region are largely 
one-dimensional. However, increase of a stability parameter has strong effects on their 
profiles and two-dimensional fields for concentration and temperature are developed. 
Kazmierczak and Poulikakos (1991) reported another study on unsteady double diffusion 
in a composite layer consisting of a fluid region extending over a fluid saturated 
permeable substrate. The main purpose of the study was to derive the effects of important 
system parameters on the transient growth of the concentration and temperature fields. It 
was assumed that initially the fluid in the system was motionless, isothermal and stably 
stratified with a linear salt distribution. A constant uniform heat flux was then applied to 
the bottom of the system. They demonstrated the effects of height of the permeable 
substrate, its permeability and the ratio of the thermal to the Rayleigh number. The 
effects of cooling on double diffusion in a combined system through its top boundary on 
the flow, temperature and concentration fields when the fluid region underlies the porous 
section were reported later by Rastogi and Poulikakos (1993). 
In an interesting application of combined flow through a spherical domain configuration, 
Nguyen et al. (1997) analysed the transient natural convection in a spherical enclosure 
containing a central core fluid and a porous shell fully saturated with the same fluid. They 
utilized the spectral method for the flow simulation, which combined the concepts of 
Galerkin and collocation methods with Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials as basis 
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functions, respectively. The time advancement was accomplished by a combination of 
Adams-Bashforth and backward Euler schemes (Nguyen et al., 1997). Nguyen et al. 
concluded that the velocity inside the fluid core is dictated by both the induced 
temperature gradients as well as the interfacial momentum flux. Also, when the Darcy 
number < 10.5 it has no effect on the interfacial profiles. However, the overall heat 
transfer rate in the coupled domain is primarily controlled by the characteristics of the 
porous area and the thermal conductivity ratio of the two regions. Further, the deviation 
in the Nusselt number is less than 10% in the range 10.7 < Da < 10.3. 
Most current research on transient flow behaviour in combined regions seem to be being 
carried out by a research group led by Al-Nimr et al. though isolated cases of unsteady 
flow calculations have also been reported by other researchers (e.g. Paul et aI., 1999). Al-
Nimr and Alkam (1997) presented a numerical study of unsteady forced convection in a 
partially filled annulus. Alkam and Al-Nimr (1998) investigated numerically the transient 
forced convection in partially filled circular channels. In a contemporary study, Al-Nimr 
and Alkam (1998) presented analytical solutions based on the Green's function method 
for unsteady fluid flow in parallel plate channels partially filled with porous media. The 
effects of different parameters regarding the geometry, the solid matrix and the fluid on 
the hydrodynamic behaviour were also investigated. Paul et al. (1999) performed an 
investigation to analyse the transient behaviour of laminar free convective flow in the 
interface region between a fluid and a porous medium bounded by two vertical walls 
using the finite difference technique. Paul et al. concluded that the flow in the porous 
region is time dependent only for high values of Darcy number (Da > 10·\ In other 
words, the flow in the porous region is independent of time for small to moderate values 
of Darcy number (10.3 < Da < 10.6). They also demonstrated through a series of 
numerical experiments that the non-dimensional steady state time of a fluid corresponds 
to the Prandtl number of the fluid. El-Shaarawi et al. (1999) reported a study on transient 
conjugate forced convection in the thermal entry region of a thick walled annulus filled 
with a homogeneous and isotropic porous medium. El-Shaarawi et al. assumed the flow 
to be hydrodynamically fully developed and steady but thermally developing and 
transient. It was found that the axial heat conduction can be neglected for Peclet number 
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> 120. Both the Darcy number and the inertial term influenced the fully developed 
velocity profiles and consequently the heat transfer to the porous medium. 
Most recently, Alkam and Al-Nimr (2001) developed analytical solutions for transient 
fluid flow hydrodynamics in a circular channel partially filled with a permeable material 
for two different combinations of flow domains. In the first case, a porous substrate shell 
was inserted adjacent to the channel wall, while in the other case, a cylindrical element of 
porous material was inserted at the channel centre. Consistent with Al-Nimr and Alkam 
(1998), Alkam and Al-Nimr (2001) also used the Green's function method. In all cases 
reported by Al-Nirnr and his co-workers, the flow unsteadiness was caused either by 
applying a sudden change in the imposed pressure gradient or/and by applying a sudden 
change in the wall velocity. Furthermore, all the above studies included the inertial term 
in the governing equations for porous domains. 
Das et al. (2001a) presented a transient calculation for flow in combined free and porous 
domains using the standard finite volume method. Also, contrary to most previous 
studies, the flow was simulated with no boundary condition at the open end of the domain 
as it enables the most realistic predictive calculations for natural fluid flow. 
2.3.4 Domain configurations of coupled free and porous regions 
Although there have been a large number of investigations of coupled porous and viscous 
flows, most studies have idealised the flow configurations for either the ease of computer 
simulations or deriving analytical solutions for the flow problem. However, based on the 
physical problem in hand, different domain shapes and co-ordinate systems have been 
adopted. Furthermore, the studies till now have been adopting 2-D domain 
configurations. A majority of the flow simulations have been carried out on rectangular 
domains and the Cartesian co-ordinate systems (Beavers and Joseph, 1967; Vafai and 
Thiayagaraja, 1987; Garling et aI., 1996; Alazmi and Vafai, 2001). However, the fluid 
flow during self-ignition of coal stock piles are simulated using fulcrum shaped domains 
on 2-D Cartesian co-ordinates systems (Salinger et al., 1994; Moghtaderi et aI., 2000). 
Some coupled flow problems with the domains inclined to the directions of fluid 
flowlheat transfer have also been studied (Oosthuizen and Paul, 1990; Naylor and 
Oosthuizen, 1996). 
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Important practical problems, which have been studied using the cylindrical co-ordinate 
network, include the flow in cross flow filtration (Nassehi, 1998), blood flow in arteries 
or air flow to lungs (Tang and Fung, 1975), bore hole flows during oil well drilling 
(Fisher et al., 2000). Studies which simulate the fluid flow in spherical co-ordinate 
systems include mostly the problems associated with lubrication of porous bearings. 
However, there seems to be a general lack of 3-D flow calculations even though all 
transport processes are inherently 3-D. To the best knowledge of the author, the only 
study on 3-D flow calculations has been reported by Gartling et al. (1996) who attempted 
to simulate double diffusive convection during melting of alloys. Probably, for the first 
time in the literature, the flow hydrodynamics in a combined free and porous flow zone in 
the subsurface has been analysed on a 3-D spatial scale in the Cartesian framework by 
Das et al. (2001a). The particular nature of the domain configuration also raises the 
possibility that it has more than one interfacial plane. The influence of having a multiple 
number of interfaces in the domain on the flow hydrodynamics has been analysed by Das 
and Nassehi (2001b). The effects of different aspect ratios of the sub-domains on the flow 
hydrodynamics have been investigated by Das et al. (2001b). 
2.3.5 Experimental studies 
Although negligible compared to the number of theoretical studies, many pioneering 
early experimental investigations of flow in combined free and porous domains have 
been carried out. Most experiments were motivated by specific design requirements of 
the associated flow domain while others were performed to provide data for modelling 
purposes or for model validation. Some experimental studies involving flow visualisation 
in the particular domain configuration were also reported. 
Beavers and Joseph (1967) conducted the first major experiment to study the fluid flow 
behaviour in combined free and porous flow domains. They measured the mass efflux of 
a Poiseuille flow over a naturally permeable block and indicated that a boundary layer 
within the block is created. The effects of the boundary layer can be such as to greatly 
alter the tangential motion near the interfacial boundary. They hypothesised that the 
tangential velocity at the interface changes from its Darcy value to some slip value and 
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postulated that the steady flow field takes the form as shown in Figure 2.1. Beavers and 
Joseph's (1967) experimental results and their hypotheses are analysed in more detail in 
section 2.5 while discussing the interfacial boundary conditions used in this work. 
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Figure 2.1. Flow behaviour in adjacent open and permeable medium (Beavers and 
Joseph, 1967) 
Experiments were also performed by Beavers et al. (1970) to validate the theoretical 
predictions made by Beavers and Joseph (1967). Beavers et al. studied the laminar flow 
characteristics and the larninar-turbulent transition in a parallel plate channel, one of 
whose bounding walls was a porous medium. The flow regime investigated by them was 
characterised by parallel, unidirectional, fully developed flows in the channel and the 
porous medium. They also carried out flow visualisation studies to corroborate the 
findings of the experiments performed for investigating the laminar-turbulent transition. 
The experimental results for the larninar region were found to be in excellent agreement 
with the slip model proposed by Beavers and Joseph (1967). Beavers et al. (1970) also 
observed that the transition to turbulence occurs at lower Reynolds number due to the 
presence of the permeable wall in the domain. Taylor (1971) carried out another 
experiment, which gave further verification to the model proposed by Beavers and J oseph 
(1967). However, the main purpose of this study was to find the value of the slip 
coefficient that determines the extent of slip at the free flow/porous domain interface. 
While performing the experiment, Taylor used an ideal porous medium, as described by 
Taylor (1960), to determine accurately the dependency of the slip coefficient on the 
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structure and geometry of the permeable medium. Comparing his experimental results 
with the theoretical calculations of Beavers and Joseph (1967) and Richardson (1971), he 
concluded that the slip coefficient in Beavers and Joseph's experiment was unity. He also 
confirmed what Beavers and Joseph (1967) had initially hypothesised regarding the 
nature of the slip coefficient, i.e. it depends only on the structural properties of the porous 
medium and is independent of the fluid properties. 
It is also interesting to note that the Beavers and Joseph (1967) condition is applicable to 
the flow of compressible fluids. Beavers et al. (1974) reported an experiment to 
investigate the slip boundary condition in the presence of a gas and to verify if the slip 
parameter occurring at the interface is really independent of the fluid as Beavers and 
Joseph (1967) hypothesised. The slip condition was successfully verified against 
experimental values of the gas flow. Though the second objective of the experiment 
could not be achieved conclusively, the agreement of the values of the slip coefficients 
between gas and liquid flows was very close. This goes to prove that the dependency of 
the parameter on the fluid, if any, is negligible. Unfortunately, to the best knowledge of 
the present author, no further experiment has been carried out to substantiate the 
conclusions of Beavers et al. (1974). 
Most experimental studies reported beyond Beavers et al. (1974) employed both 
laboratory experiments as well as flow visualisation techniques to validate models for 
combined fluid flow zones. Masuoka (1974) carried out a flow visualisation experiment 
to examine the criterion for the onset of convection currents for two configurations, a 
fluid layer divided by a porous wall and a porous layer divided by a permeable wall of 
different permeability, to validate his analytical model. His experiments suggested that 
there are two possible types of convection in such domains, one of which is local 
convection bounded on the top or bottom by the permeable wall and the other is 
convection passing through the wall. Tong et al. (1986) described an experimental study 
on steady state natural convective heat transfer in a rectangular enclosure vertically 
divided into a fluid saturated porous region and a fluid filled region. Experimental runs 
were carried out for different enclosure aspect ratios, Rayleigh numbers and thickness of 
the porous region. The results obtained by Tong et al. verified an earlier hypothesis that 
the heat transfer could be minimised by partially filling the enclosure with a porous 
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material rather than filling it entirely. In a contemporary study, Nishimura et al. (1986) 
employed both flow visualisation and experiments to study, and to validate a model for, 
the laminar natural convection heat transfer in an enclosure horizontally divided into fluid 
(silicon oil) and porous regions (glass beads). His experimental results compared 
satisfactorily to numerical values. Beckermann et al. (1987, 1988) reported further 
experimental and flow visualisation studies to verify their numerical results for steady 
state natural convective fluid flow and heat transfer in a vertical rectangular enclosure 
that is partially filled with a vertical layer of fluid saturated porous medium. They used 
spherical glass beads to form the porous layer while both water and glycerine were used 
to develop the fluid layer. 
Most notable among the recent experimental and flow visualisation studies is the analysis 
by Song and Viskanta (1994). Song and Viskanta carried out a series of experimental, 
flow visualisation and theoretical studies of natural convection flow and heat transfer 
within a rectangular enclosure partially filled with an anisotropic porous medium. The 
aim was to understand the effects of mushy region flow characteristics on the interacting 
flows of the melt pool and the mushy zone of solidifying alloys. The flow visualisation in 
the porous region was made possible by a latticed structure of the porous matrices and by 
using a coloured dye. All experimental, visualisation and numerical results showed 
satisfactory comparisons. 
2.4 Governing model equations 
The most important issue encountered in the formulation of a well posed mathematical 
problem of coupled free and porous flow in the subsurface zone is the selection of the 
governing equations for each sub-domain and the matching conditions at the interface for 
linking them. The intended model in this work is based on the principles of mass and 
momentum conservation. In general, the model equations are expressible in both vorticity 
stream functions and primitive variable formulations. Vorticity stream functions are 
mostly associated with planes and have been useful in some two-dimensional combined 
free and porous flow calculations (Joseph and Tao, 1966; Nishimura et aI., 1986). 
Although they can be extended to three-dimensional problems, they give rise to 
additional complications (Hoffman and Chiang, 1993). Nishimura et al. (1986) also 
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reported that the vorticity stream function formulations are very sensitive to the 
numerical mesh used, especially near the free/porous flow domain interface, and yielded 
large discretisation errors above a critical dimensionless grid length. To avoid such 
problems, the methodology in this work is based on primitive variable formulations, i.e. 
the equations are expressed in terms of the pressure and velocity. The conservative forms 
of equations (Anderson, 1995) have also been adopted to enhance the accuracy of the 
numerical calculations. 
2.4.1 Hydrodynamic equations 
2.4.1.1 Free flow region 
The momentum transfer equation for the free flowing fluid with constant density and 
viscosity at a reference temperature is represented by the well known Navier-Stokes (N-
S) equations, 
(1) 
where, the subscript f refers to the free flowing fluid. P and v are the pressure and 
velocity terms while p and J.l are the constant density and viscosity of the fluid, 
respectively. In equation (1), the body forces are automatically incorporated in the 
pressure term as the resultant flow potential. 
The following continuity equation that describes the mass conservation for an 
incompressible fluid is used for the free flow regime, 
(2) 
2.4.1.2 Porous flow region 
The corresponding macroscopic equations representing the flow field in the porous 
section are more controversial. In particular, the equation of motion has received 
considerable attention in the past. Vafai and Tien (1981), Joseph et al. (1982) and Nield 
and Bejan (1992) have pointed out that there are a number of possible equations, linear 
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and non-linear, to describe mathematically the flow in a permeable domain. The two 
most suitable equations are the Darcy (Darcy, 1856) and Brinkman (Brinkman, 1947a) 
equations shown below in the transient form for anisotropic porous media where the body 
forces have been incorporated in the pressure terms to represent the driving flow 
potential, 
Darcy Equation (3) 
Brinkman Equation (4) 
In the above equations, subscript p refers to porous section; P is the interstitial averaged 
pressure, v is the volume averaged seepage velocity, p and Jl are the constant density and 
viscosity of the fluid, respectively.1l' is the effective viscosity which depends on the fluid 
viscosity, Jl, and the porosity. K is a second order tensor representing the permeability of 
the medium and, as adopted in this work, is given by the following matrix, 
(5) 
where, Kxx, Kyy and Kzz are the principal components of the permeability tensor aligned 
in the x-, y-, and z- co-ordinate directions, respectively. Hence, the above diagonal form 
of the anisotropic permeability is a special case which occurs when the co-ordinate axes 
coincide with the normal axes of K. In general, these components are functions of the 
fluid and material properties. Due to the varying range of particle sizes and shapes and 
complex fluid-soil interactions in the field conditions, there is a lack of theoretical co-
relations for estimating the permeability in the subsurface. The Carman-Kozeny equation 
(Carman, 1956) for calculating the permeability is often adopted for flow in porous 
materials. However, the applicability of the relationship for underground flow processes 
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is in doubt. The equation is most suitable for a medium consisting of spherical and 
uniform particles, which is highly unlikely in the case of natural underground flow zones. 
In order that the developed model corresponds to the coupled flow phenomena under 
field conditions, the selected momentum equation for the porous medium must represent 
the flow correctly as well as satisfying other conditions arising from its linking with the 
N-S equations through a well posed mathematical statement. The validity of Darcy' s law 
for creeping Newtonian flow in homogeneous, isotropic and low porosity materials has 
been confirmed through many early experiments (Muskat, 1937; Carman, 1937; 
Scheidegger, 1957; Beavers and Joseph, 1967; Beavers et aI., 1970). The theoretical 
validity of the law either through deterministic (Dullien, 1979) or statistical models 
(Irmay, 1958; Whitaker, 1986; Ene and Poli~ev~ki, 1987) has also been demonstrated. 
The Darcy law ignores the effects on the flow due to inertial forces and form drag, which 
explains the linear relationship between the pressure and velocity terms. However, the 
most serious limitation of the equation is that it cannot represent the hydrodynamic 
conditions near the boundaries of porous media. Ishizawa and Hori (1966) presented a 
theoretical analysis of an axisymmetric flow through a porous wall into a uniform and 
narrow gap and verified the existence of a slip velocity on the porous surface. Further, 
Beavers and Joseph (1967) and Beavers et al. (1970) demonstrated experimentally the 
existence of a shear mechanism inside a porous medium when it was placed adjacent to a 
freely flowing fluid in a channel. Since the Darcy equation is devoid of any macroscopic 
shear term, it cannot, therefore, predict the hydrodynamic parameters near the boundary 
layer at the free/porous flow interface. This point will be discussed further with reference 
to the selection of proper matching boundary conditions. 
The range of validity of the law has been scrutinised by many authors. In a review article, 
Cheng (1978) noted that for the case of natural convection in a horizontal planar porous 
medium bounded by a hot wall at the bottom and a cold wall at the top, Darcy's law is 
valid when the Darcy number based on the height of the porous medium is less than 10-3. 
An early numerical study performed by Chan et al. (1970) on heat transfer across two-
dimensional enclosures containing porous material had yielded a similar criterion for the 
validity of Darcy's law. Chan et al. also used the Brinkman-extended Darcy model 
(Brinkman, 1947a) concurrently in their analysis. They found that when Da, defined in 
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terms of the width of the enclosure, was less than 10-3 the results were independent of Da. 
Thus Chan et al. (1970) inferred that the inclusion of the viscous forces and consequent 
satisfaction of the no-slip boundary condition gave virtually the same result as a pure 
Darcy's law analysis. 
In contrast to Darcy's law, the Brinkman equation is a second order equation with respect 
to velocity and is most suitable for large porosity gradient materials (Saffman, 1971; 
Nield and Bejan, 1992). Experimental backing of the Brinkman equation is limited. 
However, some experimental verification of the equation has been given in the works of 
Matsumo and Suganuma (1977) who measured the settling velocity of model flocs made 
of steel wool. Klaidas and Prasad (1991) have also discussed its range of applicability 
through an experimental study. Verifications of the equation in different ways have been 
obtained by, among others, Tam (1969), Saffman (1971), Lundgren (1972), Childress 
(1972), Howells (1974), Hinch (1977), Koplik et al. (1983), Kim and Russel (1985), 
Whitaker (1986), Durlofsky and Brady (1987), Firdaouss et al. (1997) and Marusic-
Paloka and Mikelic (2000). For example, both Howells (1974) and Hinch (1977) 
confirmed the validity of the equation by considering slow flow in random arrays of fixed 
spheres and for suspensions. Some attempts have also been made to resolve the issue of 
using the effective viscosity in the equation (e.g. Brinkman, 1947b; Neale et al., 1973; 
Givler and Altobelli, 1994; Martys et al., 1994; Liu and Masliyah, 1999; Alazmi and 
Vafai, 2001). Apparently, the use of the Brinkman equation for the combined flow 
problem poses no special difficulty. The second order velocity terms of the equation 
enable specification of all dependent variables, normal and tangential to the interface, as 
continuous functions across the interface for linking the free and porous flow. The only 
apparent difficulty in this case is that the interfacial boundary layer often requires 
complicated mesh resolution or solution smoothing techniques for numerical simulation. 
Nishimura et al. (1986), who used the Brinkman equation for a combined convective 
flow, showed that even though the Brinkman equation facilitates the coupling of the 
equations of motion in both sub-domains, he found spurious results at the interface. 
Interestingly, the Brinkman equation becomes equivalent to Darcy law under the special 
case of low permeability and yields the so-called Darcy slip at the interface. 
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The problem of combining porous and free flow zones in the subsurface is, therefore, to 
formulate a well posed solvable mathematical problem through linking of the equations 
of motions in both sub-sections. The equation of continuity in both regimes provides the 
remaining necessary information on the flow dynamics for solving the complete problem. 
Almost all naturally occurring porous materials have porosity less than the Brinkman 
range. The natural porous flow is also usually in the range of Iow Reynolds number 
(creeping flow) in the permeable section. Therefore, the Darcy equation presents the most 
attractive momentum equation for the porous section in the present work even though the 
Brinkman equation is easier to couple with the Navier-Stokes equations mathematically. 
For flow of an incompressible fluid in a continuum porous medium the equation of 
continuity is, 
V.v. =0 (6) 
where, v is the volume averaged seepage velocity of fluid. 
2.4.2. Contaminant transport equations 
2.4.2.1 Free flow region 
The equation for transport of pollutants in the free flow zone due to the physical 
processes is governed by the following non-dimensional convection-dispersion equation, 
(7) 
where, C and r are the pollutants concentration and the dispersion coefficient tensor, 
respectively. The free flow region, being isotropic, has all components of the dispersion 
coefficient tensor equal to one another, i.e. r",f = ryy,r = r",r = r f ' which are aligned in the 
X-, y- and z-axes of the Cartesian co-ordinate framework, respectively. 
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2.4.2.2 Porous flow region 
The convection-dispersion equation for the porous section with no source/sink term can 
be written analogous to equation (7), 
(8) 
where, C is the pollutant concentration. r is a second order hydrodynamic dispersion 
tensor for the 3-D anisotropic porous domain and, as adopted in this work, is given by the 
following diagonal matrix, 
[
r",p 
r = 0 p 
o 
o 
ryy,p 
o 
(9) 
In equation (9), rxx,p' ryy,p and r n,p are the components of a second order hydrodynamic 
tensor along the three principal co-ordinate directions, i.e. X-, y- and z-axes, respectively. 
Hence, the above diagonal form of the dispersion tensor is a special case which occurs 
when the co-ordinate axes coincide with the normal axes of r. Bear and Bachmat (1986) 
proposed a methodology for estimating the components of the dispersion coefficient 
tensor for an anisotropic porous medium. But, the methodology has limited practical 
application under field conditions, as it requires an exhaustive information on the 
dispersive properties of a pollutant. To resolve these difficulties, Burnett and Frind 
(1987) simplified the above approach based on some earlier experimental evidence. 
Robson (1978) and Anderson (1979) observed that the transverse component of the 
dispersion coefficient in natural stratified porous media was often smaller in the vertical 
plane than that in the horizontal plane. Burnett and Frind, therefore, suggested that an 
approximate formulation can be evolved for calculating the components of the dispersion 
coefficient tensor using only three dispersivity term, i.e. a longitudinal dispersivity, aL, a 
horizontal transverse dispersivity, aTH, and a vertical dispersivity, aTV. The approach was 
successful in giving accurate results in their study. Non-dimensional forms of Burnett and 
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Frind's approximations for the components of dispersion coefficient tensor are adopted in 
this work because of their more practical appeal. 
The x-component of the dispersion coefficient is estimated by the following expression, 
(10) 
where, r" is the effective molecular diffusion coefficient and is calculated as, 
r; =mr; (11) 
In equation (11), m is a non-dimensional coefficient called the tortuosity of the porous 
material which represents the effect of the shape of the flow path followed by a fluid in 
the porous media (Fetter, 1999). Furthermore, r;is the diffusion coefficient of the 
chemical in a free liquid. The analogous forms of the y- and z-components of the 
dispersion coefficient tensor are, respectively, given as, 
(12) 
(13) 
2.5 Matching boundary conditions 
In order to couple the equations representing the two domains, it is necessary to specify 
the matching hydrodynamic conditions at the interface region separating the two sub-
domains. Keeping the specific 3-D problem in mind, it is necessary that the matching 
conditions for pressure (continuous or discontinuous) and velocity components (normal 
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and tangential) are specified at the interface. As the Darcy equation is a first order 
differential equation with respect to pressure, it is not possible to describe the velocity 
components fully at the free/porous domain interface. This makes it impossible to link the 
Darcy and the N-S equations directly as the latter require specification of all velocity 
components for their solution. Special techniques have been invoked, henceforth, for this 
purpose. Addressing this issue, Beavers and J oseph (1967) performed their well known 
experiment on the measurement of mass efflux of a Poiseulle fluid flowing over a 
permeable block. They postulated that " ... the Darcy law is satisfied in the interior of the 
permeable material but not necessarily in the boundary regions ... ". It was indicated in 
their study that the pressure and the normal components of the velocity were continuous 
across the interface. The tangential components of the velocity in the N-S zone were, 
however, greater than those in the Darcy zone for a unidirectional flow. To explain this, 
the existence of a slip velocity, commonly known as the Darcy slip phenomenon, at the 
interface and a shear velocity in the porous boundary layer were hypothesised. 
Consequently, an ad hoc boundary condition was proposed based on the assumption that 
the slip velocity was proportional to the shear effects. It allowed jumps in the tangential 
velocities and gave a much needed relationship between the flow within and outside the 
porous media. The Beavers and Joseph (1967) formulation was represented as, 
(au) =...1...(u, -u ) ay,..fK P (14) 
where, the x-direction was taken as parallel and the y-direction as perpendicular to the 
interface. K is the direction independent geometric permeability of the porous medium 
(isotropic) while y is a slip coefficient that depends only on the properties of the porous 
medium and is independent of fluid. Many subsequent experimental and theoretical 
investigations on combined porous and free flows have confirmed the ideas behind the 
above formulation (Beavers et aI., 1970; Saffman, 1971; Taylor, 1971; Sparrow et aI., 
1973; Vafai and Thiayagaraja, 1987; Vafai and Kim, 1990). Saffman (1971) also 
commented that the particular form of Beavers and J oseph formulation is associated with 
a planer geometry, which only implies that for non-planar configurations modifications to 
equation (14) must be sought. 
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The Beavers and Joseph condition has been modified to cases where the flow and the 
interface are perpendicular rather than parallel as in the original formulation. J ones 
(1973) derived the following expression for the interfacial condition assuming the Darcy 
slip phenomenon to be due to shear stress at the interface rather than a simple shear 
velocity, 
(15) 
There is a scarcity of experimental verification of equation (15), but, theoretical backing 
by Jones (1973) himself is plausible and it cannot be treated an incorrect unless the 
claims are substantiated by reliable experimental evidence. 
The direct extension of the above formulations to 3-D cases poses further challenges. 
However, by resolving the 3-D framework into two planes (x-y and x-z), it is possible to 
use the Beavers and J oseph formulation for three-dimensional modelling of the combined 
flow situations in the subsurface (Das et al., 2001 a). The extension is done based on 
Figure 2.2 where the x-component of the velocity is normal to the interfacial plane while 
the y- and z-components are tangential. 
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Figure 2.2. Proposed extension of Beavers and Joseph (1967) formulation to 3-D 
domain 
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For the 3-D situation in Figure 2.2, postulating that the Darcy slip phenomenon takes 
place at both x-y and x-z planes, the relationships are presented in Table 2.1 based on 
Jones's (1973) modification of Beavers and Joseph's original formulation (Das and 
Nassehi, 2000). All velocity components can be calculated using these expressions: 
Table 2.1 Multi-dimensional extension by Das and Nassehi (2000) of the Beavers and 
Joseph (1967) boundary condition 
Heuristic Expressions Equation Remarks 
Number 
velocity slip (av au J Y ( ) y is a non-dimensional 
at x-y plane ax + ay f = ~K v f -v p 16 slip coefficient that yy 
depends on the structural 
properties of the 
velocity slip (aw au) Y ( ) 
at x-z plane a;+az- f = JK wf -wp 17 interfacial plane (y-z in zz 
this case) between the 
free and porous sections 
In the rest of this thesis, the slip coefficient is represented by Yyz to indicate the plane on 
which it is active. While equation (16) is used to simulate the jump in the transverse (y-) 
velocity component across the interface, equation (17) is used for the vertical (z-) 
velocity component. Kyy and Kzz are the permeability in the y- and z-directions, 
respectively. The above equations, therefore, represent the slip-flow phenomena at the 
permeable interface with respect to the directional geometric permeability. Also, 
consistent with the original Beavers and Joseph formulation, the velocity component 
normal to the interface, i.e. the longitudinal component, is taken as continuous across the 
interface, 
(18) 
However, the pressure does not necessarily remain continuous across the interface and 
only under static conditions, can it be said to be strictly continuous. If the pressure is to 
be modelled as discontinuous at the y-z interfacial plane during a flow, the following 
relationship is used (Beckermann et al., 1988), 
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( -P+2).l au) =_P ax f P 
2.6 Other matching boundary conditions 
2.6.1 Darcy's equation 
Literature Review 
(19) 
It may also be possible to employ the Darcy equation as an interfacial condition. Due to 
the difficulties discussed before, the equation has not been regularly used as an interfacial 
condition. However, Nassehi and Petera (1994) and Nassehi (1998) showed that with 
powerful computers, efficient numerical schemes and good improvisation of the 
mathematical formulations the Darcy equation can be utilised to describe coupled flow at 
an interface. The method was applied to cross flow membrane filtration of a suspension 
with fine particles where two free flowing regimes were combined using the Darcy 
equation as the matching boundary condition at the inner permeable walls of the filter. 
The interfacial plane was treated as a natural boundary and the simulator was utilised to 
find out the axial velocity at the interface. For the problem Nassehi and Petera studied, 
the inner permeable wall between the two free flow sections also had varying thickness. 
The maximum ratio between the thickness of open and porous section was 0.5 while the 
minimum was 0.14. Numerical results obtained by them were found to be accurate as 
were indicated by the comparisons between the simulated and analytical values of flow 
properties and consistent with the available physical evidence. The applicability of the 
above scheme to flow domains with heterogeneous interfaces in terms of their shapes, 
sizes and properties is yet to be confirmed. However, the assumption of this work 
regarding the homogeneity in structures of the interfaces raises the possibility of using 
the Darcy equation to depict the flow behaviour at the interface in combined free and 
porous flow zones in the subsurface. The present work, therefore, also aims to investigate 
the implications of using the Darcy equation as a matching condition at the interface. 
Consistent with Nassehi (1998), the present approach does not involve specification of 
any artificial condition on the interface for the y- and z-velocity components. The 
simulator is, instead, utilised to calculate them as natural flow variables. The longitudinal 
velocity component and the pressure at the interface are, however, treated as continuous 
(N assehi, 1998), 
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(20.1-20.2) 
The present work does not advocate the use of either the Beavers and Joseph (1967) 
formulation or the Darcy equation as the most suitable interfacial condition in the case of 
a Darcian flow in the porous section in the subsurface. However, comparisons with the 
simulated results as obtained from the use of both interfacial boundary conditions are 
made. The simulated results should ascertain the applicability of the two interfacial 
boundary conditions in describing the mixed flow underground. 
2.6.2 Continuity of all flow variables: Brinkman equation 
The use of the Brinkman equation for mathematically describing the flow across the 
free/porous flow zones interface apparently does not cause any mathematical difficulty. 
The second order derivatives of the N -S equations and the Brinkman equation with 
respect to the velocity enable specification of all flow properties as continuous across the 
interface. This facilitates the task of coupling the equations of motion for the free and the 
permeable domains. This has prompted many studies on combined flow problem to adopt 
the Brinkman equation for describing the flow in the porous zones (Beckermann et al., 
1987; Pangrle et al., 1991; Gartling et al., 1996; Nguyen et al., 1997; Singh et al., 1999; 
Mharzi et al., 2000). The continuity of the flow variables across the interface yields the 
following matching boundary conditions, as adopted in this work, 
(21.1-21.4) 
Based on the work of Alazmi and Vafai (2001), who concluded that the choice of the 
effective fluid viscosity in the porous region has negligible effect on the flow, the present 
work assumes the fluid and the effective viscosity to be equal. 
2.6.3 Matching boundary conditions for pollutant concentration 
To decide the matching conditions for contaminant concentration, it is assumed that there 
is no chemical dispersion or diffusion within the interfacial boundary layer. Hence, the 
material is transported across the interface due to the purely advective forces. A simple 
mass balance consideration at the interface yields, 
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(22) 
where, Q m is the mass of pollutants crossing the interface, Q is the volumetric fluid 
discharge from the free flow to the porous flow sections. 'e' indicates either or both the 
free flow and porous flow zones. Rewriting equation (22) in terms of vector velocity, v, 
flow area, A, for both domains, 
or, (23) 
where, cp, is the porosity at the interface and of the permeable material. If the pollutants 
concentration is continuous across the interface, then, 
(24) 
However, in the present simulation, none of these matching conditions has provided the 
desired non-oscillatory concentration distribution immediately across the interface. As 
such, the matching condition for concentration has been decided as follows. As an initial 
guess, the contaminant the concentration at each time level has been assumed continuous 
across the interface as given in equation (24). An iteration and convergence process for 
the concentration profile with respect to the initial concentration distribution in the 
porous domain is then carried out to update the concentration values at the interface to 
match a stable concentration distribution profile. 
2.7 Commonly used numerical algorithms for fluid flow simulation 
As previously mentioned, fluid transport in the subsurface is often found as a 
combination of free and porous flow. Therefore, the models for such flow phenomena 
need to look at both free and porous fields separately. Numerical studies of free fluid 
transport processes are not new and many early works are found in the literature (e.g. 
Stone and Brian, 1963), which now form the foundation of many research works. The 
MAC (Marker And Cell) method of Harlow and Welch (1965) is probably the most 
significant early work devoted to simulating the Navier-Stokes equation where they 
attempted to study unsteady viscous flow with a free surface. The MAC method solves 
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the unsteady primitive variable formulation of Navier-Stokes equations on a uniform 
Cartesian framework based on staggered grids. The velocity field is predicted using an 
explicit second order centred discretisation of the convective and diffusive terms. The 
MAC, though based on an old algorithm, has found many recent applications (e.g. Chen 
and Vafai, 1996). Also, its mathematical aspects have been studied in more detail later 
(e.g. Bemard and Kapiza, 1992; Nicolaides, 1992; Girault and Lopez, 1996; Han and Wu, 
1998). A modified MAC method called SIMAC (Semi Implicit Marker And Cell) has 
now been proposed (Armenio, 1997) which accurately treats unsteady high Reynolds free 
surface problems on a non-staggered Cartesian grid. 
This work reviews mainly the algorithms based on the finite volume method (FVM). The 
method has developed primarily due to Patankar's (1980) pioneering contribution. Many 
FVM algorithms for study of fluid flows have come up since Patankar and Spalding 
(1972) put forward the SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) 
algorithm, which is basically a predictor-and-corrector procedure for the calculation of 
pressure on a staggered grid arrangement. With modifications of the SIMPLE, new 
improved algorithms have been developed later. The SIMPLER (SIMPLE Revised) 
algorithm of Patankar (1980) uses the discretised continuity equation to derive discretised 
equation for the pressure instead of a pressure correction equation as in the SIMPLE. The 
intermediate pressure field is obtained directly without the use of a correction. Velocities 
are however still calculated through the velocity corrections of the SIMPLE. The 
SIMPLEC (SIMPLE Consistent) algorithm of Van Doormal and Raithby (1984) follows 
the same steps as the SIMPLE with the exception that the momentum equations are 
manipulated so that the SIMPLEC velocity correction equations omit terms that are less 
significant than those omitted in the SIMPLE. In 1986, a famous algorithm - the PISO 
(Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators) - by Issa (1986) came up, which was based 
on a pressure-velocity calculation procedure developed originally for the non-iterative 
solution of steady state problems. The PISO is often seen as an extension of the SIMPLE 
with an additional corrector step to make it more powerful (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 
1995). 
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The above algorithms are based on pressure correction schemes. The concept has been 
utilised time and again by many researchers for their studies. A browse through recent 
literature proves the point beyond doubt. Detailed discussions on pressure based 
algorithms can be found in Patankar (1980), Hirsch (1990), Fletcher (1991), Shyy (1994) 
and Shyy et al. (1997). In an interesting application, Wright and Shyy (1993) developed a 
pressure based composite grid method for solving incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations on domains composed of an arbitrary number of overlain grid blocks. A 
conservative internal boundary treatment was used for transferring information within 
each block. As they commented, the methodology can be very useful for problems with 
complex geometry. Some other authors who have used the concept of the pressure based 
method are Demirdzic et al. (1993), Giannakoglou and Politis (1997), Lilek et al. 
(1997a,b,c). Interestingly, all ofthem used the SIMPLE, which indicates the popUlarity of 
the scheme. The other algorithms, though sometimes more accurate than the SIMPLE, 
have found limited applications (e.g. J ohansson and Davidson, 1995). 
A number of comparative studies on the algorithms have been carried out to find out their 
suitability to specific situations. Wanik and Schnell (1989) compared the SIMPLE and 
the PISO schemes for turbulent flow problems following the standard formulations of 
both algorithms. The focus of the study was to find out how the turbulent source terms 
should be treated and they showed the PISO to be a more successful scheme than the 
SIMPLE. A more recent comparison by Barton (1998) reveals more interesting facts 
apart from confirming that the PISO is more accurate. Barton applied the two schemes to 
the solution of unsteady laminar flow around a square cylinder and steady laminar flow 
over a backward facing step. The implicit treatment and the performance of the various 
schemes were evaluated using benchmark solutions with a small time step. He concluded 
that the PISO did not behave as a fully implicit scheme and the addition of another 
correction level to the PISO scheme had negligible effect. An important earlier 
comparative study on the PISO, SIMPLER and SIMPLEC by Jang et al. (1986) is 
recommended for further reading. Jang et al. (1986) used the three algorithms for 
calculation of coupled pressure-velocity terms of steady fluid flows. Kim and Benson 
(1992) performed a calculation of unsteady flows using the SMAC (Simplified MAC), 
PISO and an iterative time advancing (IT A) scheme. A partial differential equation for 
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incremental pressure was used in each time advancing stage. They found that for large 
time step, the SMAC and the IT A schemes were more strongly convergent and yielded 
more accurate results than the PISO. The SMAC algorithm was found the most efficient 
computationally among them. 
Pressure based methods are applied when the flow in question is incompressible. In the 
case of compressible flow, a density correction or density based algorithm is generally 
used (Patankar, 1980; Hirsch, 1990; Shyy, 1994) for solving the governing model 
equations. The density based methods usually employ the continuity equation to specify 
density and extract pressure information using the equations of state. The system of 
equations is usually solved simultaneously. These methods can be extended with proper 
modifications to low Mach number regimes where the flow is incompressible and density 
has no significant role to play in determining the pressure field (Hirsch, 1990, Shyy et al., 
1997). Interested readers are referred to Li and Glowinski (1996) for a good contribution 
on modelling and simulation of low Mach number compressible flow and, to Zienkiewicz 
and Codina (1995) and Zienkiewicz et al. (1995) for a general algorithm which can be 
used for the solution to both compressible and incompressible Navier-Stokes and Euler 
equations. 
2.8 Treatment of convection dominated regimes 
The accurate representation of sharp gradients caused by strong convection currents has 
long been a difficult task for computational fluid dynamists (Roache, 1972; Hirsch, 1990; 
Shyy, 1994). The main problem encountered while discretising the convective terms is 
the calculation of the value of the transported properties at control volume faces and its 
convective flux across these boundaries. It is well known that the conventional numerical 
techniques often create spurious oscillations in the convective regions rendering the 
solutions unacceptable (Hirsch, 1990; Malalasekera and Versteeg, 1995). Also, the 
second order central difference operator for the first derivative convection terms, though 
quite accurate for low cell Peclet number (Pe), gives rise to wiggles when the local cell 
Pe is greater than some critical value. A good explanation of the above is given in 
Malalasekera and Versteeg (1995). They have compared the results obtained analytically 
and numerically for a one-dimensional convection-diffusion problem. As they have 
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shown, the central difference scheme yields accurate results when Pe is less than 2 and, 
have also explained the influence of Pe and the reasons for the appearance of wiggles in 
central difference solutions when the Pe is high. To overcome such difficulties, the first 
order upwind scheme has been widely used. 
The family of upwind schemes, whose origin is generally taken back to Courant et al. 
(1952) (see Hirsch, 1990), aims to introduce the physical properties of the flow equations 
into the discretised formulation. This has led to the family of techniques known as 
upwinding, covering a variety of approaches such as flux vector splitting, flux difference 
splitting and various flux controlling methods (Hirsch, 1990). The scheme is based on the 
backward differencing formula so that the accuracy is only first order on the basis of the 
Taylor series truncation error. This can easily be extended to multidimensional problems 
by repeated application of the upwind strategy embodied in the coefficients in each co-
ordinate direction. A major drawback of the scheme is that it produces erroneous results 
when the flow is not aligned with the grid lines (Malalasekera and Versteeg, 1995). 
Because of its simplicity, the scheme has been widely applied in numerical calculations 
(e.g. Lin et aI., 1993; Tamura and Fujii, 1993; Debiez et aI., 1998; Rohde, 1999). 
As mentioned earlier, the central differencing scheme, which is second order, is used for 
low cell Pe (Pe<2) and the upwind scheme, which is only first order but accounts for 
transportativeness of the flow field, is employed for Pe>2. Thus upwind schemes remove 
some of the limitations of the central differencing scheme. However, due to excessive 
numerical dissipation inherent to this scheme (Shyy, 1994) the search for more accurate 
methods continued. The hybrid differencing scheme of Spalding (1972) (see Versteeg 
and Malasekera, 1995) therefore combined central and upwind differencing schemes. It 
uses a central difference operator for regions in the flow field with cell Pe less than 2 and 
upwind operator otherwise. The scheme is fully conservative, bounded and 
transportative. But, for convection dominated flows, this again leads to the use of the first 
order upwind scheme for a majority of the flow field, leading to excessive smearing of 
the solution profiles, especially the sharp gradients in the flow field. To take advantage of 
the concept of upwinding, while achieving higher accuracy, higher order upwind schemes 
such as second order upwind (SOU) (Warming and Beam, 1976; Shyy, 1985a), QUICK 
(Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics) (Leonard, 1979), second 
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order hybrid scheme (SHYBRID) (Li and Rudman, 1995) and the fifth order upwind 
scheme (Rai, 1987) have been proposed. These schemes have been implemented, 
evaluated and applied to a number of applications (e.g. Hayase et al., 1992; Tamamidis 
and Assanis, 1993; Li and Baldacchino, 1995). As commented by Shyy (1994), the above 
schemes have received mixed response in the literature: while some have found them 
accurate, others have found them inadequate for a particular problem. 
Though limited by space, mention must be made of the TVD (Total Variation 
Diminishing) scheme, which is regarded as one of the most important higher order 
schemes (Hirsch, 1990; Versteeg and Malasekera, 1995). They are formulated to achieve 
oscillation free solutions and have been very useful in many numerical calculations (e.g. 
Jorgenson and Turkel, 1993; Saurel et al., 1994). 
2.9 Treatment of open boundary 
A detailed review of the open boundary treatment is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
However, its importance must be emphasised for CFD simulation. One of the biggest 
difficulties encountered in the mathematical modelling of a physical system is that of 
boundary conditions (BCs). In general, for a given set of governing equations there are 
appropriate BCs that result in a well posed problem with continuous solutions and 
provide relations that allow some dependent variables to be determined at the boundaries 
(Shyy, 1994). However, a difficulty arises because of the necessity to truncate the system 
domain in order to make the problem tractable. On the one hand, computational time 
costs and memory space shortage do not permit simulations on a large physical domain; 
on the other hand, it becomes difficult to establish the boundary conditions once the 
studied fluid system is isolated from the effects of its surrounding environment. 
In the case of mathematical modelling via CFD, the boundary conditions dilemma occurs 
mostly at flow through portions of the boundary and in particular at outflows or generally 
open portions of the boundary on which inflow and outflow may co-exist (Shyy, 1994; 
Sani and Gresho, 1994). In such cases, information on BCs are generally not available 
and therefore assumptions of 'open boundary conditions' (OB Cs) or 'no boundary 
conditions' (NBCs) are made (Shyy, 1985b; Shyy, 1987; Jagannathan, 1992; Kobayashi 
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et al., 1993; Sani and Gresho, 1994; Shyy, 1994; Griffiths, 1997; Nicolas et al., 1997) 
which do not reflect exactly the real phenomena. As Sani and Gresho (1994) have 
remarked, there are no 'true' OBCs and they are all 'necessary evils'. If OBCs are not 
properly chosen, they can have spurious effects such as numerical instabilities and errors 
that can propagate and alter the results through out the computational domain. Thus the 
choice of good OBCs is crucial in CFD simulations. This choice is closely related to the 
physical behaviour of the flow and to the method used to solve the problem (Nicolas et 
al., 1997). Kobayashi et al. (1993) conducted a Navier-Stokes flow computation using a 
primitive variable formulation and the SIMPLE algorithm using staggered and non-
staggered grid system to investigate the effects of several down stream OBCs prescribed 
in a truncated computational domain where inflow occurs through the open boundary. 
Such comparisons are vital for selecting an OBe. The importance of OBCs was also 
reflected in the two OBC mini symposia organised in conjunction with Professor Cedric 
Taylor, University of Wales, at his sixth and seventh International Conferences on 
Numerical Methods in Laminar and Turbulent Flow, where attempts to find the best 
OBCs for 2-D incompressible laminar flows were made (Sani and Gresho, 1994). 
2.10 Closure 
A brief review of the concepts behind modelling and simulating contaminant movement 
in combined free and porous flow zone in the subsurface has been made. Underground 
contaminants can be transported as 'free flow' or 'porous flow' or a combination of both. 
Models of the free flow are well established and many algorithms have been developed. 
Modelling individual porous flow is also straightforward though an analysis of the 
domain is necessary as an extra step before selecting the model equations to be used in 
the model. However, there seems no general technique available for combining free and 
porous flow regions at the moment. Of the available methods, the Beavers and J oseph 
(1967) formulation has been used extensively for this purpose. It has now been extended 
to when the flow and the interface are perpendicular rather than parallel as in the original 
formulation. Extending it to 3-D cases is even more difficult. However, the present author 
is of the opinion that by resolving the 3-D co-ordinate system into two planes, it is 
possible to use the Beavers and J oseph formulation for modelling solute transfer in the 
subsurface. 
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DERIVATION OF THE WORKING EQUATIONS 
3.1 Mathematical modelling strategies 
The present investigation into the modelling of combined underground systems focuses 
on an incompressible Newtonian flow in the subsurface. The fluid under the ideal field 
conditions can move from the free flow zone to the porous flow zone, or vice versa, 
depending on the direction of the flow potentials across the domains. Further, the domain 
may have one or multiple number of interfaces across which flow can take place. The 
free flow zone has infinite permeability and needs only fluid dynamical characterisation 
for the mathematical formulation. On the other hand, the porous flow region is subjected 
to the additional constraints of characterising the media (e.g. the Darcy number indicating 
a finite permeability of the porous medium), apart from the necessary flow description. 
Knowledge of the mass and momentum transfer across the free/porous flow domain 
interface is also crucial because it accounts for the transition in flow type and act as the 
inlet boundary conditions for the flow domain ahead. Therefore, the mathematical model 
for the conjugate transport regimes in the subsurface zones should be designed in such a 
way that it can represent the flow and transport behaviour in both domains together with 
the transition (jump) of flow variables, if any, across the interfacial plane(s). The goal 
may be achieved in a number of ways; however, one must be careful that it is suitable to 
the problem in hand. Das and Nassehi (2000) have discussed four such possibilities for 
combining the free and porous flow zones in the subsurface and concluded that not every 
technique is applicable for combining different underground flow regimes. The geometry, 
structure and the orientation of the interface(s) are also important considerations that 
should be taken into account in the problem formulation. Another aspect of the interface, 
namely whether it constitutes a moving or constant boundary layer is also of considerable 
practical significance. 
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The free/porous flow zone interface is assumed to be fixed in position and anisotropic in 
this work. The free and the porous flow domains are assumed to be in thermal 
equilibrium with the surroundings and each other. The assumptions of fixed interface and 
the homogeneous region imply that any effect of possible porosity variation near the 
interface on the transport processes, as often observed in many other combined transport 
situations such as the flow in a fluidised bed of particles, can be neglected. Figure 3. I 
presents a representative 3-D domain of a coupled flow process in a Cartesian framework 
with the co-ordinates of different locations of the sub-domains. 
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Figure 3.1. A representative 3-D combined free and porous flow domain 
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The combined domains in Figure 3.1 involve three interfaces of concern abed, aefb and 
bfge, as also indicated by the shaded areas, across which the conjunctive flow of fluid 
(Newtonian and incompressible) occurs. In order to investigate the fluid dynamics and 
contaminants distribution in the presence of multiple interfaces, all of the above three 
interfaces are assumed permeable. However, the investigations into the coupled flow 
processes in the presence of a single interface assume the surfaces, abed and aefb, to be 
non-permeable while bfge is assumed permeable. Other side walls are assumed to be 
impermeable in both cases. The porous sub-domains are fully saturated with water having 
the same properties as in the free flow region. This eliminates the possibility of 
multiphase or multifluid flow in the combined domain. In the absence of adequate 
knowledge about the physical shape of combined subsurface regions, the present work 
idealises the 3-D computational domain as rectangular prisms. Each interface is normal to 
a co-ordinate direction (n) and tangential to the other two directions (t1 and t2)' This is 
done in an attempt to analyse the simulated results for the relative dominance of the flow 
directions, if any, on the hydrodynamics and pollutant transport across the interfaces. The 
free flow region (sub-domain I) is assumed isotropic. The other sections (sub-domains 11-
IV) are permeable which are assumed to be anisotropic for generality of the problem but 
having a constant porosity. The extension of this method to the heterogeneous domain 
requires an input of variable permeability and porosity. However, this is beyond the 
scope of the present work and is not to be attempted here. Constant physical properties of 
water are further assumed. 
In the case of the multiple interfaces scenarios, the inlet of the porous sub-domain (sub-
domain 11) at the top of the free flow region is assumed impermeable for purely 
mathematical convenience. The free flow sub-domain (sub-domain I) and one of the 
permeable domains (sub-domain IV) have the same inlet conditions for water velocity 
and pollutant concentration. Initial conditions are assumed the same in all the three 
permeable domains. It is envisaged that the present treatment of combined regions with 
single/multiple interfaces would yield a robust, reliable and a more cost effective way of 
predicting water flow in soils and groundwater regions. 
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3.2 Use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
The use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to predict fluid flow has risen 
dramatically in the last two and a half decades. Versteeg and Malalasekera (1995) have 
defined CFD as the analysis of a system involving fluid flow, heat transfer and associated 
phenomena such as chemical reactions by means of computer based simulations. 
The first use of CFD was made in 1960 in the aircraft industry for design and 
manufacturing purposes and since then it has been applied to many different fields, e.g. 
environmental engineering, meteorology, bio-medical engineering and others. In the 
present work, CFD is applied to simulate flow in combined free and porous zones in the 
subsurface. It provides a wide range of flexibility. For example, in many circumstances 
(e.g. experiments using heavy gases or experiments in the aerospace industry), CFD 
results are directly analogous to results of wind tunnel experiments - they both represent 
sets of data for given flow configuration at different Reynolds, Mach, Peclet numbers and 
others. But, unlike a wind tunnel, which is a heavy, bulky, unwieldy and expensive 
device, CFD programs are extremely portable and allow analysis of a system with much 
reduced cost compared to field experiments. The biggest advantage of CFD is its ability 
to solve and analyse numerical equations that are otherwise difficult to do; the fact that it 
enables viewing of large results sets in the form of graphics in any co-ordinate system has 
made it even more popular. At this point it is worth mentioning what Anderson (1995) 
has to say to about CFD, 'CFD provides a new third approach - but nothing more than 
that. It nicely and synergistically complements the other two approaches of pure theory 
and pure experiments - but it will never replace either of these approaches (as sometimes 
suggested). There will always be need for theory and experiment. The future 
advancements of fluid dynamics rest upon a proper balance of all these approaches, with 
CFD helping to interpret and understand the results of theory and experiment, and, vice 
versa'. The quote is self explanatory. 
CFD codes are structured around the numerical algorithms that can tackle complicated 
fluid flow problems. In order to provide easy access to their solving power, all CFD 
packages include sophisticated user interfaces to input problem parameters and to 
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examine the results. The CFD codes contain three main components as presented in Table 
3.1. 
Table 3.1. Different components of CFD codes (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995) 
Comoonent Remarks User Activity 
Pre-processor It includes/consists a) definition of the geometry of the region 
of the input of a of interest - the computational domain 
flow problem b) grid generation 
c) selection of the physical and chemical 
phenomena that need to be handled 
d) definition of fluid properties 
e) specification of the appropriate boundary 
conditions at cells which coincide or touch 
the boundary domain 
Solver a) approximation of the unknown flow 
variables by means of simple functions 
b) discretisation by substitution of the 
approximation into governing flow 
equations and subsequent mathematical 
manipulation 
c) solution ofthe equations 
Post-processor Post-processing is a) domain geometry and grid display 
necessary for the b) generation of vector plots 
interpretation of the c) generation of line and shaded contours 
results d) making of 2D and 3D plots 
e) view manipulations 
f) animation for dvnamic result display 
3.3 Choice of numerical method 
There are five different techniques of numerical solution, i.e. finite difference, finite 
element, finite volume, spectral and boundary element methods which have been 
employed for solving many different fluid flow problems with reasonable success (e.g. 
Canuto et aI., 1988; Demirdzic et al., 1993; Shyy and Sun, 1993; Fogt and Peric, 1994; 
Saurel et aI., 1994; Kaushik and Rubin, 1995; Lilek and Peric, 1995; Rao, 1995; Li and 
Glowinski, 1996; Le et al., 1997; Muzaferija and Peric, 1997; Stansby, 1997; Nassehi, 
1998; Das, 2001). All five methods have advantages and disadvantages. Also, they have 
some similarities: procedural and conceptual. The choice of the technique to be used in 
solver depends on all these criteria apart from its applicability to the particular problem. 
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Comparisons among these methods have been made by Hirsch (1992), Versteeg and 
Malalasekera (1995), Comini et al. (1996) and Garg (1998) among many other authors. 
In the present work, the finite volume method has been adopted for the numerical 
simulation. The finite volume method was originally developed as a special finite 
difference formulation (Patankar, 1980). As claimed by Versteeg and Malalasekera 
(1995), it is now the most well established, developed and thoroughly validated CFD 
technique. It is also the core of the four most popular commercial CFD codes: 
PHOENICS, FLUENT, FLOW3D, STAR-CD. The finite volume algorithms consist of 
the following steps: 
1. Formal integration of the governing equations of fluid flow and contaminant 
transport over all the finite control volumes of solution domain. 
2. Discretisation. Anderson (1995) has defined discretisation as the process by 
which closed form mathematical expressions, such as a function or differential! 
integral equations involving functions, all of which are viewed as having an 
infinite continuum of values throughout some domain, is approximated by 
analogous (but different) expressions which prescribe values at only a finite 
number of discrete points or volumes on the domain. 
During the use of the finite volume method, discretisation involves the 
substitution of a variety of the finite difference type approximations for the terms 
in the integrated equations representing a flow process. Also, this converts the 
model equations into a system of algebraic equations. 
3. Solution of algebraic equations and flow visualisation. 
The first step, the control volume integration, distinguishes the finite volume method 
(FVM) from other CFD techniques that rely on differential forms of equations. In FVM, 
the resulting statements express the conservation of relevant properties for each finite size 
cell. This clear relationship between the numerical algorithms and the underlying 
physical conservation principles forms one of the main attractions of FVM and makes its 
concepts much simpler to understand. The integral forms of equations allow for the 
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presence of discontinuities inside the fixed volume unlike the differential forms of 
governing equations, which assume that the flow properties are differentiable, hence, 
continuous. This is a strong argument in favour of the integral form of equations as used 
in the present study. This consideration becomes particularly important when dealing 
with flow problems with real discontinuities such as flow in the subsurface. For the 
present problem on three-dimensional combined flow phenomena, where analytical or 
experimental results are not available for direct comparison with the numerical result, the 
use of FVM with its inherent material conservation in each grid cell is, therefore, 
considered to be essential. 
3.4 Description of the grid used 
As is well known, the subsurface is an extremely complicated domain and the soil grains 
do not possess any particular shape or size. It is therefore almost impossible to discretise 
the computational domain accurately with any particular grid shape. In the absence of 
adequate knowledge of the physical domain, e.g. shape of the boundaries, the present 
work solves the model equations on a uniform grid network (equal grid spacing in a 
particular direction). For a large subsurface section this is a reasonable assumption. A 
forward staggered arrangement of the cells is used in the numerical calculations where 
the control volume faces are taken ahead of the nodes. Figure 3.2 shows a representative 
grid used in this work. The boundaries of the free and porous flow regions and the 
interface in-between have also been identified in the figure. The lines passing through the 
cell nodes in the grid are defined as the primary grid while the lines composed of the cell 
faces are called as the secondary grids. The staggered grid network allows calculation of 
different flow variables at different grid locations and gives a better physical meaning to 
the transport phenomena. For example, in this work, the velocity components are 
calculated at the cell faces while the pressure terms are evaluated at the cell nodes. 
Therefore, the pressure terms at two neighbouring nodes act as the natural driving force 
of the fluid particles at the intermediate locations (cell faces). Also, a staggered grid 
seems to represent the hypothesis of Beavers and Joseph (1967) and Jones (1973) for 
combining free and porous (Darcian) flow phenomena more clearly than the non 
staggered grids where flow variables are calculated at the same locations. It has been 
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postulated that the velocities normal to the permeable interface are continuous at the 
interface while the tangential velocities jump from one value to other (due to the Darcy 
slip phenomena) as the fluid particles switch to a different medium. Figure 3.2 illustrates 
these points more clearly. 
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Figure 3.2. Staggered grid network for combining free and porous flow in 
subsurface in x-y plane 
The time discretisation is based on an explicit time stepping. The total flow simulation 
time is discretised into a number of small explicit time intervals. Unlike the implicit 
method, the explicit time steps provide a more practical way of simulating flow variables 
since the future flow behaviours can be predicted based on past or present measurements. 
With the specified physical properties, time steps and the adopted grid size the necessary 
coefficients are also calculated. 
3.5 Finite volume formulation 
3.5.1 Dimensionless variables 
The governing equations in the present work are converted into non-dimensional forms 
using the same scale factors, shown below, for both free and porous flow regions. The 
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non-dimensional variables are indicated with superscript '0' and the reference variables 
with subscript 'r', respectively. 
° x x =- yo=L ° z z =- (3.1.1-3.1.3) 
x, x, x, 
° u u =- ° v v =- ° w w =- (3.2.1-3.2.3) 
u, u, u, 
po =..£.. Ilo=~ ,,0 =.2!. (3.3.1-3.3.3) 
p, Il, ", 
po=_P_ to=t~ (3.4.1-3.4.2) 
2 2 
PrU r PrXr 
K~lt K" K~y Kyy KO K" (3.5.1-3.5.3) =-- =-- =-K, K, " K, 
rO ;;;; rxxP r ro ryyp, rO = rzzP r (3.6.1-3.6.3) =--
xx Ilr yy Il, zz Ilr 
XrPrU r K (3.7.1-3.7.2) Re Da=-' 
Il, x 2 , 
° (XL ° (Xm ° (XTV (3.8.1-3.8.3) (XL=- am =-- (XTV =--
x, x, x, 
Table 3.2 presents the values of some of the important reference variables used in this 
study and their significance. 
However, the following points should be considered separately. The first point to note is 
the use of equation (3.4.2) for non-dimensional time. As is well known, movement of 
fluid in the subsurface is usually in the creeping flow range. In such cases, the flow is 
often dominated by diffusive processes rather than the pure advection. If diffusion is the 
dominant process, the convention for non-dimensionalising the time is as given in 
equation (3.4.2). In cases where convection is dominant, the dimensionless time may be 
defined as, to = tu, I x, . 
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Table 3.2. Relevant variables for numerical simulation 
Symbol Value 
xr 
pr 1000kgm-3 
!lr 
Kr 
Re 500 
Da 2.5xlO-14 
Ko 2.5x104 yy 
KO 1.5xlO4 
v: 
r 1.0 
Justification on the Choice 
Transverse (y) or vertical (z) length of the combined 
domain since they are assumed to be same for both sub-
domains 
Density of clear water at 4°C 
Viscosity of water at 20°C 
Darcy, the unit of permeability used in geophysics 
Secondly, it is to be noted that in equations (3.7.1-3.7.2) the Reynolds and the Darcy 
numbers are normalised dimensionless groups and may not conform to the actual flow 
characteristics as they are based on the reference variables. From a purely dimensional 
analysis point of view, the groups can also be obtained from different choice of variables. 
For example, many studies on porous flow adopt the following combination of 
parameters to define a normalised Reynolds number, 
Kl12p u Re r r r 
Ilr 
(3.9) 
where, Kr is the reference permeability. Due to the overall mathematical representation of 
the combined flow problem and the nature of the model equations selected in this work, 
the above group does not provide any convenience. Similarly, if the Brinkman equation is 
used as the governing equation of motion for the porous zone instead of the Darcy 
equation, the Darcy number can be written as, 
(3.10) 
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Since for the Darcian flow, 11; ~ 11" equation (3.10) reduces to (3.7.2). 
3.5.2 Hydrodynamic equations for free flow region 
3.5.2.1 Dimensionless governing equations 
Working Equations 
The hydrodynamics of the incompressible flow in the free flow zone is modelled by using 
the dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations for conservation of momentum (equation 
3.11) and dimensionless continuity equation for conservation of mass (equation 3.12), 
V.VO =0 
3.5.2.2 Working equations 
3.5.2.2.1 Navier-Stokes equations 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
x-component. The longitudinal (x-) component of equation (3.11) is represented in its 
finite-volume discretised form as below: 
IW~ • 1 
-u· . -u· . + 
.6.t l+i,J,k HI,J,k 
ReAJu2);+2.i.k -(U2);_2,i . .]+ 
ReAy kUV);+',i+,.k -(uv);+I.j-1.k 1+ 
ReA, [(UW);+I.i,k+1 -(uw);+I,i,k_1 1+ 
1 [. • 1 Re-Ax Pi+lj'k -Pij'k p .. .. 
rt
A
, ru , l'k- 2u , l'k+ U, 3'kl+ Ax ~ 1-,]. i+,J. I+,J. 
rtAy [ 1 
= Ty Ui+I,j-2,k -2ui+1,j,k +Ui+1,j+2,k + (3.13) 
rt
A
, [u. I'k 2 -2u, 1 'k +U, I'k 21 Az 1+ .j. - 1+ ,j. 1+ .j. + 
where, all terms at the (n+l)th time level are designated with ,*, superscript. At is the 
time step while AX, Ay and t..z are the grid lengths in the x-, y- and z- co-ordinate 
directions, respectively. The indices 'i', 'j' and ok' indicate the x-, y- and z- co-ordinate 
directions in the adopted rectangular staggered grid. The difference in the co-ordinates of 
two cell nodes, as well as cell faces, in a direction is given by two (2) units while it is one 
(l) for the difference in the co-ordinates of cell faces and nodes. A V is the infinitesimal 
control volume having all the properties of the full scale domain. A" Ay and A, are the 
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areas of the control volume faces in the X-, y- and z-directions on the y-z, z-x and x-y 
planes, respectively. 
Ax=l!.yl!.z, Ay=l!.zl!.x, A,=!!.x/',y and, I!. V = !!.xl!. Y I!.z 
Separating the terms at different time levels (nth and (n+l)th) in equation (3.13), 
• Atl * * 
U;+I.j.k = - Re !!.x p [P;+2.j.k - P;.j.d + RHSU;+I,j,k (3.14) 
where, 
Rel!.tr 2 2 1 U;+I,j,k -~l(U );+2,j,k -(u );,j,k 
ReI!.\[ 1 -~l(UV);+I,j+l,k -(uV);+I,j_l,k 
Rel!.t r 1 -~l(UW);+I.j.k+1 -(uW);+I,j,k_1 
RHSU· I'k = nl!.t [ 1 
I+,j. +_'_'_ u. . -2u. . +u. . 
(.6.X)2 1-I,J,k l+l,J,k 1+3,J,k 
(3.15) 
T]l!.t ~ ] +-- u·· -2u.. +u· . (Ay)2 I+I,j-2,k 1+1,J,k l+l,J+2,k 
T]l!.t [ ] +--u·· -2u .. +u· . (.1z)2 l+l,J,k-2 Ht.J,k l+1.J,k+2 
Analogous forms for y- and z-components of the Navier-Stokes equations are shown 
below. 
y-component. The transverse (y-) component of the Navier-Stokes equations (equation 
3.11) is discretised as, 
I!.V[. 1 
-v·· -v.. + At ),J+l,k 1.J+1,k 
ReAJUV);+I.j+l,k - (UV)H,j+I,J+ 
Re AJv2);,j+2,k -(V2);.j,J+ 
ReA,kvw);.j+l,k+I-(VW);,j+l,k_I]+ 
1 [. • 1 Re-Ay P; )'+2k -P; J' k P " " 
!lAx [v, 2' I k - 2v, . I k + V· 2' I kl+ dx )-,J+ . 1.]+ • 1+ .}+ , 
= !lAy [v. . -2v. . + v. . ]+ Ay 1.J-l,k I.J+l.k 1,J+3,k (3.16) 
!lA, [v .. I k 2 - 2v .. I k + v· , I k 2] Az 1.]+. - l,j+ • I,j-, + 
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Equation (3.16) is rearranged as follows, 
• ReLlt 1 [ • • 1 v" =---- p.. -p, +RHSV .. I,J+i,k dy p J,J+2.k 1,J,k I,J+l,k (3.17) 
where, 
ReLlt r ] 
vI,i+I,k -~L(UV)I+I,i+I,k -(UV)I_I,i+I,k 
ReLlt[ 2 2 1 -~L(V )I,j+2,k -(v )I,i,k 
ReLlt r ] -~L(VW)I,i+I,k+1 - (vW)I,i+I,k_1 
RHSVI,i+I,k = llLlt [ ] 
+-- v' 2' Ik- 2v"lk+ V, 2' Ik (AJC.)2 )- . .J+. I,J+ , t+ ,J+. 
(3.18) 
llLlt [ ] 
+ (Lly)2 VI,j-I.k -2vI,j+I,k +VI,i+3,k 
llLlt [ ] 
+ (~Z)2 V i,j+I,k-2 - 2v i,j+l,k + V i,j+l,k+2 
z-component. The vertical (z-) component of equation (3.11) is represented in discretised 
form as, 
LlV[W~' -v' 1+ At I,J,k+1 I.J.k+1 
ReAjuw)I+I,i,k+1 -(uW)l-I,i,k+I]+ 
ReAy [<vW)I,i+I,k+1 -(VW)I,i_I,k+I]+ = 
ReA, [(W 2 )I,i,k+2 - (vW)I,i,k 1+ 
1 [. • 1 Re-Az PiJ· k+2 -Pi J' k P " " 
~lt [Wi- 2,j,k+1 -2W j ,j,k+1 +Vi+2,j,k+l]+ 
llAy [ ] 
Ay W j ,j_2,k+1 -2W j,j,k+1 +w j ,j+2,k+l 
+ ll
A
, [w, 'k 1-2v, 'k 1 +W, 'k 3] Ilz I,j. - I,]. + I,]. + 
Equation (3.19) can be reformulated as shown below, 
• ReLlt 1 [ • • 1 w, , =---- p, -p, +RHSW .. 1,J,k+l 1!z P 1,J,k+2 I,J,k I,J,k+l 
where, 
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Re~t r ] 
W j,j,k+l -~L(UW)i+l,j,k+l -(UW)i_l,j,k+1 
Re~t r 1 -~L(VW)l,j+I,k+1 - (VW)l,j-1,k+1 
Re~t r 2 2 1 
---[(w ) .. k 2 -(w ) .. k Ilz l,j. + I,j. 
RHSW.· k I = l,j. + (3,21) ll~t [ 1 +-- w· . -2w.. +w. . (.6.X)2 1-2,J,k+l I.J,k+I 1+2,J,k+l 
ll~t [ 1 +-- w.. -2w.. +w·· (6.y)2 1,J-2.ktl I.j,k+i 1,j+2,k+l 
ll~t [ ] +-- w· . -2w. . +w·· (Az)2 l,j,k-I 1,j,k+1 J,J,k+3 
Primary velocity components. Since the velocity components are calculated at the 
secondary grids, all velocity terms appearing in terms of primary grids or as combinations 
of velocity components are replaced by their approximate values in the secondary grids 
as follows, 
2 1 [ f u . . =- u· . +u· . ( )J+2,J,k 4 1+3.J,k HI,J,k 
2 1 [ f v .. =- v.· +v.· ( )1,jt2,k 4 I.J+3,k I.j+l,k 
2 1 [ 12 (v).. =- v.. + v.. J I,J,k 4 l,J+i,k I,J-I,k 
2 1 [ ]2 W .. =- w·· +w·· ( )',J,k+2 4 1,J,k+3 1,J,k+1 
2 1 [ ]2 (W ).. =- w· . +w·· l,j,k 4 l,j,k+l 1,J,k-l 
1 ~ ] [ 1 (uv).. =- u· . +u·· v·· +v· . I-I,j+l,k 4 l-i,J,k J-l,Jt2.k J,J+I.k 1-2,J+I,k 
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(UW)i+l,j,k+l = ~ [Ui+),j,k + ui+l,j,k+zl [w i,j,k+l + W i+2,j,k+l] 
I ~ 1 ~ 1 uw·· =- u· . +u·· u·· +u· . ( ),+J,J,k-t 4 1+1,J,k 1+1,j,k-2 1,j,k-l 1+2,J,k-I 
(VW)j,j+l,k+l = ~ [Vj,j+l,k +V j,j+l,k+2] [w j,j,k+i + W i,j+2.k+I] 
I [ 1 [ 1 vw .. =- v·· +v·· w.. +w·· ( )',J+I,k-1 4 1,J+i,k 1,J+l,k-2 l,j,k-l 1,J+2,k-l 
I [ 1 [ 1 (vw).. =- v·· +v·· w·· +w .. 1,j-l,k+1 4 Id-l .k 1,J-1,k+2 I,J,k+i 1,J-2,k+i 
3.5.2.2.2 Continuity equation 
The continuity equation is discretised at the (n+ l)th time level, 
Ax (U:+l.j,k - u:_t,j,k)+ Ay (V:,j+l.k -v:,j_t,k)+ A z {W:,j'k+l - W:,j,k_l}= 0 (3.22) 
The velocity profiles at (i+l,j, k), (i,j+l,k) and (i,j,k+l) at the (n+l)th time level are 
obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations. The velocities at the other three points can be 
found analogously. 
• Redt I [ • • 1 u· . =---- p. -p . +RHSU .. 1-I,J,k ~x P I,j,k 1-2,J,k 1-I,J,k (3.23) 
• ReM I [ • • 1 v·· =---- p. -p. +RHSV.. I,J-I,k Ay P I,J,k I,J-2,k I,J-l,k (3.24) 
and, 
• RedtI[ •• 1 
w·· =---- p. -p. +RHSW.. l,j,k-1 tlz P 1,J,k 1,j,k-2 . J,J.k-1 (3.25) 
where, 
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Re~tf 2 2 1 
UI-I,i,k -~L(U )I,i,k -(U )1-2,i,k 
Re~t r ] -~L(UV)I-I,i+l,k - (UV)H,j-1,k 
RHSU· I'k = 1- ,J. 
- Re~t kuw)'_1 . k I -(UW)'_I . k-I] !J.z I .j. + I ,j, 
(3,26) T]~t ~ ] +-- U· . -2u. . +U· . (~)2 .-3,],k .-I,),k HI,),k 
T]~t ~ 1 +--U·· -2u.. +U· . (~y)2 .-I,)'"2,k .-I,],k .-I,)+2,k 
T]~t I ] +-- U·· -2u .. +U· , (&)2 l-i.J,k-2 1-I.J,k l-i,J,k+2 
Re~t r ] 
VI,j-I,k -~L(UV)I+I,j-1,k -(UV)H,j-1,k 
Re~t ~ 2 2 ] 
--- (V)"k -(V) .. 2k Ay I,j. I,J- , 
RHSV.. Ik = I.,J- , (3,27) 
Re~t r ] -~L(VW)I,j-1,k+1 -(VW)I,j-I,k_1 
T]~t I ] 
+ (~x)2 VI_2,j-1,k - 2VI,j-I~ + vI+2,j-1,k 
T]~t I ] 
+ (~y)2 vI,j-3,k -2vI,j-1,k + vI,i+I,k 
T]~t I ] 
+ (AZ)2 Vi,j-I,k-2 -2V j ,j-I,k + vj ,j-I,k+2 
and, 
Re~t r ] 
wI,i,k-1 -~L(UW)I+I,i,k_1 -(UW)I_I,i,k_1 
_Re~tr(vw). 'lk_I-(VW), 'Ik-I] Ay LI I,J+, t.r, 
RHSW' k 1= I,], --
- Re~t kW 2)"k _(w 2). 'k-2] Ilz I.j, I,j, 
(3,28) T]~t [ ] +-- w· . -2w.. +W· . (~)2 .-2,],k-1 >,),k-I .+2,],k-1 
T]~t [ ] +-- w·· -2w.. +W" (~y)2 .,)'"2,k-1 >,),k-I .,)+2,k-1 
T]~t [ ] +-- w.. -2w.. +W·· (~)2 >.),k+1 ',],k-I .,),k-3 
Again, the terms appearing in terms of primary grids or as combinations of velocities are 
transformed as, 
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(W 2)"k_1 =.!.[W' 'k_3+W, 'k_l 12 I.j. 4 I,j. I.j. J 
(UV)'_I' I k =.!.[u_1 'k +U'_I ' 2 kIv.. I k +V'_2' I kl 1 ,,I-. 4r 1 .j. I.,J-, I.j-. I .j-, 
(UW)_I'k_1 =.!.[U'_I'k +U'_I'k_2 TU , 'k-I +U'_2'k_11 I,J. 4 1 .j. I .j. .I I.j. I ,j. 
(VW), '-Ik-I =.!.[V' '-Ik +V, '-lk-2Iw, 'k-I +W" 2k-11 l,j, 4 I,j, I,j, I,]. I,,)- • 
Replacing the velocity terms at the (n+l)th time level in the continuity equation (equation 
3.22) by the pressure terms in the (n+ 1)th time level and the velocities at nth level, 
{ 
Re,',.t 1.. Re,',.t I [ • • 1 } 
A, +~p[Pi+2,j'k -Pi,j,k1-RHSUi+I,j,k -~p Pi.j,k -Pi- 2.j,k +RHSUi_I,j,k + 
{ 
Re,',.t 1 [ • • 1 Re,',.t 1 [ • • 1 } A +--- p.. -p .. k -RHSV., I k ---- P" -p" +RHSV. ' I k + Y Ay P I.J+2,k I,j. l,j+ , Ay P I.J,k I.J-2,k l,j- • =0 
A {+ Re ,',.t .!. [p,', _ p', 1_ RHSW.. _ Re ,',.t .!. [p,', _ p,', 1+ RHSW. ' } 
Z Az P 1,J,k+2 1,J,k I,J,k+i Az p I,J.k 1,J,k-2 l,j,k-l 
Since (Axf!1x)=(il V/(/j.xi) etc. for uniform grids, the above equation can be rewritten 
after necessary mathematical manipulation as, 
p' , -2P', +p,' , 
1+2.J.k 1,J,k 1-2.J,k + 
(t.x j2 
p', -2P,', +P", 1,j+2,k I,J,t 1,J-2.k + 
(,',.y)2 
P"k 2 -2P"'k +P"'k 2 I.j. + I,j, Id. --
(&)2 
=-p-
Re,',.t 
RHSUi+l,j,k -RHSUi_I,j,k + 
t.x 
RHSVi "-I k - RHSVi "I k 
," ' " , + 
,',.y 
RHSWi,j,k+1 - RHSWi,j,k_1 
& 
Equation (3.29) is rearranged for simulation as, 
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where, 
P.*,,-
I,). 
a [p· 2 ·,-P.'2·,l-x 1+ .J. 1- ,J. 
a [P.'. 2' -P.'. 2,l-Y I,J+, t,j- , 
aJPi:j,k+2 -Pi:j,k-2]- =0 
axJRHSUH,j" -RHSU;+I,j"l-
a yy [RHSV;,j-I" - RHSV;,j+I" l-
a zz [RHSW;,j,,_1 - RHSW;,j,,+ll 
a x 
a, 
2[(6.x6.y)2 + (~y6.z)2 + (6.Z~X)2] 
(~x6.z)2 
2[(6.x6.y)2 +(~y6.z)2 +(6.z~x)2] 
(6.x6.y)2 
2[(6.x~y)2 +(~y6.Z)2 + (6.z6.x)2] 
p~x 
a xx =a --x Re 6.t 
p6.y 
a yy ~ay Re6.t 
p~z 
a =a--
zz zRe.6.t 
Working Equations 
(3.30) 
(3.31.1-3.31.6) 
Equation (3.30) is solved iteratively for P';j,k over the entire domain. Subsequently, the 
velocity components are calculated using the equations (3.14) and (3.15) for the u-
component, equations (3.17) and (3.18) for the v-component and equations (3.20) and 
(3.21) for the w-component. 
3.5.3 Hydrodynamic equations for porous flow region 
3.5.3.1 Dimensionless governing equations 
The hydrodynamics of the incompressible flow in the porous flow zone is modelled by 
using the dimensionless Darcy (equation 3.32) or Brinkman equation (equation 3.33) for 
conservation of momentum and dimensionless continuity equation (equation 3.34) for 
conservation of mass, 
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dYO l!l° ReVPo =_po_+ __ y O 
dtO Da KO 
V.yO =0 
3.5.3.2 Working equations 
3.5.3.2.1 Darcy equation 
Working Equations 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
x-component. The x-component of the dimensionless Darcy equation takes the form, 
dUO l!l° dPO pO -+--UO +Re-=O 
dtO Da K~ dXO 
(3.35) 
Discretising equation (3.35) with respect to the control volume and writing it in terms of 
grid co-ordinates, 
u· . = 1---- u· . p. . -p .. . [I IUlt] ReA,,).t [ 1 l+t,J,k Da pK
x 
Ht,J,k p/j.V 1+2.J,k I,J,k (3.36) 
y-component. The analogous form of equation (3.36) for the transverse (y-) component 
is, 
v = 1---- v·· p.. -p .. • [ 1 IUlt] Re Ay,).t[ 1 
l,j+I,k Da pK y l,J+t,k p.1V 1,J+2,k I,J,k 
(3.37) 
z-component. The analogous form of equation (3.36) for the vertical (z-) component is, 
w·· = 1---- w·· - p.. -p .. . [I IUlt] ReAzdt[ 1 I,J,k+l Da pK
z 
J,J,k+1 p.6.V 1,J,k+2 I,J,k (3.38) 
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3.5.3.2.2 Continuity equation 
As mentioned before, the continuity equation when discretised at the (n+l)th time level 
yields, 
A (u~ . -u~ . )+A (v~. -v~. )+A(w~. -w·. )=0 
x 1+t.J,k l-l.J,k y I.J+l.k I,J-l.k ~ "z 1,J,k+l 1,J,k-I (3.39) 
The u, v and w velocity components respectively at (i+l,j,k), (i,j+l,k) and (i,j,k+l) points 
at the (n+l)th time level can be calculated from equations (3.36) through (3.38). Similar 
profiles of the velocity components at (i-l,j,k), (i,j-l,k) and (i,j,k-l) points are obtainable 
from, 
u· . = 1---- u· . . [I ~t] 
1-I,J,k Da pK x I-I.J,k 
_Re_A-,-, A_t [ 1 
pAY Pi,j,k - Pi- 2,j,k (3.40) 
V~'_lk =[1--1- ~t ]v .. Ik 
1.1 , Da K 1.,J- • P y 
ReAyAt[ 1 
-P--=A-:Y=- Pi,j,k - Pi,j-2,k (3.41) 
and, 
w.. = 1---- w·· p .. -p .. [I ~t] Re Azt.t[ 1 I,J,k-l Da pK
z 
l,J,k-1 pt\. V I.J,k I,J,k-2 (3.42) 
By inserting the velocity components in equation (3.39) and doing the necessary 
manipulation, 
where, 
[
a IJU' I·k-u. I'k}-a 2L 2 'k+ P 2 'k}+] xp ~ 1+ .j, 1- .j. xp lli+ .j. 1- .j. 
P':j,k = alp a ypl {Vi,j+I,k - Vi,j_I,k}- ayp2 {P',j+2,k + P',j-2,k}+ 0 
a I{W" k I-W, 'k I}-a 2Ip 'k 2+R 'k 2} zp I,j. + l,j, - zp ~ l.j. + I,j. -
a I =A [1 __ 1_ J,lt.t] 
xp x Da K P x 
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a I =A [1 __ 1 flAt] 
yP y Da pK y 
a I =A [1 __ 1 flAt] 
'" , Da pK, 
Re6t(A,j' 
a - ----:':,-!-!--
'p2 - p6V 
ap =2(a XP2 +a yp2 +a ZP2 ) 
Iteration of equation (3.43) till convergence gives the pressure distribution at the grid 
points of the discretised porous domain. With the predicted pressure profile, the velocity 
components at the (n+l)th time level are calculated from equations (3.36) to (3.38). 
3.5.3.2.3 Brinkman equation 
The three velocity components of the Brinkman equation (3.33) are as follows: 
x-component: 
y-component: 
z-component: 
The equations are integrated with respect to control volume and discretised to yield the 
required working equations: 
Ax ~ I 
- u· . -2u. . +u· . + Ax I-I,j,k HI,J,k 1+3,J,k 
• [I Ay ~ I u· . =ax u· . -ax p. . -p .. -a - u·· -2u·. +u·· + 1+1,J,k I HI,J,k 2 1+2,J,k 1,J,k fly J+!,J-2,k l+t.J,k J+1,J+2,k (3.44) 
A, ~ I 
-u·· -2u·. +u· . Ilz t+J,J,k-2 J+l,J,k t+i,J,k+2 
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where, 
Ax [ 1 
- v· . -2v.. +v·· + Ax 1-2.J+i,k I,J+I,k 1+2,J+l,k 
. [l Ay [ 1 v·· =ay v.· -a p.. -p .. -a - v·· -2v.. +v·· + l,j+l,k I i,J+i,k Y 2 I,J+2,k I,J,k Ay I,J-i,k 1,J+1.k 1,J+3,k (3.45) 
A, [ 1 
- v·· -2v.. +v·· Az I.J+l,k-2 1,J+l,k 1,j-l.k+2 
Ax [ 1 
- w· 2'k 1-2w"k I+ W, 2'k I + Ax 1- ,j, + I,J, + 1+ ,j, + 
W:'j,k+1 = aZI W i,j,k+1 -az2 [Pi,j,k+2 - Pi,j,k l-a :~ [W i,j-2,k+1 - 2w i,j.k+1 + W i,j+2,k+ll+ (3.46) 
A, [ 1 
- W·. -2w.. +w .. tJ.z l,j,k-l I,J,k+1 I,J,k+3 
~'At a=--
pAY 
(3.47) 
aXI=[I-_1 ~t] 
Da pK x 
ay =[1 __ 1 ~t] 
I DapK y 
azl = [1 __ 1_ ~At] 
Da pK, 
(3.48.1-3.48.3) 
ReAxAt 
ax z = pAY 
ReA,At 
pAY 
(3.49.1-3.49.3) 
(3.50) 
The velocity terms obtained from equations (3.44)-(3.46) are inserted in a discretised 
continuity equation (equation 3.51) as shown below, 
Ax (U;+I.j,k -U;_I,j,k)+ Ay (V;,j+l,k -V;,j_l,k)+ Az (W;,j'k+l -W;,j,k_I)= 0 (3.51) 
The analogous velocity components for u ~-I,j,k' V ~,j-I,k and W:'j,k_1 are also substituted 
suitably in the above equation. These substitutions yield the required expressions for 
calculating the pressure distributions in the domain. Iteration for the pressure is done till 
both convergence and stable pressure field are obtained. Using the predicted pressure 
field, the velocity components are then evaluated. 
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3.5.4 Dimensionless convection-diffusion equation 
The equation for transport of pollutants in the free flow zone due to the physical 
processes is governed by the following non-dimensional convection-dispersion equation, 
(3.52) 
where, CO and rO are the non-dimensional pollutant concentration and the dispersion 
coefficient tensor, respectively. The free flow region, being isotropic, has all components 
of the dispersion coefficient tensor equal to one another, i.e. r~,.f = r;y.f = r~'.f = rl ' which 
are aligned in the x-, y- and z-axes of the co-ordinate framework, respectively. 
The convection-dispersion equation for the porous sub-domain with no source/sink term 
can be written in a form analogous to equation (3.52), 
(3.53) 
where, CO is the non-dimensional pollutant concentration. rO is a second order 
hydrodynamic dispersion tensor for the 3-D anisotropic porous domain and, as adopted in 
this work, is given by the following diagonal matrix, 
[ r~,.p rO = 0 p o (3.54) 
In equation (3.54), r;"p' r;y,p and r~"p are the non-dimensional components of the 
second order hydrodynamic tensor along the three principal co-ordinate directions, i.e. x-, 
y- and z-axes, respectively. 
The discretisation of the convection-diffusion equations for the free and porous flow 
domains yields analogous forms and are presented in a general form. The discretised 
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equations are represented in terms of the reference co-ordinates of a cell node, 
(itime,i,j,k), for temporal and spatial co-ordinates where the index 'itime' represents the 
reference time level. The simulated concentration values are calculated at the cell nodes. 
where, 
Cn+1(' • •• k) e lhme,l, J. e.=f,p 
= Cc(itime,i,j,k) 
+ Bx ((Fx .• (itime,i -I,j, k)xC. (itime,i -I,j, k))- (Fx .• (itime,i + I, j, k)xC. (itime, i + I, j, k))) 
+ B, ((F, .• (itime,i, j-I, k)xC. (itime,i, j-I, k) )-(F, .• (itime, i, j+ I, k)xC. (itime, i, j + I, k))) 
+ B, ((F". (itime,i, j, k -I)xC. (itime,i, j, k -I) )-(F". (itime,i, j, k + l)xC. (itime, i,j, k + I))) 
+ Dx,.Bx (C.(itime,i + 2,j,k)-C.(itime,i -2,j,k)) 
+ D".B,(C.(itime,i,j + 2, k) -C.(itime,i,j-2,k)) 
+ D"eB,(C.(itime,i,j,k+ 2)-C.(itime,i,j,k -2)) 
B =~ 
x pt.x B =~ , pt.y 
Fx. (itime,i -I, j, k) = pu, (itime, i-I, j, k) etc. 
F". (itime, i,j-I, k) = pv. (itime, i, j-I, k) etc. 
F". (itime, i, j, k -1)= PW. (itime, i, j, k -I) etc. 
r 
D =~ 
x,e ax 
r 
D =~ 
"e t.y 
(3.55) 
B =~ 
, pt.z 
r 
D =~ 
z,e t1z 
'F' indicates the strength of the convective (flow) field while 'D' represents the diffusive 
conductance (Patankar, 1980). 'D' is always positive but 'F' can be either positive or 
negative depending on the direction of the velocity field. 
As evident, equation (3.55) contains terms, which are evaluated at both cell faces and 
nodes. However, as mentioned before, the present contribution assumes that the pollutant 
concentrations are stored at the cell nodes. Therefore, the concentration terms in the 
above equation which are stored as 'cell face values' must be approximated again as 'cell 
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node values'. Many schemes have been proposed for this purpose. The most notable 
among them are the central, upwind, hybrid, power law and quadratic upstream 
interpolation for convective kinetics (QUICK) scheme. Many higher order schemes such 
as total variation diminishing (TVD), second order upwind (SOU), second order hybrid 
(SHYBRID) and fifth order upwind for accurate prediction of the sharp concentration 
gradients in a flow filed have also been proposed. The advantages and disadvantages of 
each scheme have been discussed by many authors (e.g. Leonard, 1979; Fletcher, 1991; 
Leonard and Drummond, 1995; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995) and a further 
discussion is not to be attempted here. In the present contribution, QUICK has been 
adopted as in most practical purposes, it can provide stable computations of pollutant 
concentrations under the least restrictions. Accordingly, the concentration values at the 
cell faces in equation (3.55) are approximated to nodal values using QUICK. The 
following equations present the approximations in general form for different cell face 
values. 
For Fx.,. > 0, , Xi =x,y,Z e",f,p 
C. (itime,i -I, j, k) 
= C. (itime, i -2, j, k) +i [3C. (itime, i, j, k) - 2C. (itime, i - 2, j, k) -C. (itime, i -4, j, k)] 
C. (itime,i + I, j, k) 
= C. (itime, i, j, k) + i[3C. (itime,i + 2, j, k) - 2C. (itime, i, j, k) - C. (itime, i - 2, j, k)] 
C. (itime,i,j-I, k) 
= C. (itime, i,j-2, k)+.!. [3C. (itime, i, j, k)-2C. (itime, i,j- 2, k)-C. (itime, i, j-4, k)] 
8 . 
C.(itime,i,j+ I,k) 
= C. (itime, i, j, k) + i[3C. (itime, i, j + 2, k) - 2C. (itime, i, j,k) - C. (itime,i, j - 2, k)] 
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C, (itime, i, j, k -I) 
= C, (itime, i, j, k - 2) +.!. [3C, (itime,i, j, k)- 2C, (itime,i, j, k - 2) -C, (itime, i,j, k -4)] 
8 
C, (itime, i, j, k + I) 
= C, (itime, i, j, k) +.!.[3C, (itime,i, j, k + 2) - 2C, (itime, i, j, k) -C, (itime, i, j, k - 2)] 
8 
For F" .• < 0, e",f,p 
C e (itime, i-I, j, k) 
= C, (itime, i, j, k) + .!.[3C, (itime,i - 2, j, k) - 2C, (itime, i, j, k) - C. (itime, i + 2, j, k)] 
8 
C, (itime, i + I, j, k) 
= C, (itime, i + 2, j, k) +~ [3C, (itime, i,j, k)- 2C. (itime,i + 2, j, k)- C, (itime,i + 4, j, k)] 
C, (itime, i, j-I, k) 
= C. (itime, i, j, k) +.!. [3C, (itime, i, j- 2, k) - 2C. (itime, i, j, k) - C. (itime,i, j + 2, k)] 
8 
C, (itime, i,j + I, k) 
= C, (itime,i, j+ 2, k) +~ [3C, (itime, i,j, k) - 2C, (itime,i, j+ 2, k)- C. (itime, i, j+ 4, k)] 
C, (itime,i, j, k-I) 
= C, (itime, i, j, k) +.!. [3C, (itime, i, j, k - 2) - 2C, (itime, i, j, k) - C, (itime, i, j, k + 2)] 
8 
C, (itime, i, j, k + I) 
= C. (itime, i, j, k + 2)+.!. [3C, (itime,i,j, k) - 2C, (itime,i, j, k + 2) -C. (itime, i, j, k + 4)] 
8 
The three components of the dispersion coefficient tensor in equations (3.53) and (3.54) 
for the porous domain are calculated at the nodes corresponding to the concentration 
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values instead of an average value over the whole domain, as often done. Since the 
equations are already in algebraic form, they are simply written in terms of the grid co-
ordinates, 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
3.6 Matching boundary conditions: Beavers and Josepb formulation (1967) 
The general form of the extended Beavers and Joseph's condition for the tangential 
velocity components, as adopted in this work, is expressed as, 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
where, t1 and t2 represent the two tangential directions while 'n' indicates the direction 
normal to the interface. 'Y" is a non-dimensional slip coefficient on the t1-t2 plane and is 
I , . 
a function of the structural properties of the interface. K" and K" are the components 
1 I 2 2 
of the permeability tensor in the t1 and t2 directions. 
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The velocity component normal to the interfacial plane is modelled as continuous, 
consistent with the original Beavers and Joseph's (1967) formulation, 
(3.61) 
The pressure across the interface is modelled as discontinuous. The following 
relationship is used to calculate the transition, 
( P
o 2 ° I dV.'O ) _ pO 
- + ~ --- --Re dX •• 0 P 
f 
(3.62) 
The working equations for the matching boundary conditions are presented for each 
interface (Figure 3.1) separately for clarity of the formulation. The FVM integration with 
respect to the cell volume presents the first necessary step for subsequent spatial 
discretisation of equations (3.58) and (3.59) yield the necessary working equations for 
predicting the transition in the tangential velocity components across the interface. All 
normal velocity components are continuous across the interfacial surface. The pressure 
terms are discontinuous over the intermediate planes. For the matching boundary 
conditions for pollutants' concentration, both continuous and discontinuous conditions 
are adopted for the analyses of the contaminants' transport. 
Interface bfge 
The discretised equations for the jump in tangential velocities (v- and w-) at the interface 
bfge in Figure 3.1 are, 
V.. I 'kl llnt+ .J, p 
1 
~DaKyy ~( 1 ( 1 ) ;;;;v·· . - v··· -v·· . A - u·· . -u·· . A IInt-I,j,k r 'Y yztl.Y IInt-I,j+l,k IInl-l,J-I,k f x IInl,J,k IInl-2,J,k f Y 
Wiint+l,j,k[p 
= W jint-t,j,k If ..!..Jy_D_a:'-::;':'-((Wiint_l,j,k+l - Wiint_l,j,k_1 ~fAx -(Uiinl,j,k - Uiint-2,j,k 1r A z ) 
Y' 
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where, 'iint' is the co-ordinate of the interface on y-z plane in the x-direction with respect 
to the reference point (i,j,k). Ayz, Axz and Axy are the areas of cell faces normal to the x-, 
y- and z-axes on the y-z, x-z and x-y planes respectively. f;.V is the cell volume. The 
velocity terms appearing with respect to the nodal coordinates in equations (3.62) and 
(3.63) are suitably approximated by the velocity at the cell face for solving the governing 
equations in the simulator. The u-velocity component is normal to, and continuous 
across, this interface. The discretised equation for estimating the jump in pressure over 
the interface is given as, 
p .. "kl =(P. "k -2J.1~(u .. 'k -u·· 2 'k)] 1101+ .j. P llnt- .J. Re.6.V IInt.j, 1In1- .J. f (3.65) 
Interface aejb 
In case of the interface aejb, the jumps in the tangential velocity components (u- and w-) 
are simulated from the following algebraic equations, 
U··· 'kl I,Jmt-, p 
= Uj,jint+l,k If ..!.J_D_a,17\::"':"'((U i+l ,jinHl.k - U i- I ,jinl+l,k lr Ay - (V j ,jin+2t,k - Vj,jint,k le Ax) 
"'Ill 
W i,jint-l,k Ip 
I ~DaKu ~( 1 ( 1 ) =W··· - w··· -w... A -y... -y... A l,Jml+i,k f 'V AV l,Jmt+l.k+l I,Jlnt+l,k-i r y I,Jlnt+2,k I,Jlnt,k f Z 
'" 
(3.66) 
(3.67) 
where, 'jint' is the co-ordinate of the interface on the x-z plane in the y-direction with 
respect to the reference point (i,j,k). Any velocity terms expressed in terms of the cell 
node co-ordinates are appropriately approximated by the cell face values of the used 
staggered grid. The v-velocity component is continuous across the interface at this 
instance. The transition in pressure across the interface aejb is simulated by the following 
discretised equation, 
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p ... =P.·· -2--v ... -v··· I ( Ay ( l) l,Jlnt-l,k p l,Jlnt+l,k J..l Re 11 V l,Jlnt+2,k l,Jlnt,k f (3.68) 
Interface abed 
The transitions is the tangential velocities (u- and v-) across the interface abed are given 
by the following discretised equation, 
v· 'k' 11 I,J, ml+ p 
..l~~'YD_a_:v-"YYc..((Vi,j+l.kint_1 - Vi,j-I,kint-Ilr A z - (W i,j,kint - W i,j,kint-21r Ay) 
xy 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
where, 'kint' in the co-ordinate of the interface on the x-y plane along the z-direction 
with reference to the control point (i,j,k). The w-component of velocity is continuous 
across this interface. The discretised equation for simulating the pressure over the 
interface is, 
p.. = P.,. -2 --w.· . -w· .. I ( A, ( lJ 1.J,kmt+1 p 1,J,kml-l J..l Re 11 V I,J,kml 1,j,kmt-2 f (3.71) 
3.7 Boundary conditions 
The matching boundary conditions (BCs) at the interface between the free and porous 
flow domains have been discussed in the previous section. However, to make the 
problem solvable, other BCs must also be specified. The boundary conditions (BCs) used 
in the model are of Dirichlet type. These include prescribed pressure head, velocity and 
pollutant concentrations. They are specified at the inlet of the domain (essential BCs). 
The general form is given by, 
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(3.72) 
where, X/x,y,z) indicates a known distribution of a dependent variable at time t at the 
chosen location in either the free or the permeable domain, j. rj denotes the smooth 
boundary of the domain of concern. Arbitrary inlet and initial boundary conditions are 
specified for the pressure head, velocity and pollutant concentration (essential BCs). 
Flow/transport conditions at the immediate exterior of the domain are calculated based on 
the assumption of zero gradients outside the domain. The side walls are assumed rigid 
and impermeable, which allows the imposition of no-slip conditions for velocity 
components. Imposition of an outlet boundary condition (natural BCs), however, creates 
a major dilemma as in no transport process in the underground, the conditions are known 
at the open or the flow through portions of the truncated physical domain. The problem is 
further complicated by the possibility of co-existing inflow and outflow at the exit 
boundary. Imposition of an artificial exit boundary conditions is, therefore, avoided as it 
might lead to unrealistic numerical results in the simulation. In this work, the 'open 
boundary conditions' or the 'no boundary condition' (Papanastasiou et aI., 1992; Sani 
and Gresho, 1994; Griffiths, 1997), which mathematically presents a well posed problem 
for the discretised system, are utilised for the combined flow. Imposition of such 
boundary conditions resolves another important issue which arises during numerical 
solution of hyperbolic and parabolic partial differential equations. It is known that 
imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions at all domain boundaries do not have unique 
solutions (Jackson, 1962). However, the use of free boundary condition resolves these 
problem. Figure 3.3 presents a representative 3-D domain of combined free and porous 
flow showing the imposition of different boundary conditions at the physical boundaries 
of the sub-domains. 
3.8 Simulator architecture 
The overall purpose of the present work is to develop a computer tool for subsurface 
water quality management. In particular, physical transport of contaminants through 
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combined free flow and porous flow regions is analysed by the present 3-D finite volume 
model, LANDFLOW. Das and Nassehi (2001) have described LANDFLOW as based on 
1nl t , 
bo ndar:9'" 
co ditions 
,--- Porous Flow Zone 
No-slip boundary conditions 
No-slip/interfacial 
boundary conditions 
11 .__-- Free Flow Zone 
______ r Interfacial 
} .................................................................................................................................. ""'boundary-
No-slip boundary conditions conditions 
Figure 3.3 A 3-D representative domain showing the imposition of different 
boundary conditions at the physical boundaries of the domain 
two models, FREEFLOW and POREFLOW. FREEFLOW is a program for simulating 
the transport of contaminants in the free flow regions in the subsurface, e.g. flow in 
ground water table. This program is based on the solution of the well known Navier-
Stokes (N-S) equations. On the other hand, POREFLOW simulates fluid migration 
processes in a porous medium, e.g. soil, based on the Darcy equation. In order to 
implement the LANDFLOW program, FREEFLOW and POREFLOW are combined 
through well posed mathematical statements for interfacial boundary conditions at the 
plane between the free and the porous zones. This ensures one of the most important 
tasks of protecting the soil and groundwater resources against future degradation and 
contamination, i.e. realistic predictions of the fluid dynamical behaviour. It should also be 
noted at this point that the applications of LAND FLOW are not limited to combined free 
and porous flow zones. By choosing suitable computational grids, the model can also be 
utilised for solving problems such as leaks from underground pipes and storage tanks, 
combined water flow through permeable reactive barriers, preferential flow zones etc. 
Ideally, the domains of combined free and porous flow in the subsurface can have 
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innumerable possibilities regarding their configurations, shapes and sizes. Similar 
randomness in case of the interfaces between the free and the porous flow domains is also 
expected. Therefore, detailed investigation for each aspect of the domains for decision 
support in subsurface water quality management cannot be carried out in practice even 
though it is likely that each factor contributes in a different way to the fluid dynamical 
characteristics underground. The present simulators are used to analyse the 
hydrodynamics of the subsurface flow in conjunctive regions and the contaminants 
transport therein in presence of both single and multiple interfaces in the physical 
domain. 
FREEFLOW and POREFLOW are FORTRAN 77 numerical programs for simulating 
free flow of a Newtonian fluid in general and water as a specific case in the subsurface. 
The terms 'simulator' and 'simulation' often have different meanings to different 
individuals and are used for many different purposes. In the present work, the process of 
simulation attempts to imitate a dynamic behaviour (time varying) of a water flow 
phenomenon under assumed boundary and initial conditions and predict/calculate any 
subsequent events. As an aid to the modelling exercise, the simulator has been designed 
mainly for two purposes: i) to prepare the input files according to the formats required by 
the simulation code (pre processing step) and ii) to execute the simulation code (solver 
step). The main steps and the important assumptions of the model simulator are described 
below. 
Both FREEFLOW and POREFLOW calculate the pressure distribution and velocity and 
pollutant concentration profiles in the computational domain based on the discretised 
algebraic model equations. The simulation is carried out for an isotropic domain for the 
free flow region and anisotropic zone for the porous flow section. The assumption of 
perfect fluid provides constant density of the Newtonian fluid at a particular temperature. 
An isothermal condition is also assumed such that an energy balance equation does not 
need to be solved along with other necessary model equations. The simulation has been 
done for single phase flows. Figure 3.4 presents the simulator architecture in the form of 
a simplified algorithm or a flow diagram. 
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Figure 3.4. Simulator Algorithm 
Working Equations 
The algorithm given in Figure 3.4 shows the main steps of the solution procedures for 
both computer programs. The first step in developing the simulator involves specifying 
the physical properties of the fluid. The characteristics that need to be specified are 
determined by the governing equations; for example, the Navier-Stokes equations ask for 
the use of density and viscosity of the fluid, or in a slightly different way, its kinematic 
viscosity which is the ratio between the fluid viscosity and its density. The next important 
step is to decide the size of the 3-D physical domain and to design the spatial grid for the 
numerical model. This involves mainly the calculation of grid spacing. For this, it is 
necessary to specify the desired number of cells in the fixed domain. A suitable time step 
is also chosen for temporal discretisation of the governing equations. An iteration and a 
convergence process of predictor and corrector steps find pressure distribution in the free 
flow domain. This is then used to calculate the velocity profiles. To predict the pollutant 
concentration profiles, the quadratic upwind interpolation kinetics (QUICK) scheme 
(Leonard, 1979) has been used. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Most results obtained in this work have been published, accepted or submitted for 
publication in scientific journals (Das and Nassehi, 2000; Das, 2001; Das and Nassehi, 
2001a; Das and Nassehi, 2001b; Das et aI., 2oo1a; Das et aI., 2001b; Das et aI., 2oo1c) 
(also see Appendix 1 for publications related to this project). This chapter, therefore, 
summarises the results from the technical papers and discusses only the salient features of 
the combined free and porous flow in the subsurface. The simulation has been carried out 
on a three-dimensional staggered mesh consisting of 5832 cubic or rectangular cells for 
each flow domain. The interface between the free and the porous section contains 324 
staggered cells on the y-z plane. As mentioned in Table 3.2, the directional permeability 
of the porous medium is of the order of 10.8 m2, unless otherwise mentioned, and the slip 
coefficient at the interface is taken as unity. The normalised Reynolds and Darcy 
numbers are 500 and 2.5xlO-14, respectively. Also, depending on the number of cells and 
the length of time steps used, the simulation time varies typically from 15 to 25 CPU 
minutes in a Sun-cc211 machine. The results presented here are in terms of the reference 
co-ordinates of the grid points. For the simulation of the combined problem, the 
individual domains have been assumed to be of equal length in each spatial direction 
(unit non-dimensional length). If an actual size of the domain is specified, the co-
ordinates can be converted to the physical lengths. For convenience, a similar approach 
has also been adopted for the time step and the results presented here are for selected time 
levels. The numerical grid consists of 18xl8xl8 cells, unless otherwise mentioned. The 
non-dimensional length scales for converting the co-ordinates of the grid points and the 
time levels are as dx=~y=~z=O.056 (dimensionless unit) and ~t=2.0xlO-9 (dimensionless 
unit). It should also be noted that unless otherwise mentioned, all simulated results in this 
PhD project have been obtained using the Darcy equation as the governing porous flow 
equation and the modified Beavers and J oseph (1967) interfacial condition. 
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4.1 Convergence of the solution 
The convergence of the numerical results has been tested extensively by mesh refinement 
and alteration. A typical profile has been presented in Figure 4.1 where the varying 
dimensionless u-velocity component in the free flow section with increasing x-distance 
from the entry point of the domain at a fixed y-z plane, (x, 10, 10), has been compared for 
different mesh sizes at time level 2. The grid size has been reduced 10 and 50 times for 
the convergence test. The mesh is altered by reducing the domain to the desired scale but 
keeping the number of cells unchanged. The results in Figure 4.1 show minimal 
difference between the two comparisons, which assure that the numerical solutions are 
independent of the mesh. The enhanced errors, particularly near the inlet of the open 
domain, with increasing reduction in the mesh side is attributed to higher discretisation 
and truncation errors. In general, the 10 times reduced mesh, therefore, compares to the 
adopted grid better than the 50 times reduced grid. Similar conclusions can also be made 
from the simulations for other flow variables. 
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Figure 4.1. Convergence test for numerical results 
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4.2 Dependence of time step on simulated results 
As the use of explicit time stepping necessitates the time steps are chosen to be small for 
numerical simulations. Contaminant concentration was selected as the control parameter 
to examine the dependency of the simulated results on the used time step. Simulations 
carried out to analyse the consistency of the results with respect to different time steps 
indicated that the solutions are, in general, weakly dependent on the selected time steps. 
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Figure 4.2. Dependency of simulated results on selected time steps 
Figure 4.2 presents typical simulated dimensionless contaminant concentration profiles at 
the same time level, t=0.05 sec, using two different time steps, t=0.05 and 0.025 sec. 
Magnified profiles of the concentration distribution have also been shown in the figure. 
As evident, the percentage errors between the two distributions are negligible. Due to the 
weak dependency of the simulated results on the selected time step, the higher time 
length is used to carry out the numerical simulation. 
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4.3 Hydrodynamics in combined free and porous domain with single interface 
In this section, attempts are made to analyse the hydrodynamics of fluid flow (profiles of 
velocity and pressure) in a combined free and porous flow domain with single interface. 
With reference to Figure 3.1, the surface, bfgc, is assumed to be the permeable interface 
across which the conjunctive flow takes place. The contaminant mobility and the 
pollutant concentrations in the subsurface are discussed with reference to the combined 
domains with multiple interfaces in a subsequent section. In the light of the well 
established hydrodynamics in the individual free and porous domains, the results need to 
be discussed in more detail for the coupled scenarios. However, for the completeness of 
the analyses, specific domains are also considered. 
The predicted velocity fields presented by Das and Nassehi (200la) for the free flow 
section were based on zero initial values (cold start). The velocity field was also predicted 
at small time steps. Subsequent simulations, however, created difficulties in obtaining 
oscillation free velocity profiles in the flow domains for significantly longer time 
intervals. A non-zero initial velocity, when enforced in both free and porous flow 
regimes, removes these difficulties and yields a smooth solution. For the free flow 
section, a negative pressure differential exists in the direction of the interfacial boundary. 
Hence, the velocity profiles follow unidirectional flow towards the porous section with 
the front of the peak velocity moving with time as fluid flows through the domain. 
Figures 4.3(a) and (b) present two representative three-dimensional velocity profiles at 
time levels 20 and 44, respectively. The component terms of the simulated velocity also 
confirm that the flow is parabolic and almost developed towards the end of the free flow 
zone. For the combined flow, a boundary layer is created near the interface between the 
free and the porous sections. It is hypothesised that the tangential velocity components at 
the interface in the fluid section cause a shear-stress within the boundary layer due to 
slippage at the interfacial surface. The stress in the porous section is borne by the matrix 
of the domain and, hence, the tangential velocity components become discontinuous 
across the interface. This forces a jump in the tangential velocity terms to new values in 
the porous section. The extent of the jump is determined by the slip coefficient of the 
interfacial surface and its directional permeability. 
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Figure 4.3(a). Velocity profile in free flow section at time level, t=20, showing 
unidirectional flow field 
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Figure 4.3(b). Velocity profile in free flow section at time level, t=44, showing 
unidirectional flow field 
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The description of the velocity profiles in the porous section requires more care for 
reasons explained in the previous chapters. Some relevant properties of the porous 
material have been indicated in Table 3.2. The natural convection of fluid across the 
outflow or flow through portion of the permeable medium was achieved by the 
imposition of the 'no boundary condition' at the end of the porous section, (72,y,z). For 
the present purpose, two typical velocity profiles at time levels 20 and 44 are presented in 
Figures 4.4(a) and (b), respectively. 
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Figure 4.4(a). Velocity profile in porous flow section at time level, t=20, showing 
flow reversal at the free/porous domain interface 
The profiles establish that at the open portion of the domain, both inflow and outflow of 
the fluid may co-exist. Also, the fluid circulates within the porous layer. It is evident that 
the fluid moves in across the flow through portion of the porous domain and progresses 
towards the interface. The free flowing fluid also penetrates into the porous section as 
negative pressure differential exists over the interfacial surface in the positive x-direction. 
The interfacial pressure drop, on the other hand, is positive for the incoming porous flow, 
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which prevents fluid from the porous section to cross over to the free fluid section. The 
consequence of the positive pressure differential for the porous flow at the interfacial 
boundary layer and the permeated fluid from the open section is that the flow reverses its 
direction and circulates as shown in Figures 4.4( a) and (b). The graphical representations 
of 3-D velocity fields and their interpretation are not trivial matters, especially when the 
aims of these exercises are to demonstrate flow in a complicated system such as the one 
modelled in this work. However, 3-D vector plots of the predicted velocity fields provide 
useful demonstrations of the flow reversal in the underground regions. Flow reversal can 
potentially move contaminants back into free flow regions from the porous sections. 
These transport phenomena usually happen in the underground regions because of 
complex pressure distributions in the combined domains of free and porous flow. 
Physical evidence of such flow reversal in a subsurface has been given by some 
researchers (e.g. Devito et al., 1997). 
1 36 
Figure 4.4(b). Velocity profile in porous flow section at time level, t=44, showing 
movement of the front of flow reversal from the free/porous domain interface 
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The magnified profiles of the transient velocity fields for the fluid at the immediate 
neighbourhood of the interface are presented in Figures 4.5(a) to (d). The figures display 
the possibility of flow reversal at the interfacial boundary. It also seems that the 
hydrodynamics of the free flow region has a strong influence on the flow reversal and 
circulation. With the change in the amount of fluid inflow and outflow, the location of the 
centre of circulation changes. In the present specific case, the centre of circulation is 
noticed near the interfacial plane initially. As more fluid penetrates into the porous 
domain from the free flow side with time, the centre displaces from the interface allowing 
more outflow from both free to porous section and from within the porous section due to 
the circulation. Subsequently, the front of the flow reversal starts to shift away from the 
interface. After a time interval, the flow circulation in the porous section disappears and 
the fluid currents become unidirectional in the positive horizontal direction. In the present 
simulation, the fluid circulation disappears to a large extent after time level 50. 
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Figure 4.5(a). Magnified profile of flow reversal at the free/porous domain interface 
at time level, t=28 
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Figure 4.5(b). Magnified profile of flow reversal at the free/porous domain interface 
at time level, t=36 
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Figure 4.5(c). Magnified profile of flow reversal at the free/porous domain interface 
at time level, t=40 
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Figure 4.5(d). Magnified profile of velocity field around the interface at time level, 
t=44 
With the change in the properties of the porous substance and the interface, e.g. the 
permeability, slip coefficient etc., the rate of circulation and the mass of fluid that 
reverses its direction may vary too. To examine such changes, the interfacial velocity 
profiles are considered for increased permeability. Due to higher permeability of the 
porous medium and the free/porous flow domain interface, not only does more fluid 
permeate through the porous area towards the interface but also the mass of fluid that 
penetrates across the interface from the free flow regime increases. However, the 
permeated fluid through the porous material is the dominant flow in this case. The point 
is evident in Figure 4.6 where the slip coefficient is kept the same but the permeability is 
increased by a factor of 104• Figures 4.6(a) and (b) show the interfacial velocity profiles 
at time levels 28 and 36, respectively, for higher permeability. Visibly, at the same time 
level, the centre of fluid circulation near the interface lies closer to the north side wall of 
the domain compared to the centre of flow circulation in the low permeable porous 
medium. It has been shown for the low permeable materials that when the mass of fluid 
crossing over the interface from the free fluid zone increases the centre of circulation 
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Figure 4.6(a). Magnified velocity field at the interface at time level, t=28, for 
increased permeability 
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Figure 4.6(b). Magnified velocity field at the interface at time level, t=36, for 
increased permeability 
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moves away to enable more outgoing flow from the interfacial boundary layer. In the 
case of higher permeability, the increased amount of permeated fluid from the porous 
regime dominates the flow reversal, which pushes the centre of flow revolution towards 
the north side wall reducing the area of outgoing flow. 
Though the three-dimensional velocity profiles are generally useful in visualising the 
flow, the relationship between the free and the porous flow can be more clearly 
demonstrated by profiles of velocity components. The main component to be considered 
in the present case is in the x-direction, which remains continuous across the interface. 
The circulation in the porous regime of the subsurface implies that the combined flow has 
varying trends at different locations in the domain of interest. Two locations are, 
therefore, chosen so that the difference in flow characteristics with respect to the domain 
co-ordinates can be analysed. One of the selected positions, (x,12,12), represents a 
straight line along the horizontal (x-) direction in the bottom half of the conjugate domain 
while the other one, (x,32,32), is a straight line within the outgoing flow in the domain. 
The non-dimensional velocity in the entire domain and its corresponding pressure 
distribution for each line have been presented in Figures 4.7(a) and (b) and Figures 4.8(a) 
and (b) where they are plotted with respect to increasing x- co-ordinates at different time 
levels. By including the sign of the simulated results, an attempt has also been made to 
show the directionality of the velocity term. Negative values of the horizontal velocity 
component imply that the flow is towards the interface for the porous flow. As evident in 
all figures, the solutions for velocity and pressure are smooth in both Navier-Stokes and 
Darcy regions. The horizontal velocity component inside the porous region also settles 
down to a value that is less than that at the interface. That the fluid traverses towards the 
interface for a certain period through a part of the porous area is clear in Figure 4.7(a) for 
the case of straight line, (x,12,12). Magnified profiles of the flow in free and the porous 
sections have also been shown. The figure clearly demonstrates that, as the interfacial 
velocity increases with time, the velocity starts to regain the positive x-direction in the 
porous section. The corresponding pressure distribution is presented in Figure 4. 7 (b). 
Contrary to the velocity profiles at (x,12,12), the velocity over the line (x,32,32) remain 
on the positive x-direction at all times as it lies in the region of outgoing flow (Figure 
4.8(a)). The interfacial velocity rises quite sharply in this case, probably due to a twin 
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effect of the penetrated fluid from the open section as well as the reversed permeated 
fluid from the porous section. With increase in the flow at the interfacial boundary layer, 
the velocity magnitude within the porous section also increases steadily with time. 
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Figure 4.7(a). Combined longitudinal velocity (u-) component on a straight line, 
(x,12,12), at fixed transverse and vertical length 
The velocity field and flow circulation near the interface for increased permeability have 
been described before. Although the fluid flow increases, the Darcy law seems to break 
down in this case. The evidence to the point is given in Figure 4.9. While Figure 4.9(a) 
presents the combined velocity profile at time levels 28 and 36 for two different 
permeabilities, Figure 4.9(b) shows the corresponding pressure distribution in the porous 
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straight line, (x,32,32), for varying permeability at fixed transverse and vertical 
length 
section. As evident, the solutions are smooth in general and the proportionality between 
the flow and pressure is maintained. But, significant oscillations are observed in both the 
velocity and pressure distributions at both time levels for the case of higher permeability. 
However, the exact cause of such fluctuations has been difficult to ascertain. A probable 
reason is that the inertial forces have become effective as the flow increases with higher 
permeability. In turn, this suggests that a linear relationship such as the Darcy law is 
inadequate in describing the flow. 
4.4 Effect of aspect ratios 
The combined flow system in the subsurface is influenced by a large number of factors 
and as such, general analyses of the problem cannot be done. In this section, the fluid 
dynamics of combined flow for different aspect ratios of the domains is considered. The 
analyses in the previous sections have revealed that water in the free flow section has a 
unidirectional path, in general. On the other hand, water moves in from the open portion 
of the porous domain and reverses its direction at the free/porous domain interface. The 
front of velocity reversal and the centre of circulation also move away from the interface 
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Figure 4.10(a). Velocity profiles in free flow domain for an aspect ratio of Xr:Y:Z '" 
1:1:1 at time level, t=25 
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Figure 4.10(b). Velocity profiles in porous flow domain for an aspect ratio of Xr:Y:Z '" 
1:1:1 at time level, t=25 
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with time. After a certain time interval the flow in the porous domain becomes 
unidirectional and moves towards the exit of the domain. However, with changes in the 
aspect ratios of the domain, different patterns of velocity reversal may be observed. 
Figures 4.1O( a) and Cb) present typical profiles of free and porous flows for an aspect 
ratio ofx:y:z '" 1:1:1 at time level 25. 
In Figure 4.11, a sample velocity field in the porous section for an aspect ratio of xp:y:z '" 
0.5:1: 1 is shown at time level, t=25. In effect, it presents a case where the thickness of the 
porous domain has been reduced to half. Therefore, the velocity profile corresponds to a 
large extent to the profiles presented in Figure 4.10 for the permeable section. The aspect 
ratio of the free flow section is xr:y:z '" 1: 1 : 1 in this instance and the velocity profile 
therein is the same as the previous case. 
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Figure 4.11. Velocity profiles in the porous flow region for aspect ratio of xp:y:z '" 
0.5:1:1 at time level, t=25 
The interfacial velocity across the interface is the same for both aspect ratios. A typical 
magnified profile is presented in Figure 4.12 for the time level, t=25. 
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Figure 4.12. Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=25, for an aspect ratio of (i) 
xc:y:z == 1:1:1, xp:y:z == 1:1:1 (ii) xc:y:z == 1:1:1, xp:y:z == 0.5:1:1 
Figure 4.13(a). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=25, for an aspect ratio of 
xc,p:y:z == 1:0.5:1 
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With reduced thickness of the domain in the lateral direction (y-), the front of velocity 
reversal becomes much less mobile. The amount of water flowing towards the interface 
increases with time, which may make the interfacial velocity unstable. Such trends for an 
aspect ratio of Xf.p:y:Z '" 1 :0.5: 1 at time level 25 and 45 have been presented in Figures 
4.13(a) and (b). A comparison between the velocity profiles in the previous figures and 
4.13 indicates clearly that the front has moved away from the interface in the former 
cases but not in the latter case. Also, the velocity distribution in Figure 4(b) is of 
particular interest as the fluid at the interface begins to be unstable. Hence, the possibility 
arises for water in the porous section to move to the free flow section due to the greater 
pressure at the porous side of the interface. Similar observations are also made if the 
transverse length of the domain is minimised. Figures 4.14( a) and (b) present two typical 
profiles to illustrate the phenomena for an aspect ratio of Xf.p:y:Z '" 1: 1 :0.5 at time level 25 
and 45. 
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Figure 4.13(b). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=45, for an aspect ratio of 
xr,p:Y:z", 1:0.5:1 
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Figure 4.14(a). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=25, for an aspect ratio of 
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Figure 4.14(b). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=45, for an aspect ratio of 
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It can be inferred from the above discussions that the aspect ratios of the domains play a 
significant role in determining the locations of the centre of flow circulation and the front 
of flow reversal. In many cases, the fronts of flow reversal move away with time from the 
interfacial surface. But there may not be any universal physical significance to such flow 
phenomena as with different aspect ratios, the pattern may change. It can, therefore, be 
concluded that the scales of the domain determine the flow reversal and other important 
factors such as rate of fluid circulation. This, in turn, necessitates that each independent 
case of combined water flow in the subsurface is investigated based on the specific 
problem domains for the management of underground water quality. 
4.5 Comparison among models with different matching boundary conditions 
The aim of this section is limited to the comparison of results obtained from using 
different schemes discussed in Chapter 3. All simulations have been carried out for a 
global aspect ratio of Xf,p:y:Z '" 1:1: 1. 
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Figure 4.15(a). Velocity field in the free flow region at time level, t=30 
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Attempts to show the 3-D velocity field in the free flow and the porous domain have been 
made in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.15(a) shows a sample velocity field in the free flow zone at 
dimensionless time level, t=30. As mentioned before, the simulation reveals that the 
dominant direction for groundwater flow in the free flow section of the computational 
domain is mostly in the positive longitudinal (x-) direction. 
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Figure 4.15(b). Velocity field in the porous section using the Darcy equation and 
Beavers and J oseph (1967) interfacial conditions at time level, t=30 
Figures 4.15(b) to (d) indicate the velocity fields from the three schemes adopted for 
predicting the flow in the porous section. Figure 4.15(b) shows the velocity field in the 
porous section calculated with the Beavers and Joseph (1967) formulation as the 
interfacial condition for coupling the Navier-Stokes and the Darcy equations (scheme I). 
Figure 4.1S(c) presents the porous flow field with no boundary condition (NBC) for the 
y- and z- velocity component at the interface and the Darcy equation as the governing 
porous flow equation (scheme IT). Figure 4.1S(d) presents the velocity vectors in the 
porous domain with the Brinkman equation (scheme 111). As evident, each velocity field 
indicates flow circulation in the permeable section. Co-existing inflow and outflow at 
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Figure 4.15(c). Velocity field in the porous section using the Darcy equation and 
NBC as interfacial conditions at time level, t=30 
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Figure 4.15(d). Velocity field in the porous section using the Brinkman equation at 
time level, t=30 
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the open portion of the domain is also observed. At the zone of sudden change in flow 
directions, flow may also become unstable as evidenced in the all the figures. The 
duration of flow circulation depends upon many factors such as the imposed initial and 
boundary conditions, aspect ratios of the sub-sections and structural properties of the 
porous medium. The simulated results from all the three schemes indicate negligible 
difference in the pattern of the flow fields. Typical profiles of the unsteady interfacial 
flow field predicted from using the all the three schemes have been presented in Figures 
4.16(a) to (t). Figures 4.16(a) to (c) depict the magnified velocity profiles across the 
interface at time level, t=30. The phenomenon of flow reversal at the interface is clearly 
displayed in these figures. They provide further evidence to the close resemblance found 
above in the predicted flow behaviour from different models. The simulation carried out 
over a large number of time steps also indicates that the centre of flow circulation and the 
front of flow reversal move with time until they disappear. Figures 4.16(d) to (t) present 
the velocity fields across the interface at t=41 for all the schemes where the fronts of flow 
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Figure 4.16(a). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=30, using the Darcy equation 
as porous flow equation and the Beavers and Joseph (1967) interfacial condition 
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Figure 4.16(b). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=30, using the Darcy equation 
as porous flow equation and the NB interfacial condition 
o 35 
Figure 4.16(c). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=30, using the Brinkman 
equation 
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Figure 4.16(d). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=41, using the Darcy equation 
as porous flow equation and the Beavers and Joseph (1967) interfacial condition 
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Figure 4.16(e). Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=41, using the Darcy equation 
as porous flow equation and the NB interfacial condition 
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Figure 4.16(0. Interfacial velocity field at time level, t=41, using the Brinkman 
equation 
reversal have almost moved away from the interface. 1-D plots of the governing flow 
parameters provide important realism to the transport processes. Due to the flow 
circulation in the domain, different regions are expected to have different behaviour for 
the longitudinal velocity component and the pressure distribution. Figures 4.17 to 4.19 
present combined profiles of the horizontal velocity component and pressure distribution 
at approximately mid-transverse (y-) length and at different heights (z-) of the domain. 
The longitudinal velocity component is continuous across the interface and the dominant 
transport direction in all three adopted schemes, as indicated by the numerical results. 
Figure 4.17(a) presents the longitudinal velocity profiles at a straight line, (x,18,2), near 
the bottom wall of the domain at two dimensionless time levels, t=IO,40. The negative 
values of the velocity component in the porous section imply that the flow is in the 
negative longitudinal direction, i.e. towards the interface. The presence of high values of 
peak velocity near the interface raises the possibility of strong momentum boundary 
layers in the porous side. As evident, the flow behaviours predicted from using NBC and 
Brinkman equation are indistinguishable from each other at every time level. This is 
attributed to the fact that for the structural properties chosen for the porous medium, the 
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Figure 4.17(a). Comparison of the transient u-velocity component from different 
schemes in the combined zone on a straight line (x,18,2) 
inertial term in the Brinkman equation is insignificant to cause any major differences in 
the model predictions. However, the inclusion of a shear stress term in the mathematical 
model to describe velocity slip at the free/porous domain interface may cause the 
predicted flow behaviour to deviate from the results obtained from the other two 
schemes, particularly at small time levels. However, at large time levels, when the steady 
state may be reached, such differences in the model predictions become negligible. The 
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Figure 4.17(b). Comparison of the pressure distributions from different schemes in 
the combined zone on a straight line (x,18,2) 
pressure distribution corresponding to the flow behaviour described above is given in 
Figure 4.17(b). Figures 4.18(a) and (b) present the corresponding longitudinal velocity 
component and the pressure distribution at a straight line, (x,18,18), lying approximately 
at the mid·height of the domain; while Figures 4.19(a) and (b) present the corresponding 
horizontal velocity component and pressure distribution at a straight line, (x,18,34), near 
the top side wall of the domain. The above illustrations show minimal difference in the 
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the flow pattern, which are at the same transverse location. Figures 4.18 and 4.19, 
therefore, give further confirmation of the observations made in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4,IS(a), Comparison of the transient u-velocity component from different 
schemes in the combined zone on a straight line (x,IS,IS) 
I-D plots of the longitudinal velocity component and the corresponding pressure for 
different transverse locations at the mid-height of the domain are presented in Figures 
4.20 and 4.21. In both figures, the results from using the NBC and the Brinkman equation 
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Figure 4.IS(b). Comparison of the pressure distributions from different schemes in 
the combined zone on a straight line (x,IS,IS) 
again show no difference. Also, in general, the difference between the scheme I and 
scheme IT or III decreases with increase in the time levels. Figure 4.20(a) shows the 
combined flow on a straight line, (x,2,18), that lies in the region of incoming flow from 
the open portion of the domain towards the interface. Therefore, the velocity component 
shows negative values at t=10. However, at t=40, water in the porous side gains positive 
direction at the immediate vicinity of the interface and starts to move towards the exit of 
the combined domains. The corresponding pressure distribution at this line is shown in 
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Figure 4.19(a). Comparison of the transient u-velocity component from different 
schemes in the combined zone on a straight line (x,18,34) 
Figure 4.20(b). Figures 4.21(a) and (b) indicate the corresponding longitudinal and 
pressure distribution at the line (x.34,18), which lies in the outgoing flow at each time 
level. As evident, the peak velocity falls with time at this location. At a smaller time 
level, the area of outgoing flow is small; hence, the free flowing fluid at this location 
possesses a high velocity to allow the flow of reversed groundwater at the interface 
without any accumulation. As more fluid in the porous side gains positive horizontal 
direction, the area of outgoing flow increases with time. This causes a reduction in the 
values of the peak velocity with increase in time levels in this region. 
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Figure 4.19(b). Comparison of the pressure distributions from different schemes in 
the combined zone on a straight line (x,18,34) 
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Figure 4.20(a). Comparison of the transient u-velocity component from different 
schemes in the combined zone on a straight line (x,2,18) 
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Figure 4.20(b). Comparison of the pressure distributions from different schemes in 
the combined zone on a straight line (x,18,34) 
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Figure 4.21(a). Comparison of the transient u-velocity component from different 
schemes in the combined zone on a straight line (x,34,18) 
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Figure 4.21(b). Comparison of the pressure distributions from different schemes in 
the combined zone on a straight line (x,34,34) 
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4.6 Hydrodynamics and contaminants transport behaviour in combined free 
and porous flow domain with multiple interfaces 
The present section concentrates on analysing the transient velocity profiles and the 
contaminant concentration distributions at different interfacial planes of the combined 
domains. The major difficulties encountered in the present simulation are the emergence 
of a large number of dimensionless variables governing the flow in the combined 
subsurface zones and the complex interplay between the sub-domains. It has been 
difficult, therefore, to synthesise conclusively the effects of one flow parameter on 
another, particularly at the interfacial regions. The problem has been further compounded 
by the lack of experimental data in combined free and porous zones in the subsurface. In 
the initial part of this discussion, the dynamic transport behaviour for water and 
contaminant is analysed for fixed normalised Reynolds and Darcy numbers. In the later 
parts, the influence of varying these variables on the transport behaviour is investigated. 
The present work identifies the pollutant concentration as the control parameter for the 
sensitivity test and to determine the effects of normalised Reynolds and Darcy numbers 
on the subsurface flow. 
Figures 4.22(a) to (d) presents typical predicted 3-D velocity fields in different sub-
domains of the associated regions. Figure 4.22(a) indicate a velocity profile in the free 
flow section at dimensionless time level, t=25. Numerical results reveal that within most 
part of the free flow section, negative pressure differentials exist towards the interface 
bfge in the positive x-direction. Therefore, despite the presence of multiple number of 
permeable interfaces in the domain, flow in this area is mostly in the positive x-direction. 
Any deviation that occurs from the strictly positive x-directed flow is observed near the 
interfaces, abed and aefb, especially at high time levels as water penetrates into the other 
permeable domains. This also implies that within the free flow section, the dominant 
direction for contaminants transport is in the positive longitudinal direction. Due to 
complex pressure distribution at the interactive free and porous regimes in the subsurface, 
flow phenomena such as velocity reversal and co-existing inflow and outflow may be 
observed at the permeable interfaces. These may result in the creation of boundary layers 
for momentum and contaminants at the intermediate areas. 
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Figure 4.22(a). Velocity field in free flow region (sub-domain I) at time level, t=25 
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Figure 4.22(b). Velocity field in porous region (sub-domain 11) at time level, t=25, 
showing dominance of vertical flow component 
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Figure 4.22(c). Velocity field in porous region (sub-domain Ill) at time level, t=25, 
showing flow reversal and circulation 
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Figure 4.22( d). Velocity field in porous region (sub-domain IV) at time level, t=25, 
showing dominance of transverse flow component 
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Figure 4.22(b) presents a velocity profile in the porous domain at the top of the free flow 
region (sub-domain 11) at dimensionless time level, t=25. In the absence of any inflow 
from the side walls, the dominant contaminant transport in this sub-domain is in the 
positive vertical direction as water from the free flow zone penetrates into this section. 
Co-existing inflow and outflow near the open portion of this region is also observed 
which results in flow circulation. Figure 4.22( c) indicates a sample profile of the flow 
field in sub-domain III. The varying pressure differential at the free/porous flow domain 
interface, bfgc, causes the fluid to circulate in the porous section. Initially, fluid enters 
into the permeable domain from a portion of its open end. Due to the negative pressure 
differential towards the interfacial surface, the contaminated water moves in the negative 
x-direction towards the interface, bfgc. However, as a consequence of higher pressure 
across the interface on the free side, contaminated water in the porous sub-domain 
reverses its direction at the intermediate plane. Such flow circulation may create high 
values of localised concentration in the porous domain. The centre of flow circulation and 
the front of flow reversal move with time and after a certain time interval, the circulation 
disappears. Flow in the porous side becomes unidirectional in the positive longitudinal 
direction after this time interval. The duration and the rate of fluid circulation depend on 
many factors, for example, on the initial and boundary conditions and the scales of the 
sub-domains (Das and Nassehi, 200Ib). Figure 4.22(d) indicates a sample velocity profile 
in sub-domain IV at dimensionless time level, t=25. Sub-domains I and IV present the 
most complex interactive free and porous flow zones. Fluid enters from the inlets of both 
regions while contaminated water may flow from either free to porous flow region or vice 
versa depending on the pressure differential across the interface. This, therefore, poses a 
very challenging interfacial flow phenomenon to predict. Simulated results have given 
evidence of strong momentum boundary layers at the interface between sub-domains I 
and IV. Fluid flow may also become unstable as seen in Figure 4.22(d). However, it can 
be concluded that the dominant direction for the contaminants flow is in either the 
positive or the negative transverse direction and normal to the interface. These issues are 
being discussed in detail while analysing the combined profile of the continuous velocity 
component in these sub-domains. 
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Figure 4.23(a). Combined vertical velocity component (w) at fixed longitudinal and 
transverse locations at increasing dimensionless time level 
In case of combined flow in sub-domains I and 11, the vertical velocity component (w) is 
continuous across the interface, abed. The upward transport of the contaminant in the 
porous sub-domain suggests that the vertical velocity component be analysed in more 
detail. Figure 4.23(a) presents 1-D profiles of the vertical (w) velocity component along a 
straight line (23,23,z) at time levels t=15 and 45. The figure also demonstrates the 
deviations from the velocity profiles with solid side wall (abed) due to the presence of a 
permeable interface. As mentioned before, the dominant contaminant transport in the free 
flow areas takes place in the positive longitudinal direction while, in sub-domain 11, it 
occurs in the vertical direction. A consequence of such hydrodynamic and pollutant 
transport behaviour can be observed in Figure 4.23(a). The figure shows that the 
magnitude of the combined vertical velocity component decreases with time in the lower 
half of the free flow sub-domain while it increases in the top half. In the porous side, as 
water penetrates, the contaminants gain momentum with time in the vertical direction. 
The magnitude of the interfacial velocity also rises with time. Further evidence for the 
hydrodynamic conditions for contaminants transport from sub-domain I to sub-domain 11 
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Figure 4.23( d). Vertical concentration profile at a fixed time level and transverse 
location at increasing longitudinal distances 
are given in Figures 4.23(b) and (c). These represent magnified velocity fields across the 
interface abed at two dimensionless time levels, t=5 and 45. The momentum gain in the 
vertical flow across the interface with time is apparent. Figures 4.23( d) and (e) present 
dimensionless concentration profiles corresponding to the velocity fields described 
above. Figure 4.23(d) presents concentration values along the vertical direction at 
different longitudinal distances from the inlet in the free flow section. Not surprisingly, 
with increasing lengths from the inlet, the contaminant concentrations at the same time 
level are less, in general. The locations near the inlet of the contaminant transport are 
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Figure 4.23(e). Vertical concentration profile at a fixed longitudinal and transverse 
locations at increasing time level 
therefore most adversely affected. An attempt to show the transient behaviour of the 
pollutant concentration profiles in the combined sub-domains I and 11 has been made in 
Figure 4.23(e). With time, while pollutant concentration at the bottom half of the free 
flow domain (- z<20) decreases, it increases at the top half (- z>20). This is attributed to 
the fact that pollutants are transported vertically towards the free/porous flow domain 
interface. A sudden rise of concentration at the interfacial region, particularly at the free 
flow side, is due to probable accumulation of pollutants at the interfacial boundary layer. 
A constant increase in concentration levels at the interface is evident. The gradual 
increase in concentration levels in the porous side with time as contaminants are 
transported across the interface is also clear. In order to have an approximate idea of the 
pollutant concentrations at different x-y planes along the vertical direction, average 
concentration levels at each x-y plane in the combined domain have been calculated and 
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Figure 4.23(0. Surface averaged concentration profiles at fixed transverse location 
and time level at increasing longitudinal distance 
plotted against the z- co-ordinates (heights) in Figure 4.23(0. The figure gives further 
confirmation of the above observations. 
An attempt to show the reversal of flow directions at the interface between sub-domains I 
and ill has been made in Figures 4.24(a) and (b) which present two magnified velocity 
fields across the interfacial surface, bfgc, at dimensionless time levels, t=15 and 45, 
respectively. The behaviour of the continuous velocity component is highly dependent on 
the flow circulation in the porous domain. Therefore, different trends are observed in 
different region of flow, e.g., incoming, outgoing, front of flow reversal etc. A typical 
transient profile in the outgoing flow region is presented in Figure 4.24(c). Further, the 
longitudinal flow at different transverse locations of the domain at a fixed time and 
vertical co-ordinates are shown in Figure 4.24(d). The corresponding pollutant 
concentrations at the chosen location and magnified profiles for the concentration in the 
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porous sub-domain are presented in Figure 4( e). High concentrations at the interface 
indicate accumulation of contaminants. A typical concentration profile in the form of a 2-
D surface plot on the y-z plane near the interface (x=39) is presented in Figure 4.24(f). 
The distribution has uniform values of concentration on most of the surface, except in the 
region of the incoming porous flow where a high accumulation of concentration may be 
observed. A similar general trend is also found at other time levels. This implies that flow 
reversal at the interface may have a strong localised influence on the concentration 
distributions. With an increase in the permeability, even higher localised concentration 
values in the porous sub-domain are observed. The location and the value of the peak 
concentration on the surface, however, change as the centre of flow circulation moves 
with time. 
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Figure 4.24(e). Combined longitudinal concentration profiles at fixed transverse and 
vertical locations at increasing time level 
Typical simulated results for the hydrodynamic conditions and contaminant transport 
behaviour during combined flow in the sub-domains I and IV have been presented in 
Figures 4.25 (a) to (e). Figures 4.25(a) and (b) show magnified profiles of the velocity 
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fields across the interface, aejb, at time level, t=5 and 45. The porous flow near the inlet 
of the two domains is in the negative y-direction (away from the interface). On the other 
hand, at some distance from the inlet, the porous flow is in the positive y-direction, i.e. 
towards the interface. Oppositely directed flow at the interface, therefore, co-exists. Such 
flow fields at the interface raise the probability that contaminants from the free flow sub-
domain are transported to the permeable domain near the inlet. On the contrary, away 
from the inlet surface, the contaminants in the porous zone may be transported into the 
free flow domain. With rising time levels, the flow of contaminants from the free to the 
porous flow sub-domain increases while it decreases for the transport from the porous 
area to the free flow domain. 
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Figure 4.25(b). Interfacial flow field at time level, t=45, across interface aejb 
The above transport phenomena also create strong momentum boundary layers and 
accumulation of contaminants at the interface, as evidenced in Figures 4.25(c) to (e). 
Numerical results have indicated the consistency in the directions between the transverse 
velocity components and the velocity vectors in sub-domain IV. This implies, therefore, 
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Figure 4.25(d). Transverse concentration profiles at fixed time level and vertical 
length at increasing longitudinal distance 
that the dominant direction for the contaminant flow in this region is in the transverse 
direction rather than in the longitudinal direction. In Figure 4.2S(c), the transverse flow 
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component on a straight line has been plotted against the y- co-ordinates at increasing 
distances from the inlet at dimensionless time level, t=5. The negative values of the 
component terms for the transverse velocity at x=3 indicate directionality of the flow, i.e. 
it is away from the interface near the inlet of the physical domain. However, the velocity 
at other locations of the porous domain has a positive y-direction, i.e. the contaminants 
are being transported towards the interface. But, with incrementing time, these trends 
may change. For example, at dimensionless time level, t=45, the flow at x=13,23 change 
to negative y-directions from positive y-directions which imply that contaminants at those 
locations are being carried from the free flow regions. Figure 4.25(d) presents profiles of 
concentration distributions at different longitudinal distances from the inlets of the two 
domains. In correspondence with the velocity profiles presented in Figure 4.25(c), high 
concentrations of contaminants are found near the inlet. However, as expected, it 
decreases with increasing distance from the contaminants entry location. The momentum 
boundary layers at the interfacial region again cause high concentration levels, but only 
on the porous side. Figure 4.25( e) presents transient profiles for the concentration 
distributions along a transverse line near the exit of sub-domain N. The profiles, 
therefore, represent the near exit concentration levels from the sub-domain. Due to the 
difference in the dominant flow directions in the individual sub-sections, different trends 
of pollutant concentrations in the free and porous flow areas are observed. The transverse 
concentrations in the free flow zone fall with time as the transport is dominated by the 
longitudinal velocity component. On the other hand, transverse concentration levels in the 
permeable zone are seen to rise as this direction corresponds to the direction of the flow 
field. 
In order to demonstrate the effects of normalised Reynolds and Darcy numbers, surface 
averaged concentrations on the y-z planes in the combined sub-domains I and III have 
been plotted against the longitudinal (x -) direction in Figure 4.26. The surface averaged 
concentration has been adopted as the control parameter because simulated results have 
shown analogous effects of the said variables on each one-dimensional concentration 
profile. The average concentration distributions are also consistent with the predicted 
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Figure 4.2S(e). Transverse concentration profiles at fixed longitudinal distance and 
height at increasing dimensionless time level 
velocity fields. These results, therefore, indicate not only the combined effects of the non-
dimensional groups on the pollutant concentrations and the flow fields but also the 
general trends for the flow of concentrations with respect to a specific plane such as the 
inlet and the interface in the free and porous flow regions. In order to reduce the number 
of possible combinations of these variables, all directional permeabilities have been 
assumed to be equal. The characteristic variations in the concentration distributions with 
the change of these variables are more prominent in the porous sub-domain as the free 
flow region is independent of the effects of the normalised Darcy number and the non-
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Figure 4.26. Longitudinal concentration distributions for different normalised 
Reynolds number and dimensionless permeability of porous domain 
dimensional permeability. The concentration profiles in the free flow region are. not 
sensitive to the change made in the normalised Reynolds number. However, the effects of 
the relevant variables are clearly visible on the porous side. For the same Reynolds 
number, concentration levels decrease with increase in the non-dimensional permeability. 
With increase in the permeability, the mass transfer rates increases in the porous area, 
which causes the concentration to become higher. Such observations are consistent with 
many other studies on combined free and porous flow (e.g., Singh et ai., 1999; Mharzi et 
al., 2000). However, the present findings contradict the usual trend anticipated for the 
concentration levels in the porous side when the normalised Reynolds number is 
increased. With a rise in the Reynolds number, the concentration levels found are less for 
the same non-dimensional permeability, except immediately across the interface. This is 
mainly at~ibuted to the higher circulation in the porous regions. With a rise ip the 
Reynolds number, the rate of circulation increases which helps in fast convection of the 
contaminants in the porous region. This causes the fall in concentration at any time level 
for higher Reynolds number. 
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4.7 Sensitivity test 
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the developed model to the slip coefficient at the 
interface, the maximum contaminant concentration in the porous section (sub-domain lIn 
has been adopted as the control variable. Salinger et al. (1994) also discussed some 
similar issues on the sensitivity of a combined free and porous flow model they 
developed for a self ignition problem of coal stockpiles. They employed the maximum 
temperature in the porous domain for the sensitivity test. It was demonstrated that the 
model results from using different Darcy number were not affected strongly by the slip 
coefficient. Similar behaviour is also observed in the present study. Figure 4.27 presents 
the maximum concentrations in the porous domain for different slip coefficients 
0,5,10,15) at three different time levels. The slip coefficient, representing the stress field 
at the interface, is an indication of the discontinuities in the velocity field across the 
interface. However, as evident in the figure, the differences in the concentration values 
are negligible for the large variation of the slip coefficient considered here. This gives 
further evidence that the model predictions are not sensitive to the slip coefficient. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
WORK 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
5.1.1 There are many practical examples of combined free and porous flow in the 
subsurface. For modelling of contaminant mobility, it is usually more convenient 
to study these domains independently and then combine to obtain an overall 
model. The 3-D finite volume model developed in this work has enabled analysis 
of the hydrodynamic and pollutant transport behaviour prevailing over coupled 
domains in the subsurface. The developed model has shown to generate 
reasonable and consistent results which satisfy combined free and porous flow in 
the subsurface. The finite volume formulation of the governing transport 
equations has ensured that mass and momentum of the fluid particles are 
conserved at each cell of the numerical grid. The performance of the developed 
simulator has also been checked in context with sample convergence tests. The 
free flow domain has been adequately simulated with the Navier-Stokes 
equations. Imposition of the modified form of the Beavers and Joseph (1967) 
condition at the interface has also yielded consistent results. Although the Darcy 
law is a good choice for describing the flow in many types of natural porous 
domains, it may be limited by its range of applicability. The study has predicted 
that the flow circulates within the porous domain, which has been evident in many 
physical situations. It is also shown that the flow circulation has high localised 
effects on the flow variables. The present model provides a robust, reliable and 
cost effective means for the analysis of the underground flow processes. Using the 
developed methodology, attempts have been made to look into the possible cases 
when the domain involves multiple interfaces and/or changing aspect ratios 
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between the sub-domains. Without the graphical packages for post-processing of 
the simulated results the 3-D data visualisation would have been very difficult. 
5.1.2 Comparisons among three numerical schemes for hydrodynamic modelling of 
coupled flow phenomena have been carried out. The first of these schemes 
includes the Beavers and Joseph (1967) formulation as the interfacial boundary 
condition and the Darcy equation as the governing porous flow equation. The 
second scheme includes NBC for the free/porous flow domain interface and the 
Darcy equation for describing the hydrodynamic conditions in porous section. The 
third scheme incorporates the Brinkman equation as the porous flow equation. 
The schemes offer three general techniques for linking free and porous flow 
regions in the subsurface. The model results have indicated that at small time 
level, the predicted flow field from the first scheme deviates from the other 
techniques. However, at large time steps the differences among the models may 
become negligible. The developed methods are most applicable to porous 
domains with constant porosity when the transport processes are not influenced by 
porosity variation though anisotropic behaviour is adopted for permeability. Field 
application of a specific scheme would require information on the soil type, such 
as porosity and permeability. 
5.1.3 In order to have realistic simulations for contaminant transport processes 
underground, the conjunctive flow in combined domains with multiple number of 
interfacial boundaries has been analysed. Complex pressure distributions at the 
porous domains and the free/porous zones interfaces result in flow reversal at the 
interfaces. The analysis has indicated that, in general, flow fields in free flow 
domains are not strongly influenced by the presence of the multiple permeable 
interfaces except near the zone where fluid penetrates from one section to another. 
Co-existing inflow and outflow at the interfaces may also be observed. Such flow 
behaviour may result in the creation of strong momentum and concentration 
boundary layers at the intermediate surfaces. The dominant directions for 
contaminants flow in the permeable sections seem to vary from one domain to 
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another depending on the orientation of the interface. In all the cases studied, the 
dominant directions for pollutants transport in the porous domains have been 
found to be normal to the interfacial surfaces. However, these conclusions may 
not be universally true as the numerical results are dependent on the boundary 
conditions (and to a certain extent to the initial conditions) imposed. The 
concentration distributions, and hence, the hydrodynamic conditions in the free 
flow section are not sensitive to the small normalised Reynolds number usually 
expected in the subsurface regions. However, the pollutants transport behaviour in 
the porous sections depends strongly on the structural properties of the media. 
Simulations for finding out the sensitivity of the flow behaviour to the properties 
of the interfaces have revealed their negligible dependency on the interfacial slip 
coefficient. 
5.1.4 The aspect ratios of the sub-domains play a significant role in determining the 
locations of the centre of flow circulation and the front of flow reversal. In many 
cases, the fronts of flow reversal move away with time from the interfacial 
surface. But there may not be any universal physical significance to such flow 
phenomena as with different aspect ratios, the pattern may change. It can, 
therefore, be concluded that the scales of the domain determine the flow reversal 
and other important factors such as the rate of fluid circulation. 
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
With the problem of contaminant mobility in combined free and porous flow conditions 
in the subsurface identified and having the specific objectives of the present study 
achieved, the work presented in this thesis is based on the research carried out in a period 
of approximately three years since October, 1998. The results and conclusions of this 
study have pointed towards new directions along which new investigations can proceed. 
Besides, many important discussions in the conferences/workshops attended in the last 
three years and answering to reviewers' comments on the papers submitted for 
publication in refereed journals have raised new issues. Therefore, a more realistic 
mathematical model for underground transport processes may not only require reshaping 
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of the present mathematical formulation but also integration of other flow phenomena. 
Recommended future work, keeping many aspects of the simulation tasks in mind, are as 
follows: 
5.2.1 The subsurface, as well known, is a highly irregular medium where no particular 
flow direction is expected. As such, flow components exactly perpendicular or 
parallel to the free/porous interface are unlikely in most cases. Consequently, such 
idealisation may introduce errors in the calculations. Examples of some possible 
flow configurations are presented in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.I(a) shows an inclined 
interface. With an assumed or given angle, e, it should be possible to calculate 
. the interfacial conditions and the flow behaviour at both domains. However, 
current technology can handle this situation only when Figure 5.I(a) is mapped to 
Figure 5.1(b) where the co-ordinate system is aligned according to the flow 
direction and the interface. There is need of a general methodology where it is not 
necessary to adjust the co-ordinate system according to the flow direction. Due to 
the randomness of the underground domain, it might also be necessary to use the 
non-Cartesian or Curvilinear co-ordinate systems. Future research may, therefore, 
attempt to formulate methodologies to include non-aligned interface and co-
ordinate axes. 
, 
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Figure 5.1. 2-D configurations of combined porous and free fluid regions 
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5.2.2 To overcome the difficulty of combining porous and free flow zones, it might be 
interesting to try modelling the entire domain by discretising it into two 
overlapped sub-domains as shown in Figure 5.2. The two sub-domains represent 
the neighbouring porous and free flow regimes. The overlapped portion of the 
domain is the interface, which serves as the boundary layer for both regions. But, 
whether this overlapped region is able to communicate between two differently 
behaving flow regions and yield a mathematically well posed formulation needs 
to be investigated in future. 
Free Flow Section 
Overlain 
Interface 
Porous Flow Section 
Figure 5.2. Overlain interface for combining free and porous flow domains 
5.2.3 The present work assumes that the contaminants in the subsurface are carried by 
water, a Newtonian liquid (convection). Under the field conditions, the carrier 
fluid can be in the liquid or gaseous phase or be a combination of both (two-
phase). The present work is limited to convection of pollutants by an 
incompressible fluid (liquid phase). Further work, therefore, may be carried out to 
extend this model to transport of contaminants by air as well as a two-phase 
medium in the combined free and porous flow zones. 
5.2.4 One of the most important assumptions till now has been to assume isothermal 
conditions for the entire physical domain. In many cases, e.g. release of hot 
effluents in soil, snow melting, water freezing etc., a changing domain 
temperature may be encountered. The energy balance equation is, therefore, 
proposed to be included in the model as further work to study non-isothermal 
behaviour in the soils and groundwater systems. 
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5.2.5 If available, comparison of experimental results and numerically simulated values 
should be done to find out the suitability of the model to field scale. Comparison 
with some popular commercial packages can also be helpful in finding out the 
suitability of developed transport model. 
5.2.6 The subsurface transport processes are inherently three-dimensional (3-D). 
Realistic modelling of these flow-processes, therefore, requires 3-D computations. 
The finite volume method, as used in this work, has given many advantages over 
other numerical techniques such as the finite element method. In order to reduce 
the computational expenses further, it may be worthwhile to try the modal 
expansions of the governing model equations through the weB established spectral 
method. The methodology is free from using any element/grid for the numerical 
solution and, hence, may give some advantages over the traditional methods in 
terms of computational cost and time. 
5.2.7 With necessary modification of the developed model, it can be applied for an 
important groundwater treatment technology, i.e. contaminant reduction by 
permeable reactive barrier (PRB). The PRBs constitute an emerging technology 
for in-situ remediation of groundwater contamination and have many advantages 
over the traditional ex-situ treatment methods. The transport through the PRBs 
may involve free and porous flow regions. As such, to model the groundwater 
flow efficiently, the free and the porous flow domains must be studied in 
conjunction. The developed schemes can be regarded as the initial steps towards 
a complete model for flow through PRBs. A more realistic model would 
necessitate application of the present scheme in conjunction with the geo-
chemical reactions involved in the treatment of groundwater contaminants and 
other constitutive equations taking into account the change in fluid and structural 
properties of the filling materials. Future work can be carried out towards these 
directions. The numerical solutions depend on the imposed boundary conditions. 
Therefore, application of the present schemes for design of permeable reactive 
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barriers would also require proper selection of the boundary conditions describing 
the field conditions. 
5.2.8 Application of the developed model to field scale would require optimal 
determination of the model parameters, such as the slip coefficient. A future 
exercise may, therefore, be carried out for estimation of important parameters 
(parameterisation) based on other known variables of the model, for example, the 
concentration in space and time and permeability. 
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ABSTRACT 
The present paper aims to review the 
important concepts and algorithms available in 
literature for modelling and simulating pollutants' 
mobility in soil. In many situations, transport of 
contaminants in soil involves combined free and 
porous flow regions. This paper discusses the 
important algorithms developed for simulating 
combined flow and also the techniques for 
modelling the associated transport phenomena in 
soil. Some important modelling concepts such as 
'open boundary treatment' and 'treatment of 
convection regimes' have also been briefly 
reviewed. 
I, INTRODUCTION 
Tbe t='Otential environmental risks and 
hazards poseo by the presence of contaminants in 
land are well documented. Tbe contaminated land 
creates hazards to the adjoining environments due 
to migration of pollutants and consequently reduce 
the area of habitat capable of supporting life. 
Introduction of harmful chemicals in land networks 
is therefore a matter of concern and must be 
regulated so that the pollutants' concentrations 
remain below the pennissible levels. For this, it is 
• Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: 
E-mail: V.Nasschi@lboro.ac.uk 
necessary to detennine how these contaminants 
disperse and diffuse as they move downstream. The 
mobility in land is characterised by the motion of 
solid, liquid and gaseous particles relative to their 
surroundings and can be studied by 'conventional 
field experiments' or 'numerical modelling 
exercises'. Analytical approaches to modelling 
solute transfer in soillland are still at the 
developing stage and are generally applied only to 
simplified cases [1-6]. Analytical methods are 
therefore not considered as viable alternatives for 
studying complex domain types Various soil-
solute-fluid interactions in the complicated soil 
environments make it very difficult to assess the 
prevailing land conditions experimentally and 
analyse the undergoing physical, chemical and 
biological proce~~es involving the contaminants. 
These make it 3Imost impossible to establish a 
cause-effect relationship among the undergoing 
processes and, the migration, dispersion and 
reaction of the pollutants. Furthermore, the time 
necessary for such analysis may be too long to 
yield any useful conclusions; the costs involved is 
also huge. Due to the inherent complexity of the 
soil domain and the fluid flow phenomena 
combined with other disadvantages of experimental 
studies, computational methods (modelling and 
simulation) are preferred for studying pollutants' 
migration in land In the computational 
investigations. the governing model equations. 
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usually derived in the fonn of partial differential 
equations, are reduced to simple algebraic fonns 
using suitable numerica1 techniques. The resultant 
algebraic equations are then solved by computers tv 
obtain approximate solutions for the flow 
phenomena. The utility of this approach is reflected 
in tl:e success of innumerable computer simulations 
applied to the study of contaminants' mobility in 
lands. The predictive potential of computer models 
is also imRQrtant because they can be used to 
analyse situations before they happen. 
There are mainly five different numerical 
approaches available for computer simulation of 
field problems, namely, finite difference, finite 
element, finite volume, spectral and boundary 
element methods. They have been employed for 
solving many different complex fluid problems 
with good success [7-19]. Each method was 
developed to handle a specific problem or to 
eliminate limitations of an existing technique or 
simply, as a variant fonn. For example, finite 
element method was developed mainly because of 
its' ability to cope with complex geometry. 
Similarly, spectral method was developed as a 
variant of the finite element method [20] to 
enhance the accuracy of the solutions. Numerous 
books have been written on these subjects and 
therefore no detailed description of the techniques 
is given here. Though, it must be reminded that 
each technique ha!t advantages and disadvantages 
and, have many similarities and dissimilarities 
among their concepts as well as procedures. 
Comparison among these methods have been made 
by Hirsch [21], Versteeg and Malalasekera [22], 
Comini et ak [23] and Garg [24] among many other 
authors. The· choice of the technique to be used in 
the modelling task depends on all these criteria 
apart from its applicability to the particular 
problem. 
The contemporary research on modelling 
n uid flow through soil/porous media are based on a 
variety of techniques and concepts. Theoretical 
modelling and high perfonnance computing are 
central to most such studies. This paper aims to 
discuss the commonly used numerical 
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algorithms/techniques for simulating contaminants' 
movement in lands or porous zones and. the works, 
if any, done towards combining porous and free 
flow regimes in these environments. The 
computational schemes mentioned in this work 
have had, or may have, a strong bearing on the 
developments of contaminants' transport 
simulation; for example, (i) in development of 
improved understanding of solute transport and, (ii) 
in the growth of flow" simulation as a reliable 
predictive tool. The numerical algorithms have 
been classified into different categories for review 
purpose and a trend of the process of developing 
new transport simulation models have been 
identified. Some important concepts of modelling, 
for example, treatment of convection and open 
domain boundaries and, matching conditions for 
coupling porous and free flow regimes in lands are 
also discussed. Finally, it must be said that this 
paper focuses only on the modelling aspects of 
physical solute transport in contaminated lands and 
excludes any discussion on the chemical and 
biological aspects of the transport. The main 
inspiration behind this paper has been an ongoing 
work on CFD (computational fluid dynamics) 
modeJling of pollutants' transport in contaminated 
lands. The paper has been influenced, therefore, by 
the project's overall objectives, the problem under 
investigation and the methodologies adopted. 
2. CONTAMINANTS' MOBILITY IN LANDS 
The fundamental processes governing 
contaminants' mobility in lands have been studied 
and reasonably well" understood for some period of 
time. The solute migration in soil results due to the 
combined physical, chemical and hiological 
processes. Owing to the complexities of natural 
soils and solute~soil~fluid interactions and 
frequently changing field conditions, modelling 
solute movement involves some degree of 
approximation. However, it must retain the 
important aspects of the real phenomena. It is also 
necessary for a reliablelrealistic model to answer 
several relevant questions such as, what is the 
purpose of the predictions, what types of 
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environments can be modelled, what level .of 
precision is attained and, what are the advantages 
and disadvantages .of the approach. To answer 
these questions while developing a model for 
movement .of contaminants in the land, many issues 
need to be taken into considerations. Table J 
presents some examples .of such issues involved in 
contamiqants mobility in lands. Since this paper is 
restricted to only the physical flow processes, no 
further discus.'\ion on the chemical and biological 
transport mechanisms would be made here. 
Models of fluid flow in soil adopt two 
approaches - microscopic and macroscopic - which 
enable breaking down of the description .of soil in 
tenns .of its geometrical .or structural properties. 
Soil is composed .of a solid and a void section. The 
void ponion forming the effective pore space is 
made up of many interconnected channels through 
which convection of fluid takes place. The usual. 
way of modelling solute transport in soil has been 
to adopt the macroscopic approach where the flow 
variables are averaged over a representative 
elementary volume, REV. or representative 
elementary area, REA [25-27]. The dimensions of 
REV and REA are selected such that they represent 
the soil heterogeneity. They are much larger than 
the pore scale but much smaller than the main 
physical domain. They are calculated under the 
assumption that the solid matrix is distributed 
throughout the porous medium domain uniformly 
and is present in each REV or REA. Further more. 
to decide a REV or REA, the specific surface of the 
solid matljx is assumed to be higher than the void 
portion. As itJms been mentioned earlier, land is so 
heterogeneoU!o:-- in nature that in many cases it 
contains large' 'void' portions or cavities or cracks 
or underground pipes as part of the interconnected 
channels (Figure /). The ongoing work hypothesise 
that these sections should not be considered as part 
of the soil heterogeneity or for calculating the 
structural properties of soil (e.g., porosity). 
In order to avoid violation of the basic 
definitions of REV and REA, they need to 
be treated separately from the porous section. In 
Figure I, the flow within the big hollow portion 
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behaves as free flow while in the remainder of 
the domain. it's porous flow. There are other 
important geophysical or artificial cases in soil 
where such conjugate transport phenomena are 
encountered. Important examples include 
solidification of flowing magma from volcanoes, 
pumping of water or oil from underground 
reservoirs or simply, flow of fluids among different 
layers of soil. Combinations of different flow 
regimes therefore become necessary to model the 
entire flow domain as the single-domain 
assumption is inadequate in such cases. Models of 
combined free- and porous-flow regions are 
sometimes found for different transport phenomena 
[19,28]. However, such associated models specific 
to contaminated lands have not been developed 
before. In the ongoing work, a 3D finite volume 
model linking free and porous flow regions in soil 
is to be developed. 
As mentioned earlier, convection of solute 
in soil takes place due to the fluid movement 
through its' pores. As this transport occurs, in most 
case!'; the carrier fluid is a multi-phase/multi-fluid 
medium (a mixture) which can be miscible or 
immiscible. If the void space is occupied by two or 
more miscible fluids, even if they occupy different 
regions in the domain initially, they ultimately 
produce a multicompoment mixture due to the 
same gradients (e.g.. diffusive and dispersive 
effects) prevailing over the fluid components. In 
case of immiscible fluid flows, distinct layers are 
observed and inter-phase mass transfer among the 
fluid components takes place. Therefore the 
modelling of immiscible multi-fluid convection of 
solute requires more rigorous approaches. Models 
of single phase flow is considered as a limiting case 
of the mUltiphase flow phenomena. The main 
interest behind single-phase models lies in its' 
simplicity and the methods developed for it which 
can be extended to multi-phase transport 
mechanisms. Greenkorn [26] and, Nield and Bejan 
[29] have given good description of the 
multi component-multi phase flows through porous 
media which. in most cases, is applicable to 
combined flow domains in land. Numerous other 
studies have also been devoted to this task of 
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Table 1. Issues involved in contaminants movement in soil 
S.N. lssues Details Remarks 
I. Sources of 1. Hazardous and toxic waste disposal site Along with 
pollutants! 2. Possible leaks in the compartments in sources of 
chemicals/solute ground used for storing toxic chemicals pollutants, the 
in the ground 3. Ground water movement amount of 
4. I nterphase mass transfer from air to soil. substance 
5. Dry deposition of contaminants from available in soil is 
- poUute~ air equally important 
- 6. Wet deposition on land. 
7. Accidental release of chemicals in the 
environment 
2. Properties of 1. Molecular structure 
chemicals 2. Vapour pressure 
3. Water Solubility 
4. Absorption Spectra 
S. Particle size, in case ofparticulate matter 
6. Rate constants for its various reactions 
occurring in the aquatic environment 
7. Whether it is reactive or non-reactive 
8. Life period of the chemical in the 
environment or its stability 
9. Toxicological characteristics ofthe 
contaminants. 
3. Form of the 1. Dissolved in water 
pollutant in the 2. As suspension or coIIoid 
environment 3. As ions 
4. As particulate matter 
4. Direction of flow I. Uni dimensional (l D) Almost in all 
2. Two dimensiona1 (2 D) cases, flow takes 
3. Three dimensional (3 D) in three 
dimensional 
domain; but, for 
the ease of 
modelling, 
assumption of a 
- simpler geometry . 
is often taken 
5 Nature of I. Saturated flow 
Transport 2. Unsaturated flow 
mechanism 3. Single phase flow 
4. Two phase flow 
5. Muitiphase (more than two phases) flow 
6 Soil type 1. Homogeneous soil 
2. Heterogeneous soil 
3. Layered soil and the no of layers 
4. Aggregated soil which is composed of large 
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Table I continued 
lumps of soil 
7 Soil I. Porosity 
Characteristics 2. Penneability 
3. Dispcrsibil)' 
4. Tortuosity 
5. Density 
6. Capillarity 
-
7. Connectivity 
8. Moisture contcnt 
-
9. Surfllce area 
10. Depth 
Il. pH 
12. Turbulence 
13. Temperature 
12. Absorption spectra 
13. Proportion ofdifTusihle ion 
8 Transport and l. Diffusion ~ it results from random mOlions 
fate mechanisms of ions. atoms, molecules and can occur in all 
th:H may occur in phases 
the soil 2.Hydrodynamic dispersion - it results 
primarily from the complexities of pore system 
3. Adsorption - it involves the passage of 
chemical species from one bulk phase to the 
surface of another where it accumulates 
without penetrating the structure of the second. 
4. Ion exchange 
S. Hydrolysis 
6. Photolysis 
7. Volatilisation 
8. Microbial 'lctiviry in the soil. e.g., anaerobic 
reaction 
9. Relati\'e velocity of chemical with respect to 
moving water· sometimes. the moving 
contaminants may get retarded with respect to 
.. 
moving: water in soil due 10 the following 
.reasons: 
. a) Ionic exdmnge reaction" 
. -. b) Precipitation and dissolution re3clion -
c) Gencralion"ofinsuluble compl~xes 
d) fonn31ion "of-COlloids followed hy 
floccuhmts 
9 Significance of 1. Inflow and Clutnow {including downtlow} of 
ground WilIer waler from a control volume of soil 
2. Infiltration and percolation of surface water 
3. Level of ground wat~r"table rise due 10 
rainfall 
4. Ground water draft due to pumping of water 
5. Carrying capacity (of pollutants) of ground 
water 
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Three dimensional view of combined free flow:porous flow 
configuration 
...... -
Two dimensional view (cross section) of the combined free 
flow:porous flow configuration 
Figure 1. Combined Free (Cavities, Cracks etc.) 
and Porous (Soil) Flow Regions in Lands 
modelling two-phase (the simplest multiphase case) 
or multiphase flow phenomena in soil/porous 
media [30-33]. 
The complicated p~ase-change problems 
constitute a relatively new area in the study of 
contaminaii.tS. flow in soil. Till now, their 
applications have been limited to the studies of 
freezing and unfreezing [34-40] and, evapnration 
[41-46] of soil-water. It has been common to 
assume that during the cODvection of fluids through 
land it does not experience any phase conversion. 
This can be attributed probably to the limited 
knowledge on the coupled heat and mass transfer 
mechanisms with phase changes in soil. In many 
non-isothennal situations in soil (for example, in 
case of open-field burning [47] or hot fluid 
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injection in soil) an intense heating or cooling may 
result into phase-change of the flowing fluid in 
land (e.g., gasification of fluid or condensation of 
hot gases within the domain). Such heat transfer 
problems are inherently non-linear in nature [48] 
and are characterised by a moving interfacial 
boundary. Therefore they introduce a new 
challenge to an already very complicated 
computational problem. Traditionally the phase-
change problems have been solved for melting and 
solidification of metals and alloys in casting 
industries [49-52]. However, the demand for more 
accurate information on contaminants' mobility has 
necessitated inclusion of phase changing 
phenomena into some types of solute transport 
models. 
3. GOVERNING MODEL EQUATIONS 
The equations goveruing the fluid flow in 
land and the associated phenomena are based on 
the principles of mass, momentum and energy 
conservation. They are expressed in two different 
formulations based on the dependent variables 
used. First, vorticity stream-function equations 
which are derived by incorpnrating the definitions 
of vorticity and stream-functions. Second, primitive 
variable fonnuIations which are expressed in termS 
of pressure and velocity or, mass and momentum of 
the fluid particles. Also, the second order partial 
differential goveruing equations of the fluid flows 
can be classified mathematically as elliptic, 
hyperbolic or parabolic equation. Based on the 
physical problem under consideration, these model 
equations are solyed either in rectangular or 
curvilinear co-ordinates. 
Use of vorticity stream-function fonnulation 
is most common in one- and two-dimensional cases 
[53-59]. Though it is pnssible to extend vorticity-
stream functions to 3-D domains, they give rise to 
many complications and are often not 
recommended [60]. However, three-dimensional 
fonnulations of vorticity-stream function have 
become an important component of recent research 
activities directed towards solving complex flow 
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phenomena and have been used successfully [61· 
64]. 
The primiti ve variable formulations can be 
expressed in either conservative or non-
conservative fonns which in turn can be 
dimensional or non-dimensional. The conservative 
forms of equations are derived based on the 
assumption that the fluid model is fixed in space. 
Hence. new- .fluid particles interact across the 
domain boundaries as the fluid flows in and out. 
For non-conservative fonns. the observer is 
assumed to move with the parcel of fluid particles. 
In other words, the equations are formulated based 
on a moving co-ordinate system. Therefore for non-
com;ervative system, there is no interaction of fluid 
elements across the boundaries. For a complete 
discussion on conservative and non-conservative 
forms of equations, interested readers are referred 
to Anderson [65]. 
As evident, there are four possible 
combinations of primitive variable fonnutations: (i) 
conservative and dimensional equations. (ii) 
conservative and non-dimensional equations. (iii) 
non-conservative and dimensional equations and. 
(iv) non-conservative and non-dimensional 
equations. A consistent use of reference variables 
might be difficult to find in literature in case of the 
non-dimensional forms (options ii and iv) since 
many combinations of reference variables are used 
['J non-dimensionalise a variable. As for example. 
the case of non-dimensional time may be cited. In 
diffusion dominated processes. the convcnion of 
non-dimel'lsionalising the dimensional time is to 
define. ,. = ,(iu I Put;) where ,. and , are non-
dimensional and dimensional time, respectively, 
while. Pu, poand4, are the reference viscosity. 
density and length. For convection dominated 
problems, time is non-dimensionalised as, 
,. = 1("0 I L,,). The significance of the two 
conventions have been explained by Horfman and 
Chi.ng [60]. Regarding the other two possible 
combinations (i and iii), the non-conservative form 
is the most general case because it assumes that the 
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observer with reference to the co-ordinate system 
moves with the fluid element; option (ii) is a 
specific case of (Hi) where the observer is assumed 
to be stationary. 
Governing equations are also expressed in 
Eulerian or Lagrangian forms. These two 
fonnutations are similar to conservative and non-
conservative equations, respectively, in that they 
assume the fluid model either fixed in space or 
moving with the flowing fluid. However, as Abbott 
and Basco [66] have described, there exist 
important differences between Eulerian and 
conservative forms. Similar differences are also 
applicable to non-conservative and Lagrangian 
formulations. An important characteristic of 
Eulerian equations is that the acceleration of the 
fluid particles fonn substantial or total derivative of 
each velocity component. They are expressed in 
tenns of continuous spatial velocities and 
pressures. Therefore. in cases where the flow 
variables are discontinuous, this fonnulation 
suffers serious drawbacks. Conservative 
approaches remove such limitations since they are 
fonnulated assuming mass and momentum of the 
fluid particles as the dependent variables and as 
functions of space and time. They are represented 
by integral forms. This makes any discontinuity of 
the flow variables in the computational domain 
irrelevant. Conservative approaches. therefore, 
provide a more general way of formulating a fluid 
flow phenomena. 
4. COMMONLY USED NUMERICAL 
ALGORITHMS FOR FREE FLOW 
As previously mentioned, (he fluid transport 
in land is often found as combination of free and 
porous flow. Therefore, the model~of such associated 
flow phenomena need to look at both free and 
porous fields separately. Numerical studies of free 
fluid transport processes are not new and many 
early works are found in the literature [67] which 
now fonn the foundation of many research works. 
The MAC (Marker and Cell) method of Harlow 
and Welch [68] is probably the most significant 
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early work devoted to simulating Navier~Stokes 
equation where they attempted to study unsteady 
viscous flow with a free surface. The MAC solves 
the unsteady primitive variables of Navier-Stokes 
equation on a uniform Cartesian framework based 
on staggered grids. The velocity field is predicted 
using an explicit second-order centred 
discretisation of the convective and diffusive tenns. 
The MAC, though based on an old algorithm, has 
found many recent applications [69). Also, its 
mathematical aspects have been studied in more 
details later on [e.g., 70-73). A modified MAC 
method called SIMAC (Semi-implicit Marker and 
Cell) has now been proposed [74) which accurately 
treats unsteady high-Reynolds free surface 
problems on a non-staggered Cartesian grid. 
This paper reviews mainly the algorithms 
based on the finite volume method (FVM). The 
method has developed primarily due to Patankar'. 
[75) pioneering contribution. Many FVM 
algorithms for study of fluid flows have come up 
since Patankar and Spalding [76) put forward the 
SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pres,ure-
Linked Equations) algorithm which is basically a 
predictor~and-corrector proct:dure for the 
calculation of pressure on a staggered grid 
arrangement. With modifications of the SIMPLE, 
new improved algorithms have been developed 
later. The SIMPLER (SIMPLE Revised) algorithm 
of Patankar [75) uses the di,cretised continuity 
equation to derive discretised equation for pressure 
instead of a pressure correction equation as in the 
SIMPLE. The intermediate pressure field is 
obtained directly without the US~ of a correction. 
Velocities are however still calculated through the 
velocity corrections of the SIMPLE. The 
SIMPLEC (SIMPLE-Consistent) algorithm of Van 
Doormal and Raithby [77J follows the same steps 
as the SIMPLE with the exception that the 
momentum equation~ are manipulated so that the 
SfMPLEC velocity correction equations omit terms 
that are less significant than those omitted in the 
SIMPLE. In 1986, a famous algorithm - the PISO 
(Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators) - by 
Issa [78] came up, which was based on a pressure-
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velocity calculation procedure developed originally 
for the non-iterative solution of steady state 
problems. The PISO is often secn as an extension 
of the SIMPLE with an additional corrector step to 
make it more powerful [22). 
As evident, all the above algorithms are 
based on pressure-correction schemes. The concept 
has been utilised time and again by many 
researchers for their studies. A browse through 
recent literature proves the point beyond doubt. 
Detailed discussions on pressure-based algorithms 
can be foun~ in [21,75,79-81). In an interesting 
application, Wright and Shyy [82) developed a 
pressure based composite grid method for solving 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equation on domains 
composed of an arbitrary number of overlain grid 
blocks. A conservative internal boundary treatment 
was used for transfening infonnation within each 
block. As they commented, the methodology can be 
very useful for problems with complex geometry. 
Some other authors who have u,ed the concept of 
pressure based method are, Demirdzic et al. [8). 
Lilek et al. [83-85), Giannakoglou and Politis [86J. 
Interestingly, all of them used the SIMPLE which 
indicates the popularity of the scheme. The other 
algorithms. though sometimes more accurate than 
the SIMPLE, have found limited applications [e.g., 
87). 
A number of comparative studies on the 
algorithms have been carried out to find out their 
suitability to specific situations. Wanik and Schnell 
[88) compared the SIMPLE and the PISO schemes 
for turbulent flow problems following the standard 
formulations of both algorithms. The focus of the 
study was to find out how the turbulent source 
terms should be treated and they showed the PISO 
to be a more successful scheme than the SIMPLE. 
A more recent comparison by Barton [89] reveals 
more interesting facts apart frorn confirming that 
the PlSO is more accurate. Barton appJied the two 
schemes to the solution of unsteady laminar flow 
around a square cylinder and steady laminar flow 
over a backward facing step. The implicit treatment 
and the performance of the various schemes were 
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eyaluated using bench mark solutions with a small 
time step. He concluded that the PISO did not 
behave as a fully implicit scheme and the addition 
of another correction level to the PISO scheme had 
negligible effect. An important earlier comparative 
study on the PISO, SIMPLER and SIMPLEC by 
Jang et a!. [90] is recommended for further reading. 
Jang et al. used the three algorithms for calculation 
of coupled pressure-velocity terms of steady fluid 
flows. Kim and Benson [91] performed a 
calculation ef unsteady flows using the SMAC 
(Simplified MAC), PISO and an iterative-time 
advancing (ITA) scheme. A partial differential 
equation for incremental pressure was used in each 
time-advancing stage. They found that for large 
time-step size, the SMAC and the ITA schemes 
were more strongly convergent and yielded more 
accurate results than the PISO. The SMAC 
algorithm was found the most efficient 
computationally among them. 
Pressure-based methods are applied when 
the flow in question is incompressible. In case of 
compressible flow, a density-correction or density-
based algorithm is generally used [21,75,80] for 
solving the governing model equations. The density 
based methods usually employ the continuity 
equation to specify density and extract pressure 
infonnation using the equations of state. The 
system of equations is usually solved 
simultaneously. These methods can be extended 
with proper modifications to low Mach number 
regimes where the flow is incompressible and 
densi ty ha~ no significant role to play in 
determining the pressure field [21,81]. Interested 
readers :ire referred to Li and Glowinski [IS] for a 
good contribution on modelling and simulation of 
low Mach number compressible flow and, to 
Zienkiewicz and Codina [92] and Zienkiewicz et 
a!. [93] for a general algorithm which can be used 
for the solution to both compressible and 
incompressible Navier-Stokes and Euler equations. 
5, TREATMENT OF CONVECTION 
REGIMES 
The accurate representation of sharp 
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gradients caused by strong convection currents has 
long been a difficult task for computational fluid 
dynamists [21,81,94]. The main problem 
encountered while discretising the convective tenns 
is the calculation of the value of the transported 
properties at control volume faces and its 
convective flux across these boundaries. It is well 
known that the conventional numerical techniques 
often create spurious oscillations in the convective 
regions rendering the· solutions unacceptable 
[21,22]. Also, the second order central difference 
operator for the first' derivative convection tenns, 
though quite accurate for low cell Peelet number 
(Pe), gives rise to wiggles when the local cell Pe is 
greater than some critical value. A good 
explanation of above is given in Versteeg and 
Malalasekera [22]. They have compared the results 
obtained analytically and numerically for a one-
dimensional convection-diffusion problem. As they 
have shown, the central difference scheme yields 
accurate results when Pe is less than 2 and, have 
also explained the influence of Pe and the reasons 
for the appearance of wiggles in central difference 
solutions when the Pe is high. To overcome such 
difficulties, the first-order upwind scheme has been 
widely used. 
The family of upwind scheme, whose origin 
is generally taken back to Courant, Issacson and 
Reeves, 1952 [21], aims to introduce the physical 
properties of the flow equations into the discretised 
formulation. This has led to the family of 
techniques know as upwinding, covering a variety 
of approaches such as flux vector splitting, flux 
difference splitting and various flux controlling 
methods [21]. The .. cheme is based on the 
backward differencing formula so that the accuracy 
is only first order on the basis of the Taylor series 
truncation error. This can easily be extended to 
multidimensional problems by repeated application 
of the upwind strategy embodied in the coefficients 
in each co-ordinate direction. A major drawback of 
the scheme is that it produces erroneous results 
when the flow is not aligned with the grid lines 
[22]. Because of its simplicity, the scheme has been 
widely applied in numerical calculations [95-98] 
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As mentioned earlier. the central 
differencing scheme, which is second~order. is used 
for low cell Pe (Pe<2) and upwind scheme, which 
is only first order but accounts for 
transportativeness of the flow field, is employed for 
Pe>2. Thus upwind scheme removes some of the 
limitations of the central differencing scheme. 
However, due to excessive numerical dissipation 
inherent to this scheme [80] the search for more 
accurate methods continued. The hybrid 
differencing J;cheme of Spalding, 1972 therefore 
combined central and upwind differencing schemes 
[22]. It uses central difference operator for regions 
in the flow field with cell Pe less than 2 and 
upwind operator otherwise. The scheme is fully 
conservative. bounded and transportative. But, for 
convection dominated flows. this again leads to the 
use of the first-order upwind scheme for majority 
of the flow field, leading to excessive smearing of 
the solution· profiles, especially the sharp gradients 
in the flow field. To take advantage of the concept 
of upwinding, while achieving higher accuracy, 
higher order upwind schemes such as second-order 
upwind (SOU) [99,100], QUICK (Quadratic 
Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics) 
[101], second-order hybrid scheme (SHYBRID) 
[102] and the fifth-order upwind scheme [103] 
have been proposed. These schemes have been 
implemented, evaluated and applied to a number of 
applications [104-106]. As commented by Shyy 
[80], the above schemes have received mixed 
response in the literature: while some have found 
them accurate, others have found them inadequate 
for a particular problem. 
Though limited by space, a mention must be 
made of the -1VD (Total Variation Diminishing) 
scheme which is regarded as one of the most 
imponant higher order schemes [21,22]. They are 
fonnulated to achieve oscillation~free solutions and 
have been very useful in many numerical 
calculations [11, 107] 
6, TREATMENT OF OPEN BOUNDARY 
A detailed review of the open boundary 
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treatment is beyond the scope of the present paper. 
However, its importance must be emphasised for 
CFD simulation. 
One of the biggest difficulties encountered 
in the mathematical modelling of a physical system 
is that of boundary conditions (BCs). In general, for 
a given set of governing equations there are 
appropriate BCs that result in a well posed problem 
with continuous solutions-and provide relations that 
allow some dependent variables to be detennined at 
the boundaries [80].' However, difficulty arises 
because of the necessity to truncate the system 
domain in order to make the problem tractable. On 
one hand, computational time costs and memory 
space shortage do not pennit simulations on large 
physical domain; on the other hand, it becomes 
difficult to establish the boundary conditions once 
the studied fluid system is isolated from the effects 
of its surrounding environment. 
In the case of mathematical modelling via 
CFD, the boundary conditions dilemma occurs 
mostly at flow-through ponions of the boundary 
and in particular at outflows or generally open 
portions of the boundary on which inflow and 
outflow may co-exist [80, 108]. In such cases, 
information on BCs are generally not available and 
therefore assumptions of 'open boundary 
conditions' (OBCs) or 'no boundary conditions' 
(NBes) are made [80, 108-114] which do not 
reflect exactly the real phenomena. As Sani and 
Gresho [108] have remarked, there are no 'true' 
OBCs and they are all 'necessary evils'. If OBCs 
are not properly chosen, they can have spurious 
effects such as numerical instabilities and errorl'i 
that can propagate and alter the results through out 
the computational domain. Thus the choice of 
good OBCs is crucial in CFD simulations. This 
choice is closely related to the physical behaviour 
of the flow and to the method used to solve the 
problem [114]. Kobayashi et al. [112] conducted a 
Navier~Stokes flow computations using a primitive 
variable formulation and the SIMPLE algorithm 
using staggered and non~staggered grid system to 
investigate the effects of several down stream 
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OBCs prescribed in a truncated computational 
domain where inflow occurs through the open 
boundary. Such comparisons are vital for selecting 
an OBC. Importance of OBCs was also reflected in 
the two OBC mini symposia organised in 
conjunction with Professor Cedric Taylor, 
University of Wales, at his sixth and seventh 
International Conferences on Numerical Methods 
in Lanunar and Turbulent Flow, where attempts to 
find the bes~ 9BCs for 2D incompressible laminar 
flows were made [108]. 
7. COUPLING OF FREE AND POROUS 
FLOW IN LANDS 
As mentioned before, models combining 
free- and porous-flow regions for lands are difficult 
to find in the literature; but they are available for 
other fluid processes. These are generally applied 
to thermal engineering such as solidification of 
metals in casting industries, filters [19], 
spontaneous ignition of coal stockpiles [1\5,116], 
pulmonary alveoli in the lungs [117], insulation by 
permeable materials [118], porous bearings or 
spheres [1\9,120], packed bed of particles [121-
124] and other important convection related 
problems [125-130]. Mathematical properties (e.g., 
stability and L' convergence) of such problems 
have been studied by Payne and Strughan [131] 
where they showed that for flow in a domain 
occupied by a viscous fluid in contact with a 
porous solid. the solution depends continuously on 
a coefficient in the interface boundary condition. 
Analyticai approaches, though rare, have also been 
adopted to stqdy specific problems where free and 
porous region,need to be coupled [132-136]. With 
such extensive available literature. the problems 
encountered in coupling free and porous flows are 
far from being over. The scientific community in 
the world still lacks the proper understanding or the 
technique to model such conjugate fluid dynamic 
problems and therefore still depends on some 
pioneering early works carried out in the '60s and 
'70s [137]. In the absence of a well established 
methodology, many diverging ideas have been put 
forward and tried in practice. While a technique has 
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been found satisfactory in one specific flow 
phenomenon, it might have failed completely in 
another. Though all these real problems are 
concerned with combining simply two flow regimes 
(viscous (Newtonian or non-Newtonian) and 
porous (Darcian or non-Darcian)) and therefore 
may have some superficial similarities in the 
mathematical formulations, the underlying flow 
phenomena would differ from material to material 
due to their inherent structural properues and, 
different interfacial, boundary and initial 
conditions. Examples 'of such conditions. mainly 
interfacial, have been given by Gartling et al. 
[138]. While extending a technique developed for a 
particular situation to a different case proper 
precaution must be taken and suitability of the 
scheme must be thoroughly investigated. 
Development of mathematical models 
representing both free and porous regions requires 
well-posed mathematical fonnul.tions of the 
undergoing phenomena. The mathematical 
formulations involve the following tasks: 
1. Defmitions of the boundaries in terms of 
'discrete co-ordinate points or via appropriate 
equations. In a majority of the cases, the 
boundaries are unknown. Therefore either 
assumption such as infinite boundary are 
taken or the unknown physical domain is 
truncated to a tractable computational 
domain. 
2. Description of the flow behaviour in terms 
of the dependent variables such as velocity 
and pressure. In coupled flow regimes, as in 
the present case,. it is necessary to describe 
the change in flow behaviour as the fluid 
flows across the free flow:porous flow 
interface. To do that,. it is assumed 
sometimes that there is a jump in some of 
the variables (Darcy-sIip fonnulation) while 
in other cases (e.g., Brinkman-no slip 
formulation) all dependent variables are 
assumed continuous. 
3. Representation of the governing flow 
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4. 
5. 
phenomena in tenns of partial differential 
equations. Mathematical statements of flows 
in individual domains do not cause major 
difficulties. Modelling free flow zones by 
the Navier-Stokes equation is a well 
established technique. Similarly, porous 
sections can be expressed in tenns of any 
suitable equation, e.g., the Darey equation or 
the . Brinkman equation. Despite having 
many _forms of porous flow equations and 
research spanning almost 150 years, there 
still exists considerable controversy as to 
which equation should be applied in a 
particular case. It has been observed that 
many authors have given more importance 
to the ease of fonnulating a model and 
solving the equations but giving no 
particular attention to the applicability of the 
equation to the physical domain. Thus, 
though some solutions have been obtained 
mathematically, they are of little practical 
importance. This gives rise to an ill-posed 
fonnulation. 
Specification of the matching conditions at 
the free f]ow:porous flow interface. This 
creates the most challenging task. Based on 
whether a proper matching condition has 
been specified or not would yield either a 
well-posed or ill-posed fonnulation. This 
point would be discussed further in a later 
section. 
Specification 
conditions, 
expl8l\ation. 
of initial and boundary 
which needs no extra 
In order that the mathematical fonnulation 
corresponds to a real physical phenomenon giving 
rise to a well posed problem, the following criteria 
should be met: 
1. Existence of solution 
2. Uniqueness of the solution 
3. Stability of the solution 
Hence, the phenomenon of coupled flow 
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regimes not only requires the correct mathematical 
representation but also well-posedness; in the 
absence of any onc of them realistic solutions are 
not expected. 
7.1 Model Equations 
The primary issue that comes up in the 
formulation of coupled porous flow:free flow 
problems is the selection of proper mathematical 
fonns of the governing equations in ~ach domain. 
As said earlier. the flow in the open region is well 
represented by the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equation. 
However. according to Joseph et a1. [1391, there are 
several possible choices of mathematically 
describing flow in a porous domain. The two most 
popular equations are the Darcy and Brinkman 
equations. Ignoring presence of any body forces. 
we have. 
N-S Equation 
Darcy's Equation 
:VP:_pDv +)JV2v 
Dt 
: Vp:-':!.v 
K 
(I) 
(2) 
where all terms have their usual meanings. The 
question of combining porous and free flow is 
therefore now reduced to fonnulating a well-posed 
solvable mathematical problem through equation 
(1) with either equation (2) or (3). 
7.2 UsabilIty oCPorous Flow Equations 
The usability of the Darcy and Brinkman 
equations for particular situations has been debated 
over many years. There is no doubt that the Darcy's 
law is vaJid for one dimensional and low Reynolds 
.lUmber (creeping) flows. Many experimental 
investigations have confirmed this fact for a 
number of different viscous liquids. In addition, it 
has been shown that the Darcy equation is 
theoretically derivable by spatially averaging the N-
S equation in a random media in the limit of low 
Reynolds number. However. the expression does 
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not work in aU situations. A serious limitation of 
this law is that it does not include any tenn to 
account for the viscous interaction among the fluid 
particles and hence, it cannot represent boundary 
layers such as those which arise near an 
impenneable wall or if the fluids flow is fast 
[140], Consequently, many modifications to the 
equation have been suggested [139-143]. The 
Brinkman equation has been found acceptable for 
- higher porosities (> 0.60). The question of effective 
viscosity (p' },-which depends on the viscosity (p) 
of the flowing fluid and the structural properties of 
the material, has also been not fully resolved. Payne 
and Strughan [131] have shown mathematically 
how, in a Dirichlet initial-boundary value problem 
for the Brinkman equation, the solution depends 
continuously on the viscous and the effective 
viscosity coefficients. 
The choice of equations for the porous 
domain on free:porous combined regions addresses 
not only the basic appropriateness of the equations 
but also the mathematical issues which arise in 
integrating the flow equations across the common 
interface. As evident in equation (2), the Darcy 
equation is a linear relationship and is only first 
order in pressure tenn. Therefore it is not possible 
to completely specify all velocity components at the 
boundary of the porous region. This gives rise to a 
serious mathematical problem for the interface 
since on the viscous side of the full domain all 
velocity component' must be specified for the N-S 
equation. To use the Brinkman's law, equation (3), 
no special mathematical difficulty is encountered 
a.~ the second order velocity terms allow 
specification 'of all dependent variables as 
continuous across the interface. 
7.3 Techniques Cor Cree and porous flow zones 
coupling 
It is not difficult to realise that special 
techniques need to be evolved for coupling the 
Navier-Stokes and Darcian flows due to the 
difficulties discussed above. At the moment there 
are four possible ways to d0 that. Three of them 
have been tried while the fourth approach is 
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completely raw and neeOS thorough validation 
of the technique before it is accepted as a 
viable alternative for combining porous and free 
flow domains. 
1. Beavers and Josepb's Technique. To address 
the issue of coupling different flow regimes, 
Beavers and Joseph [137] performed an 
experiment measuring the mass efflux of a 
Poiseuille flow over a penneable block and 
postulated that the f1o.w field must take a fonn 
as shown in Figure 2. They postulated that the 
Oarcy equation would hold in the interior 
of the porous region but not necessarily 
near the interface. They argued that the interfacial 
velocities of the exterior fluid and the fluid within 
the porous region could be related by an ad-hoc 
boundary condition which allows a jump in the 
tangential component of the flow. nus condition 
was expressed as 
(4) 
where the x-direction is taken to be parallel to the 
interface while the y-direetion is taken as 
perpendicular. The subscripts '0' and 'p' refer to 
open and free flow zones. a is a slip co-efficient 
---
'-- 7 
--... 
u, 
"-
'\-
"""'-j 
./ 
--
,... ... 
Figure 2. Flow behaviour in adjacent open and 
penneable medium 
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which depends only on the properties of the porous 
medium. Many subsequent investigations of porous 
flow:free flow domains have conftrmed the ideas 
behind the fonnulation. Consequently, this has 
become the most widely accepted form of 
interfacial condi tion. 
2. The Darcy equation as an interfacial 
condition; Nassehi [19] developed a technique for 
linking th~-Darcian and the N-S flow regimes and 
has shown that they can be combined through the 
Darcy equation as the interfacial condition. Nassehi 
applied the technique for crossflow membrane 
filtration and found very accurate results. However. 
conditions of the interface (inner permeable wall) 
in this case may be completely different from what 
is expected in land. Therefore, whether this 
technique can be extended for modelling fluid 
movement in land is uncertain at this stage and it 
needs more investigation before it is accepted as a 
more general approach. 
3, Single set of equations for combined viscous 
and porous regions. Beckermann et al. [129] have 
proposed combining the governing model 
equations for free and porous regions to cast a 
single set of equations to study the entire conjugate 
domain. It was assumed that the velocities, stresses. 
temperature and heat fluxes were continuous across 
the fluid/porous medium interface and that, the 
fluid and the porous region could be treated as a 
single domain governed by one set of conservation 
equations [129] .. They introduced a 
new binary parameter to accomplish the desired 
task and used the model to study natural convection 
in a vertical .rectangular fluid enclosures partially 
filled with' a fluid-saturated porous medium. 
Though the numerical and experimental results 
yielded good comparisons for the model, the 
approach has not found many recent applications. 
4, Overlapping oC porous and free flow domains. 
To overcome the difficulty of combining porous 
and free flow zones, it rnight be interesting to try 
modelling the entire domain by discretising it into 
two overlapped sub-domains (Figure 3). The two 
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Figure 3. Overlain interface for combining free and 
porous domains 
sub-domains represent the neigbbouring po,,?us 
and free flow regimes. The overlapped poI'tlon 
of the domain is the interface which serve 
as the boundary layer for both regions. But, 
whether this overlapped region is able to 
communicate between two differently behaving 
flow regions and yield mathematically well·posed 
fonnulation needs to be seen. 
7.4 The Navier·Stokes flow and the Darcy-sUp· 
Phenomena Coupling: Matching Interfacial 
Conditions 
To study combined porous and free flow 
phenomena it is desirable to reduce the physical 
problem to a mathematical one where the 
momentum equations for free and porous flow 
regions need to be coupled through some matching 
conditions at the interface of the different regions. 
With small porosity and creeping flow in land, the 
Darey equation represents the most suitable 
momentum equation for soil. For such associated 
problems, Beavers and loseph [137] proposed the 
use of the so-called 'slip-flow' matching condition 
with the slip·velocity proportional to the shear rate 
at the interface. For a two-dimensional, orthogonal 
system (n,t), where n and t are the co-ordinates 
normal and tangential to the fluid:porous interface 
respectively. these matching conditions can be 
written as: 
(5) 
(6) 
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(7) aun -P. + 2p-_0 =-P. 
° on p 
where U 0 = (u g. u!) is the velocity vector in the 
fluid region, while Up = (u;. U~ ) is velocity 
vector in the porous zone. 
Due to rirst order terms of the Darcy equation, only 
one matching.. condition is required to solve it. 
Generally equation (5) is used for this purpose. 
However, to obtain solutions of the N-S equation, it 
is necessary to have at least two boundary 
conditions. If equation (5) is used for Darcy's 
equation, it must be used for N-S equation as well 
as a matching condition. As a continuous condition, 
shear-stress associated with the velocity proflle _ at 
the interface is often used for the N-S equation in 
conjunction with other non-linear porous equations. 
as shown below: 
( ;;Un au') (au n au' J p at° + onO = p' ,; + ;; (8) 
The other matching conditions that may be 
employed for non-linear porous flow equations 
such as Brinkrnan's equation are: 
u' -U' 0 p 
aun ;;Un 
-P. +2p-_0 =-P. +2"'-P-
° on P"'on 
," 
(9) 
(10) 
Since Darcy's law has no shear~stress tenns 
associated with it, equations (8) to (10) can not be 
used in the present case. This leaves equation (6) as 
the only viable option. Thus, due to equation (6), a 
slip condition is imposed at the porous:viscous 
interface in lieu of the shear-stress boundary 
condition for the N-S equation. Beavers and Joseph 
[137] have explained the argument behind such 
formulation and the idea why a slip phenomenon 
needs to be imposed at the surface. 
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7.5 Configuration of coupled porous and viscous 
zones 
With very limited knowledge of coupling 
porous and viscous flows, as evident in the above 
discussion. most studies carried out till now have 
highly idealised the flow configurations. Beavers 
and Joseph [137] assumed that the horizontal 
velocity component is parallel to the interface 
(Figure 2). Jones [120] gave a more general 
statement of the formulation where the horizontal 
flow component could also be perpendicular to the 
interface. The original works were done for a 
permeable interfaces applicable to filtration 
problems. But it has not prevented the subsequent 
studies to extend the concepts to other 
porous:viscous interfaces [e.g., 116] 
Land, as well known, is a highly irregular 
medium where no particular flow direction is 
expected. As such, flow components exactly 
perpendicular or parallel to the interface are 
unlikely in most cases. Consequently, such 
idealisation may introduce considerable errors in 
the calculations. Example of some possible flow 
configurations are presented in Figure 4. Figure 
4a shows an inclined interface. With an 
assumed or given angle, e, it should be 
possible to calculate the interfacial conditions 
and the flow behaviours at both domains. 
However, current technology can 
handle this situation only when Figure 4a is 
mapped to Figure 4b where the c<Hlrdinate system 
is aligned according to the flow direction and the 
interface. There is need of a general methodolOgy 
where it is not necessary to adjust the co-ordinate 
system according to the flow direction. Due to the 
randomness of the land domain, it might also be 
necessary to use the non-Cartesian or curvilinear 
co-ordinate systems. 
The present worK is continuing its search for 
a suitable technique applicable to its scopes and 
objectives. If Beavers and Joseph's formulation is 
to be used, it needs to be modified for 3D in terms 
of the scalar partial derivatives of the dependent 
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.. 
Ca) Possible configurations of conjugarc domains 
(b) Configurations studied so far 
Figure 4. 2D CODfigurations of combined porons 
and free fluid regions 
, 
IL. ____ ~. 
x-y plane: (a. + '"') =....::iL(v -v ) 
<le ~ K 112 0 P 
o xy 
x-zplan'" (~ +~) =-47ztwo-Wp) 
;.. . 0 K:a. 
Figure 5. Proposed extension of Beavers and Jos.ph 
(1967)'. formulation to 3D domain 
variables so that velocity and pressure distribution 
can be obtained. The extension has been 
presented in Figure 5. For a 3D situation, 
posruiating that the Darcy-slip phenomenon takes 
place at both x-y and x-z planes, Figu,.. 5 can be 
prepared based on Jones [120] extension of 
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Beavers and Joseph [137] formulation. All 
components are expected to be able to be found out 
this way. 
8. CONCLUSION 
A brief review of the concepts behind 
modelling and simulating contaminants' movement 
in soil has been made. Contaminants in soil can be 
transported as 'free flow' or 'porous floW' or 
combination of both. Models of the free viscous 
flow are well established and many algorithms have 
been developed. Modelling individual porous flow 
is also straightforward though an analysis of the 
domain is necessary as an extra step before 
selecting a model equation to be used in the model. 
However, there seems no general technique 
available for combining free and porous flow 
regions at the moment. 
The Beavers and Joseph [137]'s formulation is the 
most widely researched scheme. It has now been 
extended to when the flow and the interface are 
perpendicular rather than parallel as in the original 
fonnulation. Extending it to 3-D cases is even more 
difficult However, the present authors are of the 
opinion that resolving the 3-D C<H>rdinate system 
into two planes (x-y and x-z), it might be possible 
to use Beaver and Joseph' s formulation for 
modelling solute transfer in soil. 
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LANDFLOW: a 3D finite volume model of combined free 
and porous flow of water in contaminated land sites 
D.S. Oas and V. Nassehl 
Chemical Engineering Department, Loughborough University, Loughborough LE11 3TU, Leicestershire, UK 
(E-mail: o.B.Das@Lboro.ac.uk Fax: +44_1509_223923) 
Abstract Free and porous flow of water in lands often occurs in combination under different physical 
circumstances. To model such configurations, open and porous flow regions need to be studied 
independently and also to integrate them through well-posed mathematical formulations. This paper 
presents a computational investigation (modelling and simulation) on flow of water and contaminants' 
mobility in soil. The governing partial differential equations of the flow were discretised and reduced to 
algebraic forms by finite volume method for simulation purposes. Dirichlet boundary conditions were used at 
the inlet. For sidewalls, no slip conditions were imposed while for the outer boundary, stress free boundary 
conditions were used. 
Keywords Combined flow; finite volume method; free flow; porous flow; soil 
Introduction 
Contaminated lands are the legacies of past industrial activities. As many site investiga-
tions have confirmed, the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of these pollut-
ed areas can be markedly different from agricultural, urban and other lands. However, 
"reclamation" or "clean-up action" of the lands with history of prior industrial use is often 
not undertaken (e.g., due to budgetary constraints). As such, buried tanks, pipes, containers 
etc. along with other waste products such as peat and polyethylene bags are commonly 
found in those plots ofland. Combined free and porous flow of solutes/water can, therefore, 
be encountered in many situations of practical significance. At a smaller scale, a combined 
transpon process may include movement of chemicals in a conjugate domain of a pipe and 
the surrounding soil (porous medium). At the macro-scale, the most notable cases include 
transport of ground water and solute from/to large cracks or cavities in lands tolfrom adja-
cent soil domains and movement of contaminated water from a water table to nearby per-
meable soil beds, or vice versa, in an aquifer system_ Though coupled free and porous flow 
models are found in many other engineering applications (e.g., Salinger et al., 1993, 1994; 
Nassehi and Petera, 1994; Gartling et aI., 1996; Nassehi, 1998), models of fluid transport in 
lands have tradition~lly ignored such possibilities of associated free and porous fluid cur-
rents in neighbouring sections. These fluid transfer models have described the entire physi-
cal zone as a single porous field (Darcian etc.). As the need for more realistic contaminants' 
transport models has increased it has become necessary to identify the fluid dynamical 
characteristics of water in the differently behaving domains and to link these areas through 
well-posed mathematical models_ Therefore a model of "dyadic" domains in lands requires 
the study of individual sections through proper transport equations and, wherever neces-
sary, the equations of state and pollutant specie balance. The model also necessitates impo-
sition of matching interfacial conditions to describe the transition in flow behaviour as 
water moves across the interface. Furthermore, the data visualisation through graphical 
means is needed not only for interpretation of the calculated results but also for finding out the 
applicability and the correctness of the adopted technique. The ultimate objective of the pres-
ent work is to build a 3D finite volume model, LAND FLOW, for the study of contaminants' 55 
" 
mobility in combined zones for the flow configuration shown in Figure 1. LANDFLOW: 
to be based on two models - FREEFLOW and POREFLOW. While FREEFLOW simulat, 
the transport phenomena in the free flow regions, POREFLOW takes care of the flo' 
processes in the porous sections. For the representation of the free flow zone, the Naviet 
Stokes (N-S) equations are known to work very well. For the porous section, however, a 
analysis of the domain is needed for the selection of model equations. For land, where i; 
most cases it is expected that the soil porosity is less than 0.60 and that the flow is ofver: 
small Reynolds number (creeping flow), the Darcy equation presents the best momentun 
equation. With suitable interfacial, boundary and initial conditions, the N-S and Darc! 
equations need to be combined to yield the "overall" model though, as discussed by Do: 
and Nassehi (2000), the combination of these model equations poses a very challenginl 
task. The overall model, LANDFLOW, is able to handle independent free or porous flo" 
domains or combined flow situations. The versatility of the tool therefore makes it veT) 
attractive for a variety of purposes, e.g., risk and hazard assessment and land characterisa-
tion activities. In this paper FREEFLOW is described and the utility of data visualisation 
through graphical packages is illustrated. FREEFLOW has enabled predictions of pressure, 
velocity and pollutant concentration profiles in the free flow areas under given or assumed 
conditions. Details of PORE FLOW and the model of combined sections are to be presented 
in forthcoming papers. 
Finite volume formulation of model equations 
The governing equations of water flow in lands and the associated phenomena, as adopted 
in the present analysis, are based on the principles of overall mass and momentum balance, 
In general, the transport equations can be expressed in many different formulations. This 
study adopts a primitive variable formulation (expressed in terms of pressure and velocity) 
along with Eulerian and dimensional forms of the equations. It is assumed that the flow of 
water obeys an unsteady. Iaminar, incompressible, isotropic and isothermill process in the 
free flow regions in land. 
The choice of the finite volume method (FVM) as the numerical technique provides a 
variety of benefits particularly in three-dimensional problems as in the present case. The 
technique was originally developed as a special finite difference method (FDM) (Patankar, 
1980); but, as numerous subsequent studies have shown, the FVM is substantially more 
powerful than the FDM and has found a much wider applicability in recent times. In the 
FVM, the partial differential governing equations are integrated over the finite control vol-
umes of the solution domains. The resultant integrals are then discretised and reduced to 
algebraic forms for computer simulations. The integral forms of the equations express the 
conservation of relevant flow properties at each finite size cell level. Thus, the presence of 
f-/_' ---'--{/ 
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(a) (b) 
(a) Three-dimensional view of combined free f1ow:porous flow configuration 
(b) Two dimensional view (cross section) of the combined free flow:porous flow configuration 
Figure 1 Combined free and porous flow in land 
any discontinuity in the flow becomes immaterial for numerical calculations. The FDM 
adopts differential foons of governing equations which imply that the flow properties need 
to be differentiable, hence continuous at each domain point. Though the finite element 
method (FEM) is able to conserve a transport property at the domain level, it may fail to do 
so for the individual elements. The clear relationship between the FVM and the underlying 
physical conservation principles prompted the present contribution to adopt the technique 
as a tool for discretising the complex partial differential equations of transport and to utilise 
the resultant algebraic equations in FREEFLOW to provide an approximate solution of the 
free water flow phenomena in land. A number of textbooks have been written on the FVM 
(Patankar, 1980; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). A large number of comparative studies 
among the available numerical techniques have also been made by various authors (Hirsch, 
1992; Comini et aI., 1996; Garg, 1998). Therefore a detailed discussion on the concepts 
behind the technique, its methodologies, advantages and disadvantages is avoided here. 
Mass balance 
The unsteady, incompressible continuity equation that expresses the balance between the 
masses entering and leaving a control volume per unit time is 
V·ii=O 
The continuity equation is discretised at the (n+ 1):h time level to yield, 
Ax[U;+l,j,k - U;_l,j,d + AY[<j+l,k - V~j-l,k] + Az[W~j,k+l - w;';,k-d = 0 
(1) 
(2) 
where Ax=Llyllz, Ay=LlzL1x, and Az=L1xLly. u, v and ware the velocity components of vector 
velocity v. i, j, k are the co-ordinate indices of the reference node, located on a primary grid, 
along x, y and z co-ordinate axes. The distance between two neighbouring nodes or cell-
faces is taken as two (2) units. An increment or decrement of one (1) indicates the distance 
between an adjacent cell-face and node. All variables with ... " as the superscript indicate 
that they are evaluated at the (n+ l)th time level. 
Momentum balance 
The well-known Navier-Stokes equation expresses the statement of momentum balance. 
The equation is a representation of Newton's second law of motion, Le., rate of change of 
momentum is equal to the net force acting on the fluid particle. Thus, 
Dv - -2 p-=-VP+fJ.V ii Dt . (3) 
The terms on the RHS represent the sum of forces acting on the fluid particles. These forces 
are intrinsic (due to pressure and viscous forces) or imposed externally (body forces, e.g., due 
to gravity). In the present work the body forces are insignificant as compared to pressure 
drops and they are ignored. The discretisation of the N-S equations will be illustrated for only 
the x component since the other two components can be derived by analogous fonus. 
Introducing kinematic viscosity, 11=J.!/P, thex component ofN-S equations is expressed as 
(ou +uou +vou +wou)=_.!. oP +1J(02~ + o2u + 02~) ot ox oy oz p iJx ox- ol oz- (4) 
Integrating Eq. (4) with respect to the control volume and explicit time steps (to account for 
unsteady flow behaviour) it can be shown that the above equation is equivalent to the 
following algebraic form: 
... Lit I '" ... u'+i 'k = ---[P 2 'k -P . ,l+RHSU+1 ., 1 .j. P Lit 1+ ,j, I.}, I ,j, (5) 57 
" 
where, 
RHSUi+I,j,k 
U~+I'k =_Llt[CU')" 'k-CU')' 'kl-~[(UV)' I' Ik-(UV)'+I '-Ik] I .j. L1x 1+ .j. I,). Lly 1+ .j+ . I ., ' 
- : [CUW)i+I,j,k+l - (UW)i+I,J,k-d + (:':;2 [Ut-I,i,k - 2Ui+l,j,k + Ui+3,j,d 
= 
'ILlt ( ] +-- u· . -2u· . +U· . (,dy)2 l+l.}-2.k I+t.}.k l+l,}+2.k 
'I.1t [ J + (.dz)2 Ui+l,j,k-2 - 2UI+l,j,k + Uj+I,},k+2 
The fluid velocities are calculated in this work at the secondary grids. i.e .• at the cell fac. 
(Figure 2), Therefore all velocities appearing in terms of primary grids or as combinatior 
must be replaced by their approximate values in the secondary grids, For example. 
, 1 [ ]' (u )j+2.),k = '4 ui+3,},k + ui+l,j,k and (UV)i+l,}+l.k 
=l[u, I'k+u, I' IklfV" Ik+ v", Ik] 4 1+ .jt 1+ .)+. Jl I,l+ , 1+ .. }+. . 
Using Eg, (2). where all velocity lerms at Ihe (n+l)th time level can be replaced by ID 
appropriate expression similar to Eg, (5). the pressure at each grid point in the domain i 
obtained: 
p' _ I (LlxLlyLl2)' 
',j,k -2' (LlxLly)' + (LlxLly)' + (LlxLly)' 
1[> > 1 1 [> 'J 
-- p , 'k + P , 'k + -- P '+, k + P , 'k (LIx)' ,+ ,J, ,- ,J, (Lly)' ',j, ',J- , 
1[> 'JP[ J x -- P , +P, +-- RHSU, , -RHSU ' (..1z)2 1.}.k+2 l,j,k+2 L1tLix I-I,},k l+l.J,k (6) 
+ LI~y [RHSU"j_I,k - RHSU',j+I,k J LI~ [RHSU"j,k_1 - RHSU',j,k+1 J , 
Iteration of Eg, (6) till convergence of the solution yields a stable pressure field in the 
domain, The velocity field can then be predicted with known pressure distribution by use of 
Eg, (5) or its runalogous forms, 
Figure 2 Staggered grid network for combining tree and porous flow in land in x-y plane 
Convection-diffusion equation 
The convection-diffusion equation for the unsteady transport of pollutant concentration 
can be expressed mathematically as 
apc + div(pCV) = div(TgradC) + S 
at (7) 
In the absence of other contributing sources in the domain, e.g., chemical reactions, the 
source term may be ignored. The finite volume integration with control volume and time 
and then discretisation ofEq, (7), yields 
C;:i,k = C;,i,k +Sx[{( FX)i-I,i,k x Ci-I,},k} - {( Fx );+l,i,k x C'+l,i,k }] 
where 
+B,[ {( Fy )',i-l,k X C',i-l,k } - {( Fy )',i+l,k X C',i+l,k }] 
+S,[{ (F,)',i,k-l x C',i,k-l} - {(Fy )',i,k+l x C"i,k+l}] 
+DxBxl Ci+ 2,j,k - Ci- 2•j .k J + DyByl Ci ,j+2,k - Ci•j - 2•k J 
+D,s,l C',i,k+2 - C',i,k-2J 
.:1t T 
Bx = L1x etc., Fx = pu etc. and Dx = L1x etc. 
Findicates the strength of convective (or flow) field while D indicates the diffusive con-
ductance (Patankar, 1980), As such, D is a positive quantity but F can be positive or nega-
tive depending on the direction of the velocity field, For a staggered grid network, this work 
calculates the concentration of the pollutants at the cell-nodes. Hence, the pollutant con-
centrations stored as cell-face values (e.g., Ci_l.j,k) need to be converted appropriately to the 
cell-node values. For this purpose a number of schemes have been proposed, namely, the 
central, the upwind, the hybrid and the exponential (power law) differencing scheme and, 
the quadratic upstream interpolation for convective kinetics (QUICK) method. Many 
authors (Hirsch, 1990; F1etcher, 1991; Leonard and Drummond, 1995; Versteeg and 
Malalasekera, 1995) have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each scheme and, 
a further discussion on the topic is beyond the scope of this paper. It is suffice to say that the 
QUICK scheme (Leonard, 1979; Hayase et ai" 1992) is the best available option in the 
present work. The concentration terms initially stored at the cell faces are therefore con-
verted to nodal values by the QUICK scheme in the present analysis. 
This work is investigating a feasible method of incorporating permeability as a bound-
ary condition on the sidewalls of a free flow region. The calculation for transition of free 
flow to porous flow regions in the domain is done at the interface. Using Beavers and 
Joseph's (1967) suggestion the Darcy-slip phenomena has been assumed to be valid on 
such walls (Das and Nassehi, 2000). However, a special treatment is necessary to include 
this condition in the numerical scheme. It is proposed that, to account the permeability in 
the sidewalls of the computational domain, a very thin pseudo-boundary layer should be 
used, "No-boundary" condition is used on the inner side of the wall, which corresponds to 
the real physical boundaries between free and porous region. On the outer side. boundary 
conditions for all necessary flow parameters may be imposed. Slippage within the "layer" 
is simulated by 2D correlation for a plane such as 
av 
K a~ +v,=O, 
59 
6. 
where Kis a slip parameter depending on the permeability, viscosity of the fluid etc. n ar 
are the normal and tangential directions to the surface. This concept is sometimes used 
incorporate the convective boundary conditions in special types of flow regions (e. 
Nassehi and Freakley, 1991). 
Simulator archItecture 
FREEFLOW is a FORTRAN 77 numerical program for simulating free flow in soil 01 
Newtonian fluid in general and water as a specific case. The terms "simulator" and "sim 
lation" often have different meanings to different individuals and are used for many diff, 
ent purposes. In the present work. the process of simulation attempts to imitate a dynarn 
behaviour (time variant) of a water flow phenomenon under assumed boundary and initi 
conditions and predict/calculate any subsequent events. As an aid to the model1ing exe 
cise, the simulator has been designed mainly for two purposes: (i) to prepare the input fil' 
according to the formats required by the simulation code (pre-processing) and (ii) to ex' 
cute the simulation code (solver). The basic building steps and the important assumptior 
of the model simulator are described below. FREEFLOW calculates the pressure distribt 
tion and, velocity and pollutant concentration profiles in the computational domain base 
on the discretised algebraic model equations. The simulation is carried out for an isotropi 
domain~ hence, different directions have no effect on the important model parameters, e.g, 
diffusion coefficients. The assumption of perfect fluid provides constant density of th 
Newtonian fluid at a particular temperature. An isothennal condition is also assumed sucl 
that energy balance equation does not need to be solved along with other necessary mode 
equations. The simulation has been done for single-phase flows. Figure 3 presents the sim 
ulator architecture in the form of a simplified algorithm or a flow diagram. The algorithrr 
shows the important steps of the solution procedures. The first step in developing the simu· 
lator involves specifying the physical properties of the fluid. The characteristics that need 
to be specified are determined by the governing equations; for example, the Navier-Stokes 
equations ask for the use of density and viscosity of the fluid, or in a slightly different way, 
its kinematic viscosity which is the ratio between the fluid viscosity and its density. The 
next important step is to decide the size of the 3D physical domain and to design the spatial 
and temporal grids for the numerical model. This involves mainly the calculation of grid 
spacings. For this, it is necessary to specify the desired number of cells in the fixed domain. 
As is well known, land is an extremely complicated domain and the soil grains do not poss-
es any particular shape or size. It is therefore almost impossible to discretise the computa-
tional domain accurately with any particular grid shape. In the absence of adequate 
knowledge of the physical domain, e.g., shape of the boundaries, the present work solves 
the model equations on a uniform grid network (equal grid spacing in a particular direction) 
though·it adopts a staggered arrangement of the cells. The staggered grid network allows 
calculation of different flow variables at different grid locations and gives a better physical 
meaning to the transport phenomena. For example, in this work, the velocity components 
are calculated at the cell-faces while the pressure terms are evaluated at the cell-nodes. The 
pressure terms at two neighbouring nodes therefore act as the natural driving force of the 
fluid particles at the intermediate locations (cell-faces). Also, a staggered grid seems to rep-
resent the hypothesis of Beavers and Joseph (1967) and Jones (1973) for combining free 
and porous (Darcian) flow phenomena much clearly than the non-staggered grids where 
flow variables are calculated at the same locations. It has been postulated that the velocities 
normal to the permeable interface are continuous at the interface while the tangential veloc-
itiesjump learn one value to other (due to the Darcy-slip phenomena) as the fluid particles 
switch to a different medium. Figure 2, which shows the grid types adopted in this study, 
illustrates the above points further. The total flow simulation time is discretised into a nUffi-
I START ~ Define Necessarv Phvslcal Pr()~rtles e.g., Density-and Viscosity I 
Define Dimensions of the Computational Domain J 
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! Find out the Pressure Distribution In the Domain I 
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L Find out the Concentration Profile STOP 
Figure 3 Design of FREEFLOW in the form of an algorithm 
ber of small explicit time intervals. Unlike the implicit method, the explicit time steps 
provide a more practical way of simulating flow variables since the future flow behaviours 
can be predicted based on past or present measurements. With the specified physical prop-
erties, time steps and the adopted grid size, the necessary coefficients are also calculated. 
The boundary conditions (BCs) used in the model are ofDirichlet type. Boundary condi-
tions for flow include prescribed pressure head, velocity and poButant concentrations. 
They are specified at the inlet of the domain (essential BCs). The side boundaries are 
assumed rigid and impermeable such that no-slip conditions for velocities are used at those 
domain walls. Initial flow conditions are calculated based on the assumption of zero gradi-
ents for all dependent variables immediately outside the domain boundary. "Stress free" or 
"no" boundary conditions are utilised at the outlet and the simulator is allowed to calculate 
them as the fluid flow progresses with time. This takes care oftwo very important aspects of 
flow simulation in land. Firstly, in no transport process in soil are the outlet boundary con· 
ditions known. Therefore imposition of an artificial outlet BC would create spurious results 
at the domain outlet and within. Stress free boundary conditions enable calculation of natu-
ral outlet flow behaviours based on the essential and walI-boundary conditions. Secondly, 
since no outlet boundary conditions are specified for !low predictions, imposition ofinter-
facial conditions for coupled domains can be achieved without any modification of the sim-
ulator. An iterat~on and a convergence process of predictor and corrector steps find 
pressure distribution in the free !low domain. This is then used to calculate the velocity 
profiles. To predict the pollutant concentration profiles, quadratic upwind interpolation 
kinetics (QUlCK) scheme (Leonard, 1979) has been used. 
SImulation of free flow in lands 
The simulator, FREEFLOW, was utilised for a hypothetical free flow situation in lands. A 
realistic dimension of the free flow zone is not known. Hence all simulated results are pre-
sented in terms of the reference co-ordinates of the grid points rather than the actual 
lengths. In case of a known domain size, the co-ordinates can be transformed to actual 
dimensions. The simulation was done on a HP 9000 computer (HPN). The source file was 
written in FORTRAN 77 (as an ASCII text file) and, the code was compiled and linked 
using HP-UX editor (Hewlett Packard, 1983). Results presented here are for simplified 
.2 
1 
1 
cases and for small spatial and temporal grid sizes. However the methodology i: 1 
general and by increasing simulation time, larger spatial and temporal domains may 1 
died. Also, in conjunction with POREFLOW, this simulator can be used for combi", 
situations in soil. Due to the inherent characteristics of finite volume formulation. 
ensures that all flow properties are conserved at each domain level, maintenance 0: 1 
continuity, necessary for model verification, is automatically taken care of. Sim 
velocity profiles are presented in Figures 4, 5 and 7. The resultant vector velocities (, 
tions andmagnitudes) have been calculated based on the three simulated velocity co I 
nents (u, v and w). Figures 4 and 5 show the velocity profiles calculated with no { I 
boundary condition (NBC) on a 18xl8xl8 grid network at two consecutive time inte 
of 0.002 and 0.004 sec, respectively. As mentioned earlier, all calculations in this, I 
have been done for explicit time discretisation. Hence, velocities in Figure 5 were predi 1 
based on the values of Figure 4.In many free flow situations the free transport region i 1 
be obstructed by impermeable surfaces, e.g., rocks or heavy clay. Also, due to sheal 
amongst the different layers in an aquifer system (Figure 6), the free flow region ma) 
blocked by an impermeable medium. In such cases, the outlet velocities may safely 1 
regarded as zero for numerical calculations. A typical vector velOCity profile with zero 0 
let velocity has been presented in Figure 7 for the time level 0.002 sec. A "build-up" offll 
was observed due to the imposed no-outlet velocity. Calculated pressure for a fixed pia 1 
(2D) has been shown in Figures 8 and 9 but at different time levels to show the change 
the profile with time. A fine grid arrangement (18x18x18) was used for all simulation 
FREEFLOW is able to handle multi-component pollutants' flow with all pollutants havin I 
different dispersion coefficients. Examples of simulated results for concentration profile I 
of an arbitrary pollutant have been presented in the form of surface plots in Figures 10 am I 
11 which show concentration calculated for a 2Dplane (JO,Y, z). I 
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Figure 9 Pressure distribution at 0.004 sec for 
(10,y,z) plane 
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Figure 11 Concentration profile at 0.004 sec for 
(1 O,y,z) plane 
The possibility of combined free and porous flows in land has been pointed out. For model-
ling of contaminants' mobility in land, these domains need to be studied independently and 
then combined to yield an overall model. In this paper, a methodology of simulating free 
flow in contaminated lands and a method for its combination with flow through porous 
media have been presented and some typical profiles of flow variables shown. Without the 
graphical packages for post-processing of the simulated results the 3D data visualisation 
would have been very difficult. Mass conservation through the finite volume formulation 
of the problem ensures the validity of the model. 
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Development of an effluent discharge policy for the 
Tay Estuary based on a finite element model 
S. Passone, O.B. Oas and V. Nassehl 
Chemical ~ngineering Department Loughborough University. Loughborough LEll 3TU, Leicestershire, UK 
Abstract The tidal hydrodynamics and effluent distribution in estuaries involve a complicated range of 
solute transport phenomena modelled by partial differential equations. Therefore, the quantitative estimation 
of the risks of water and soil contamination of coastal areas as a result of polluted estuary flows. or effects of 
the effluent input on the chemical loads, involves the solution of these equations. Generally, the pollutants 
load in an estuary is determined by the natura of land use which by altering the watershed hydrology or : ... 
chemical detention/release in the river banks affect the water quality of the estuaries. The present modelling 
work aims to investigate the solute transport behaviour in the Tay Estuary in Scotland. Based on this study. 
an attempt to devise an estuary specific discharge strategy for the Tay has been made. The numerical 
calculations are based an using 20 Galerkin finite element discretisation of the governing equations in an 
Eulerian co-ordinate system. The flexibility of the formulation allows it to be extended to moving boundary 
situations encountered in most tidal water systems. 
Keywords Discharge policy; finite element method; Tay Estuary; tidal dynamics 
Introduction 
Estuaries are complex hydrodynamic systems often with high concentration of human and , 
industrial activities nearby supporting growing economies. With the downstream flow of 
water, the estuarine system frequently involves mixing of discharges from wastewater 
treatment plants or other agricultural and industrial uses (direct sources) and seepage from 
polluted groundwater (indirect sources). Maintenance and improvement of water quality in 
estuaries are therefore a major concern for many national environmental control agencies 
and local governing bodies. The problems arise due to the necessity of developing reliable 
and cost-effective waste discharge schedules, avoiding future soil and water contamination 
and meeting the increasingly stringent environmental standards. In most indirect release of 
pollutants to the estuaries. the discharge mechanisms follow a blind migration pattern. par-
ticularly with respect to the time and amount. The locations of the sources are also uncertain 
in general. As a result, in theory, precise discharge policies for such probabilities, or any 
other hypothetical situations, cannot be developed. Alternatively, in the case of known 
indirect sources a secondary transport model (e.g., pollutants' mobility model for soil if 
they are discharged from estuary banks) needs to be combined with the hydrodynamic· 
model of the estuary for predictive calculations. For direct injection of chemicals, the task 
is simplified since most significant quantities can be known and manipulated. It is. there-
fore, necessary that estuarine-specific discharge policy to be made available by taking care 
ofthe important hydrodynamic and boundary conditions in any given estuary. 
The hydrodynamic and the pollutant transport behaviours are defined mathematically 
by the widely used shallow water and convection-diffusion equations, respectively 
(Kawahara and Umetsu, 1986; Leclerc et aI., 1990; Petera and Nassehi, 1996; Nassehi and 
Kafai, 1999). However, for the purpose of contrOlling and managing estuarine water quali-
ty a much broader perspective, based on a multi-disciplinary (Thomass, 1998) approach, 
needs to be adopted. Due to the complexities of the estuarine flow (see Leclerc et aI., 1990), 
the predictive calculations used in the water quality management rely on powerful 247 
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computer techniques with the main emphasis on the accuracy and minimum costs of the 
computation. This paper deals with sample environmental evaluations (calculations) based 
on a finite element scheme for pollutants' transport specific to the Tay Estuary in Scotland. 
It is shown that these results can be used to design discharge policy for this estuary. The dis-
charge optimisation methodology described in this paperis a flexible and general technique 
which can be used in many other estuaries. However, the hydrodynamic conditions of any 
given estuary should be taken into account. Thus in practice, individual discharge policies 
for watercourses should be formulated and no claims regarding the generality of 
conclusions drawn from a single study can be made. 
Statement of the problem and objectives of the present study 
The Tay Estuary has been described recently by Nassehi and Kafai (1999) and therefore a 
repeat detailed description ofthe estuary is avoided here. Because ofits typical flow behav- _ 
_ iour, it has also been subjected to many other hydrological-and statistical analysis in the last 
three decades (e.g., McManus, 1968; Buller et al., 1972; Williams ani! West, 1973; 
Charlton and McNicoll, 1975; Pontin and Reid, 1975; Nassehi and Williams, 1987). The 
Tay Estuary is quite meandering. The dominant flow channel on its southern side is deep 
and narrow having several sand point-bars (Figure I). The floodplain on the northern side is 
wide, shallow and includes a number of sand over-banks. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
variation in the quantity and the velocity of water is observed in the channel along the width 
of the estuary. In addition, because of very shallow depth in the northern side the pollutant 
concentration could be high for a long time in this region before re-entrainment of the 
pollutants' cloud and flowing into tIle main channel. 
The intricacy and the varying nature of the flow pattern of an estuary in general, or the 
Tay Estuary in specific, can only be described by multi-parameter equations. They incorpo-
rate factors such as flow resistance, fixed or moving (temporal and spatial) domain condi~ 
tions, flow channel geometry, flooding and ebbing at a point with relation to the tidal cycle 
and, convective and diffusive forces. Physical models, though sometimes recommended 
for use (McDowell and O'Connor, 1977), suffer from serious scaling effects, which reduce 
the accuracy of the results. They are also limited by their inability to add adequate features 
into the model structures and the high cost of model construction. For success of predictive 
discharge policies, numerical modelling therefore provides a very reliable approach. This 
work adopts a finite element based Galerkin scheme for computer modelling and simula-
tion of estuarine region. The justification on the selection of the finite element technique for 
the Tay Estuary has been given by Petera and Nassehi (1996) and, Nassehi and Kafai 
(1999). It is assumed in the present study that the sources of pollutants are man-made 
(direct) sources, hence known in the numerical analysis. The calculations are done for fixed 
flow domain boundaries. This assumption introduces an approximation to the simulated 
results. The hypothesis, however, ensures that the velocity and the water level can be simu-
lated according to the features of dominant flow channel in the southern side of the Tay 
Estuary where the flow domain is almost constant. The large longitudinal dispersion ofpol-
lutants introduced into the Tay is also generally determined by the flow of water within the 
dominant channel. Fixed boundary, therefore, provides a reasonable way of simulating the 
Tay Estuary particularly because one of the major management objectives, i.e., fast compu-
tation. can be achieved via its use. By design of discharge strategies, this work aims to 
develop guidelines for different release mechanisms; for example, for deciding how the 
effluents need to be injected (continuously throughout a tidal cycle, continuously but only 
at some periods in a tidal cycle or, in batches), at which location and, at what time. 
Typically, such goals may be reached through a number of routes. But for conservation of 
estuarine resources, the selection of only the best policy is to lead to the achievement of the 
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Figure 1 The Tay Estuary in Scotland 
specified goals. It is expected in ideal conditions that the ebb tides carry the pollutants away 
to the sea. Similarly, during flood tides, inflow of seawater is anticipated. However, for all 
practical purposes any concentration below the prescribed toxic limits is welcome. 
This'study has carried out accurate numerical calculations for the phase-lag at different 
places of importance and the timing of the effluent injection with respect to the nature of 
ebb and flood tides in the Tay Estuary. Numerically simulated velocity of water and the 
known distance of a location from the estuary mouth have been used to obtain the phase 
lags. The initial dilution and the subsequent dispersion of pollutants, which are influenced 
by the main flow channel morphology, momentum of pollutants' jet, turbulent mixing 
beyond the initial mixing zone and the tidal currents, are also taken into account in selecting 
the optimum discharge strategies. Other interrelated issues such as the exchange mecha-
nisms of the pollutants' cloud with the sea, with particular attention to the tidal flow asym-
metry, and the possible undesirable effluent re-entrainment are also considered. Finally, it 
should be mentioned that this work hypothesises use of a "conservative approach" or 
"worst possible scenario calculation" by way of over-design for the discharge policies so 
that the environment is surely protected. All results presented in this paper are for 2D sur-. 
face water flows. As illustrated by Nassehi and Kafai (1999), the flexibility of the finite ele-
ment formulation allows it to be extended easily for moving boundary situations 
encountered in the Tay Estuary. 
The mathematlcal formulation 
The physical system is represented by a mathematical model based on the numerical 
solution of the following depth averaged shallow water equations of continuity (1) and 
momentum (2), and the advection-diffusion Eq. (3). . 
aH + a(Hu,) = 0 
at at 
(I) 
aHuj a(Hu,) HO(1J) u,lu,l 0 
--+u·---+g --+g--= 
at } aXj ax, CH2 (2) 
Hac +u. a(Hu,c) =..l..(HD~) 
at 'at OXi ' aXi 
(3) 
where H, Ui' g, 17, C and Dj are the total water depth, water velocity components, accelera-
tion due to gravity, relative water surface elevation with the respect to a datum, Chezy fric-
tion coefficient and dispersion coefficient, respectively for i,j=1.2. The mathematical 
formulation involves the application of the Finite Element Method due to the ability of this 
technique in coping with complex domain geometry and boundary conditions. The 
Galerkin solution scheme with isoparamerric quadrilateral elements and Lagrangian shape 2.9 
25. 
functions for the spatial approximation and the time dlscretisation based on the Taylol 
Galerkin (Donea, 1984) method have been utilised. The effects ofthe wind and the Coriol; 
forces can be ignored as explained by Falconer (1992). The formulation provides deptll 
averaged velocity components and water elevations at the nodal points of the finite elemen 
grid and, the corresponding concentration values. The Dirichlet boundary conditions 0 
water elevation at the estuary mouth and the fresh water flows at the estuary head and, thl 
arbitrary initial conditions are used to solve equations (I) and (2). Boundary condition: 
equal to tile concentrations of the discharged pollutants are defined at particular samplin! 
locations. The time step forthe temporal simulation is selected in view of the desired accu· 
racy and the length of the simulation time. The Chezy coefficient C and, the dispersion 
coefficient Dj are related to the water elevation and the turbulence, respectively. expressed 
as functions of the depth and the velocity (Nassehi and Kafai, 1999). Therefore, through 
optimisation procedures these parameters are updated at any time step as new velocity and 
water elevation values are generated. 
Results and discussions . . 
The computer model developed in this study has been utilised to simulate typical estuarine 
flow parameters such as tidal elevations, water velocities and pollutant, concentrations 
available, which are necessary for devising the aimed discharge schedule for the Tay 
Estuary. The model has been verified by comparing the simulated results for water level 
with monitored values available in the literature (Figure 2). The comparison shows good 
agreement and confirms the accuracy of the simulations. Though this work is primarily 
based on the numerical analysis of the hydrodynamic aspects ofthe Tay, the importance of 
qualitative judgements for engineering designs is not denied here. In fact, as illustrated 
below, this work does rely on both numerical and qualitative arguments for the statement of 
an effluent discharge problem and its possible remediation. 
The simulated results for water elevation show the progressive deformation of the tidal 
wave, and the elevation peaks at different locations (Figure 2). Also, the numerical 
model has provided the phase lag values, increasing with the distance from the mouth. 
These phase lags are taken into account to establish the timing of pollutants' release. The 
present model is most suitable for the main flow channel. The simulation of very shallow 
water depth in the northern side can be difficult because unstable or unrealistic solutions are 
often encountered. Initially, the simulator was used to obtain profiles of flow variables at 
five selected locations, namely, Broughty Ferry, Newport, Flisk, Newburgh and Inchyra, 
according to their increasing distances from the estuary mouth as shown in Table 1. The 
table also presents the minimum and maximum water levels, maximum velocity during ebb 
and flood .tide and, the phase lag values during low and high water at these locations based 
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bo~ndary conditions for numerical calculations eliminates such probabilities in this work. 
In this study the concentration distributions with specified initial and boundary conditions 
for an assumed continuous release in the Tay Estuary are simulated. Figure 4 presents one 
typical example of the simulations where a distribution for the initial four hours of the dis-
charge in Newburgh is shown. As apparent, during the ebb tide, the concentration values 
increase while, with the increase in the water flux during the flood tide, concentration 
values start to fall. The pollutant cloud does not show a very fast dilution. 
On the other hand, relatively continuous releases are followed by a well-dispersed con-
centration profile as presented in Figure 5. The hypothetical process that was started 
towards the end of an ebb tide in Newburgh was continued for 1.2 hours. This results in the 
Table 1 Hydrodynamic data for the Tay Estuary 
Loc:atlon Dlstanc:e (km) Water level (m) Maximum velocity (m/s) Phase lag (minute) 
Minimum Maximum Flood tide Ebb tide Lowwater High wlte, 
Broughty Ferry 9.0 0.002 4.95 1.20 1.4 27 18 
Newport 15.75 0.250 5.10 0.89 1.1 37 25 
FJisk 24.75 0.130 5.25 0.79 1.3 85 42 
Newburgh 33.75 1.160 5.50 0.78 1.6 148 62 
lnchyra 38.25 1.750 5.70 0.80 0.7 167 69 
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Figure 3 Velocity profiles during the flood and ebb tide 
on the numerical model. Inchyra, located on the Tay River, above its confluence with the 
River Earn (Figure I), is influenced by the combined effects of incoming and outgoing 
tides. As such, different hydrodynamic behaviour is observed there and, contrary to other 
locations, higher maximum flood tide velocity than ebb tide velocity is found. This clearly 
affects the pollutants' dispersive and convective behaviour at this location and is noted for 
the inclusion in the future development of the numerical scheme. 
However, the main emphasis here is on the description of a discharge policy for the 
Tay Estuary based on the calculations for the other four locations. The velocity profiles for 
the estuary, as shown by Petera and Nassehi (1996) have been found to be most prevalent in 
the southern side (i.e., main flow channel). During the flood tides, velocities in the southern 
side are generally below 1 mls; though, with the ebb tides, the velocities may rise (Table I, 
Figure 3). Forthe design ofadischarge policy, this work adopts 0.8 mlsas the conservative 
ebb tide velocity based on the average speeds along the Estuary. In case of convection dom-
inated flow processes, as in the present case, a Iow water velocity increases the time for 
transportation of the pollutants to cover a given distance. 
The development of a conscious pollutant discharge policy relies on careful evaluation 
of a number of parameters such as the release mechanisms of pollutants, timings of dis-
charges relative to the tidal cycle, surface water velocity, and the dispersive capacity of the 
estuarine water. Along with these functions, the conveying of the pollutants to the sea also 
depends on the distance of the discharge location from the mouth (L), transportation dis-
tance (S) and the available time (T). In some real situations the pollutant sources may 
behave as "continuous", particularly if the time gap between two consecutive discharges is 
less than the pollutant dilution time. They result in build up of pollutant loads in the estuary 
which makes management of the water quality more difficult. Similarly, a contaminated 
river, combined with relatively continuous (intermittent) or instantaneous discharge, may 
create an artificial continuous source in the estuary. However, the selection of inlet 251 
increase of the concentration during the course of the discharge: but disperses to give lower 
levels as it is stopped. The initial decline in the concentration profile may have been due to 
the combined effects of diffusion and convection. However, the concentration continues to 
decrease even when velocity is low, implying less convective effects, which indicates the 
good diffusive capacity of the Tay. The possible increase of pollutant concentration 
because of returning water to the sampling point during the flood tides also does not seem to 
influence the process. 
The change of concentration values at different stations during the course of the imposed 
discharge mode is monitored to find out any possible implications. Figure 6 i11ustrates such 
a profile. As evident, the pollutants concentration distribution follows a complicated 
process, which might be hard to explain through commonly used Gaussian models. 
The main drawback of the imposed intermittent discharge modes is that they require a 
very cautious selection of all relevant parameters. For example, if the pollutants are injected 
at the beginning or during the ebb tide, their transportation time is reduced by the discharge 
period, which is undesirable in all situations. Similarly, if the pollutants were released 
Table 2 Designing of discharge policy for the Tay Estuary 
based on batch (instantaneous) mode 
Location L(km) 
Newburgh 33.75 
Flisk 24.75 
Newport 15.75 
Broughty Ferry 9.0 
T (hr) S(km) 5>L 
5.1 14.7 X 
5.55 15.9 X 
5.83 16.8 ,f 
5.95 17.2 ,f 
Select tile discharge location 
L := distancc from the rivcr 
Select the discharge time 
T d= discharge time 
Instlllftaneous 
(Batch) 
Evall/ate tile avaUable transportatioll time T 
. T '" ebb tide period - T~ - phase lag 
Evaluate the lraluportation distance 
S := menn velocityxT 
Sc:L 
Yt:s 
Figure 7 Proposed discharge policy in the form of an algorithm 
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is suitable 
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during flood tide. they would move upstream initially; hence. during ebb tides. the neces, 
transportation distance to the sea might increase drastically. Contrary to continuous 
intermittent processes, a batch injection is characterised by a number of flexible passU 
ties; for example, with respect to the choice of the discharge time. As mentioned earlier, 
timing of discharge in relation to the tidal cycle is a very important factor for the devel 
ment of a discharge policy. This detertnines the pollutant loads in the estuary by wa] 
allowing. or preventing. the pollutants to move to the sea during the ebb tides. For pre( 
calculation of the available transportation time. therefore. the phase lag and the duratiol 
discharge (Td) must be taken into account. Also. in every situation. the time differe: 
between the two tidal cycles (the slack water) should also be considered. Figure 7 prese 
the important steps necessary for designing a general discharge policy in the fortn of an all 
rithm for relatively continuous and batch releases. The design might necessitate adjustme 
of some parameters especially the duration of discharge and the distance of the location frl 
the estuary mouth. An instantaneous process hardly allows any change in the release tin 
So. the only possible way to formulate a better management strategy is by the selection 0 
more appropriate release site. In case of relatively continuous processes; if necessary be 
discharge time and location might be altered. However. release time is easier to adjust th 
the location of the discharge and initially it should be opted for any modification. Due to t 
presence of a large number of uncertainties involved in the calculation only a conservati 
approach. therefore. provides the safest option for the required task. 
I! has been discussed above that the release during flood tides may take any materi 
upstream. which is undesirable for pollutant transportation to the sea. A probable way 
discharging the effluents is at the beginning of an ebb tide (Webb and Tomlinson. 1992 
However, what seems to be the best option is to discharge during the slack water. This WO] 
analyses the use of batch modes to fortnulate a conservative discharge policy for the T, 
Estuary because of the negligible release time considered in this case. It is often argued th: 
such releases are not cost-effective since it might be necessary to incur huge expenditurf 
for construction of storage tanks (Bikangaga and Nassehi. 1995). However. if instant< 
neans releases permit better management of water quality, it certainly justifies their selec 
tion for the future protection of the environment. The releases are done during the slac 
water so that the entire ebb period can be utilised for pollutants' transportation while avoid 
ing any possibility of the effluents moving upstream. A conservative water velocity ha 
been selected (0.8 mls) which makes the predictions safe. The necessary transportation dis 
tances of the release points from the mouth are known. The pollutants are assumed to b, 
non-reactive and they are released from single point sources. Possibilities of reactive pollu 
tants and multiple sources are being explored and are to be presented in a forthcomin! 
paper. Table 2 shows the results of the proposed discharge mode. The release of pollutant, 
has been done instantaneously and. the necessary transportation distances (L) for differen. 
locations have been compared to the distances of pollutants' carriage by the estuary during 
the ebb tide (S). One important assumption that has been made is that a pollutant cloud is 
not influenced by any other source coming from the other locations. Hence, effluents are 
released at a single point at a time. Only the effluents originated at Newport and Broughty 
Feny are carried away to the sea. Newburgh and FIisk, hence, cannot be considered as suit-
able locations for batch discharges of effluents. The waste products generated at these loca-
tions. therefore. should ideally be transported towards the mouth. possibly to Newport. 
before they are released into the Tay. 
Conclusions 
The necessity of fOrtnulating a suitable discharge policy for the conservation of the Tay 
Estuary in Scotland has been re-emphasised here. Although numerical models provide a 
very practical way of simulating the hydrodynamic behaviour of the estuary, for designing 
of discharge schedules qualitative judgements should also be used. Simple conservative 
estimates, accounting for the uncertainties in the hydrodynamic variables have shown that 
Newport is the most suitable location for effluent discharge in this estuary. Complex hydro-
dynamic aspects such as moving boundaries. flow in narrow channels, presence of reactive 
pollutants in the estuary and release from multiple sources need to be incorporated in the 
developed model. To achieve these tasks. without ignoring the multi-disciplinary point of 
view. a computational system is being developed to satisfy the user's practical require-
ments reflecting the expert knowledge involved in the definition of the problem. The pres-
ent study is an important step towards the validation of the developed computer based 
methodology for formulating discharge policies under realistic conditions of a complex 
estuary. 
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22 Abstract 
23 
24 In this paper, a finite volume model for the 3-D analysis of sub-surface water flow is described. The model is 
25 applied to simulate groundwater hydrodynamics in domains representing combined free flow and porous sections. 
26 The free flow section is isotropic, while the porous section is assumed to be a saturated and anisotropic medium with 
27 a constant porosity. The Navier-Stokes equations are used to simulate the free flow regime, while the porous flow is 
28 modelled by the Darcy equation. The governing equations of motion for each sub-domain are linked through the 
29 imposition of suitable matChing conditions at the free/porous flow interface. At the exit from the domain, 'no 
30 boundary condition' is imposed to avoid forcing of any artificial condition on the flow system. This is guided by 
31 previously published work that recommends this approach for obtaining realistic simulations for complex flow 
32 systems. Results presented in this paper show that depending on pressure distribution, underground flow circulation 
33 inside the porous domain may occur. It is also shown that the direction of the porous flow may reverse at the 
34 interface, with the flow front reversal and the circulation centre moving away from their initial positions with time. 
35 © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. 
36 
37 Keywords: Combined free and porous media flow; Sub-surface hydrodynamics; Navier-Stokes equations; Darcy equation; Beavers 
38 and Joseph interfacial condition; Flow circulation 
39 
40 
41 1. Introduction 
42 
43 Mathematical modelling of the sub-surface flow 
44 processes requires the description of the underground 
45 regions in terms of various transport mechanisms and 
46 the flow geometry in conjunction with the use of effi-
47 dent numerical simulation techniques. Research per-
48 formed since the 1970s has shed much light on the. 
49 
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68 
55 
processes affecting the migration of contaminants in 56 
groundwater systems. Sophisticated multi-dimensional 57 
numerical models for prediction of the fate and mobil- 58 
ity of pollutants in sub-surface media have also been 59 
developed. However, many technical issues should still 60 
be addressed before a realistic assessment of the dis- 61 
persian of contaminants in sub-surface water systems is 62 
achieved (Das and Nassehi, 2000). The associated dif- 63 
ficulties are immense and before any attempt to model 64 
contaminant mobility is made, the issue of under- 65 
ground hydrodynamics in sub-surface regimes, which 66 
often involve a complex structure, should be resolved. 67 
This paper is devoted to the analysis of hydrodynamics 
69 1093·0191/01/$ - see front matter © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. 
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71 in adjacent free flow and underground porous regions 
72 (saturated by the same fluid). Such interactions in flow 
73 behaviour are observed due to groundwater rise and 
74 fall, fluid mobility through large cracks and voids in 
75 land, leaks from underground pipes, transport through 
76 fractured rocks and preferential flow zones, etc. The 
77 presence of these free flow domains may have a sig-
78 nificant effect on the sub-surface transport of contami-
79 nants, as indicated by many studies concerning prefer-
80 ential or macropore flow scenarios (e.g. Larsson and 
81 JalVis, 2000; van Dam, 2000). However, the available 
82 predictive methods for the analysis of sub-surface wa-
83 ter bodies usually take into account the flow in only the 
84 porous domain. This may introduce considerable errors 
85 in the calculations. Accordingly, the present paper aims 
86 to describe a more efficient method than the traditio-
87 nal simulation tools by considering the combined flow 
88 of water in different domains of land and groundwater 
89 regions. 
90 Modelling of the combined free and porous flow in 
91 sub-surface zones is a relatively unexplored area. How-
92 ever, it has been successfully attempted in many other 
93 important engineering applications, such as: solidifica-
94 tion of metals in casting industries (Gartling et al., 
95 1996); cross-flow filtration (Pangrle et aI., 1991; Nassehi, 
96 1998); nucleate formation during drilling of oil wells 
97 (Fischer et aI., 2000); spontaneous ignition of coal 
98 stockpiles (Salinger et aI., 1993, 1994); pulmonary alve-
99 oli in the lungs (Tang and Fung, 1975); insulation by 
100 permeable materials (Masuoka, 1974); porous bearings 
101 or spheres (Taylor and Miller, 1956; Tao and Joseph, 
102 1962; Joseph and Tao, 1966; Jones, 1973; Murti, 1973; 
103 Prakash and Vij, 1974; Kaneko, 1989; Kaneko and Doi, 
104 1989; Bujurke and Naduvinamani, 1991); packed beds· 
105 of particles (Lundgren, 1972; Neale et aI., 1973; Neale 
106 and Nadar, 1974; Nield, 1983); and other important 
107 convection-related problems (Nield, 1977; Nishimura et 
108 aI., 1986; Beckermann et aI., 1987, 1988; Poulikakos 
109 and Kazmierczak, 1987; Taslim and Narusawa, 1989). 
110 Although 'all these physical problems are concerned 
with the coupling of two different flow regimes and 
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might present some superficial similarity in the mathe- 11; 
matical formulations, the core of the fluid dynamics 11' 
differs from case to case. The fluid mobility in the 11< 
above cases is dependent on many factors, amongst lIS 
them, the inherent structural properties of the porous 111 
substance, different interfacial and boundary condi- m 
tions, and the flow potentia Is across the domain. The 1!8 
diversity of the underlying phenomena and the com- 119 
plexity of the interactions between the flow systems 120 
have, therefore, prevented rigorous general theoretical 121 
analysis of the coupled flow systems. As such, models 122 
representing specific cases are developed. The present 123 
investigation into the modelling of combined sub- 124 
surface systems focllses on an incompressible Newto· 125 
nian flow in land sites and groundwater zones. Fig. 1 126 
presents a representative three-dimensional domain of 127 
a coupled flow process, as adopted in this work, in a 128 
Cartesian co-ordinate system. The fluid under the ideal 129 
field conditions can move from the free flow zone to 130 
the porous flow zone, or vice versa, depending on the 131 
direction of the flow potentials across the domains. The 132 
free flow zone has infinite permeability and needs only 133 
fluid dynamical characterisation for the mathematical 134 
formulation. On the other hand, the porous flow is 135 
subjected to the additional constraints of characterising 136 
the media (e.g. Darcy number, indicating a finite 137 
permeability of the porous medium), apart from the 138 
necessary flow description. Knowledge of the mass and 139 
momentum transfer across the free/porolls flow inter- 140 
face is also crucial, because they account for the transi- 141 
tion in flow type and act as the inlet boundary condi- 142 
tion for the flow domain ahead. The mathematical 143 
model for the conjugate transport regimes in the sub- 144 
surface zones should therefore be designed in such a 145 
way that it can represent the flow and transport be- 146 
haviour in both domains, together with the transition 147 
of flow variables, if any, across the interfacial plane. 148 
The goal may be achieved in a number of ways; how- 149 
ever, care must be taken so that it is suitable to the 150 
problem in hand. Das and Nassehi (2000) have dis- 151 
cussed four such possibilities and concluded that impo-
z 
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Fig. 1. A representative 3-D view of combined free/porous flow in the sub-surface. 
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154 sltlon of Beavers and Joseph (1967) condition at the 
155 interface is the most appropriate technique in the 
156 present case. The geometry, structure and orientation 
157 of the interface are also important considerations that 
158 should be taken into account in the mathematical 
159 formulation. Another aspect of the interface, namely 
160 whether it constitutes a moving or constant boundary 
161 layer, is also of considerable practical significance. 
162 In this paper, the hydrodynamic aspects (velocity and 
163 pressure) of the combined flow in the sub-surface re-
164 gions are discussed. A brief review of important previ-
165 ous studies has also been necessary, as it forms the 
166 background of the present investigation. In particular, 
167 the question of the selection of an appropriate form of 
168 equation of motion for the porous domain should be 
169 considered. The model equations are solved by the 
170 finite volume method (FVM) in this work. The 
171 free/porous flow interface is assumed to be fixed, 
172 anisotropic and normal to the horizontal velocity com-
173 ponent (x-direction). The effects of multiple interfacial 
174 planes on the flow dynamics and the consequences of 
175 an interface composed of both permeable and im-
176 permeable sections are not dealt with here. Implica-
177 tions of impermeable interfaces between the two sub-
178 sections have already been investigated by Das and 
179 Nassehi (2001). The free and porous flow domains are 
180 assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the sur-
181 roundings and with each other. The open section is 
182 isotropic, whereas the porous area is assumed to be 
183 anisotropic, but idealised as a continuum having a 
184 constant porosity. The assumptions of fixed interface 
185 and the homogeneous region imply that any effect of 
186 possible porosity variation near the interface on the 
187 transport processes, as often obsetved in many other 
188 combined transport situations, such as the flow in a 
189 fluidised bed of particles, can be neglected. It is envis-
190 aged that the present treatment of sub-surface flow 
191 would yield a useful explanation of the underlying 
192 phenomena. The extension of this method to heteroge-
193 neous domains is straightforward and requires an input 
194 of variable permeability and porosity. However, this is 
195 beyond the scope of the present paper and is not 
196 attempted here. 
197 A note on the choice of the FVM as the adopted 
198 numerical technique for solving the governing equa-
199 tions must also be made here. The majority of models 
200 available for flow in complex heterogeneous domains 
201 are performed in a two-dimensional framework via 
202 either numerical techniques, such as the finite differ-
203 ence or finite element techniques, etc. (Salinger et aI., 
204 1994; Kuznetsov and Xiong, 2000), or analytical meth-
205 ods (e.g. Kuznetsov, 1996, 1998; Payne and Straughan, 
206 1998). However, the nature of the configurations stud-
207 ied in the present work and the possibility of discontin-
208 uous flow variables in the sub-surface necessitate the 
use of the FVM. This is because the FVM can cope 
very effectively with 3-D problems. Also, due to the 
inherent nature of the FVM, which utilises cell-based 
integral equations, the imposition of discontinuity in 
the domain appears to be more natural compared to 
the finite difference and finite element techniques. For 
the present problem on three-dimensional combined 
flow phenomena in the sub-surface, where analytical or 
experimental results are not available for direct com-
parison with the numerical results, the use of the FVM, 
with its inherent material conservation in each grid 
cell, is considered to be essential. 
2. Governing model equations 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
The most important issues encountered in the for- 224 
mulation of a well-posed mathematical problem of 225 
coupled free and porous flow in sub-surface zones is 226 
the selection of the governing equations for each sub- 227 
domain and the matching conditions at the interface 228 
for linking them. The present model is based on the 229 
principles of mass and momentum conservation. In 230 
general, the model equations are expressible in both 231 
vorticity stream function and primitive variable formu- 232 
lations. Vorticity stream functions are mostly associ- 233 
ated with planes and have been useful in some two-di- 234 
mensional combined free and porous flow calculations 235 
(Joseph and Tao, 1966; Nishimura et aI., 1986). AI- 236 
though they can be extended to three-dimensional 237 
problems, they may give rise to additional complica- 238 
tions (see Hoffman and Chiang, 1993). Nishimura et al. 239 
(1986) also reported that the vorticity stream function 240 
formulations were very sensitive to the numerical mesh 241 
used, especially near the free/porous flow interface, 242 
and yielded discretisation errors above a critical non- 143 
dimensionalised grid length. To avoid such problems, 244 
the methodology in this work is based on the primitive 245 
variable formulations, Le. eq uations are expressed in 246 
terms of pressure and velocity unknowns. The conser- 247 
vative forms of equations (Anderson, 1995) have been 248 
adopted to enhance the accuracy of the numerical 249 
calculations. 250 
The momentum transfer equation for the free flowing 251 
fluid with constant density and viscosity at a reference 252 
temperature is represented by the well-known 253 
Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations: 254 
(1) 
255 
where the subscript f refers to the free flowing fluid. P 256 
and v are the pressure and velocity terms, while p and 257 
IJ. are the constant density and viscosity of the fluid, 258 
respectively. In Eq. (1), the body forces are automati- 259 
cally incorporated in the pressure term as the resultant 260 
flow potential. 
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262 The following continuity equation that describes the 
263 masS conservation for an incompressible fluid is used 
264 for the free flow regime: 
265 V'Vf = 0 
266 The corresponding macroscopic equations represent-
267 ing the flow field in the porous section are more 
26B controversial. In particular, the equation of motion has 
269 received considerable attention in the past. Vafai and 
270 Tien (1981), Joseph et al. (1982) and Nield and Bejan 
271 (1992) have pointed out that there are a number of 
272 possible equations, linear and non-linear, to mathemat-
273 icaHy describe the flow in a permeable domain. The 
274 two most suitable equations are the Darcy (1856) and 
275 Brinkman (1947a) equations shown below in the tran-
276 sient form for anisotropic porous media, where the 
277 body forces have been incorporated in the pressure 
27B terms to represent the driving flow potential: 
aVr JA. 
279 Darcy equation VPp = - Piit' - K vr 
2BO 
. GVp ~ I 2 
Brinkman equation VPp = -Piit' - K vr + JA. V vr 
2Bl 
(3) 
(4) 
2B2 In the above equations, subscript p refers to porous 
283 section, P is the interstitial averaged pressure, v is the 
2B4 volume-averaged seepage velocity, P and JA. are the 
2B5 constant density and viscosity of the fluid, respectively, 
2B6 and fL' is the effective viscosity, which depends on the 
287 fluid viscosity, JA., and the structural properties of the 
288 porous material. K is a second-order tensor represent-
2B9 ing the permeability in the medium and, as adopted in 
290 this work, is given by the matrix: 
291 
(5) Lj 
292 where, Kxx , Kyy and Kz;; are the principal components 
293 of the permeability tensor aligned in the x, y, and z 
294 co-ordinate directions, respectively. In general, these 
295 components are functions of the fluid and material 
296 properties. Due to the varying range of particle size 
297 and shapes and complex fluid-soil interactions in the 
29B field conditions, there is a lack of theoretical co-rela-
299 tions for estimating the permeability in the sub-surface. 
300 The Carman-Kozeny equation (Carman, 1956) for cal-
301 culating the permeability is often adopted for flow in 
302 porous materials. However, the applicability of the 
303 relationship for underground flow processes is in doubt. 
The equation is most suitable for a medium consisting 
30 
of spherical and uniform particles, which is highly 30 
unlikely in the case of natural underground flow zones. 30 
In order that the developed model corresponds to 30 
the coupled flow phenomena under field conditions, 30 
the selected momentum equation for the porous 30 
medium must represent the flow correctly, as well as 31 
satisfy other conditions ariSing from its linking with the 31 
N-S equations through a well-posed mathematical 31 
statement. The validity of the Darcy law for creeping 31 
Newtonian flow in homogeneous, isotropic and low- 31 
porosity materials has been confirmed through many 31 
early experiments (Carman, 1937; Muskat, 1937; Schei- 31 
degger, 1957; Beavers and Joseph, 1967; Beavers et aI., 31 
1970). The theoretical validity of the law, either through 31, 
deterministic (Dullien, 1979) or statistical models 31' 
(Jrmay, 1958; Whitaker, 1986; Ene and Polisevski, 1987), 321 
has also been demonstrated. The Darcy law ignores the 32 
effects on the flow due to inertial forces and form drag, 32: 
which explains the linear relationship between the 32: 
pressure and velocity terms. However, the most serious 32· 
limitation of the equation is that it cannot represent 32; 
the hydrodynamic conditions near the boundaries of 321 
porous media. Ishizawa and Hori (1966) presented a 32' 
theoretical analysis ofaxisymmetric flow through a 321 
porous wall into a uniform and narrow gap and verified 32~ 
the existence of a slip velocity on the porous surface. 33( 
Furthermore, Beavers and Joseph (1967) and Beavers 331 
et al. (1970) demonstrated experimentally the existence 33: 
of a shear mechanism inside a porous medium when it 33~ 
was placed adjacent to a freely flowing fluid in a 33' 
channel. Since the Darcy equation is devoid of any 33~ 
macroscopic shear term, it cannot therefore predict the 33f 
hydrodynamic parameters near the boundaty layer at 33, 
the free/porous flow interface. This point will be dis- 33i 
cussed further with reference to the selection of proper 33S 
matching boundary conditions. On the other hand, in 34( 
contrast to the Darcy law, the Brinkman equation is a 341 
non-linear equation and is most suitable for higher 342 
porosity materials (> 0.6) and higher Reynolds-number 343 
flows (> 10), where the inertial forces in the pores may 34' 
become effective. Experimental backing of the 345 
Brinkman equation is limited. However, Kladias and 346 
Prasad (1991) have discussed its range of applicability 347 
through an experimental study. Verifications of the 34B 
equation in different ways have been obtained by, 349 
among others, Tarn (1969), Saffman (1971), Lundgren 350 
(1972), Childress (1972), Howells (1974), Hinch (1977), 351 
Koplik et al. (1983), Kim and Russel (1985), Whitaker 352 
(1986), Durlofsky and Brady (1987), Firdaouss et al. 353 
(1997), and Marusic-Paloka and Mikelic (2000). Some 354 
attempts have also been made to resolve the issue of 355 
using the effective viscosity in the equation (e.g. 356 
Brinkman, 1947b; Neale et aI., 1973; Givler and Alto- 357 
belli, 1994; Martys et aI., 1994; Liu and Masliyah, 35B 
1999). Apparently, the use of the Brinkman equation 359 
for the combined flow problem poses no special dif-
D.S. Das et al. / Admnces in Environmental Research.ox (2001) xa-.:o:x 5 
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361 ficulty. The second-order velocity terms of the equation 
362 enable specification of all dependent variables, normal 
363 and tangential to the interface, as continuous functions 
364 across the interface for linking the free and porous 
365 flow. The only apparent difficulty in this case is that the 
366 interfacial boundary layer often requires complicated 
367 mesh resolution or solution smoothing techniques for 
368 numerical simulation. However, Nishimura et al. (1986), 
369 who used the Brinkman equation for a combined con-
370 vective flow, showed that even though the Brinkman 
371 equation facilitates the coupling of the equations of 
372 motion in both sub~domains, it may create spurious 
373 results at the interface. Interestingly, the Brinkman 
374 equation reduces to the Darcy law under the special 
375 case of low permeability and yields the so-called Darcy 
376 slip at the interface. 
377 The problem of combining porous and free flow 
378 zones in the sub-surface is, therefore, to formulate a 
379 well-posed, solvable mathematical problem through 
380 linking of the equations of motions in both sub-sec-
381 tions. The equation of continuity in both regimes pro-
382 vides the remaining necessary information on the flow 
383 dynamics for solving the complete problem. Almost all 
384 naturally occurring porous materials have porosity less 
385 than the Brinkman range. The natural porous flow is 
386 also usually in the range of low Reynolds number 
387 (creeping flow) in the permeable section. Therefore, 
388 the Darcy equation presents the most attractive mo-
389 mentum equation for the porous section in the present 
390 work, even though the Brinkman equation is easier to 
391 couple mathematically with the Navier-Stokes equa-
392 tions. 
393 For flow of an incompressible fluid in a continuum 
394 porous medium, the equation of continuity is: 
(6) 
396 where v is the volume-averaged seepage velocity of the 
397 fluid. 
398 In order to couple the equations representing the 
399 two domains, it is necessary to specify the rn'atching 
400 hydrodynamic conditions at the interface region sepa-
401 rating the two sub-domains. Keeping the specific 3-D 
402 problem in mind, it is necessary that the matching 
403 conditions for pressure (continuous or discontinuous) 
404 and velocity components (normal and tangential) are 
405 specified at the interface. As the Darcy equation is a 
406 first-order differential equation with respect to pres-
407 sure, it is not possible to describe the velocity compo-
408 nents fully at the free/porous interface. This makes it 
409 impossible to link the Darcy and the N-S equations 
410 directly, as the latter require specification of all velocity 
411 components for their solution. Special techniques have 
412 been invoked, henceforth, for this purpose. Addressing 
413 this issue, Beavers and J oseph (1967) performed their 
well-known experiment on the measurement of mass 
414 
efflux of a Poiseulle fluid flowing over a permeable 415 
block. They postulated that: 416 
417 
... the Darcy Law is satisfied in the interior of the 418 
permeable material but not necessarily in the boundary 419 
regions.... 420 
421 
It was indicated in their study that the pressure and the 422 
normal components of the velocity were continuous 423 
across the interface. The tangential components of the 424 
velocity in the N-S zone were, however, greater than 425 
those in the Darcy zone for a unidirectional flow. To 426 
explain this, the existence of a slip velocity, commonly 427 
known as the Darcy slip phenomenon, at the interface 428 
and a shear velocity in the porous boundary layer were 429 
hypothesised. Consequently, an ad hoc boundary condi- 430 
tion was proposed based on the assumption that the 431 
slip velocity was proportional to the shear effects. It 432 
allowed jumps in the tangential velocities and gave a 433 
much-needed relationship between the flow within and 434 
outside the porous media. The Beavers and Joseph 435 
(1967) formulation was represented as: 436 
(all) 'Y ily f = !if (u,-u p ) 
437 
where the x-direction was taken as parallel and the 438 
y-direction as perpendicular to the interface. K is the 439 
direction-independent permeability of the porous 440 
medium (isotropic), while 'Y is a slip coefficient that 441 
depends only on the properties of the porous medium 442 
and is independent of the fluid. Many subsequent ex- 443 
perimental and theoretical investigations on combined 444 
. porous and free flows have confirmed the ideas behind 445 
the above formulation (Beavers et aI., 1970; Saffman, 446 
1971; Taylor, 1971; Sparrow et aI., 1973). Saffman (1971) 447 
also commented that the particular form of Beavers 448 
and Joseph formulation is associated with a planer 449 
geometry, which only implies that for non-planer con- 450 
figurations, modifications to Eq. (7) must be sought. 451 
The Beavers and Joseph condition has also been modi- 452 
fied to cases where the flow and the interface are 453 
perpendicular, rather than parallel as in the original 454 
formulation. Jones (1973) derived the following expres- 455 
sion for the interfacial condition, assuming the Darcy 456 
slip phenomenon to be due to shear stress at the 457 
interface rather than a simple shear velocity: 458 
(8) 
459 
There is a scarcity of experimental verification of Eq. 460 
(8), but theoretical backing by Jones (1973) himself is 461 
plausible and it cannot be treated as incorrect unless 462 
the claims are substantiated by reliable experimental 463 
evidence. 
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464 
465 The direct extension of the above formulations to 
466 3-D cases poses further challenges. However, by resolv-
467 ing the 3-D framework into two planes (x-y and x-z), 
468 it is possible to use the Beaver and Joseph formulation 
469 for three-dimensional modelling of the combined flow 
470 situations in the sub-surface. The extension has been 
471 presented in Fig. 2, where the formulation has been 
472 represented in terms of the scalar gradients of the 
473 dependent variables. The x-component of the velocity 
474 is normal to the interfacial plane, while the y- and z-
475 components are tangential. For a 3-D situation, postu-
476 lating that the Darcy slip phenomenon takes place at 
477 the y-z plane (Fig. 2), the following relationships are 
478 proposed'based on the modification of Jones (1973) of 
479 Beavers and Joseph's original formulation. All velocity 
480 components can be calculated in this way using the 
481 following expressions: 
482 
483 
484 
x -y plane: 
x -z plane: 
( av ou ) 'Yyz ( aX+iJYr=/K vr-v.) 
yy 
(9) 
(10) 
485 where 'Yyz is a non-dimensional slip coefficient that 
depends on the structural properties of the interfacial 
Interface 
Open 
48t 
plane (y-z in this case) between the free and porous 4Si 
sections. Kyy and K zz are the permeability in the y- 48~ 
and z-directions, respectively. Also, consistent with the 481 
original Beavers and Joseph formulation, the velocity 49C 
component normal to the interface, i.e. the longitudinal 491 
component, is taken as continuous across the interface. 492 
i.e.: 493 
(11) 494 
However, the pressure does not necessarily remain 495 
continuous across the interface, and only under static 496 
conditions can it be said to be strictly continuous. If the 497 
pressure is to be modelled as discontinuous at the y-z 498 
interfacial plane during a flow, the following relation- 499 
ship is used (Beckermann et aI., 1988): 500 
( -P+2fJ. iJU) =_p oX f P 
3. Non-dimensionaIised equatious and finite 
volume formulations 
(12) 
SOl 
502 
503 
504 
505 
The governing equations in the present work are 506 
converted into non-dimensional forms using the same 
z 
y 
~ __________________ x 
507 
x-z plane: (ilW + ""1 ="JK;YYZ (wr -w ) Clxilz K P 
zz 
Fig. 2. Proposed extension of Beavers and Joseph (1967) formulation to the 3-D domain. 
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508 
7 m 
509 scale factors, shown below, for both free and porous 
510 flow regions. The non·dimensional variables are indi· 
51! cated with superscript '0' and the reference variables 
512 with subscript 'r', respectively. 
(17.1) 
535 
536 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
565 
566 
X O = .::.. 
x, 
yu=..L 
x, 
zo= ..:... 
x, 
u 
uo=-
It, 
" V V=-
U, 
Wo = .!:!::. 
It, 
pO= ..£.. 
p, 
J.l.0=~ 
11, 
V O = .E-
v, 
po=~ 
PrU~ 
to = J:r.... 
Pr x; 
Table 1 
Reference variables 
Symbol 
x, 
Re 
Da 
Description 
Reference length 
Reference velocity 
Reference density 
Reference viscosity 
Reference permeability 
Normalised Reynolds number 
Normalised Darcy number 
(13.1) 
(13.2) 
(13.3) 
(14.1) 
(14.2) 
(14.3) 
(15.1) 
(15.2) 
(15.3) 
(16.1) 
(16.2) 
Value 
K, Da=-
x' ,
(17.2) 
(17.3) 
(18.1) 
(18.2) 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
Table 1 presents the values of the reference vari- 544 
abies used in this study and their significance. How- 545 
ever, the following points should be considered sepa- 546 
rately. The first point to note is the use of Eq. (16.2) for 547 
non·dimensional time. As mentioned before, move· 548 
ment of fluid in the sub-surface is usually in the creep- 549 
ing flow range. In such cases, the flow is often dam i- 550 
nated by diffusive processes rather than pure advec- 551 
tion. When diffusion is the dominant process, the con- 552 
vention for non-dimensionalising the time is as given in 553 
Eq. (16.2). In cases when convection is dominant, the 554 
dimension less time may be defined as, to = tur/xro 555 
Secondly, it is to be noted that in Eqs. (18.1) and 556 
(18.2), the Reynolds and the Darcy numbers are nor- 557 
malised dimension less groups and may not conform to 558 
the actual flow characteristics, as they are based on the 559 
reference variables. From a purely dimensional-analy- 560 
sis point of view, the groups can also be obtained from 561 
different choice of variables. For example, many stud- 562 
ies on porous flow adopt the following combination of 563 
parameters to define a normalised Reynolds number: 564 
KII' P u Re = r r r 
11, 
(19) 
Justification for the choice 
0.0001 ms-I 
Transverse {y} or vertical {z} length, 
since they are same for both sub·domains 
A typical velocity in the sub-surface, 
1000 kg m- J 
0.001 kg rn-I S-I 
0.987 X 10- 12 rn' 
such as mean speed of groundwater flow 
Density of clear water at 4ce 
Viscosity of water at 20ce 
Darcy, the unit of permeability 
used in geophysics 
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567 
Table 2 
568 DimensionJess equations 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
596 
Previous 
equation 
numbers 
2 
3 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Dimensionless equations 
where K, is the reference permeability. Due to the 
overall mathematica1 representation of the combined 
flow problem and the nature of the model equations 
selected in this work, the above group does not provide 
any convenience. Similarly, if the Brinkman equation is 
used as the governing equation of motion in the porous 
zone instead of the Darcy equation, the Darcy number 
can be written as: 
( .... :)(K,) Da= ~ x; (20) 
Since for the Darcian flow, .... : = .... ,' Eq. (20) reduces 
to Eq. (18.2). The dimensionless forms of the present 
model equations are presented in Table 2. 
New 
equation 
numbers 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
58 
The dimensionless, partial differential equations 58 
presented in Table 2 are discretised and reduced to 58 
algebraic forms by the FVM (Patankar, 1980) for use in 58 
the simulator. For brevity of the paper, only the salient 58 
features of the numerical formulation are given here. 58, 
Sub-surface zones are usually extremely complicated 58 
domains and the soil sections do not possess any partic- 58, 
ular shape or size. It is therefore impossible to discre- 58' 
tise the computational domain accurately with any par- 591 
tieular pre-determined shape for the control volumes. 59 
In the absence of adequate knowledge of the domains 59: 
of combined flow, e.g. shape of the boundaries, this 59: 
work solves the model equations on a rectangular do- 59, 
main with uniform grid networks. For a large section of 59: 
land, this is a reasonable assumption. A forward stag-
v Control VOlullle 
1 
I, 
u Control V()hmu~ 1 ' 
(9,9,9) (45,9,9) 
Open Domain 
(47,9,9) 
Interf.'1ce 
(iint.j,k) 
(81,9,9) 
Soil Domain 
Fig. 3. A representative 2-D staggered grid network used for the problem domain in the x-y plane. 
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597 
598 
599 
600 
gered arrangement of the cells is used in the numerical 
calculations, where the control volume faces are taken 
ahead of the nodes, The adopted grid network on the 
601 x-y plane for the problem domain has been presented 
in Fig, 3, where the boundaries of the free and porous 
flow regions and the interface in between have been 
clearly identified, The lines passing through the cell 
nodes in the grid are defined as the primary grid in this 
work, while the lines composed of the cell faces are 
called the secondary grids, The formulation involves 
evaluation of the scalar variables, such as pressure and 
concentration at the cell nodes, while the velocity com-
ponents are calculated at the cell faces, This arrange-
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 ment gives. a much better physical meaning to the 
transport phenomena under study. For example, the 
pressure gradient between two neighbouring nodes acts 
as the natural flow potential for fluid particles at the 
612 
613 
614 
615 intermediate cell faces. Furthermore, the staggered 
arrangement can represent the interface of the com-
bined flow more competently than a non-staggered 
grid, where all flow variables should be calculated at 
the same location. In a staggered grid, the normal and 
tangential velocity terms at the interface can also be 
616 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 calculated at different grid locations. The time discreti-
sation is based on an explicit time stepping, as it 
provides a more practical way of predicting the future 
flow parameters based on present or past events. A 
622 
623 
624 
625 complete description of the type of grid used has been 
given by Das and Nassehi (2001). 626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
The governing partial differential equations are inte-
grated over a control volume, dV, to yield the desired 
discretised equations. For the explicit time stepping, a 
first-order temporal grid is used, while the spatial dis-
631 cretisation is carried out by a central differencing 
scheme. The discretised forms of the selected momen-660 
turn equations are initially presented. Subsequently, 
the other equations are discussed. The superscript '0', 
indicating the non-dimensionalised equations, is also 
dropped for convenience. However, it must be noted 
that all equations are written in non-dimensional forms. 
For the temporal discretisation, the terms in the (n + 
nth time level are identified with the '(n + 1)' super-
script. The other terms (with no superscript) are evalu-
ated at the nth time step. The resultant algebraic 
equations are represented in terms of the co-ordinate 
indices of a reference point (i,j,k) on a primary grid. 
To make the distinction between the two zones clear, 
the free flow zone is represented by (if,j,k), where 
if = i, On the other hand, the porous zone is indicated 
by (ip,j,k), where ip = iint + i, iint being the x co-
ordinate of the interface with reference to (i,j,k). 
The three velocity components of the N-S equations 
for motion in the free flow section are written after the 
discretisation of Eq. 21 as: 
n+1 dl Ayz[ p] 
Uif+l,j,k = -Rep ..1V PIf+2,j.k- If,}./c 
+ ~r+ I,j,k (29) 
n+1 MAn[ ] 
Vif.j+l.k = -Rep av P1fJ + 2,/t -Plf,J,l, 
+ Jlfr,i+1,k (30) 
n+1 R MA,y[p P] 
Wjf,j,k+ 1 = - e p ..1V IfJ.A+'2 - I(,)./r. 
+ U>ir,j,k+l (31) 
where 
Redl 2 2 Redl 
"1f+I,j,' - <lX[(U )if+2,j,' - (u )",j,k]- --xy-[(UV)if+l,j+I,' - (,W);'+I,j-I,'] 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
Redl vdl 
U;,+ I,j,' = - ~[(UW ),,+ I,j,'+ I - (UW )if+ I,j,'- 1] + (dxl [Uif_l,j" - 2u;[+ I,j,' + Uif +3,j,'] 
vdl . vdl 
+ (..1y i [Uif+ 1,j-2,k - 2Uif+ l,j,k + U if + l,j+2'~~3+ (.6.Z)2 [Uif+ IJ,k-2 - 2ujf+ I,j,k + Uif+ J J,k+ 2] 
ViC,j+l,k and HliC,j.k+l can be expressed in analogous 
forms. In the rectangular grids used in this framework, 
Ayz=dydz, Axz=dZdX, Axy=dxdy and dV= 
dxdydz. Therefore, a ratio such as Ayz/ dV reduces 
to the inverse of a length in the formulation used. 
However, these ratios are retained in the equations as 
the methodology is applicable to any geometry of the 
674 the secondary grids, all terms appearing with the nota-
675 tions of primary grid or as combinations are suitably 
676 converted to their approximate values in the secondary 
677 grids, For example: 
678 
679 
( 2) .. _1[ ]2 U If,J,k- '4 Uif+I,j,k+Uif-l,f,k 
670 domain, provided the cell volume and face area can be 
671 calculated. The formulation also gives a better physical 
672 meaning to the flux through cell faces and volumes. 
1 
(UW)if+l,i,k-l = 4[Uif,j.k-l +llif+2.j.k-d 
680 
x [Wif+ I,j,k + Wjf+ 1,j,k- 2] Since the fluid velocity components are evaluated at 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
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682 The three velocity components of the Darcy equation 
683 in the porous flow zone are expressed as: 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
696 
697 
u n + 1 - 1----" [ 1 Ll.tfL 1 ip+ l,j,k - Da pKxx Ir;. L.j,k 
Ll.t Ay, 
- Rep Ll.V [Pip + 2,j.k - Pip,j . .J (32) 
»+ 1 [1 1 Ll.tfL] Vip,j+l,k = - Da pKyy Vip ,)+I.k 
Ll.tAxz[ J 
-Rep ~V Pip ,j+2,k -Pip,j,k (33) 
»+1 [1 1 Ll.tfL 1 Wip •j ,k+l = - Da pK
zz 
Wip ,j,k+l 
LI.t Axy [ J 
- Rep AV Pip ,},k+2 - P;p,j,k (34) 
The pressure distribution in the domain is initially 
obtained and subsequently used for predicting the ve-
locity terms. To achieve this, the corresponding cont-
inuity equations (Eqs. 22 and 24) for both free and 
porous flow areas are discretised at the (n + 1)th time 
level, as shown in Egs. (35) and (36): 
A ( n+l n+1 )+A (n+l n+l) 698 yz U;r+I,j,k-Uif_t.j,k Xl Vif,j+J,k- Vif,j-l,k 
699 +AXy(W/r,jJ+l -w/Lj,1-1) =0 (35) 
700 
A (U~+l . -u~+t . ) +A (V~+.l _v.n +. 1 ) 701 yz ,p+l.J.k Ip-I,J.k Xl Ip./+l,k ,p,/-l,k 
702 +A ( »+1 »+1 )-0 . xy Wip,j,k + 1 - Wjp,j,k -I - (36) 
703 The velocity terms at the (n + 1)th time level in both 
704 sections of the domain are found from the momentum 
705 equations. The velocity profiles at (if + 1,j,k), (if,j + 
706 1,k), (ifJk + 1), (ip + 1,j,k), (ip,j + 1,k) and (ip,j,k + 
707 1) are obtained from Eqs, (29)-(34). Velocities at other 
708 points can be obtained from analogous equations. Sub· 
709 stitution of the velocity terms in Eqs. (35) and (36) then 
710 yields the necessary expressions for pressure distribu· 
7ll tion in the domain. For example, the following equa-
712 tion for pressure in the porous section is obtained by 
713 the above substitution: 
1 p . . =-Ip.},k a 
p 
aXPl[Uip+ ],j,k - Uip-I,j,d 
- axp2[ PiP + 2,j,k + P;p-2,j,d 
+aYPI[vip,J+ I,k - Vip,j-I,k] 
-aypZ[PiP,i+ Z,k + Pip,j-Z,k 1 
+a: pl [ Wjp,j,k+ 1 - WiP,i,k-l] 
-a.:pZ [ljp,i,k+2 + PiP,i,k-Z] 
(37) 
where 71 
axpl =Ay,[1- ~a :~~x l,aYP1 =A+ - ~a :~~Y]' 71 
[ 
1 Ll.tfL 1 ReLl.t( A,,)2 
G.: pl =AXY 1- Da pKzz ,axpz = pdV 71' 
ReLl.t(Ll.A xz )2 ReLl.t(Ll.A,)2 
ayp2 = pLl.V ,a,p2 = pLl.V 71: 
71~ 
721 
Iteration for the pressure in the free and the porous 72: 
flow regime is carried out until convergence and stable 72: 
pressure fields in both domains are obtained, Using the 72: 
predicted pressure field, the velocity components are 72' 
subsequently calculated at the (n + 1)th time level from 72~ 
Eqs. (29)-(34). 721 
In conjunction with the above discretisation, the 72~ 
Beavers and J oseph formulation is also discretised fol· 721 
Jowing a routine integration over the control volume. 72~ 
The tangential velocity components at the free flow 73( 
zone are obtained from the N-S equations, which are 731 
then used to calculate the corresponding tangential 73; 
Velocity at the porous side of the interface. 73, 
x [(Vjint-t.J + I.k - Viint-l.j-l.k )Ir Ayz 
-(ujint,j,k - Uiint-Z,j,k)lrAxz] 
X [(Wiint-I,j,k+ 1 - Wiint_I,j,k_l)lrAyz 
- (U iint.j,k - Ujint _ z,j,k)1 rA xy] 
734 
735 
(38) m 
731 
738 
739 
(39) 
740 
The velocity terms appearing with respect to the pri- 741 
mary grid points are again suitably converted to the 
secondary grid points for solving the governing equa· 
tions in the simulator. The following discretised form 
742 
743 
744 
of Eq. 28 estimates the jump in the pressure across the 745 
interface: 746 
I ( Ay, Piint + 1,j,k p = Pjjnt-1,j,k - 2f..L RedV 747 
x (Uii""j,k - "ii",- 2,j,k) ) If (40) 
748 
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750 4. Boundary conditions 
751 
752 
753 
754 
755 
756 
757 
758 
759 
The matching boundary conditions (BCs) at the in· 
terface between the free and porous flow domain have 
been discussed in the previous section. However, to 
make the problem solvable, other BCs must also be 
specified. The present work imposes Dirichlet-type BCs 
for all dependent variables at the inlet and outside 
walls, except for the exit from the domain. The general 
form is given by: 
760 X/t,x,y,z) = Xj(x,y,z) on rj (41) 
761 where, X/x,y,z) indicates a known distribution of a 
762 dependent variable at time t at the chosen location in 
763 either the free or the permeable domain, j. rj denotes 
764 the smooth boundary of the domain of concern. Ar-
765 bitrary inlet and initial boundary conditions are speci· 
766 fied for the pressure head and velocity (essential BCs). 
767 Flow conditions at the immediate exterior of the do· 
768 main are calculated based on the assumption of zero 
769 gradients outside the domain. The side wall boundaries 
770 are assumed rigid and impermeable, which allow impo-
771 silion of no-slip conditions for velocity components. 
772 Imposition of an outlet boundary condition (natural 
773 BCs), however, creates a major dilemma as in no 
774 transport process in the underground, the conditions 
775 are known at the open or the flow-through portions of 
776 the truncated physical domain. The problem is further 
777 complicated by the possibility of co-existing inflow and 
778 outflow at the exit boundary. Imposition of artificial 
779 exit boundary conditions is, therefore, avoided as it 
780 might lead to unrealistic numerical results in the si mu-
781 lation. In this work, the 'open boundary conditions' or 
782 the 'no boundary condition' (Papanastasiou et aI., 1992; 
783 Sani and Gresho, 1994; Griffiths, 1997), which mathe· 
784 matically present a well-posed problem for the discre-
785 tised system, are utilised for the combined flow. 
786 
787 5. Results and discussion 
788 
789 The steps adopted for the simulation of free flow in 
790 this work have been presented previously (Das and 
791 Nassehi, 200!). A similar solution procedure has also 
792 been adopted for the porous flow regime. The simula-
793 tion has been carried out on a three-dimensional stag· 
794 gered mesh consisting of 5832 cubic or rectangular 
795 cells for each flow domain. The interface between the 
796 free and the porous section contains 324 staggered 
797 cells on the y-z plane. The advantages of using a 
798 staggered mesh in the study of combined transport 
799 phenomenon, particularly where the Beavers and 
800 Joseph (1967) formulation is to be implemented, are 
many (Das and Nassehi, 200!). The directional perme-
801 
ability of the porous medium is in the region of 10-' 802 
m2, unless otherwise mentioned, and the slip coeffi- 803 
cient at the interface is taken as unity. The normalised 804 
Reynolds and Darcy numbers are 500 and 4 X 10 -14, 805 
respectively. Also, depending on the number of cells 806 
and the length of time steps used, the simulation time 807 
varies typically from IS to 25 CPU min in a Sun-cc211 808 
machine. The results presented here are in terms of 809 
the reference co-ordinates of the grid points. For the 810 
simulation of the combined problem, the individual 811 
domains have been assumed to be of equal length in 812 
each spatial direction (unit non-dimensional length). 813 
The free-flow inlet corresponds to the (9,y,z) plane, 814 
the interface is at the (45,y,z) plane and the end of the 815 
domain (flow-through portion) is located at the (8I,y,z), 816 
respectively. Here '9', '45' and '81' represent the co- 817 
ordinates of the horizontal axis from the reference 818 
point (9,9,9). If an actual size of the domain is speci· 819 
fied, the co-ordinates can be converted to the physical 820 
lengths. For convenience, a similar approach has also 821 
been adopted for the time step, and the results pre· 822 
sented here are for selected time levels. The non-di- 823 
mensional length scales for converting the co-ordinates 824 
of the grid points and the time levels are lH = Ay = 825 
Az = 0.056 (dimensionless unit) and At = 2.0 X 10-9 826 
(dimension less unit). 827 
The convergence of the simulation has been tested 828 
extensively by mesh alteration. A typical profile is pre- 829 
sented in Fig. 4, where the varying, dimensionless ft- 830 
velocity component in the free flow section with in· 831 
creasing x-distance from the entry point of the domain 832 
at a fixed y-z (x,20,20) plane has been compared for 833 
different mesh sizes at time-level 2. The grid size has 834 
been reduced 10- and 50-fold for the convergence test. 835 
The mesh is altered by reducing the domain to the 836 
desired scale, but keeping the number of cells un- 837 
changed. The results show minimal difference between 838 
the two comparisons, which assures that the numerical 839 
solution is independent of the mesh. The enhanced 840 
errors, particularly near the inlet of the open domain, 841 
with increasing reduction in the mesh side are at- 842 
tributed to higher discretisation and truncation errors. 843 
In general, the 10-fold reduced mesh, therefore, corn- 844 
pares to the adopted grid better than the 50-fold re- 845 
duced grid. As the use of explicit time stepping necessi- 846 
tates, the time steps are chosen to be small. Other 847 
simulations carried out to examine the consistency of 848 
the results with respect to different time steps indi- 849 
cated that the solutions are, in general, only weakly 850 
dependent on the time steps selected. 851 
In this paper, attempts to analyse the profiles of 852 
velocity and pressure in a combined free and porous 853 
flow are made, as they determine the contaminant 854 
mobility and the pollutant concentration in the sub· 855 
surface. The simulation carried out in the present work 856 
for estimating contaminant concentration will be pre-
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Fig. 4. A sample convergence test by alteration of mesh size. 
858 
859 sented in a forthcoming paper. In the light of the 
860 well·established hydrodynamics in individual open and 
861 porous domains, the results need to be discussed in 
862 more detail for the combined flow. However, for corn· 
863 pleteness of the analyses, specific domains are initially 
864 considered. 
865 The predicted velocity field presented by Das and 
866 Nassehi (2001) for the free flow section was based on 
867 zero initial values (cold start). The velocity field was 
868 also predicted at small time steps. Subsequent simula-
869 tions, however, created difficulties in obtaining oscilla-
870 tion·free velocity profiles in the free flow section for 
871 significantly longer time intervals. A non·zero initial 
872 velocity, when enforced in both free and porous flow 
873 regimes, removes these difficulties and yields a smooth 
874 solution .. For the free flow section', a negative 
875 pressure-differential exists in the direction of the inter· 
876 facial boundary. Hence, the velocity profile follows a 
877 unidirectional flow towards the porous section, with the 
878 front of the peak velocity moving with time as fluid 
879 flows through the domain. Fig. 5a,b present two repre-
880 sentative three-dimensional velocity profiles at time 
881 levels 20 and 44. The component terms of the simu-
882 lated velocity also confirm that the flow is parabolic 
883 and almost developed towards the end of the free flow 
884 zone. For the combined flow, a boundary layer is cre-
885 ated near the interface between the free and the porous 
886 sections. It is hypothesised that the tangential velocity 
887 components at the interface in the open section cause 
888 a shear stress within the boundary layer due to slippage 
889 at the interfacial surface. The stress in the porous 
890 section is borne by the matrix of the domain, and 
hence the tangential velocity component becomes dis-
891 
continuous across the interface. This forces a jump in 892 
the tangential velocity to new values in the porous 893 
section. The extent of the jump is determined by the 894 
slip coefficient of the interfacial surface and its direc- 895 
tional permeability. 896 
The description of the velocity profiles in the porous 897 
section requires more care, for reasons explained be- 898 
fore. Some relevant properties of the porous material 899 
are indicated in Table 1. The natural convection of 900 
fluid across the outflow or flow-through portion of the 901 
permeable medium was achieved by the imposition of 902 
the 'no boundary condition' at the end of the porous 903 
section [(81,y,z)]. For the purpose of this paper, two 904 
typical velocity profiles at time levels 20 and 44 are 905 
presented in Fig. 6a,b. The profiles establish that at the 906 
open portion of the domain, both inflow and outflow of 907 
the fluid may exist. Also, the fluid circulates in the 908 
clockwise direction within the porous layer. It is evi- 909 
dent that the fluid moves in across the flow-through 910 
portion of the porous domain and progresses towards 911 
the interface. The free-flowing fluid also penetrates 912 
into the porous section, as a negative pressure-dif- 913 
ferential exists over the interfacial surface in the posi- 914 
tive x-direction. The interfacial pressure drop, on the 915 
other hand, is positive for the incoming porous flow, 916 
which prevents fluid from the porous section from 917 
crossing over to the free fluid section. The consequence 918 
of the positive pressure-differential for the porous flow 919 
at the interfacial boundary layer and the permeated 920 
fluid from the open section is that the flow reverses its 921 
direction and circulates as shown in Fig. 6. The graph i- 922 
cal representations of 3-D velocity fields and their 923 
interpretation are not trivial matters, especially when 
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925 the aims of these exercises are to demonstrate flow in a 
926 complicated system, such as the one modelled in this 
927 work. However, 3-D vector plots of the predicted veloc-
928 ity fields shown in this paper provide useful demonstra-
929 tion of the flow reversal in underground regions. Flow 
930 reversal can potentially move contaminants back into 
938 
free flow regions from the porous sections. These 
z 
z 
45 
40 
45 
40 
y 
931 
transport phenomena usually occur in underground 932 
regions because of complex pressure distributions in 933 
the combined domains of free and porous flow. Physi- 934 
cal evidence of such flow reversal in sub-surfaces has 935 
been given by many researchers (e.g. Devito et aI., 936 
1997). 937 
The magnified profiles of the transient Velocity field 
x 
10 10 
(a) 
45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 10 
(b) 
Fig. 5. Velocity field for the free-flow region at time level: (a) 20; and (b) 44. 
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939 
940 for the fluid in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
941 interface are presented in Fig. 7a -d. The figure dis-
942 plays the possibility of flow reversal at the interfacial 
943 boundary. It also seems that the hydrodynamics of the 
944 free flow region have a strong influence on the flow 
945 reversal and circulation. With changes in the amount 
946 of inflow and outflow, the location of the centre 
changes. In the present specific case, the centre of 
z 
955 
94 
circulation is noticed near the interfacial plane, to 94 
begin with. As more fluid penetrates into the porous 94 
domain from the free flow side, the centre of circula- 95 
tion moves, resulting in an increased flow from both 95 
directions, outwards of the interface. Subsequently, the 95 
front of the flow reversal starts to shift away from the 95 
interface. After a time interval, the flow circulation in 95 
the porous section disappears and the fluid currents 
(a) 
10 45 
(b) 
Fig. 6. Velocity field for the porous flow region at time level: (a) 20; and (b) 44. 
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956 
957 become unidirectional in the positive horizontal direc-
958 tion. In the present simulation, the fluid circulation 
959 disappears to a large extent after time level 50. 
960 Although the three-dimensional velocity profiles are 
961 generally useful in visualising the flow, the relationship 
962 between the free and the porous flow can be more 
clearly demonstrated by profiles of velocity compo-
z 
z 
970 
963 
nents. The main component to be considered is at the 964 
x-direction, which remains continuous across the inter- 965 
face. The circulation in the porous regime of the sub- 966 
surface implies that the combined flow has varying 967 
trends at different locations in the domain of interest. 968 
Two locations are, therefore, chosen here so that the 969 
difference in flow characteristics with respect to the 
10 44 
(a) 
10 44 
(b) 
Fig. 7. Velocity field around the interface at time level: (a) 28; (b) 36; (c) 40; and (d) 44. 
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40 
35 
Z 30 
25 
Z 
10 44 
(c) 
10 44 
971 
(d) 
Fig. 7. (Continued). 
972 
973 domain co-ordinates can be analysed. One of the se-
974 lected positions, (x,20,20), represents a straight line 
975 along the horizontal (x) direction at approximately the 
976 middle of the conjugate domain, while the other, 
977 (x,42,42), is a straight line within the outgoing flow in 
978 the domain. The non-dimensional velocity in the entire 
domain and its corresponding pressure distribution for 
979 
each line have been presented in Fig. 9a,b Fig. lOa,b, 980 
where they are plotted with respect to increasing x 981 
co-ordinates at different time levels. By including the 982 
sign of the simulated results, an attempt has also been 983 
made to show the directionality of the velocity term. 984 
Negative values of the horizontal velocity component 985 
imply that the flow is towards the interface for the 
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986 
987 porous flow. As is evident in all the figures, the solu-
988 tions for velocity and pressure are smooth in both 
989 Navier-Stokes and Darcy regions. The horizontal ve-
990 locity component inside the porous region also settles 
991 down to a value that is less than that at the interface. 
992 That the fluid traverses towards the interface for a 
certain period through a part of the porous area is 
z 
1000 
993 
clear in Fig. 9a for the case of line (x,20,20). Magnified 994 
profiles of the flow in the free and the porous sections 995 
have also been shown. The figure clearly demonstrates 996 
that at this portion, as the interfacial velocity increases 997 
with time, the velocity starts to regain the positive 998 
x·direction. The corresponding pressure distribution is 999 
presented in Fig. lOb. Contrary to the velocity profiles 
10 44 
(a) 
10 44 
(b) 
5 
10 
20 
5 
10 
Fig. 8. Velocity field around the free/porous flow interface for increased permeability at time level: (a) 24; and (b) 36. 
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1007 
1008 at (x,20,20), the velocity over the line (x,42,42) remains 
1009 on the positive x-direction at all times, as it lies in the 
1010 region of outgoing flow (Fig. lOa). The interfacial veloc-
1011 ity rises quite sharply in this case, probably due to a 
1012 twin effect of the penetrated fluid from the open sec-
1013 tion, as well as the reversed permeated fluid from the 
1014 porous section. With increasing flow at the interfacial 
1015 boundary layer, the velocity magnitude within the 
1016 porous section also increases steadily with time. 
1017 The velocity field and the flow circulation near the 
1018 interface for increased permeability have been de-
1019 scribed. Although the flow increases, the Darcy law 
1020 seems to break down in this case. Evidence of the point 
1021 is given i~ Fig. 11a,b. While Fig. 11a presents the 
1022 combined velocity profile at time levels 28 and 36 for 
1023 two different permeability values, Fig. lib shows the 
1024 corresponding pressure distribution in the porous sec-
1025 tion. As is evident, the solutions are smooth in general 
1026 and the proportionality between the flow and pressure 
1027 is maintained. Nevertheless, significant oscillations are 
1028 observed in both the velocity and pressure distributions 
1029 at both time levels for the case of higher permeability. 
1030 However, the exact cause of such fluctuations has been 
1031 difficult to ascertain. A probable reason is that the 
1032 inertial forces have become effective as the flow in-
1033 creases with higher permeability. In turn, this suggests 
1034 that a linear relationship such as the Darcy law is 
1035 inadequate in describing the flow. 
1036 
1037 6. Conclusions 
1038 
1039 The hydrodynamic conditions prevailing over a com-
1040 bined free and porous flow domain in the sub-surface 
1041 have been analysed. The simulated results could not be 
1042 experimentally verified, as inevitably there is a lack of 
1043 field data for combined three-dimensional flow in sub-
1044 surface regions for a direct comparison. However, the 
1045 finite volume formulation of the governing transport 
1046 equations ensures that mass and momentum of the 
1047 fluid particles are conserved at each cell of the numeri-
1048 cal grid. The performance of the simulator developed 
1049 has also been checked in context with sample conver-
1050 gence tests. The free flow domain has been adequately 
1051 simulated with the Navier-Stokes equations. Imposi-
1052 tion of the Beavers and Joseph (1967) condition at the 
1053 interface has also yielded consistent results. Although 
1054 the Darcy law is a good choice for describing the flow 
1055 in many types of natural porous domains, it may be 
1056 limited by its range of applicability. An important 
1057 achievement of this study is to predict that the flow 
1058 circulates within the porous domain, which is evident in 
1059 many physical conditions. It is also shown that the flow 
1060 circulation has high localised effects on the flow vari-
1061 abies. The present model provides a robust, reliable 
1062 and cost-effective means for the hydrodynamic analysis 
of underground flow. However, there are many other 
106, 
issues besides the hydrodynamics that need to be inves- 1064 
tigated before a complete methodology for the moni- 1065 
taring of combined flow regimes in natural under- 106~ 
ground systems is developed. In particular, more inves- 106, 
tigations into the interfacial boundary conditions ac- 1068 
companied by field studies are required to fulfil such a 1069 
goal. 1070 
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Appendix A: Nomenclature 
Symbols Definition 
A: Area of a control volume face 
Da: Darcy number 
K: Second-order tensor representation of permeability 
K: Directional permeability 
P: Pressure 
Re: Reynolds number 
t: Time 
V: Volume of a cell 
v: 3·D Velocity field 
u, v, w: Velocity vector components in the x-. y- and z-
directions 
a 
ot: Partial derivative with respect to time 
D Dt: Substantial derivative with respect to time 
4: Indicates a difference or an infinitesimal small term 
V: Laplacian operator 
Greek letters 
p: Density of fluid 
1-1: Viscosity of fluid 
v: Kinematic viscosity 
"'(: Slip coefficient 
Superscripts 
n: Indicates time level 
/: Indicates effective viscosity 
0: Indicates a non-dimensional term 
Subscripts 
f: Indicates free flow section 
if: x co-ordinate in free flow section 
ip: x co-ordinate in porous flow section 
j: y co-ordinate 
k: z co-ordinate 
p: Indicates porous flow section 
r: Indicates a reference variable 
x: Horizontal direction 
1080 
1081 
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1082 
xx: 
xy: 
xz: 
y: 
yy: 
yz: 
z: 
zz: 
1083 
1084 
x-component of second-order tensor parallel to hori-
zontal direction 
Indicates a variable on the x-y plane 
Indicates a variable on the x-z plane 
Transverse direction 
y-component of second order tensor parallel to trans-
verse direction 
Indicates a variable on the y-z plane 
Vertical direction 
z-component of second-order tensor parallel to verti-
cal direction 
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ABSTRACT 
The interfaces between free (e.g., groundwater) and porous (e.g., soil) flow zones in the subsurface 
represent important transition zones across which many important transfer/exchange processes occur. 
The understanding of these interactive phenomena and the way these regions behave in combination is, 
therefore, critical for management of subsurface water qUality. Indispensable to this is numerical 
modelling and simulation as they can handle complex flow domains and minimise the analysis cost and 
time. In the present work, the hydrodynamic conditions for a combined free and porous flow domain in 
the subsurface are analysed. Investigation on the fluid dynamical behaviour for different aspect ratios of 
the domains is of most interest. 
KEYWORDS 
Combined flow in subsurface; interface; finite volume method; aspect ratio 
INTRODUCTION 
Fluid flow through combined free and porous pathways in the underground systems is a common transpo 
phenomenon. In many instances, such coupled flow behaviour is observed due to artificial objects/structures in tI: 
subsurface. The permeable reactor barrier (PRB) in the subsurface for remediation of contaminated groundwate 
is a case in point. Other underground engineering processes, such as, dig-and-treat and pump-and-treat methoe 
for groundwater treatment and, extraction of oil from underground reservoirs also involve coupled free and porOl 
flow regions. However, in a great majority of the cases, the associated fluid transport phenomena are observe 
due to the natural hydro-environmental conditions, such as seepage through preferential flow domains, rise an 
fall of groundwater and flow circulation. In general, the sub-domains in the coupled flow . systems ill 
distinguished by an interfacial surface, which represents an important transition zone for fluid mobility. Flo' 
models for such combined areas require description of not only the fluid dynamical characteristics in th 
individual domains but also the mass and momentum transfer behaviour across the interfaces. For simplicity e 
the fluid dynamical analyses, these phenomenon are often classified as microscopic and macroscopic transpo' 
processes (Das and Nassehi, 2001). 
The impact of the combined flow on .the overall transport behaviour depends on many distinguishing features sue 
as the dimensions of the pathways, its behaviour in combination with the surroundings and, the characteristics e 
the porous material, e.g., the porosity and the permeability. The number of permeable interfaces between the fre 
and the porous flow domains and, the aspect ratios of the sub-domains also influence the fluid dynamics. T 
model fluid flow in these domains, two approaches are usually adopted: firstly, the formulations based on a 
assumption of continuum domains and secondly, the formulations based on discrete pathways. In the former case 
the porous section is treated as a pseudo-fluid layer and the whole domain is considered to be a single dom 
such, one suitably formulated equation of motion in conjunction with other equations for continuity of m: 
pollutant specie balance is solved. The mathematical model recognises the free and the porous flow d, 
based on a spatially varying permeability. Such single-domain approach is usually preferred is systems wh 
flow transition from free to porous flow sections is not distinct and the structural properties of the pen 
domain progressively change. Application of this approach is most commonly found in the metal solidif 
problems involving mushy zones. However, if the permeability of the porous media is relatively hi! 
constant, so that the interface between adjacent free and porous medium forces a transition from free to 
flow, or vice versa, the whole domain must be viewed as a combination of adjacent flow fields rather· 
continuous single domain. In such transport phenomena, the second approach should to be utilised wh, 
appropriate equations of motions describing the flow in different sub-domains are used. Mathematical r 
based on multi-domain approach for most combined flows are well established for artificial flow systems (I\ 
and Petera, 1994; Gartling et al., 1996; Gobin et aI., 1998; Nassehi, 1998; Chen et al., 1999). However, exte 
of these formulations to the composite flow in the underground have been uncertain. The main difficulty 
task is the realistic representation of flow behaviour at the interfacial surface, which stems from two main se 
The first one is the inherent irregularity in the size and shape of the domains. Secondly, the randomness < 
related to a generalised lack of knowledge about the processes involved and the impossibility of an exha 
analytical description. In the case of combined free and porous flow in the subsurface, not only the intert 
expected to have random shape and size but also there is a complete lack of physical evidence for the ma: 
momentum transport behaviour across the interface. Therefore, to preserve the compatibility of the underg 
fluid dynamical characteristics at the interfaces, numerical schemes are usually used as they can deal witt 
problems. It is well known that the finite element schemes can readily cope with curved and complex pr< 
domains (Nassehi and Petera, 1994; Gartling et al., 1996; Nassehi, 1998). However, realistic modelling I 
underground flow processes requires three-dimensional computations, which become excessively expensive 
finite element methods are used. Other numerical techniques that can, apparently, resolve such diffic.ulties ( 
their inherent mathematical strength are, for example, the finite volume (Patankar, 1980; Verstee! 
Malalasekera, 1995) and the spectral (Canuto et aI., 1988; Guo, 1998) methods. These methods should, ther, 
be adopted for representing the underground fluid flow (Das and Nassehi, 2001; Das et al., 2001a; Das I 
2001b). 
A two-domain mathematical model that can be used for combining three dimensional (3-D) zones of perm 
soil domains and free flow channels is described in the present paper. The permeable domain is assumed to 
continuum medium and the average macroscopic flow properties, such as velocity and pressure, areevaluat< 
the representative elementary volumes (REVs). The present study deals with such a combined flow syster 
which there is a complete lack of experimental/field data, particularly for interracial flow properties, to con 
them directly with the predicted values. The finite volume method (FVM) is, therefore, adopted in the pr 
work for discretising the governing flow equations to algebraic forms and solving them as it can conserve 
materials at each grid cell unlike other numerical methods. Though, in general, the computational costs of 1 
the spectral method is less than that of the FVM for the same spatial scale, due the above advantage the pr, 
mathematical formulation is based on the standard finite volume technique instead of the spectral metho 
doing so, the physical region of combined flow is truncated to a computational domain where the bour 
conditions necessary for solving the problem are imposed. Results presented in this paper represent 
hydrodynamic conditions for a physical water flow process. In particular, the influence of the aspect ratios 0 
combined domain on the flow based on different thickness of the porous layer is analysed. The developed ffiI 
in effect, provides a prerequisite hydrodynamical model for predicting the contaminants mobility in comt 
domains of free and porous flow in the subsurface. It is envisaged that the present treatment of subsurface v 
flow would make predictions for water quality in the underground zones more accurate and realistic. 
2 
FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
As mentioned before, the present work is based on a two-domain flow model for simultaneously simulating tl 
hydrodynamics of combined water flow in the subsurface. The Navier-Stokes equation (equation I) is adopted, 
the governing equation for the momentum transfer in the free flowing fluid while the flow in the porous domain 
represented by the Darcy equation (equation 2). Validity of these equations in the respective cases is well know, 
Constant properties of the fluid are also assumed. The non-dimensional governing equations for motion, , 
adopted in this work, are as follows, 
Dv 
VP, =-p--' +I"V'v, 
Dt 
av p I" 
VP =-p---v 
p at K P 
(I 
(2 
where, the subscript 'f and 'p' refer to the free and the porous flow domains. P and v are the pressure an 
velocity field, respectively, while p and ~ are, respectively, the constant density and viscosity of the fluid. K is tl 
second order tensor representation of the isotropic permeability in the porous medium. 
The equations of continuity for conservation of mass in both free and permeable domains are represented as, 
.",f,p (3-4 
The three components of the velocity field in the longitudinal (x-), lateral (y-) and the vertical (z-) directions aI 
designated as u, v and w. 
As the matching interfacial condition for linking the equations of motion, the modified form of Beavers an 
Joseph (1967) formulation is used (Das et al., 200Ia). For a Darcian flow region, Beavers and Joseph proposed a 
empirical slip-flow boundary condition at the interface describing the proportionality between the shear rate at th 
interface and the slip velocity through a dimensionless slip coefficient that depends only on the structur: 
properties of the interface. The validity of the formulation has been verified through both theoretical modellin 
studies (Saffman, 1971) and experiments (Beavers et al., 1970). Applicability of the formulation to differer 
combined flow regimes has been tested by, runong others, Salinger et al. (1993,1994), Gobin et al. (1998) and Da 
et al. (200Ia). As adopted in this work, the interfacial boundary conditions are (Das and Nassehi, 2000; Das et al 
200Ia), 
Longitudinal velocity component, u. : uf =u p (5 
Lateral velocity component, v fV +ouJ =2(v,-v ) (6 ox ay,.JK; P yy 
Transverse velocity component, w : (ow +~) =2(w,-w ) (7 ax oz,..jK;; P 
zz 
Pressure, P : (-P+21"~~), =-Pp (8 
where, y y' is a slip co-efficient at the interfacial surface characterised by only its structural properties. Kyy and K 
are the components of the permeability tensor in the lateral (y-) and the transverse (z-) directions. 
The boundary conditions imposed for the solution of the hydrodynamic equations in the present work consist c 
inlet and initial boundary conditions for velocity and pressure. At the exit, 'no boundary condition' or 'ope 
boundary condition' is imposed to handle the stress free section of the domains. As mentioned before, th 
3 
governing equations are discretised and reduced to algebraic forms using the finite volume method in thi 
The temporal discretisation of the equations for predicting the transient flow behaviour is based on the 
method. The detailed descriptions of the type of grid used in this STUdy and the derivation of the \ 
equations have been described elsewhere (Das and Nassehi, 2001; Das et aI., 2001a). They are, theref, 
repeated here for the brevity of the paper. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
As mentioned before, the combined flow system in the subsurface is influenced by a large number of fact, 
as such, general analyses of the problem cannot be done. In the present framework, the fluid dynar 
combined flow for different aspect ratios of the domains is considered. A detailed analysis of the associate 
in the subsurface for a global aspect ratio (x:y:z :: 1:1:1) has been presented by Das et al. (2001) wh, 
hydrodynamics of the characteristic flow at different sections of the domains, i.e. free flow, porous flow I 
interface was investigated. The investigation revealed that water in the free flow section has a unidirectiom 
in generai. On the other hand, water moves in from the open portion of the porous domain and rever 
direction at the free/porous flow interface. However, the front of velocity reversal and the centre of circl 
move away from the interface with time. After a certain interval the flow in the porous domain be 
unidirectional and moves towards the exit of the domain. Figure 1 (a & b) presents typical profiles of frl 
porous flow for an aspect ratio of x:y:z :: 1: 1: 1 at time level 25. The longiTUdinal (x-) co-ordinate of the in! 
is '45' and it lies at the y-z plane. The flow reversal occurs because of a complex pressure differential acr' 
interface in specific and the combined flow domain in general (Das et al., 2001). 
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(a) Free flow section - xr:y:z :: 1:1 :1, t=25 
9 45 
(b) Porous flow section - xp:y:z:: 1:1:1, t 
Figure 1. Individual velocity profiles in sub-domains of combined free and porous flow regions in subsurf. 
However, with change in the aspect ratios of the domain, different patterns of velocity reversal may be obse 
In Figure 2, typical velocity fields in the porous section for an aspect ratio of xp:y:z :: 0.5: 1: 1 for the p' 
domain is shown at two time levels t=25 and t=45. In effect, it presents a case where the thickness of the p' 
domain has been reduced to half. Therefore, velocity profiles correspond to a large extent to the profiles pres. 
in Figure 1 for the permeable section. The aspect ratio of the free flow section is Xf:y:Z :: 1:1:1 in this ins! 
and the velocity profile therein is the same as the previous case. The interfacial velocity across the interface i 
same for both aspect ratios above and is presented in magnified form in Figure 3 (a & b) for two time levels 
and t=45. The velocity fields in this work are predicted at the cell nodes. Therefore, the velocity fields arc 
presented at the interface (x co-ordinate '45'). As evident, the front of flow reversal is observed near the inte: 
at time level 25 which moves away at time level 45. 
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(a) Porous flow section - x:y:z:: 0.5:1:1, t=25 
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Figure 2. Velocity profiles in the porous flow region in the subsurface 
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(a) (i) Xf:y:Z:: 1:1:1, xp:y:z:: 1:1:1, t=25 
(ii) Xf:y:Z:: 1:1:1, xp:y:z:: 0.5:1:1, t=25 
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(b) (i) Xf:y:Z:: 1:1:1; xp:y:z:: 1:1:1, t=45 
(ii) Xf:y:Z:: 1:1:1; xp:y:z:: 0.5:1:1, t=45 
Figure 3. Velocity profiles across the free/porous interface in the subsurface 
With reduced thickness of the domain in the lateral direction (y-), the front of velocity reversal becomes much lesl 
mobile. The amount of water flowing towards the interface increases with time, which may make the interfacia 
velocity unstable. Such trends for an aspect ratio of Xf.p:y:Z :: 1:0.5:1 at time level 25 and 45 have been presentee 
in Figure 4 (a & b). A comparison between the velocity profiles in Figures 3 and 4 indicates clearly that the fron 
has moved away from the interface in the former case but not in the later case. Also, the velocity distribution ir 
Figure 4(b) is of particular interest as the fluid at the interface begins to be unstable. Hence, the possibility arisel 
for water in the porous section to move to the free flow section due to the greater pressure at the porous side of thl 
interface. Similar observations are also made if the transverse length of the domain is minimised. Figure : 
presents two typical profiles to illustrate the phenomena for an aspect ratio of Xf.p:y:Z :: 1: 1 :0.5 at time level 2: 
and 45. 
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(a) Xf.p:y:Z:: 1:0.5:1, t=25 (b) Xf.p:Y:Z :: 1:0.5:1, t=45 
Figure 4. Velocity profiles across the free/porous interface in the subsurface 
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Figure S. Velocity profiles across the free/porous interface in the subsurface 
CONCLUSIONS 
The 3-D velocity profiles for a combined free and porous flow region in the subsurface has been presented. Du 
the complex pressure distributions in the free/porous interface, the fluid reverses its directions. The aspect r~ 
of the domains play a significant role in determining the locations of the centre of flow circulation and the fror 
flow reversal. In many cases, the fronts of flow reversal move away with time from the interfacial surface. 
there is no universal physical significance to such flow phenomena as with different aspect ratios, the pattern 1 
change. It can, therefore, be concluded that the scales of the domain determine the flow reversal and 0 
important factors such as rate of fluid circulation. This, in turn, necessitates that each independent caSf 
6 
combined water flow in the subsurface is investigated based on the specific problem domains for the managem 
of underground water quality. 
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DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM DISCHARGE POLICIES IN TIDAL 
WATERCOURSES: ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE EFFLUENT SOURCES AND 
RETURNING POLLUTANTS IN THE UPPER MILFORD HAVEN ESTUARY, UK 
D.B. Das, S. Passone and V. Nassehi 
Chemical Engineering Department, Loughborough University, Loughborough LEl1 3TU, UK 
J.H. Bikangaga 
Water Resources, Southern Water, Southern House, Lewes Road, Falmer, Brighton BNl 9PY, UK 
ABSTRACT 
For realistic simulation of contaminants' transport in an estuary, the presence of multiple sources 
and circulation of pollutants returning upstream of the discharge point should be considered. These 
factors contribute to a complex mechanism for effluent transport in estuaries, which can be 
quantitatively analysed using computational methodologies. In this work, a finite element model has 
been used to study the transport of solute pollutants in a branching estuary with controlled 
discharges from multiple sources. The scheme has been applied to the Upper Milford Haven estuary 
in Wales, UK and an attempt to generate the estuary-specific discharge programme has been made. 
To determine the transport and dilution of effluents in the estuary, the tidal dynamics and factors 
such as discharge point spacing and flow reversal have also been incorporated in the model. 
Reaction mechanisms are not considered as the conservative behaviour for the effluents is assumed. 
The model has been able to quantify the interactions between multiple effluent discharges for 
different tidal conditions. Five discharge policies have been tested and their performance in relation 
to the minimisation of the pollutants' concentration in the estuary has been shown for different tidal 
conditions. 
Keywords: Discharge policy; Finite element method; Multiple effluent sources; Returning 
pollutants; Upper Milford Haven estuary. 
INTRODUCTION 
Modelling and simulation of water flow and solute transport are important aspects of surface water 
management. A practical application of these analyses is the development of optimum water quality 
management tools for estuaries, traditionally known as effluent discharge policies. Accordingly, 
many attempts have been made in this direction during the past decade (Webb and Tomlinson, 
1992; Giles, 1995; Smith, 2000; Passone et al., 2001). A well-considered discharge schedule 
should, ideally, minimise both economic costs and environmental damages resulting from the 
release of domestic and industrial wastes into estuaries. Numerical models have helped achieving 
such objectives through a number of ways. They have enabled realistic predictions of the relevant 
hydrodynamic parameters without having to resort to undue simplifications, which are necessary in 
analytical studies but may provide solutions with limited applications. The computer models are 
also used to codify the unique characteristics of typical estuaries and enforce general guidelines for 
the management of similar water systems. Consequently, numerical techniques have been adopted 
as the most preferred option for modelling of the estuarine flow. A plethora of numerical studies 
devoted to estuarine water quality management can, hence, be found in the literature (Nassehi and 
Williams,1986; Leclerc et al., 1990; Wong, 1993; Ng et al.,1996; Nassehi and Kafai, 1999; Le 
Norrnant, 2000). However, the full potential of computational techniques, for in-depth study of 
pollutants' dispersion in estuaries, has not been exploited and, the investigation of multiple 
discharge scenarios and the consequences of interactions among the sources have not been carried 
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out. In cases where these interactions make a significant contribution to contaminants' distributions 
a discharge policy based on the assumption of single pollution source would yield unrealistic 
predictions. 
The present work focuses on the pollutants' transport behaviour in the Upper Milford Haven 
estuary, Wales, UK, as a typical narrow and branching tidal waterway. For this purpose, an estuarine 
flow model for multiple effluent sources has been developed through the application of the Taylor-
Galerkin finite element scheme (Bikangaga and Nassehi, 1995). The salient hydrodynamic 
processes in the estuary and their interactions with the discharged effluents have been investigated 
through the computer simulation of the governing equations representing a one-dimensional tidal 
channel with branches. Impact assessments based on these calculations have been done and an 
estuarine specific discharge policy has been developed. A detailed presentation of the possible flow 
and transport scenarios is provided here through the development of the site specific discharge 
scheme. This approach is due to the geomorphologic singularity of each estuarine system. Direct 
compariso!l of the results obtained via the computer simulation of various pollutant discharge 
schedules into natural water systems with experimental observations is not a practical option. 
Therefore, a rigorously tested numerical scheme which is shown to provide realistic and stable 
predictions, has been utilised in the present work. The numerical model has been employed to 
optimise effluent discharge for the purpose of minimising pollutant concentrations with respect to 
discharge spacing and tidal variability. 
The Upper Milford Haven estuary (Figure 1) has been described in detail, among others, by 
McLaren and Little (1987), Nassehi and Williams (1986) and, Nelson-Smith (1965). Therefore, the 
limited description of the estuary given in this paper is aimed at justifying the underlying model 
assumptions and the choice of the governing equations. The estuary is a narrow branched tidal 
waterway and the ratio of the width of the estuary to its depth is low and almost constant. 
Furthermore, as pointed out by Nassehi and Williarns (1986), the difference between the salinity 
levels at the surface and the bottom is negligible (- 0.3%). Hence, the estuary is considered to be a 
well mixed system as far as the salinity is concerned. The Upper Milford Haven estuary is also 
macrotidal and the tidal dynamics dominates the estuarine flow. Any secondary effect induced by 
fresh water discharge and, the wind and Coriolis forces can be neglected. These conditions support 
the notion that the cross-sectional salinity distribution within the Upper Milford Haven is uniform. 
This also allows the representation of the longitudinal mixing and the dispersion of solute 
contaminants by a one-dimensional computational scheme. 
The hydrodynamics of the Upper Milford Haven is significantly influenced by branching of the 
main channel at Picton Point to the Eastern and Western Cleddau rivers with a particular effect on 
the salt intrusion upstream of this junction. For example, the geomorphology of the estuary affects 
the phase difference between tidal waves propagating in the Eastern and Western Cleddau rivers. 
Phase differences between the main channel and the branches are also observed. However, as the 
Upper Milford Haven is a typically short British branching estuary, the phase lag between the 
Western and Eastern Cleddau and the Daucleddau channel is limited to approximately one hour at 
most for a low neap tide. Nevertheless, these phase differences may significantly influence the 
longitudinal water density distribution and consequently the pollutants transport along the branches. 
Bikangaga and Nassehi (1995) presented a discharge policy for the Upper Milford Haven estuary 
using a computer model based on a Taylor-Galerkin finite element scheme. They considered both 
single and multiple discharge situations and, showed that numerical models are reliable and 
effective instruments for decision support in developing discharge policies. Calculations performed 
by Bikangaga and Nassehi (1995) were, however, restricted mainly to a typical spring tide combined 
with dry conditions (fresh water input at a very low and constant rate). Discharge strategies based on 
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a single tidal condition are anticipated to be limited in their applications, as discharges are made 
under all types of tidal conditions. The main purpose of the present paper is, therefore, to determine 
an optimal discharge strategy for mUltiple sources based on a range of tidal inputs, Le., from high 
spring tides to low neap tides. Single releases are also analysed at each location for five typical 
discharge mechanisms. Then, in order to choose the best discharge strategy for the case of multiple 
release scenarios, two of the above discharge conditions which had the least consequences on the 
estuarine environment, are simulated in detail. 
For the most effective distribution of solutes during multiple discharges, Bikangaga and Nassehi 
(1995) proposed that the releases be made proportional to the absolute water flow rates at the 
respective discharge locations. It was shown that the peak concentration in this case could be 
reduced by a factor of 3.0 in comparison to a continuous release. In their work, the drop in the 
contamination level was attributed to the matching of the discharge load with the available dilution 
provided by the tidal flow. However, Bikangaga and Nassehi's (1995) model did not incorporate the 
effect produced by returning pollutants from the open sea or transport of pollutants from one source 
to another. As commented by Smith and Pumama (1999), that study cannot, hence, take into 
account the possible variation in dilution capacity of the estuary due to the changing of pollutants' 
load with the returning solutes. The influence of returning contaminants on the pollutants' 
distribution depends on many factors. For instance, it is affected by: i) the possible occurrence of 
any chemical reactions, ii) the variation of the concentration of the discharged pollutants transported 
along the estuary and, finally iii) the distances between the discharge locations and the position of 
each site with respect to the estuary mouth. Webb and Tomlinson (1992) demonstrated that an 
effective way of reducing peak concentrations was to carry out single discharges during the ebb tide 
at locations within a tidal excursion. They focused on cases where the distance between the estuary 
mouth and the selected discharge points was short enough to avoid the possibility of pollutants 
return. However, in cases where the release sites are outside the tidal excursion, it can be 
inconvenient to pump the effluents to near the estuary mouth. In such cases, in order to minimise the 
economical costs and the effects of returning pollutants, it is more practical to release the effluents 
at the original location according to a selected discharge methodology. In order to analyse the 
consequences of returning pollutants, Giles (1995) considered the 'number of visits each piece of 
water makes to the outlet' for a single discharge beyond the tidal excursion in a narrow and long 
estuary. Despite the usefulness of the Giles (1995) and, Webb and Tomlinson's (1992) approaches, 
their applicability to the multiple release scenarios are in doubt. 
Starting from the results obtained by Bikangaga and Nassehi (1995) and, Giles (1995), Smith and 
Purnama (1999) examined analytically the interactions between two discharges within a tidal 
excursion and the possible impacts from the return of a decaying pollutant. They advocated that the 
reduction in the estuarine dilution capacity could be evaluated by multiplying the volumetric flow 
rate by a factor representing the incomplete decay. When the pollutants are conservative, the 
returning pollutants may have stronger influence on the natural surface water bodies and an 
approach different to Smith and Purnama's (1999) framework would be necessary. In another paper, 
Smith (2000) examined the mechanisms influencing the pollutants' distribution at a location within 
a tidal channel for a branching estuary. Many further issues related to the discharge locations were 
also dealt by Smith (2000). However, Smith (2000) did not take into account the possibility of a 
discharge source located in a branch. In this case, it is not always guaranteed that the mixing 
between the branches and the main channel may favour the dilution. In fact, the resulting pollutant 
concentration in the branch may dangerously increase its value as consequence of the 
geomorphologic factors causing a phase lag with respect to the main channel. 
Engineering estimates for developing discharge policies are generally intended for cost-effective 
reductions in the peak concentrations and periods of high level of pollution below specified limits 
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for the preservation of estuarine water quality. In the present study, discharge locations beyond the 
tidal excursion and conservative contaminants are considered. The proportionality between the flo"" 
rate and the amount of discharge, which its effectiveness is shown by Bikangaga and Nassehi 
(1995), is also maintained in this work. The reduction in the dilution capacity of estuarine flow is 
effectively determined by the extent of returning pollutants at the discharge locations. Ideally, if the 
discharge site is within the tidal range and if there is no pollutants transport with the landward flow, 
it is possible to design the discharge policy based on simple algorithms as discussed by Passone et 
al. (2001). In case of returning pollutants, the individual effects of chemicals arising from different 
origins are practically indistinguishable at any location. But, as is shown in this paper, the total load 
of contaminants as combination of returning pollutants and direct discharges can be calculated. For 
the present purpose, controlled discharges are made at two places with one of them located in a 
branch to analyse the multiple source scenarios. It is demonstrated that, with the present method, it 
is possible to evaluate the effects of the interactions between the discharge sources and the returning 
pollutants for the formulation of the best discharge programme. 
FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The hydrodynamics and the pollutants transport in a narrow estuary can be represented by one-
dimensional shallow water and convection-dispersion equations, respectively. These are expressed 
as the following equations of continuity (1) and motion of water (2), 
aQ + B ah = q (1) 
ax at 
ah +_1 aQ +_1 ~(~)+ IQIQn2 + 0.75H as =0 (2) 
ax gA at gA ax A A 2H 413 2000 + 1.5S ax 
where, B, A, h, Q, Sand q are, respectively, breadth of water surface, cross-sectional area, water 
surface elevation with respect to a datum, cross-sectional estuary discharge, salinity concentration 
and fresh water flow at the estuary head. The spatial and temporal lengths are denoted by x and t, 
respectively; whereas, g and n represent the gravitational constant and the Manning's friction 
coefficient, respectively. 
The convection-dispersion equation for transport of solute pollutants in a narrow estuary is 
expressed as, 
ac +J..~(AUC)-J..~(AD aC)=q 
at Aax Aax 'ax C 
(3) 
where, U, C and Dx are depth averaged velocity, pollutant concentration and dispersion coefficient, 
respectively. The source tenn, qo, specifies a point discharge. 
'. 
In one-dimensional tidal rivers the dispersion coefficient can be estimated according to the 
empirical expression proposed by Thatcher and Harleman (1972) as, 
D = 64K n( Q)H SI6 (4) 
, 'A 
where K, is an empirical coefficient that depends on the estuary type. 
In case of a branching system, the conservation of mass and momentum at a junction canriot be 
represented by equations (1) to (3) and, instead, the following equations should be used. 
For continuity of water, 
M ah ~Q, =AJ a/ (5) 
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for water surface elevation, 
h,+~(Q)2 =hll+0'.1I(Q)2 = ... =hM+O'.M(Q)2 2g A , 2g A 11 2g A M 
and for conservation of pollutants' mass, 
f,(QC), =AJ a(hJCJ) 
,=, at 
where AI, hI. Cl are the junction area and elevation and concentration at the junction, respectively. 
(6) 
(7) 
When the junction surface area is small, as assumed by Bikagaga and Nassehi (1995), the above 
equations are simplified for the momentum transfer and the mass continuity to, respectively, 
h, =h n = ... =hM (8) 
C, =CII =",=CM (9) 
where, M_represents the number of branches at the junction J. 
Boundary conditions imposed for the solution of the governing equations in the present work 
consists of water surface elevation at Carr Jetty (Figure 2) and fresh water and pollutant discharges 
(i.e., q and qc in equations 1 and 3, respectively). The described equations are discretised using the 
Taylor-Galerkin finite element method. This scheme has an inherent ability to cope with complex 
geomorphology and boundary conditions in natural water systems. The detailed derivation of the 
working equations of this model has been presented elsewhere (Bikangaga and Nassehi, 1995) and 
is not repeated here. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The simulations in the present work have been carried out for the spring, middle range and neap 
tides for both single and multiple effluent discharges. The main motivation behind this study has 
been the necessity to determine the hydrodynamic conditions under which a discharge may have the 
worst negative impact on the environment. Pollutants' concentrations have been calculated at each 
location throughout the tidal cycle assuming the instant of the release as the initial time. In 
conjunction with the spring tide, a high fresh water discharge of 150 m3/sec has been considered for 
analysing the effect of floods on the concentration distribution. This represents the seasonal wet 
condition that may take place in case of heavy rainfalls together with very high tides. Since 
Bikangaga and Nassehi (1995) looked into the dry conditions in the Upper Milford Haven estuary in 
length, these conditions are excluded from the present analysis. These authors considered a spring 
tide situation as the worst case scenario which was assumed to happen during extreme flow 
conditions. However, extreme conditions may also be observed during neap tides. For instance, the 
dilution capacity on which the concentration distribution depends is mainly a function of the' flow 
rate and is expected to be reduced to a minimum during a neap tide. Therefore, both spring and neap 
tide conditions should be considered as the necessary benchmarks for developing a discharge policy. 
The case of middle range tide is also taken into account in the present paper to include the effect of 
the varying dilution capacity with the change of tidal conditions. In general, the middle range tide is 
defined as any intermediate flow condition between the spring and neap tides. Although the possible 
representations of the middle range tide are many, for the purpose of this paper, only one illustrative 
case is analysed. A mean value of fresh water discharge is used as input in the simulation for both 
the neap tide and the middle range tide. 
The discharge sites have been chosen such that the effects of the pollutants' distributions in both 
main channel and branches can be estimated. As such, the locations selected for single discharge 
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scenarios are East Hook in the Western Cleddau and, Woodhouse and Port Lion in the Daucleddau 
(Figure I). Readers interested in the pollutants' distributions and velocity profiles in the Eastern 
Cleddau are referred to Nassehi and Williams (1986). The adopted discharge locations are at 28.2 
km, 25.4 km and 24 km from the estuary mouth, respectively. In case of multiple sources, the 
releases are made at East Hook and Port Lion while the interactions of Woodhouse with the other 
two discharge points are observed. Water surface elevations at Carr Jetty (Figure 2) for the three 
input tides are used as the seaward boundary conditions for the upper portion of the estuary. The 
velocity profiles provided by Nassehi and Williams (1986) indicate that the mean velocity in the 
main channel during the ebb tide is not sufficient for transporting pollutants from Port Lion to Carr 
Jetty in one tidal excursion. Therefore, Carr Jetty is excluded from the analysis of the effect of 
returning pollutants from the upper channel. For the selected locations, the case of returning 
contaminants is analysed in the context of the combined effect of fresh water discharges and 
dilution capacity varying with the tidal flow. 
It should be noted that the estimation of the dilution capacity of the entire estuary is not a simple 
task. It is probable, therefore, that the analysis of discharges made at any particular location can 
overestimate or underestimate the dilution capacity of the water body in the estuary. The only way 
to optimise the discharges with respect to the available dilution capacity is, therefore, by a trial and 
error calculation of the concentration values for different release rates with identical discharge 
mechanisms. Due to the limited space of this paper, only a few discharge possibilities are described. 
Bikangaga and Nassehi (1995) tested five different policies for single discharges while in case of 
multiple discharges, they considered only two of them. The same policies are tried again in this 
work though the investigation is taken further by including the effects of returning pollutants and 
wet estuarine conditions. The policies have been described in detail by Bikangaga and N assehi 
(1995) and, therefore, only a brief account is given here: 
Policy 1: 
Policy 2: 
Policy 3: 
Policy 4: 
Policy 5: 
Continuous discharge at a steady rate of 50 tons/day 
Continuous discharge made during ebb tide but at twice the above rate 
Continuous discharge of 50 tons/day during the tidal cycle except during the slack 
water conditions 
Discharge varying proportionally with the flow rate 
Discharge varying proportionally during the ebb tide 
SIMULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FOR THE SPRING TIDE 
Single discharge 
The simulated pollutants' distribution corresponding to the above policies at Port Lion and 
Woodhouse during the spring tide have been presented in Figures 3 and 4 for single discharges. Al 
both locations, the maximum peak concentrations are reached when the whole discharge is made 
only during the ebb tide, proportionate to the instantaneous variations of the flow (Policy 5). The 
peak concentration is attained about two hours before the slack water when the velocity is 
maximum. The fact that the same amount of pollutants is released in a very short time interval 
during which the dilution rate remains almost unchanged, explains why such a high value is 
observed in this case. Initial decline in the concentration from its peak value is due to the effluenl 
release decreasing with the estuarine flow rate. Subsequent dips in concentration are determined b) 
the coming flood tide which continues to dilute the contaminant plume. A constant discharge durin~ 
ebb tide (Policy 2) also has very deleterious effects on the environment, as it can be predicted frorr 
the high peak value of the concentration encountered at both Port Lion and Woodhouse. However, 1 
continuous discharge (Policy 1) minimises the concentration values at both Port Lion and East Hool 
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to a latge extent. At this instance, no peak concentration is observed at the slack water. This is 
attributed to the high dilution capacity of the main channel, which makes any variation of the 
concentration during the slack water «15 minutes) insignificant. The reduction in the simulated 
concentration values can be further enhanced if the continuous effluent dischatge is temporarily 
halted during the slack water (Policy 3). This yields the lowest peak concentration and it appeats to 
be the best single dischatge option at both Port Lion and Woodhouse. No dischatge at the slack 
water (Policy 3) leads to a reduction of peak concentration by a factor of 2.5 as compated to that 
obtained from the varying dischatge during ebb tide (Policy 5). Because of the high quantity of fresh 
water, the flow pattern at the upstream of the main channel is river-like and the dilution capacity is 
exceptionally high. The influence of returning pollutants is, therefore, not observed at any location. 
Simulated results have also shown that the wet conditions can reduce the maximum peak 
concentration by a factor of 2.8 with respect to that obtained by Bikangaga and Nassehi (1995) for 
dry conditions at the same locations. 
Multiple discharge 
The concentration distribution profiles for multiple dischatges during the spring tide with the high 
fresh flow condition have been presented in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 presents the contaminant 
distribution for constant dischatge while the simulation done for a varying pollutant dischatge is 
shown in Figure 6. The results confirm that the pollutants ate indeed carried to Woodhouse from the 
other two dischatge sites in both scenarios. During the flood tide the pollutants ate transported 
upstream from Port Lion to Woodhouse. On the other hand, the ebb tide moves the pollutants from 
East Hook in the Western Cleddau to Woodhouse. An immediate consequence of a multiple release 
scenario is that concentrations at any location ate greater than those for single dischatges. 
Contaminants have also been detected at Woodhouse during a time frame that is less than the 
transportation time necessary for the pollutants to reach Woodhouse from either Port Lion or East 
Hook. Therefore, the possibilities of residual concentrations from previous time histories cannot be 
ignored. Since pollutants ate assumed conservative in this work and the dispersive processes during 
the high fresh water flow ate negligible compated to convective mechanisms, minimal material 
losses ate encountered during the pollutants' transport from one location to another. 
The effects from pollutants in the branches for multiple dischatges have also been analysed. In 
general, the branches ate expected to produce different trends in contaminant distributions because 
of the particulat geomorphological chatacteristics. However, they ate found to have negligible 
impact in case of wet conditions. This is related to the high flow, typical in case of floods, which 
makes the dilution capacity essentially uniform in the entire estuarine system. The peak 
concentration for the dischatge with variable rate (Figure 5) is higher than the maximum value 
found when the release is made with constant rate (Figure 6). However, the two policies can hatdly 
be differentiated in terms of the benefits gained for developing effluent dischatge policies. The 
fluctuations in the concentration values in Figure 5 ate due to varying discharge rates adjusted 
according to the oscillatory flow in the estuary. Furthermore, due to the interactions among the 
sources and the effects of returning pollutants, the concentration values in the multiple source 
scenarios ate approximately 2.5 times higher than the concentration levels presented for single 
dischatges. 
SIMULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FOR THE NEAP TIDE 
Single discharge . 
The pollutants' distributions at Port Lion, Woodhouse and East Hook for single discharges dunng a 
neap tide for the normal flow conditions have been presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9, respectively. 
Unlike the spring tide case with the high fresh water flow, the pollutants' distributions for the neap 
tide in the Western Cleddau and in the main channel differ significantly. Figure 7 shows that the 
highest peak concentration during the neap tide is obtained for the varying ebb tide dischatge 
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(Policy 5). As the discharge is proportional to the absolute instantaneous flow rate, the release is 
noticeable only after two hours from the beginning of the ebb tide when the flow is sufficiently 
high. Therefore, when the flow rate is significantly low the concentration distribution is almost 
entirely due to the returning pollutants, released during the previous flood tide. As evident, the 
influence of returning pollutants is observed at both the early part of ebb tide and the initial instant 
of flood tide. However, in case of Policy 5, the returning pollutants are not detected at the beginning 
of the flood in correspondence with the high peak concentration attained. The available period for 
the effluent discharge during the ebb tide is extremely short and therefore, a very quick rise of 
concentration is observed for the same amount of pollutants released. 
Based on the peak concentration attained, there is also very little to choose between the continuous 
(Policy 1) and the constant ebb tide (Policy 2) discharges. However, Figure 7 shows that the 
pollutants' distributions from different discharge mechanisms are affected by returning pollutants at 
different tidal periods. For example, the concentration profile for constant ebb tide discharge is 
influenced·mostly at the beginning of the flood after the peak concentration is reached. On the other 
hand, the continuous discharge is most implicated during the early ebb tide before the attainment of 
the peak concentration. The pollutants' distributions at Port Lion suggest that the varying release 
(Policy 4) is the best discharge option out of the considered possibilities as it yields the minimum 
peak concentration. The peak concentration in this case is reduced by a factor of approximately 2.0 
compared to the maximum peak concentration at Port Lion during the neap tide. 
The appearance of a kink in the pollutants' distribution profile for no discharge at slack water 
(Policy 3) is attributed to both return of pollutants and sudden reversal of flow. This is clear from 
the curve representing the continuous discharge when the ebb tide starts, after four hours from the 
beginning of the release. On the other hand, in the case of ebb tide discharge, the kink is observed 
after ten hours from the beginning of the flood. Figure 8 shows that the trends of concentration 
during the early ebb tide at Woodhouse are similar to those at Port Lion for the same time interval. 
However, the peak concentrations at Woodhouse are less than those obtained at Port Lion and the 
change of the concentration with time is less sharp. This is because of a greater flow rate, as well as 
a larger dilution capacity, in Port Lion than in Woodhouse. The difference in the contaminants 
plume registered at the two locations is also due to their specific geomorphology and the presence of 
the phase lag. This affects the sensitivity of the contaminant distributions to the returning pollutants 
which is more prominent at Woodhouse, especially during the ebb tide (flow through Woodhouse 
towards Port Lion). However, the effects of the returning pollutants do not last for a long time as the 
concentration distribution quickly resumes a declining pattern. 
The effect of the branch is evidently more prominent during the neap tide. The comparison of the 
contaminant behaviour in single and multiple discharges has revealed that there are several complex 
mechanisms affecting the pollutants' distribution in the Western Cleddau. For a single discharge, 
the predicted effluent concentrations at East Hook are presented in Figure 9. At this site, the flo,," 
discharge is less than that in the main flow channel for any period of time. Therefore, for the same 
quantity of effluent released as in the main channel, the dilution capacity at East Hook shoulc 
decrease in the ebb tide and increase again in the flood tide. However, the simulated results disclose 
a contradictory phenomenon, i.e., the rise of the dilution capacity during the ebb tide and it! 
reduction in the following flood tide. It is thought that this results from the 'ponding effect' whid 
consists of an accumulation of large quantity of water at the upstream end of the branch. Large 
variations of the bed slope usually generate such ponding effect in estuaries. In case of the Westerr 
Cleddau, the bed slope increases rapidly for the initial part of the branch which gets flattened and 
then declines again to a large value towards the tidal limit. Because of the ponding effect, the 
incoming ebb tide carries additional unpolluted water to East Hook. It facilitates the reversing of the 
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flow at the discharge location as well as the enhancing of the dilution capacity. Therefore, as evident 
in the figure, the concentration decreases during the ebb tide. 
Another important factor influencing the tidal dynamics in the Western Cleddau is the flow 
resistance. It is determined by not only the bed slope but also the meanders in the branch. As shown 
in Figure I, the Western Cleddau is more meandering than the Eastern Cleddau. Due to its 
characteristic high resistance, water flows from the Picton Point more easily towards the eastern 
branch than the western one. Therefore, the flood tide starts earlier at the junction and the Eastern 
Cleddau than in the Western Cleddau. The combined effect of flow resistance and the consequent 
phase lag between the tides at East Hook and Picton Point (- one hour), in correspondence to low 
water, makes the pollutants accumulate at the junction and flow into the Eastern Cleddau late at the 
ebb tide at East Hook. This secondary effect is also responsible for a better mixing process at the 
confluence. The mixing of the contaminants from the Western Cleddau and those returning into the 
main channel with the flood tide, leads to a uniform concentration profile at the Picton Point. 
The combination of the above mechanisms justifies the rapid increase of concentration at East Hook 
at the early flood tide with the reversal of the flow. This is particularly evident, for instance, in the 
case of a dischatge varying with the ebb tide (Policy 4). The dominant effect of the pollutant 
concentration over the dilution rate explains why the pollutant concentration increases quickly at 
East Hook. However, towards the end of flood tide when the velocity rises and new fresh water 
comes from the main channel, the dilution rates increase and the concentrations fall. Such effects 
are illustrated when the pollutants' distributions for middle range tide are also analysed. 
'. 
The concentration profiles at East Hook from Policy 1 and Policy 3 have also indicated the 
possibility of another important phenomenon in the Western Cleddau that needs special attention. 
As explained before, Policy 1 involves a continuous discharge throughout the entire tidal cycle, 
whereas, Policy 3 assumes a similar discharge mechanism with 'no discharge at the slack water'. 
Figure 9 shows that the effect of additional pollutants on the concentration distribution at high water 
is negligible for Policy 1 since the obtained values are comparable to those from Policy 3. At the 
slack water the dispersive effects in the branch become so strong that the concentration profile for 
Policy 1 at the high water declines and becomes similar to that one obtained for Policy 3. Besides, 
the combined effect of dispersed and returning pollutants results in a quick rise in the concentration 
to a high value in case of Policy 1 at the beginning of the flood. In absence of a strong dispersive 
effect, the increase of pollutant concentration from Policy 3 is attributed to the returning pollutants 
with the flooding. 
Multiple discharge 
The pollutants' distributions for the multiple release scenarios during neap tides have". been 
presented in Figures 10 and 11. The discharges have been made, as before, at East Hook and Port 
Lion. Figure 10 shows the pollutant profile for steady discharge while Figure 11 indicates the 
distribution for varying release. The interactions among the locations are clear in both figures. The 
two graphs show that Woodhouse is influenced by the pollutants from the discharge locations. 
However, with the reversal of flow, the origin and the position of pollutants change. During the 
flooding, contaminants are transported to Woodhouse from Port Lion while during the ebb, the 
contaminants detected in Woodhouse are due to sea-ward movement of the pollutants from East 
Hook. In the presence of multiple sources, very high concentration values are attained at the 
discharge locations. As the concentrations of the returning pollutants are usually small, the high 
peak concentration values dominate the effects of returning pollutants, especially near the peak 
concentration at East Hook. Therefore, unlike the single discharge scenarios, the concentrations tend 
to decrease during the ebb tide due to the ponding effect. For the peak concentrations registered at 
Woodhouse and Port Lion, which are less than that at East Hook, the consequences of returning 
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pollutants, though they are negligible, become evident almost immediately after the beginning pf the 
ebb tide. Such effects are also observed during late flood and early ebb tide and, are most prominent 
at East Hook after the start of the release during the next three hours. The high peak concentration at 
East Hook is due to the decrease of the dilution capacity in correspondence to the late ebb and the 
slack water. However, such high peak concentration is not detected at Woodhouse and Port Lion 
because of the dilution by water from the other branch. Also, in case of the varying discharge 
mechanism, the peak concentration at East Hook is reduced by a factor of 1.5 compared to the 
steady discharge scenario. As such, multiple varying discharge offers a better option than the steady 
release of pollutants. The comparison of the multiple discharge with the case of single discharge at 
East Hook reveals that this location, though a good discharge point for single release, is the worst 
affected area in case of multiple sources. In the latter case, its dilution capacity, which is increased 
manifold for the single discharges, is reduced during ebb tide by pollutants previously originated 
from the main channel and then, returned from upstream of the branch. 
SIMULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FOR THE MIDDLE RANGE TIDE 
Single discharge 
The simulated concentrations for single and multiple discharges during the middle range tide are 
presented in Figures 12-13 and Figures 14-15, respectively. Only two sites have been considered for 
the single discharge, namely, Woodhouse and East Hook, as they underline the importance of the 
hydrodynamics of the main channel and the branches in description of the pollutants' distribution. 
In case of single discharge at Woodhouse (Figure 12), it is noted that the concentrations display 
kinks at the beginning of both ebb and flood tides. As previously mentioned, for the single 
discharge at W ()odhouse during the neap tide, the effluents are unable to move far from the source 
as the flow rate rapidly decreases with the tide approaching the slack water time. The moderate 
concentrations for the varying discharge (Policy 4) attained just before the high water and low water 
confirm the reduction of the flow rate at those phases of the tide, especially at the end of the ebb 
tide. The simulation of the velocities and the water elevation for the middle range tide reveals a 
rapid variation in the tidal velocities with a sudden fall to zero due to reversing of the flow. 
Therefore, the peak concentration at Woodhouse is reached for constant discharge during the ebb 
tide (Policy 2). In this case, a sudden increase in the velocity after the low water causes the quick 
return of the contaminants. Compared to the simulation for single discharge at Woodhouse during 
the neap tide, the sensitivity of the concentration to the returning pollutants is increased by the 
higher variation of the velocities. Although the maximum value obtained for the middle range tide is 
similar to that one for neap tide, the range of the peak concentrations (the difference between the 
highest peak concentration and the lowest peak concentration) is greater for the middle range tide 
than that for the neap tide. The rise of the flow rate also affects the quick dilution of the 
concentration in the flood tide. In particular, the rapid arrival of large quantity of fresh water al 
Woodhouse during the flood tide instantaneously lowers the level of the pollutant concentrations. 
The pollutants' distribution and the velocity profile at Woodhouse suggest that the continuous 
discharge except at slack water (Policy 4) is to be preferred as discharge policy. By avoiding an) 
release at slack water the quick return of pollutant is deliberately prevented. 
The pollutant concentrations for a single discharge at East Hook during middle range tide are 
described in Figure 13. The distributions are very similar to those attained in case of neap tide at the 
same location. This provides further evidence of the described complex mechanisms, whid 
dominate the hydrodynamics at the branches. However, the ponding effect seems to increase tne rate 
of dilution during the ebb tide in this case. This is due to a greater value of flow rate for the middle 
range tide than for the neap tide. Furthermore, because of the peculiar variation of the flow rate, the 
reversal of the accumulated polluted water at the junction during the flood tide has immediate am 
rapid effect on the pollutant concentrations. Therefore, the concentrations are suddenly reduced bJ 
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the incoming fresh water with the flood. As already discussed, in this case, the range of the peak 
concentrations is larger with respect to the neap tide situation. 
Multiple discharge 
The pollutants' distributions for the middle range tide in case of multiple sources for steady and 
varying releases have been presented in Figures 14 and 15. For consistency, Port Lion and East 
Hook are selected as discharge sites while their effects are analysed at Woodhouse. In either cases, 
the highest peak concentrations are observed at East Hook. Due to the high values of peak 
concentrations attained at all locations, the effect of the returning pollutants are not prominent 
except at East Hook during the early ebb tide for steady discharge (Figure 14) and the early flood 
tide for varying release of effluents (Figure 15). For the simulated tide, the matching of the effluent 
discharge to the absolute flow past the discharge locations again proves to be the most effective 
discharge policy and a reduction of the highest peak concentration by an absolute factor of more 
than 2.0 is achieved. The comparison of pollutants' distributions for both discharges in middle range 
and neap tide displays that the release in neap tide is a better option for it reduces the peak 
concentration values for both discharge mechanisms. In case of varying discharge, the higher flow 
rate in the middle range tide implies that there is a higher amount of pollutants in the estuary, which 
can be pointed towards the higher concentration values at the middle range tide. 
CONCLUSION 
Distribution of pollutants in an estuary is governed by complex mechanisms. However, it is shown 
in this work that by using a computer model different aspects of the estuarine hydrodynamics and 
complexities of multiple effluent discharge interactions can be taken into account for obtaining 
accurate quantitative predictions. The methodology is applied to a branching estuary for transport of 
conservative pollutants. Different spring and neap tide conditions are studied accounting for the 
combined roles of the discharge locations and tidal range in the transport of pollutants. The 
simulation results are analysed thoroughly and for each case it is shown that the predicted 
pollutants' concentration distribution closely reflects the dominant hydrodynamic conditions in the 
estuary. The model is utilised to formulate a comprehensive discharge policy for the Upper Milford 
Haven estuary for a wide range of tidal and fresh water input conditions for conservative pollutants. 
It is demonstrated that with the developed numerical scheme it is possible to generate consistent 
results for solute transport based on five different discharge mechanisms. In particular, the 
compound effects of returning pollutants and the strong interactions between contaminant sources 
for all tidal conditions have been studied. An achievement of this paper is to show that the bed slope 
and the meanders of the branch are important factors for the contaminants distribution in the 
estuary, especially in case of returning pollutants. Furthermore, the simulations have also indicated 
that in all of the tidal conditions examined, the proportionality between the effluent discharge and 
the estuarine flow generally produces the least concentration values in the watercourse. At the same 
time, as far as the best discharge method is concerned, the spring tide with high fresh water flow is 
the most ideal condi tion for both single and multiple releases. However, this circumstance does not 
allow planning of regular discharges as effluents would have to be stored in holding tanks. 
Nevertheless, the predictive potential and the high performance computing of this model can be 
exploited in such situations to provide safer alternative discharge programmes. The model accuracy 
can be improved further by extension of the present scheme to include moving boundary conditions 
for wider reaches of tidal watercourses. 
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Application of Spectral Expansions to the Modelling of Composite Free 
and Porous Flow of Water Underground 
I Chemical Engineering Department, Loughborough University, UK 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a mathematical formulation that can be applied for cost-effective 
numerical simulation of combined water transport in free and porous flow domains in the 
subsurface is proposed. Modal expansions of the governing equations through the well-
established spectral methods are employed for this purpose. The methodology is free from 
using any element/grid for the numerical solution and gives many advantages over the 
conventional numerical methods such as the finite element scheme. 
Key Word: Combined flow; free flow domain; porous flow domain; modal expansion. 
INTRODUCTION 
Numerical modelling of combined free and porous flow of water under the ground 
(Fig. 1) is of significant practical importance in many areas of hydraulic engineering such as 
the simulation of water seepage through preferential flow channel boundaries and 
contaminants mobility in soil [Das and Nassehi, 2001; Das et al., 2001]. The main difficulty 
in combining the governing equations of free and porous flow regimes is the realistic 
representation of flow behaviour at the interfacial boundaries which separate the two zones 
[Salinger et al., 1994]. In general, the randomness of these interfacial surfaces creates the 
most difficulty in the mathematical formulation [Das and Nassehi, 2000]. Such randomness 
z 
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Top North '. 
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" 
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South 
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Figure 1 - A representative three-dimensional combined free and porous flow domain "in 
the subsurface (adopted from Das et al., 2001) 
stems from two main sources. The first is the inherent irregularity in the phenomena being 
observed and the impossibility of an exhaustive analytical description. Secondly, the 
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randomness can be related to a general lack of knowledge about the processes involved. In the 
case of combined free and porous flow in the subsurface, not only the interface is expected to 
have random shapes but also there is a complete lack of physical evidence for the mass and 
momentum transport behaviour across the interface. Therefore, to preserve the compatibility 
of the underground fluid dynamical characteristics at the interfaces, numerical schemes are 
usually used as they can deal with such problems. It is well known that the finite element 
schemes can readily cope with curved and complex problem domains [Salinger et aI., 1993, 
1994; Gartling et aI., 1996; Nassehi, 1998]. However, realistic modelling of the underground 
flow processes requires three-dimensional computations, which become excessively 
expensive if the finite element methods are used. Spectral expansion of the governing 
equations of underground flow offers a means to use geometrically flexible finite element 
schemes while reducing the computational costs [Bendat and Piersol, 1993; Gambolati, 1993; 
Gambolati, 1994]. 
Two types of spectral methods are most commonly used for solving the engineering 
problems. The first one is based on the direct utilisation of the eigenvectors or modes of a 
generalised eigen value problem [Sahuquillo, 1983; Hwang et al., 1984'; Hwang et al., 1984b; 
Perdon and Gambolati, 1986; Gambolati, 1993; Dunbar et aI., 1994; Gambolati, 1994; 
Gambolati et aI., 1995; Estrela and Sahuquillo, 1997; Bergamaschi et aI., 2000], while second 
one relies on a set of Lanczos vectors built with recursive relationships [Nour-omid and 
Clough, 1984; Coutinho et ai, 1987; Nour-omid, 1987; Dunbur and Woodbury, 1989; Shao, 
1990'; Shao, 1990b; Coutinho et al., 1991; Shao, 1995; Klass et al., 1997; Li et aI., 1999; 
Zhang and Woodbury, 2000; Zhang et al., 2000; Pini and Gambolati, 2001]. 
None of these methods is free from inherent drawbacks. However, both have been applied to 
subsurface flow problems (e.g., Li and McLaughlin, 1991; Beckie et al., 1994; Padilla and 
Pulido-Bosch, 1995; Larocque et aI., 1999; Molenat et al., 1999; Larocque et al., 2000; Lee 
and Lee, 2000; Shih, 2000]. For example, in an early study, Sahuquillo [1983] observed that 
the direct spectral method 'is particularly useful for groundwater management problems ··in 
which a large number of alternatives have to be evaluated . .'. On the other hand, the 
conclusions made by Gambolati [1993] indicate that the method based on Lanczoc to be more 
effective. Gambolati concluded that ' . .in a finite element code designed for general 
applications, the modal superposition methods are not preferred in comparison to the more 
robust, more efficient and simpler Crank-Nicholson scheme . .'. Accordingly, the questions 
related to the efficiency of the two techniques for subsurface flow problems remain 
inconclusive. Therefore, despite their usefulness, the application of the spectral methods for 
solving the subsurface flow processes has been restricted as compared to the other available 
numerical techniques. In the present work, the direct spectral method (modal expansion) is 
employed to formulate a mathematical model for the hydrodynamics of coupled flow 
phenomena in the sub-surface. The primary aim of this work is to propose the usability of the 
spectral expansion to coupled water flow in free and porous flow equations in the subsurface. 
The work being carried out is still at the theoretical development stage and no 'results' in the 
usual sense are presented here. In effect, therefore, the present paper can be called as a 
'didactic' article describing the proposed scheme. 
Details of the described scheme for the modelling of underground flow processes are 
presented in this paper. The flow behaviour in the present work is given by well-established 
governing equations of motion to take into account the different fluid dynamical 
characteristics with respect to the flow domains. The equations for the individual regions are 
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also linked mathematically through spectrally expanded formulations of interfacial boundary 
conditions. This type of spectral formulation for coupled flow processes has not been 
attempted before and therefore, the presentation of the adopted approach is the main theme of 
the present paper. The mathematics behind the spectral expansions has been discussed in 
many textbooks [Canuto et al., 1988; Roger, 1991; Guo, 1998] and is not discussed in detail. 
Since the present work involves use of the diffuse approximate methods for obtaining eigen 
vectors, it does not require pre-processing in the usual sense which minimises the required 
computational costs to the least. This is an advantage of the present formulation that cannot 
be achieved using the grid based numerical techniques. From a purely physical point of view, 
the use of spectrally expanded flow equations for subsurface is equivalent to assuming a 
layered transitional interface between free and porous regions. This means that by using a 
limited number of two-dimensional computations, information about the flow domain in all 
three spatial dimensions can be obtained. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FORMULATION 
Basic Model Equations 
The present work is based on a two-domain flow model for simultaneous simulation 
of the hydrodynamics of combined water flow in the subsurface. In this approach, the free and 
the porous flow domains are considered separately instead of a more common single-domain 
approach, which considers the porous regime as a pseudo-fluid layer and the whole domain as 
a continuum. The Navier-Stokes equation (equation 1) is adopted as the governing equation 
for the momentum transfer in the free flowing fluid while the flow in the porous domain is 
represented by the Darcy equation (equation 2). Validity of these equations in the respective 
cases is well known. Constant density and viscosity at a reference temperature are also 
assumed. The governing equations of motion, as adopted in this work, are as follows, 
Dv, 2 W, =-p--+~'V v, 
Dt 
av, ~ 
'VP =-p---v 
, at K' 
(1) 
(2) 
where, the subscript 'f and 'p' refer to the free and the porous flow domains. P and v are the 
pressure and velocity field, respectively, while p and JJ. are, respectively, the constant density 
and viscosity of the fluid. K is the isotropic permeability of the porous media. 
The equations of continuity for conservation of mass in both free and permeable 
domains are represented as, 
'V.v, =0 e=f,p (3-4) 
As the matching interfacial condition for linking the equations of motion, the 
modified form of Beavers and Joseph [1967] formulation is used [Das and Nassehi, 2001]. 
For a Darcian flow region, Beavers and Joseph proposed an empirical slip-flow boundary 
condition at the interface describing the proportionality between the shear rate at the interface 
and the slip velocity through a dimensionless slip coefficient that depends only on the 
structural properties of the interface. The validity of the formulation has been verified through 
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both theoretical modelling studies [Saffman, 1971] and experiments [Beavers et al., 1970]. 
Applicability of the formulation to different combined flow regimes has been tested by, 
among others, Salinger et al. [1993,1994], Gobin et al. [1998], Das et al. [2001]. As adopted 
in this work, the interfacial boundary conditions are [Das et aI., 2001], 
Longitudinal velocity component, u (5) 
Lateral velocity component, v (6) 
Transverse velocity component, w (7) 
Pressure, P (8) 
where, y Y' is a non-dimensional slip coefficient at the interface (y-z plane in this case). Kyy 
and Kzz are the component of the permeability tensor in the lateral (y-) and vertical (z-) co-
ordinate directions. 
Spectral Expansions 
In the field conditions, the different soil-solute-water interactions affect the transport 
phenomena differently at different sections of the combined free and porous flow domains. 
These processes are also inherently transient. Therefore, a modal expansion of the field 
unknowns, i.e., velocity, pressure and concentration, appears to be a more realistic way of 
modelling of the interface between free and porous zones than the polynomial expansions 
used in the traditional methods. For brevity of the paper, the application of spectral expansion 
to the flow of underground flow will be explained through the modal expansion of a 
generalised two-dimensional transient flow equation. The extension of the technique to the 
model equations described above is straightforward. The following two-dimensional transient 
flow equation is selected, 
(9) 
where, Tx and Ty are the anistropic components of the hydraulic transmissivity, h is the 
potential head, S is the elastic storage of the aquifer and Q is the sources/sink term. Equation 
(8) is integrated over a finite element grid, which yields the following system of linear 
equations, 
ah P-+Hh+q=O at 
where, H and P are the symmetric and positive definite stiffness and capacity matrices, 
respectively, while q is a known vector. Boundary conditions that need to be imposed are also 
suitably integrated. Equation (10), is further integrated with respect to time for temporal 
expansion. For example, if the well-known Crank-Nicolson scheme is used for time stepping, 
the following system of linear equations are obtained, 
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H+- = --H - -( 2P} (2P } ~t r-.Cl.t.6.t t qt qt-6.t (11) 
Equations (11) are second order accurate in time and unconditionally stable. A 
number of methods are available now for efficient solution of equation (11). 
For modal expansion of the above equations through the eigen vector approach, the 
following eigenproblem is adopted, 
i=1,2, ........ N 
The het) in equation (10) is now expressed as shown below through a co-ordinate 
transformation, 
h(l) = UW(I) (13) 
where, U = [UI, U2 ........ ,U3] is the modal matrix and w is the coefficient vector. In the above 
equation, U is P-orthogonal and as such, it can be expressed as, 
This reduces H to the following diagonal form, 
If Aii = Ai' then the equations (10) reduce to, 
dW T 
-+Aw+U q=O 
at 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
The above equations express a system of uncoupled equations in the unknown 
coefficients Wj. Assuming that h(O) is zero throughout the domain and q is time independent, 
the solution to equation (16) is, . 
i ::::.1,2,3 .......• N (17) 
Equation (17) requires negligible computational cost for solving when U i and Ai are 
already estimated for the specific purpose. The approach explained by Passone et al. (2001) in 
this proceeding can be adopted for this purpose. Once W i has been evaluated, the transient 
response of the flow variables, such as given in equation (12), can be determined easily. The 
governing equations cast in the modal form can then be solved to obtain results in successive 
two-dimensional planes, each at a given section of the third dimension. For example, two-
dimensional horizontal equations (each representing a mode based on the calculated eigen 
vector expansions) separated at various positions determined by the vertical co-ordinates are 
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solved independently. The overall results will, therefore, provide information in all three 
dimensions. 
CONCLUSION 
A general mathematical formulation for modelling of the water flow in combined free 
and permeable domain has been proposed. The spectral expansion of the equations should 
provide many advantages in the analysis of the fluid flow problem by reducing computational 
costs and time. Applicability of the scheme with the numerical results for the coupled water 
flow in the subsurface is to be presented in a forthcoming publication. 
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INFLUENCE OF MULTIPLE INTERFACIAL BOUNDARIES ON CONTAMINANTS' 
MOBILITY IN SUBSURFACE REGIONS 
D.B. Das and V. Nassehi' 
Chemical Engineering Department, Loughborough University, Loughborough LEll 3TU, UK 
ABSTRACT 
Existing simulation techniques for subsurface water quality management remain inadequate despite the 
phenomenal progress made in the computing capabilities in the past two decades. One major lacuna 
found in the transport models for combined flow through soil and groundwater table is that the models 
impose artificial boundary conditions to describe the flow behaviour at the intermediate surfaces 
between the two sections. Such artificial interfacial conditions might yield unrealistic numerical results 
in the simulation. The present paper aims to remove such limitations by imposing well-posed 
mathematical formulations of mass and momentum transfer across the interface between free and 
porous zones underground for simulating subsurface flow. The possibility of mUltiple interfaces in the 
domain across which water may flow is considered in this work as it represents the most realistic 
scenario in the subsurface. The hydrodynamics of the flow and the contaminants' transport are 
described. Effects of dimensionless numbers such as Darcy and Reynolds number are discussed. 
Sensitivity of the flow variables to different structural properties of the interface is also addressed., 
Key Words: Combined soil water and groundwater regions; Navier-Stokes equations; Darcy 
equation; Joseph and Beavers interfacial condition; multiple interfaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Surfacewater, soil water and groundwater zones are inseparable components of an aquifer system. Yet, 
distinctions are made among them as the fluid flow analysis can be simplified this way. In the physical 
domains, the different components are separated from each other by an interfacial boundary:' This 
represents an important transition zone across which many transfer/exchange processes occur for 
contaminants' mobility. The understanding of these interactive phenomena and the way different 
aquifer zones behave in combination is, therefore, critical for they determine the future safety of the 
environment. Indispensable to this is computer modelling since it can be used to simulate complex flow 
regions and, reduce analysis cost and time. 
Fluid flow in combined domains of surface and soil water has been studied for more than two decades 
and the process can be considered to be well understood. The conjunctive flow involves seepage or 
infiltration at the ground surface as the connecting link between the two regimes. One of the many 
important engineering applications in which these combined transport phenomena are observed is 
during overland flow or surface runoff. Smith and Woolhiser (1971) were amongst the first researchers 
to analyse associated flow phenomenon in conjugate surface-soilwater domains. They adopted a one-
dimensional kinematic equation for the surface flow while the soil water region was modelled by the 
Richards equation for unsaturated flow (Fetter, 1999). The solution algorithm was based on an implicit 
Crank-Nicholson finite difference scheme. Significant developments have been made in the study of 
associated flow through combined surface and soilwater regions since (Akan and Yen, 1981; l\kan, 
1985; Govindaraju and Kavvas, 1991; Yair et aI., 1997; Singh and Bhallamudi, 1998; Beverly et aI., 
1999; Quinton and Marsh, 1999; Sear et aI., 1999; Ward et aI., 1999; Beldring et aI., 2000; Itoh et al., 
2000; Tosaka et aI., 2000). With the advent of powerful computers, the task has become even easier. 
However, the analyses into the subsurface flow have not treated the interactions between groundwater 
and soil water regimes efficiently. Through a well-posed mathematical formulation of mass and 
momentum transfer at the interfacial surfaces, Das et al. (2001) have indicated that the possiblility of 
obtaining realistic simulations for combined subsurface flow. They have predicted complex behaviour 
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such as flow reversal at the free/permeable domain interface and fluid circulation. The traditional 
methods for contaminants' mobility in combined groundwater and soilwater zones describe the 
problem in an empirical way and, in general, depend on artificial boundary conditions for modelling of 
fluid transfer (e.g., groundwater rise and fall) across permeable interfaces. Solutions obtained by such 
interfacial conditions, however, raise doubts regarding their applicability under field conditions. 
The overall purpose of the present work is to develop a computer tool for subsurface water quality 
management. In particular, physical transport of contaminants through combined ground water and 
soil water regions is analysed by a new 3-D finite volume model, LANDFLOW. In a previous paper, 
Das and Nassehi (2001a) have described LANDFLOW as based on two models, FREEFLOW and 
POREFLOW. FREEFLOW is a program for simulating the transport of contaminants in the free flow 
regions in subsurface, e.g., flow in ground water table. This program is based on the solution of the 
well-known Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. On the other hand, POREFLOW simulates fluid migration 
processes in a porous medium, e.g., soil, based on the Darcy equation. In order to implement 
LANDFLOW program, FREEFLOW and POREFLOW are combined through well-posed 
mathematical statements for interfacial boundary conditions at the plane between the free and the 
porous zones. This ensures one of the most important tasks of protecting the soil and groundwater 
resources against future degradation and contamination, i.e., realistic predictions of the fluid dynamical 
behaviour. It should also be noted at this point that the applications of LANDFLOW are not limited to 
combined groundwater and soil water domains. By choosing suitable computational grids, the model 
can also be utilised for solving problems such as leaks from underground pipes and storage tanks, 
combined water flow through permeable reactive barriers, preferential flow zones etc. Ideally, the 
domains of combined free and porous flow in subsurface can have innumerable possibilities regarding 
their configurations, shapes and sizes. Similar randomness in case of the interfaces between the free 
and the porous flow domains is also expected. Therefore, detailed investigation for each aspect of the 
domains for decision support in subsurface water quality management cannot be carried out in practice 
even though it is likely that each factor contributes in a different way to the fluid dynamical 
characteristics underground. In the present work, the hydrodynamics of the subsurface flow in 
conjunctive soilwater and groundwater regions and the contaminants' transport therein are analysed 
incorporating multiple interfaces in the physical domain. The important assumptions regarding the 
properties of the permeable interfaces are that they are fixed in position, anisotropic and have constant 
porosity. Thermal equilibrium is also assumed across the interfaces. 
2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING STRATEGIES 
In order to study the combined subsurface transport phenomena theoretically, the physical problem is 
reduced to a mathematical one where the equations of motion for flow in groundwater and soil water 
regions are coupled through some matching conditions imposed at the free/porous flow interfaces. The 
interfacial conditions should, therefore, be mathematical representations of mass and momentum 
transport across the interfaces. Mathematical formulations for the characteristic contaminants' transport 
in individual soil water or groundwater domains do not usually cause difficulties as the methodologies 
are well established. The lack of physical evidence and the understanding of flow near the inte!face, 
however, make the task of the coupling uncertain. As such, many diverging ideas have been put 
forward. For example, it is sometimes advocated that the flow variables should be continuous at the 
interface while others propose that some of the flow variables such as the transverse and vertical 
velocity components and, pressure jump (i.e., are discontinuous) across the interfacial planes. Das and 
Nassehi (2000) discussed four possible approaches of combining free and porous flow regions with an 
aim of identifying the best interfacial condition for subsurface flow modelling. It was realised that 
while one approach was appropriate for a particular engineering application, it could fail completely in 
another. The well-known Darcy equation, for example, is very suitable as an interfacial conditipn for 
coupling free and porous flow regions in crossflow membrane filters (Nassehi and Petera, 1994; 
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Nassehi, 1998) but it cannot be applied to convection in coupled soilwater and groundwater zones of 
the aquifer. Das and Nassehi (2000) concluded that the use of the Beavers and J oseph formulation 
(1967) as the mathematical representation for the interfacial condition is the most suitable choice in this 
case. The condition was applied to an industrially relevant combined flow region in the subsurface by 
Das et al. (2001). Results obtained by this method were found to be consistent with the available 
physical evidence for transport processes in soil and ground water zones. This proved that the Beavers 
and Joseph's interfacial condition is appropriate for combined fluid flow in lands and groundwater 
regions. Recently, five types of interfacial conditions, including the Beavers and Joseph formulation, 
have been reviewed, analysed and compared in detail by Alazmi and Vafai (2001). They have shown 
that for a porous substance with porosity of 0.7, the variations in the predictions from different porous 
flow models are negligible. Such general conclusions were also drawn in many other earlier studies 
(e.g., Salinger et aI., 1994; Singh and Thorpe, 1995). Despite the minimal differences in the model 
results, in cases where flow is governed by the Darcy equation and the porosity is in the Darcy range, 
i.e., less -than 0.6 (Nield and Bejan, 1992), the use of any interfacial boundary condition for linking the 
free and porous flow models is inappropriate. The present work adopts the Beavers and Joseph 
formulation for simulating the combined flow condition in the subsurface as it eliminates the 
difficulties associated with linking the N-S and the Darcy equations. Studies that have successfully 
incorporated the Beavers and Joseph formulation for simulating coupled free and porous flow are many 
(Saffman, 1971; Salinger et aI., 1994; Gobin et al., 1998; Singh et aI., 1999). Till now, most of these 
analyses have developed the models based on 2-D rectangular co-ordinate systems with very few 
exceptions, which adopted cylindrical or spherical co-ordinate systems for the physical domain (e.g., 
Nguyen et aI., 1997; Alkan and AI-Nirnr, 2001). However, 3-D simulation for the associated flow 
problem is rare. The present study carries out the simulations on a 3-D rectangular framework, as all 
environmental fluid flow phenomena are inherently three-dimensional. 
Das et al. (2001) assumed that the physical domain included one permeable interface, normal to the x 
co-ordinate direction, across which the fluid transfer takes place from free flow zone to porous flow 
zone or vice versa. The fluid was assumed to interact with the surroundings through the imposec;l inlet 
and exit of the combined domain while all side boundaries were assumed impermeable. In naturai flow 
system, this is hardly the case as the flow interactions are expected to take place through many 
common interfacial surfaces. The present paper enhances the flexibility of the previous scheme, 
LANDFLOW, by including the possibility of mUltiple interfaces in the combined regions of soilwater 
and groundwater. Along with the hydrodynamics of the combined flow, the present paper also 
examines the contaminants' distributions in such domains, as these were not discussed previously by 
Das et al. (2001). In particular, the simulated results are analysed extensively for velocity and 
concentrations' distributions at different interfaces as fluid crosses over from one regime to al\0ther. 
Effects of important dimensionless numbers, namely, Reynolds and Darcy numbers, on the flow 
dynamics and pollutants' transport behaviour are considered. Sensitivity of the flow variables to 
important properties of the interfaces is also discussed. 
A representative domain configuration adopted for the purpose of the present paper is shown in Figure 
1. The domain of concern is assumed to involve three permeable interfaces, abed, aejb and bfge, as also 
indicated by the shaded areas, across which the conjunctive flow of water (Newtonian and 
incompressible) occurs. The remaining side-walls are assumed to be impermeable. The porous sub-
domains are fully saturated with water having the same properties as in the free flow region:' This 
eliminates the possibility of mUltiphase or multifluid flow in the combined domain. In the absence of an 
adequate knowledge about the physical shape of combined subsurface regions, the present work 
idealises the 3-D computational domain as rectangular prisms. Each interface is normal to a co-ordinate 
direction (n) and tangential to the other two directions (tl and t2). This is done in an attempt to analyse 
the simulated results for relative dominance of the flow directions, if any, on the hydrodynamics and 
pollutants transport across the interfaces. The free flow region (sub-domain I) is assumed isotropic. The 
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other sections (sub-domains II-IV) are permeable which are assumed to be anisotropic for generality of 
the problem but having a constant porosity (0.35). Constant physical properties of water are further 
assumed. For purely mathematical convenience, the inlet oUhe porous sub-domain at the top of the 
free flow region is assumed impermeable. The free flow sub-domain (sub-domain I) and one of the 
permeable domains (sub-domain IV) have the same inlet conditions for water velocity and pollutants 
concentration. It is envisaged that the present treatment of combined domain with multiple interfaces 
would yield a robust, reliable and a more cost-effective way of predicting water flow in lands and 
ground water regions. 
3. DERIVATION OF THE WORKING EQUATIONS 
Mathematical modelling of the flow in combined soilwater and groundwater zones involves solution of 
the governing equations of hydrodynamics and pollutants' transport for both porous and free flow 
sections. It-also involves imposition of suitable boundary conditions at the interfaces between the two 
regions. The adopted model equations are expressed in the primitive variable and non-dimensional 
forms in this work. The same scale factors are also utilised for both transport domains. The following 
dimensionless variables (refer to 'Nomenclature' for definition), shown with superscript '0', are used in 
the present formulation for non-dimensionalising the equations. The reference variables used are 
indicated with subscript 'r'. 
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3.1 DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS FOR THE HYDRODYNAMICAL MODEL 
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The hydrodynamics of the incompressible flow in ground water zone is simulated by FREEFLOW 
using the dimensionless continuity equation for conservation of mass (equation 9) and the non-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for conservation of momentum (equation 10), 
V.v~ =0 (9) 
ReVP O =_po _f +Re(vo.VvO) +/-I0V2vo [av
O 
] 
f at O f f f (10) 
where, the subscript 'f refers to the free flowing fluid. VD, po and to represent the non-dimensional 
velocity field, pressure distribution and temporal length, respectively, while pO and lLo are, respectively, 
the dimensionless density and viscosity of the fluid. 
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The hydrodynamical model for the transient flow in soil water region involves simulation of the non-
dimensional continuity equation for conservation of mass (equation 11) and the dimensionless Darcy 
equation for motion of water (equation 12) by POREFLOW, 
V.v~ =0 (11) 
dvO 1 ,,0 ReVPo =_po _P ___ t"'_vo (12) 
P dtO Da KO P 
where, the subscript 'p' refers to the porous section. VO and pO are the non-dimensional volume 
averaged seepage velocity and the interstitial pressure in the region of soilwater, respectively. KO is a 
dimensionless second order tensor representation of the anisotropic soil permeability. The three 
principal components of the permeability tensor, i.e., K~" K~y andK~, are assumed to be in alignment 
with the,1(, y and z co-ordinate directions, respectively. 
The general form for the magnitude of the velocity vector for both groundwater and soil water regions is 
given by, 
Iv~l= (u~y +(v~Y +kY e=f,p (13) 
where, u~, v~ and w~ are, respectively, the dimensionless x-, y- and z-components of the velocity vector 
in either free or porous flow section. 
The described equations for subsurface hydrodynamics are discretised and reduced to algebraic forms 
using the standard finite volume method (Patankar, 1980; Versteeg and MaIalasekera, 1995). The 
method is adopted due to its inherent ability to cope with complex 3-D domain types and, unlike other 
numerical techniques such as the finite difference and the finite element methods, it conserves materials 
in each grid cell. The detailed derivation of the working equations and the solution algorithm have been 
presented elsewhere (Das and Nassehi, 2001a; Das et aI., 2001) and their repeat discussions are avoided 
here for brevity of the paper. However, it must be mentioned here that LANDFLOW predicts th~ flow 
variables on a 3-D forward staggered grid with the cell faces ahead of the cell nodes. The meshes for 
both soilwater and groundwater regions involve rectangular or cubicle cells for storing the transport 
variables. The component velocity terms are evaluated at the cell faces; however, the pressure terms are 
predicted at the cell nodes such that they act as the driving potential for the flow at the intermediate cell 
faces. 
3.2 DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS FOR THE CONTAMINANTS' TRANSPORT MODEL 
Model Equations 
The equation for transport of pollutants in the groundwater zone due to the physical processes is 
governed by the following non-dimensional convection-dispersion equation, 
dC~ [,., ° ° 1 ro",cO) 
-+Re v.CCfvf ) =v·C fV f dtO (14) 
where,Coand rOare the non-dimensional pollutants' concentration and the dispersion coefficient 
tensor, respectively. The groundwater region, being isotropic, has all components of the dispersion 
coefficient tensor equal to one another, i.e., r:x •f = r;y.f = r:,.f = r; , which are aligned in the X-, y- and z-
axes of the co-ordinate framework, respectively. 
The convection-dispersion equation for the soil water sub-domain with no source/sink term can be 
written analogous to equation (13), 
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aco 
-p +Re[V'.(COvO)j=V'.(r°V'cO) 
ate p p p p (15) 
where,Co is the non-dimensional pollutants' concentration. ro is a second order hydrodynamic 
dispersion tensor for the 3-D anisotropic porous domain and, as adopted in this work, is given by the 
following diagonal matrix, 
[
r;x.p 0 0 1 
r; = 0 r;y.p 0 
o 0 r:z.p 
(16) 
In equation (16), r:x•p' r;y.p and r:z.p are the non-dimensional components of second order 
hydrodynamic tensor along the three principal co-ordinate directions, i.e., X-, y- and z- axes, 
respectively. To estimate the components of the dispersion coefficient tensor for an anisotropic porous 
medium, Bear and Bachmat (1986) proposed a methodology based on five independent dispersivity 
terms. But, the methodology has limited practical application under field conditions, as it is rarely 
possible to obtain such exhaustive information on the dispersive properties of a pollutant. To resolve 
these issues, Burnett and Frind (1987) simplified the above approach based on some earlier 
experimental evidence. Robson (1978) and Anderson (1979) observed that the transverse component of 
the dispersion coefficient in natural stratified porous media was often smaller in the vertical plane than 
that in the horizontal plane. Burnett and Frind, therefore, suggested that an approximate formulation 
can be evolved for calculating the components of the dispersion coefficient tensor using only three 
dispersivity term, i.e., a longitudinal dispersivity, aL, a horizontal transverse dispersivity, arn, and a 
vertical dispersivity, aTV. The approach was successful in giving accurate results in their study. Non-
dimensional forms of Burnett and Frind's approximations for the components of dispersion co-efficient 
tensor are adopted in this work due to them having more practical appeal. 
The x-component of dispersion co-efficient is estimated by the following expression, 
ro =Re[ao (u;, +aO (v;, +a' (W;']+r" 
n., L Iv;1 TH Iv;1 TV Iv;1 p (17) 
where, r'" is the effective molecular diffusion coefficient and is calculated as, 
r;" = mr;' d18) 
In equation (18), m is a non-dimensional coefficient called the tortuosity of the porous material which 
represents the effect of the shape of the flow-path followed by water molecules in the porous media 
(Fetter, 1999). Furthermore, rt is the diffusion coefficient of the chemical in free liquid. The 
analogous dimensionless forms of the y- and z-components of the dispersion coefficient tensor are, 
respectively, given as, 
ro = Re[ao (u;, +ao (v;f +aO (w;f]+r" ,(19) 
"., TH Iv;1 L Iv;1 TV Iv;1 p 
ro =Re[ao (u;f +ao (v;f +ao (w;']+r.· (20) 
=., TV Iv;1 TV Iv;1 L Iv;1 p 
Working Equations 
Due to its power and flexibility in dealing with non-linear transport problems in geometrically complex 
domains, the FVM is again adopted for discretisation of the equations for transport of pollutants in 
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combined regions of soil and groundwater. The derived working equations of pollutants' transport are 
discussed briefly since the FVM as a numerical technique is a well established method (Patankar, 1980; 
Hirsch, 1992; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995; Garg, 1998). The present FVM formulation involves 
integration of the governing partial differential equations over a control volume and subsequent spatial 
and temporal discretisation based on the central differencing scheme and explicit time stepping, 
respectively. The explicit time stepping has been adopted instead of other means of temporal 
discretisation as it provides the most practical simulations for environmental flow processes based on 
past or present estimates. The superscript '0' indicating the dimensionless forms is dropped for 
convenience from the working equations. However, it must be noted that all terms are expressed in 
non-dimensional forms. The terms with 'n+ l' as superscript indicates that they are evaluated at the 
(n+l)th time levels where 'n' is the time level with known flow variables. The terms without any 
superscript are calculated at the nth time steps. The discretisation of equations (13) and (14) yields 
analogous forms and are presented in a general form in equation (21). The discretised equations are 
represenfed in terms of the reference co-ordinates of a cell node, (itime,i,j,k), for temporal and spatial 
co-ordinates. While the index 'itime' represents the reference time level, the indices 'i', 'j' and 'k' 
indicate the x, y- and z- co-ordinates in the adopted rectangular staggered grid. The difference in the 
co-ordinates of two cell nodes, as well as cell faces, in a direction is given by two (2) units while it is 
one (1) for the difference in the co-ordinates of cell faces and nodes. The simulated concentration 
. values are calculated at the cell nodes. For detailed description of the grid used, interested readers are 
referred to Oas and Nasshi (2001a). 
where, 
Cn+l C' , ., k) e ltIme, 1, J, e=f,p 
= C,Citime,i,j,k) 
+ B, ((F", Citime,i -I,j, k)XC, Citime,i -I, j, k»)- (F", (itime,i + I,j, k)xC, Citime, i + I, j, k»)) 
+ By ((Fy" (itime,i, j -I, k)xC. (itime,i,j -I, k»)- (Fy,. Citime,i, j + I, k)xC, Citime, i, j + I, k»)) 
+ Bz ((Fz" Citime,i, j, k -I)XC, Citime,i, j, k -1»)- (Fz" Citime,i, j, k + l)xC, (itime,i, j, k + I»)) 
+ D",B, (C,Citime,i + 2,j,k) -C,Citime,i -2,j,k») 
+ Dy"By(C,Citime,i,j+ 2,k) -C,Citime,i,j-2,k») 
+ Dz"Bz(C,(itime,i,j,k + 2) -C,Citime,i,j,k -2») 
B =~ B =~ 
, p~x y p~y 
F", (itime, i -I,j, k) = pu, (itime,i -I, j, k) etc. 
Fy" (itime,i, j-I, k) = pv, (itime,i, j-I, k) etc. 
Fz., (itime, i, j, k -I) = pw, (itime,i,j, k -I) etc. 
r r r 
D =~ D =2l:!.. D =~ 
,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(21) 
~t is the adopted time step while ~x, fly and ~ are the grid lengths in the x-, y- and z-directions, 
respectively. 'F' indicates the strength of the convective (flow) field while '0' represents the diffusive 
conductance (Patankar, 1980). '0' is always positive but 'F' can be either positive or negative 
depending on the direction of the velocity field. 
As evident, equation (21) contains terms, which are evaluated at both cell faces and nodes. However, as 
mentioned before, the present contribution assumes that the pollutant concentrations are stored at the 
cell nodes. Therefore, the concentration terms in the above equation which are stored as 'cell face 
values' must be approximated again as 'cell node values'. Many schemes have been proposed for this 
purpose. The most notable among them are, the central, upwind, hybrid, power law and quadratic 
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upstream interpolation for convective kinetics (QUICK) scheme. Many higher order schemes such as 
total variation diminishing (TVD), second order upwind (SOU), second order hybrid (SHYBRID) and 
fifth order upwind for accurate prediction of the sharp concentration gradients in a flow filed have also 
been proposed. The advantages and disadvantages of each scheme have been discussed by many 
authors (e.g., Leonard, 1979; Fletcher, 1991; Leonard and Drummond, 1995; Versteeg and 
Malalasekera, 1995; Das and Nassehi, 2000) and a further discussion is not to be attempted here. In the 
present contribution, QUICK has been adopted as in most practical purposes, it can provide stable 
computations of pollutants' concentration under the least restrictions. Accordingly, the concentration 
values at the cell faces in equation (21) are approximated to nodal values using QUICK. Equations (22) 
and (23) present the approximations in general form for different cell face values. 
For Fx. e >0, Xi =X,y,Z e=f,p ,. 
C,-(itime,i -l,j. k) = C, (itime,i - 2,j,k) +i [3C, (itime,i,j, k) - 2C, (itime,i - 2,j, k) - C, (itime,i -4,j,k)] 
C, (itime,i + l,j, k) = C, (itime,i,j,k) + i[3C, (itime,i + 2,j,k) - 2C, (itime,i,j,k) - C, (itime,i - 2,j, k)] 
C, (itime,i,j -I, k) = C, (itime,i, j-2, k) +.!. [3C, (itime,i, j, k) - 2C, (itime,i, j -2, k)-C, (itime,i,j -4, k)] 8 ' 
C, (itime ,i, j + l,k) = C, (itime,i,j, k) + i [3C, (itime,i,j + 2,k) - 2C, (itime,i, j,k) - C, (itime ,i,j - 2,k)] 
C,(itime,i,j,k -1) = C,(itime,i,j,k - 2) +i[3C, (itime,i,j,k) - 2C, (itime,i, j,k - 2) - C,(itime,i, j, k -4)] 
C, (itime,i, j, k + 1) = C, (itime, i, j, k) + i [3C, (itime,i,j, k + 2) - 2C, (itime,i, j, k) - C, (itime,i, j, k - 2)] 
(22) 
For Fx., <0, 
" 
Xi == x,y,z eEf,p 
C,(itime,i -I,j,k) = C, (itime,i,j,k) + i[3C, (itime,i - 2,j,k) - 2C, (itime,i,j,k) - C, (itime,i + 2,j,k)] 
C, (itime,i + l,j, k) = C, (itime,i + 2, j,k) +i[3C, (itime,i,j,k) - 2C, (itime,i + 2,j,k) - C, (itime,i + 4,j,k)] 
C, (itime,i, j -I,k) = C, (itime,i,j, k) + i[3C, (itime,i,j - 2, k) - 2C, (itime,i,j, k) - C, (itime,i,j + 2, k)] 
C, (itime,i,j + l,k) = C, (itime,i,j+ 2,k) + i[3C, (itime,i,j,k) - 2C, (itime,i,j+ 2, k) - C,(itime,i,j + 4,k)] 
C, (itime,i,j, k -I) = C, (itime,i,j, k) + i[3C, (itime,i,j, k - 2) - 2C, (itime,i, j, k) - C, (itime,i, j, k + 2)] 
C, (itime,i,j, k + I) = C, (itime,i,j,k + 2) + i[3C, (itime,i, j,k) - 2C, (itime,i,j, k + 2) - C, (itime,i,j, k + 4)] 
(23) 
The components of the dispersion coefficient tensor in equations (16), (19) and (20) for the soilwater 
sub-domain are calculated at the nodes corresponding to the concentration values instead of an average 
value over the whole domain, as often done. Since the equations are already in the algebraic form, they 
are simply written in terms of the grid co-ordinates, 
() [ 
(U;+l,jJlp (v;,j+l.k II (w;.j.k+l ll] . 
rxx,p i,j.k =Re cx L Iv I +cxru Iv I +cxTV Iv I" + r;,j,kIp (24) 
P i,j,k P i,j,k P 1,J,k 
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(25) 
. (26) 
3.3 DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS FOR MATCHING INTERFACIAL CONDITIONS 
Model Equations 
Due to the difficulties arising from the mathematical incompatibility between the Navier-Stokes and the 
Darcy equations (Nield and Bejan, 1992; Salinger et aI., 1994; Gartling et aI., 1996; Nassehi, 1998), 
special techniques are necessary for coupling the two equations of motion for groundwater and 
soilwater regions. Imposition of Beavers and Joseph's (1967) interfacial condition apparently removes 
such difficulties (Das et aI., 2001). The original formulation by Beavers and Joseph is the most suitable 
for planer geometry (Beavers and Joseph, 1967; Saffman, 1971). However, it can be modified to take 
into account the flow in 3-D combined free/porous domains and the fluid behaviour at the interface in-
between by resolving the 3-D co-ordinate framework into two planes (Das et aI., 2001). According to 
the formulation, the velocity components, normal to the permeable interfaces, are continuous across the 
intermediate planes while the components, tangential to the interfacial surfaces, jump across. The 
transition of the tangential velocity components is attributed to the so-called 'Darcy-slip phenomenon' 
at the interfaces resulting from a shear-stress mechanism. The general form of the extended Beavers 
and Joseph's condition for the tangential velocity components, as adopted in this work, is expressed as, 
--+--(ay"'o ay',O) oxn,o dxt,.o f (27) 
Yt1t2 (V~2'O _V~2'O) 
IDaK~ , 
'IJ " 
(28) 
where, tl and t2 represent the two tangential directions while 'n' indicates the direction normal to the 
interface. y" is a non-dimensional slip coefficient on the tlt2 plane and is a function of the structural , , 
properties of the interface. K" and K" are the components of the permeability tensor in the tl and t2 
I I 2 2 
directions. 
'. 
The velocity components normal to the interfacial plane is modelled as continuous in consistent with 
the original Beavers and Joseph's (1967) formulation, 
y~.o = y;.o (29) 
The pressure across the interface is modelled as discontinuous. The following relationship is used to 
calculate the transition, 
(_ pO + 2J.! 0 _1 ay"O) = _po (30) Re ax '.0 P 
f 
To decide the matching conditions for contaminants' concentration, it is assumed that there is no 
chemical dispersion or diffusion within the interfacial boundary layer. Hence, the material is 
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transported across the interface due to the purely advective forces. A simple mass balance consideration 
at the interface yields, 
Qm=Q,C. " (31) 
where, Qm is the mass of pollutants crossing the interface, Q is the volumetric fluid discharge from free 
flow to porous flow sections, 'e' indicates either or both the ground water and soil water zones. 
Rewriting equation (31) in terms of vector velocity, v, flow area, A, for both domains, 
(vAC), = (v<pAC)p or, (vC), = (v<pC)p (32) 
where, <p, is the porosity at the interface and, of the permeable material. If the pollutants' concentration 
is continuous across the interface, then, 
(33) 
However, in the present simulation, none of these matching conditions has provided the desired non-
oscillatory concentration distribution immediately across the interface. As such, the matching condition 
for concentration has been decided as follows. As an initial guess, the contaminants' concentration at 
each time level has been assumed as continuous across the interface as given in equation (33). An 
iteration and convergence process for the concentration profile with respect to the initial concentration 
distribution in the porous domain is then carried out to update the concentration values at the interface 
to match a stable concentration distribution profile. 
Working Equations 
The working equations for the matching boundary conditions are presented for each interface (Figure 
1) separately for clarity of the formulation. The FVM integration and subsequent spatial discretisation 
of equations (27) and (28) yield the necessary working equations for predicting the transition in the 
tangential velocity components across the interface. All normal velocity components are continuous 
across the interfacial surface. The pressure terms are discontinuous over the intermediate planes. For 
the matching boundary conditions for pollutants' concentration, both continuous and discontinuous 
conditions are adopted for the analyses of the contaminants' transport. 
Interface bfgc: 
The discretised equations for the jump in tangential velocities (v- and w-) at the interface bfgc are, 
VH,;+l.J,klp = Vii'H,J,ki, ~ ((VH'H,J+I,k - VH,t-l,J-I,k 1, Ay, - (UH',J,k -uii"-2,J,kl,A,,) (34) 
Y' 
WH"+',J,kip = WiinH,J,ki, -~ ((Wii,t-l,J,k+l-Wii"-I,J,k-ll,Ay,-{u.i"'J,k -UH"-2,j,kl,Ax') (35) 
y' 
where, iint is the co-ordinate of the interface on yz plane in the x-direction with respect to the reference 
point (ij,k). AY" Axz and Axy are the areas of cell faces normal to the X-, y- and z-axes on the yz, xz and 
xy planes respectively. I:!. V is the cell volume. The velocity terms appearing with respect to the nodal 
coordinates in equations (34) and (35) are suitably approximated by the velocity at cell face for solving 
the governing equations in the simulator. The u-velocity component is normal to, and continuous 
across, this interface. The discretised equation for estimating the jump in pressure over the interf~ce is 
given as, 
p" "kl =(p, l'k-2!!~(u .. 'k-U" 2'k)l~ (36) I1nt+,j. p llnt- .J. Re L\ V lint,]. IInt-,j. Jf 
Interface aejb: 
In case of the interface aejb, the jumps in the tangential velocity components (u- and w-) are simulated 
from the following algebraic equations, 
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(37) 
I - I ~DaKu ~( 1 ( 1) w··· -w··· - w··· -w... A -v·. -v··· A l,Jlnt-l,k P l,Jmt+l,k f y xz.6. V I,Jlnt+l,k+l l,Jmt+i,k-I f XZ l,jmt+2,k I,jtnt,k f xy (38) 
where, jint is the co-ordinate of the interface on the xz plane in the y-direction with respect to the 
reference point (ij,k). Any velocity terms expressed in terms of the cell node co-ordinates are 
appropriately approximated by the cell face values of the used staggered grid. The v-velocity 
component is continuous across the interface at this instance. The transition in pressure across the 
interface aejb is simulated by the following discretised equation, 
Pi.ji,t-1 •• !p = (Pi.j;,,+l .• - 211 R~~V (Vi.ji"+2 .• - v i.ji,,,)l (39) 
Interface abed: 
The transitions in the tangential velocities (u- and v-) across the interface abed are given by the 
following discretised equation, 
! ! ~DaKn ~( 1 ( 1 ) u... =u·" - u·" -u·" A - w ... -w... A I.J,kmt+1 p I.J,kmt-! f y AV 1+1,j,kmt-l J-i,J,kmt-l f xy 1,J,kmt 1,},kmt-2 f yz 
xy 
(40) 
- ! ~DaKyy ~( 1 ( 1 ) v .. , v . . v., . -v·· A - w·· . -w... A 1,J,k Jnt+l Ip I,}.kmt-l f y AV 1,j+I,kmt-l 1 . .r-1,kmt-l (xy I.J,ktnt I,J,kmt-2 f xz 
xy 
(41) 
where, kint in the co-ordinate of the interface on the x-y plane along the z-direction in reference to the 
control point (i,j,k). The w-component of velocity is continuous across this interface. The discretised 
equation for simulating the pressure over the interface is, . 
p .. =p .. -2--w ... -w ... ! ( Axy ( )) 1.J,kmt+1 p I,J,lr.mt-l J.1 Re AV I,J.kmt 1,J,kmt-2 f (42) 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A comprehensive description of the numerical solution procedure adopted for the present simulation of 
transport behaviour in combined free and porous flow regions in subsurface has been given by Das and 
Nassehi (2001a). The convergence behaviour of the solution through mesh alteration has been 
discussed by Das et al. (2001). Das et al. (2001) have also analysed the corresponding velocity profiles 
and pressure distributions in individual sub-domains and the interfacial region in the sub-surface. The 
present paper, therefore, concentrates mainly on analysing the transient velocity profiles and the 
contaminants' concentration distributions at different interfacial planes of the combined domains. The 
major difficulties encountered in the present simulation are the emergence of a large number of 
dimensionless variables governing the flow in the combined subsurface zones and the complex 
interplay by the sub-domains. It has been difficult, therefore, to synthesise conclusively the effects of 
one flow parameter on another, particularly at the interfacial regions. The problem has been further 
compounded by the lack of experimental data in combined free and porous zones in the subsurface. In 
the initial part of this discussion, the dynamic transport behaviour for water and contaminants is 
analysed for fixed normalised Reynolds and Darcy numbers. In the later parts, the influence of varying 
these variables on the transport behaviour is investigated. The present work identifies the pollutant 
concentration as the control parameter for the sensitivity test and to determine the effects of normalised 
Reynolds and Darcy numbers on the subsurface flow. The numerical values of important relevant 
parameters adopted in the present simulation are taken from Table 1 unless otherwise mentioned .. 
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Figures 2a-d present typical predicted 3-D velocity fields in different sub-domains of the associated 
regions. Figure 2a presents a velocity profile in the free flow section at dimensionless time level, t=25. 
Numerical results reveal that within most part of the free flow section, negative pressure differentials 
exist towards the interface bfge in the positive x-direction. Therefore, despite the presence of multiple 
numbers of permeable interfaces in the domain, the flow in this area is mostly in the positive x-
direction. Any deviation that occurs from the strictly positive x-directed flow is observed near the 
interfaces, abed and aejb, especially at high time levels as water penetrates into the other permeable 
domains. This also implies that within the free flow section, the dominant direction for contaminants' 
transport is in the positive longitudinal direction. Due to the complex pressure distribution at the 
interactive free and porous flow regimes in the subsurface, flow phenomena such as velocity reversal 
and co-existing inflow and outflow may be observed at the permeable interfaces. These may result in 
the creation of boundary layers for momentum and contaminants at the intermediate areas. Figure 2b 
presents a velocity profile in the porous domain at the top of the free flow region (sub-domain II) at 
dimensionless time level, t=25. In absence of any inflow from the side-walls, the dominant 
contaminants' transport in this sub-domain is in the positive vertical direction as water from the free 
flow zone penetrates into this section. Co-existing inflow and outflow near the open portion of this 
region is also observed which results in flow circulation. Figure 2c indicates a sample profile of the 
flow field in sub-domain IIL The varying pressure differential at the free/porous flow domain interface, 
bfgc, causes the fluid to circulate in the porous section. Initially, fluid enters into the permeable domain 
from a portion of its open end. Due to the negative pressure differential towards the interfacial surface, 
the contaminated water moves in the negative x-direction towards the interface, bfge. However, as a 
consequence of higher pressure across the interface in free side, contaminated water in the porous sub-
domain reverses its direction at the intermediate plane. Such flow circulation may create high values of 
localised concentration in the porous domain. The centre of flow circulation and the front of flow 
reversal move with time and after a certain time interval, the circulation disappears. Flow in the porous 
side becomes unidirectional in the positive longitudinal direction after this time interval. The duration 
and the rate of fluid circulation depend on many factors, for example, on the initial and boundary 
conditions and, the scales of the sub-domains (Das and Nassehi, 200lb). Figure 2d indicates a sample 
velocity profile in sub-domain IV at dimensionless time level, t=25. Sub-domains I and IV present the 
most complex interactive free and porous flow zones. Fluid enters from the inlets of both regions while 
contaminated water may flow from either free to porous flow region or vice versa depending on the 
pressure differential across the interface. This, therefore, poses a very challenging interfacial flow 
phenomenon to predict. Simulated results have given evidence of strong momentum boundary layers at 
the interface between sub-domains I and IV. Fluids flow may also become unstable as seen in Figure 
2d. However, it can be concluded that the dominant direction for the contaminants' flow is in either the 
positive or the negative transverse direction and, normal to the interface. These issues are ,,being 
discussed in detail while analysing the combined profile of the continuous velocity component in these 
sub-domains. 
In case of combined flow in sub-domains I and II, the vertical velocity component (w) is continuous 
across the interface, abed. The upward transport of the contaminants in the porous sub-domain suggests 
that the vertical velocity component be analysed in more detail. Figure 3a presents I-D profiles of the 
vertical (w) velocity component along a straight line (23,23,z) at time levels t=15 and 45. The figure 
also demonstrates the deviations from the velocity profiles with solid side-wall (abed) due to the 
presence of a permeable interface. As mentioned before, the dominant contaminants' transport in the 
free flow areas takes place in the positive longitudinal direction while, in sub-domain II, it occurs in the 
vertical direction_ A consequence of such hydrodynamic and pollutant transport behaviour can be 
evidenced in Figure 3a. The figure shows that the magnitude of the combined vertical velocity 
component decreases with time in the lower half of the free flow sub-domain while it increases in the 
top half. In the porous side, as water penetrates, the contaminants gain momentum with time in the 
vertical direction. Magnitude of the interfacial velocity also rises with time. Further evidence for the 
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hydrodynamic conditions for contaminants' transport from sub-domain I to sub-domain II are given in 
Figures 3b and 3c. These represent magnified velocity fields across the interface abed at two 
dimensionless time levels, t=5 and 45. The momentum gain in vertical flow across the interface with 
time is apparent. Figures 3d and 3e present dimensionless concentration profiles corresponding to the 
velocity fields described above. Figure 3d presents concentration values along the vertical direction at 
different longitudinal distances from the inlet in the free flow section. Not surprisingly, with increasing 
lengths from the inlet, the contaminants' concentrations at the same time level are less, in general. The 
locations near the inlet of contaminants' transport are therefore most adversely affected. An attempt to 
show the transient behaviour of the pollutant concentration profiles in the combined sub-domains I and 
II has been made in Figure 3e. With time, while pollutant concentration at the bottom half of the free 
flow domain (- z<20) decreases, it increases at the top half (- z>20). This is attributed to the fact that 
pollutants are transported vertically towards the free flow/porous flow interface. Sudden rise of 
concentration at the interfacial region, particularly at the free flow side, is due to probable accumulation 
of polluiants at the interfacial boundary layer. A constant increase in concentration levels at the 
interface is evident. The gradual increase in concentration levels in the porous side with time as 
contaminants are transported across the interface is also clear. In order to have an approximate idea of 
the pollutant concentration at different x-y planes along the vertical direction, average concentration 
levels at each x-y plane in the combined domain have been calculated and plotted against the z co-
ordinates (heights) in Figure 3f. The figure gives further confirmation of above observations. 
An attempt to show the reversal of flow directions at the interface between sub-domains I and III has 
been made in Figures 4a and 4b which present two magnified velocity fields across the interfacial 
surface, bfgc, at dimensionless time levels, t=15 and 45. The behaviour of the continuous velocity 
component is highly dependent on the flow circulation in the porous domain. Therefore, different 
trends are observed in different region of flow, e.g., incoming, outgoing, front of flow reversal etc. Das 
et al. (2001) have analysed such flow regions in detail. A typical transient profile in the outgoing flow 
region is presented in Figure 4c. Further, the longitudinal flow at different transverse locations of the 
domain at a fixed time and vertical co·ordinates are shown in Figure 4d. The corresponding pollutant 
concentrations at the chosen location and a magnified profile for the concentration in the porous sub-
domain are presented in Figure 4e. High concentrations at the interface indicate accumulation of 
contaminants. A typical concentration profile in the form of a 2-D surface plot on the y-z plane near the 
interface (x=39) is presented in Figure 4f. The distribution has uniform values of concentration on most 
part of the surface, except in the region of incoming porous flow where high accumulation of 
concentration may be observed. Similar general trend is also found at other time levels. This implies 
that flow reversal at the interface may have a strong localised influence on the concentration 
distributions. With increase in the permeability, even higher localised concentration values in the 
porous sub-domain are observed. The location and the value of the peak concentration on the surface, 
however, change as the centre of flow circulation moves with time. 
Typical simulated results for the hydrodynamic conditions and contaminants' transport behaviour 
during combined flow in sub-domains I and IV have been presented in Figures 5a-e. Figures 5a a.nd 5b 
show magnified profiles of the velocity fields across the interface, aejb, at time level, t=5 and 45. As 
evident, the porous flow near the inlet of the two domains is in the negative y-direction (away from the 
interface). On the other hand, at distance from the inlet, the porous flow is in the positive y-direction, 
i.e., towards the interface. Oppositely directed flow at the interface, therefore, co-exists. Such flow 
fields at the interface raise the probability that contaminants from the free flow sub-domain are 
transported to the permeable domain near the inlet. On the contrary, away from the inlet surface, the 
contaminants in the porous zone may be transported into the free flow domain. With rising time levels, 
the flow of contaminants from the free to the porous flow sub-domain increases while it decreas.es for 
the transport from the porous area to the free flow domain. The above transport phenomena also create 
strong momentum boundary layers and accumulation of contaminants at the interface as evidenced in 
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Figures 5c-e. Numerical results have indicated the consistency in the directions between the transverse 
velocity components and the velocity vectors in sub-domain IV. This implies, therefore, that the 
dominant direction for the contaminants flow in this region is in the transverse direction rather than in 
the longitudinal direction. In Figure 5c, the transverse flow component on a straight line has been 
plotted against the y co-ordinates at increasing distances from the inlet at dimensionless time level, t=5. 
The negative values of the component terms for the transverse velocity at x=3 indicate directionality of 
the flow, i.e., it is away from the interface near the inlet of the physical domain. However, velocity at 
other locations of the porous domain has positive y-direction, i.e. the contaminants are being 
transported towards the interface. But, with incrementing time, these trends may change. For example, 
at dimensionless time level t=45, the flow at x=13,23 change to negative y-directions from positive y-
directions which imply that contaminants at those location are being carried from the free flow regions. 
Figure Sd presents profiles of concentration distributions at different longitudinal distances from the 
inlets of the two domains. In correspondence with the velocity profiles presented in Figure Sc; high 
concentrations near the inlet of contaminants flow are found. However, as expected, it decreases with 
increasing distance from the entry locations for contaminants. The momentum boundary layers at the 
interfacial region again cause high concentration levels there though only in the porous side. Figure Se 
presents transient profiles for the concentrations distributions along a transverse line near the exit of 
sub-domain IV. The profiles, therefore, represent the near exit concentration levels from the sub-
domain. Due to the difference in the dominant flow directions in the individual sub-sections, different 
trends of pollutant concentrations in the free and porous flow areas are observed. The transverse 
concentrations in the free flow zone fall with time as the transport is dominated by the longitudinal 
velocity component. On the other hand, transverse concentration levels in the permeable zone are seen 
to rise as this direction corresponds to the direction of the flow field. 
In order to demonstrate the effects of normalised Reynolds and Darcy numbers, surface-averaged 
concentrations on the y-z planes in the combined sub-domains I and m have been plotted against the 
longitudinal (x-) direction in Figure 6a. The surface-averaged concentration has been adopted as the 
control parameter because simulated results have shown analogous effects of the said variables on each 
one-dimensional concentration profile. The average concentration distributions are also consistent with 
the predicted velocity fields. These results, therefore, indicate not only the combined effects of the non-
dimensional groups on the pollutant concentrations and the flow fields but also the general trends for 
the flow of concentrations with respect to a specific plane such as the inlet and the interface in the free 
and porous flow regions. In order to reduce the number of possible combinations of these variable, all 
directional permeabilities have been assumed to be equal. The characteristic variations in the 
concentration distributions with the change of these variables are more prominent in the porous sub-
domain as the free flow region is independent of the effects of the normalised Darcy number and the 
non-dimensional permeability. As evident, the concentration profiles in the free flow region ru:e not 
sensitive to the change made in the normalised Reynolds number. However, the effects of the relevant 
variables are clearly visible in the porous side. For the same Reynolds number, concentration levels 
decrease with increase in the non-dimensional permeability. With increase in the permeability, the mass 
transfer rates increases in the porous area, which causes the concentration to become higher. Such 
observations are consistent with many other studies on combined free and porous flow (e.g., Singh et 
aI., 1999; Mharzi et al., 2000). However, the present findings contradict the usual trend anticipated for 
the concentration levels in the porous side when the normalised Reynolds number is increased. With 
rise in the Reynolds number, the concentration levels are found less for the same non-dimell$ional 
permeability, except immediately across the interface. This is mainly attributed to the higher circuiation 
in the porous regions. With rise in the Reynolds number, the rate of circulation increases which helps in 
fast convection of the contaminants in the porous region. This causes the fall in concentration at any 
time level for higher Reynolds number. 
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In order to investigate the sensitivity of the developed model to slip-coefficient at the interface, the 
maximum contaminant concentration in the porous section (sub-domain Ill) has been adopted as the 
control variable. Salinger et al. (1994) also discussed some similar issues on the sensitivity of a 
combined free and porous flow model they developed for a self-ignition problem of coal stockpiles. 
They employed the maximum temperature in the porous domain for the sensitivity test. It was 
demonstrated that the model results from using different Darcy number were not affected strongly by 
the slip-coefficient. Similar behaviour is also observed in the present study. Figure 6b presents the 
maximum concentrations in the porous domain for different slip-coefficients (1,5,10,15) at three 
different time levels. The slip co-efficient, representing the stress field at the interface, is an indication 
of the discontinuities in the velocity field across the interface. However, as evident in the above figure, 
the differences in the concentration values are negligible for the large variation of the slip co-efficient 
considered here. This gives further evidence that the model predictions are not sensitive to the slip-
coefficient. 
An indication of the relative dominance of the transport processes according to convective or diffusive 
modes in the combined domains can be obtained through calculation of Peclet number. Such issues are 
to be discussed in a forthcoming paper. 
" 
5. CONCLUSION 
In order to have realistic simulations for contaminants' transport processes underground, the 
conjunctive flow in groundwater and the soil water regions must be incorporated in a mathematical 
model. In the present paper, the possibilities of having multiple numbers of interfacial planes within a 
combined underground domain have been explored. A finite volume model for predicting the 
hydrodynamic conditions and the contaminants' mobility has been developed. The analysis has 
indicated that, in general, flow fields in free flow domains are not strongly influenced by the presence 
of the permeable interfaces except near them where fluids penetrate from one section to another. 
Complex pressure distributions at the porous domains and the free/porous interfaces result in flow 
reversal at the interface. Co-existing inflow and outflow at the interfaces may also be observed. Such 
flow behaviour may result in the creation of strong momentum and concentration boundary layers at 
the intermediate surfaces. The dominant directions for contaminants flow in the permeable sections 
seem to vary from one domain to another depending on the orientation of the interface. In all the cases 
studied, the dominant directions for pollutants' transport in the porous domains have been found to be 
normal to the interfacial surfaces. However, these conclusions may not be universally true as the 
numerical results are dependent on the initial and boundary conditions imposed. The concentration 
distributions, and hence, the hydrodynamic conditions, in the free flow section are not sensitive to the 
small normalised Reynolds number usually expected in the subsurface regions. However, the pollutants 
transport behaviour in the porous sections depends strongly on the structural properties of the media 
and the aspect ratios of the sub-domains (Das and Nassehi, 2001b). Simulations for finding out the 
sensitivity of the flow behaviour to the properties of the interfaces have revealed their negligible 
dependency on the interfacial slip-coefficient. 
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Symbols 
C 
Da 
K 
K 
P 
Re 
t 
V 
v 
u, v, w 
il 
ill 
D 
DI 
!:;. 
V 
Greek Letters 
a. 
p 
~ 
v 
y 
r 
r 
til 
Superscript 
7. NOMENCLATURE 
Definition 
Pollutant concentration 
Darcy number 
Second order tensor representation of permeability 
Directional permeability 
Pressure 
Reynolds number 
Time 
Volume of a cell 
3-D Velocity field 
Velocity vector components in the x-, y- and z-directions 
Partial derivative with respect to time 
Substantial derivative with respect to time 
Indicates a difference or an infinitesimal small term 
Laplacian operator 
Dispersivity term 
Density of fluid 
Viscosity of fluid 
Kinematic viscosity 
Slip coefficient 
Second order dispersion tensor 
Directional dispersion coefficient 
Tortuosity 
n Indicates time level 
I Indicates effective viscosity 
o Indicates a non-dimensional term 
Subscript/co-ordinate indices 
f Indicates free flow section 
i 
itime 
j 
k 
L 
p 
r 
TH 
TV 
x 
xx 
xy 
xz 
y 
yy 
yz 
x co-ordinate in free flow section 
Time step 
y co-ordinate 
z co-ordinate 
Longitudinal direction associated with soil dispersivity 
Indicates porous flow section 
Indicates a reference variable 
Horizontal transverse direction associated with soil dispersivity 
Vertical direction associated with soil dispersi vity 
Horizontal direction 
x-component of second order tensor parallel to horizontal direction 
Indicates a variable on the x-y plane ' 
Indicates a variable on the x-z plane 
Transverse direction 
y-component of second order tensor parallel to transverse direction 
Indicates a variable on the y-z plane 
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z 
zz 
Vertical direction 
z-component of second order tensor parallel to vertical direction 
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Table 1. Relevant variables for numerical simulation 
Symbol Value Justification on the Choice 
xr 
pr 
f..lr 
Kr 
Re 
Da 
KO 
xx 
KO 
yy 
KO 
u 
y 
1000kgm·3 
0.001 kgm·1s·1 
0.987xlO·12 m2 
1.0 
2.5xl0·14 
3.5xlif 
2.5x104 
1.5x104 
1.0 
Transverse Cy) or vertical Cz) length of free flow zone since they are 
same for both sub-domains 
Density of clear water at 4°C 
Viscosity of water at 20°C 
Darcy, the unit of permeability used in geophysics 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: Representative 3-D domain of combined soil water and groundwater with multiple interfacial 
surfaces. 
Figure 2: (a) 3-D velocity field in free flow zone (sub-domains II) at dimensionless time level, t=25. 
(b) 3-D velocity field in porous section (sub-domains II) at dimensionless time level, t=25. 
(c) 3-D velocity field in porous section (sub-domains II1) at dimensionless time level, t=25. 
(d) 3-D velocity field in porous section (sub-domains IV) at dimensionless time level, t=25. 
Figure 3: (a) Combined vertical (w) velocity component at fixed longitudinal (x=23) and transverse 
(y=23) locations at increasing dimensionless time levels. 
(b) Magnified velocity field at dimensionless time level, t=5 across the interface abed. 
(c) Magnified velocity field at dimensionless time level, t=45 across the interface abed. 
(d) Vertical concentration profiles at fixed dimensionless time level (t=45) and transverse 
location (y=23) at increasing longitudinal distances from inlet of free flow zone. 
(e) Vertical concentration profiles at fixed longitudinal (x=23) and transverse (y=23) 
locations at increasing dimensionless time levels. 
(f) Surface-averaged concentration profiles at fixed transverse location (y=23) and 
dimensionless time level (t=45) at increasing longitudinal distances from inlet of free flow 
zone. 
Figure 4: (a) Magnified velocity field at dimensionless time level, t=15 across the interface bfgc. 
(b) Magnified velocity field at dimensionless time level, t=45 across the interface bfgc.· 
(c) Combined longitudinal (u) velocity component at fixed transverse (y=23) and vertical 
(z=23) locations at increasing dimensionless time levels. 
(d) Combined longitudinal (u) velocity component at fixed dimensionless time level (t=45) 
and heights (z=23) at different transverse locations. 
(e) Longitudinal concentration profiles at fixed transverse (x=23) and vertical (y=23) 
locations at increasing dimensionless time levels. 
(f) Concentration profiles at y-z plane at fixed longitudinal distance (x=39) and 
dimensionless time level (t=25). 
Figure 5: (a) Magnified velocity field at dimensionless time level, t=5 across the interface aejb. 
(b) Magnified velocity field at dimensionless time level, t=45 across the interface aejb. 
(c) Combined transverse velocity (v) component at fixed height (Z=23) and dimensionless 
time level (t=5) at increasing longitudinal distances from the inlets. 
(d) Transverse concentration profiles at fixed dimensionless time level (t=45) and height 
(z=23) at increasing longitudinal distances from inlet of the domain. 
(e) Transverse concentration profiles at fixed longitudinal distance (x=33) and height (:?=23) 
at increasing dimensionIess time levels. 
Figure 6: (a) Longitudinal concentration distributions for different normalised Reynolds number and 
dimensionless permeability of the porous domain. 
(b) Sensitivity of model predictions with respect to the interfacial slip-coefficient. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
The following is a glossary of the most important terms used in this thesis: 
Algorithm 
task. 
Analytical models 
: A sequence of instructions for carrying out some 
: Models in which the solution is obtained by 
mathematical analysis. They are composed of a set of formulas and/or computational 
algorithms that provide the values of a dependent parameter as a function of the set of 
values of the other independent parameters. 
Convergence : The state of tending to a unique solution. 
Computational fluid dynamics : Analysis of a system involving fluid flow, heat 
transfer and associated phenomena such as chemical reactions by means of computer 
based simulations. 
Darcy number A dimensionless number representing the 
permeability of a porous medium. 
Effective viscosity Fluid viscosity resulting due to form drag and 
inertial forces in a porous medium. 
Explicit time stepping : A time marching technique which enables 
prediction of future unknown flow variables based on present or past measurements. 
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Free flow region : Region of fluid flow which requires only the 
specification of fluid transport processes for its description. 
Fully developed flow : The state when the fluid velocity varies only 
radially or axially at sufficient length from the entrance. The velocity must be zero 
exactly at the walls and viscosity causes the velocity to be small in the vicinity of the 
walls. Therefore the flow in the center is faster for the same volumetric flow. 
Flow stability analysis : Analysis of a numerical scheme for its ability to 
control the growth of small disturbances in the simulated results. 
Implicit time stepping : A time marching technique which enables 
prediction of present unknown flow variables based on future measurements. 
Interface : Intermediate region in a combined domain which 
results in a transition of flow behaviour due to change in flow domain characteristics. 
Numerical analysis : The area of mathematics and computer science 
that creates, analyse and implements algorithms for solving numerically the problems of 
continuous mathematics. 
Nusselt number : This dimensionless number is proportional to 
{(total heat transfer) / (conductive heat transfer)} and is used in heat transfer in general 
and forced convection calculations in particular. 
Pedet number : A dimensionless number which is related to the 
strength of convective or diffusive field during transport of chemical. 
Porosity The volume percentage of a solid that could 
potentially be filled with air or water. 
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Porous flow region : Region of fluid flow which requires the 
specification of both fluid transport processes as well as the structural properties of the 
domain for its description. 
Prandtl number : A dimensionless number used in heat transfer 
problems and is the ratio of kinematic viscosity to the thermal diffusivity. 
Raleigb number : A dimensionless number used in double diffusive 
convection processes and is the ratio of buoyancy to inertia forces. 
Reynolds number : A dimensionless number used in fluid dynamics to 
determine the type of flow, i.e., whether the flow is in the turbulent or laminar regime. 
Steady state 
variables. 
Unsteady state model 
Viscosity 
Models which simulate time independent 
: Models which simulate time dependent variables. 
: A measure of a fluid resistance to flow. 
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PROGRAM LISTING 
CONTENTS 
Appendix 4.1 
Appendix 4.2 
Appendix 4.3 
Appendix 4.4 
Appendix 4.5 
Appendix 4.5 
: List of variables used in the programs 
: Data file 
: Simulator for free flow region 
: Simulator for interfacial conditions 
: Simulator for porous flow region 
: Sample output 
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LIST OF VARIABLES USED IN THE PROGRAMS 
Variables 
alpha 
alphal 
alphath 
alphatv 
ap 
apu, apv, apw 
au, av, aw 
auu, avv, aww 
ax,aY,az 
axpJ, axp2, axp3 
axp2,ayp2,ayp3 
axx, ayy, azz 
axy 
axz 
ayz 
c 
coninr 
cp 
da 
delt 
deltime 
delx 
dely 
delz 
dens 
densf 
Definition 
slip coefficient 
diffusivity in the longitudinal direction 
diffusivity in the transverse horizontal direction 
diffusivity in the transverse vertical direction 
coefficient: see discretised working equations for porous domain 
coefficients: see discretised working equations 
coefficients: see discretised working equations 
coefficients: see discretised working equations 
coefficients: see discretised working equations 
coefficients: see discretised working equations for porous domain 
coefficients: see discretised working equations for porous domain 
coefficients: see discretised working equations 
area of grid cells in the x-y plane 
area of grid cells in the x -z plane 
area of grid cells in the y-z plane 
concentration profile in the free flow region 
reference concentration 
concentration profile in the porous flow region 
Darcy number 
dimensionless time length 
dimensional time length 
dimensional grid length in the x-direction 
dimensional grid length in the y-direction 
dimensional grid length in the z-direction 
dimensionless fluid density 
fluid density 
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densr 
dfickd 
difcof 
diffx. diffy. diffz 
fx. fy. fz 
imax 
jmax 
kmax 
kx 
ky 
kz 
I 
m 
magvel 
mass 
massin 
massout 
n 
npolut 
ntstep 
p 
pecx 
pecy 
pecz 
permr 
pinlet 
pnold 
porosity 
pp 
ppdim 
ppnew 
re 
reference fluid density 
Ficks diffusion coefficient 
diffusion coefficient 
coefficients: see discretised working equations 
coefficients: see discretised working equations 
maximum domain co-ordinate in the x -direction 
maximum domain co-ordinate in the x -direction 
maximum domain co-ordinate in the x -direction 
permeability in the x-direction 
permeability in the y-direction 
permeability in the z-direction 
List of variables 
number of cells in the computational domain x-direction 
number of cells in the computational domain y-direction 
magnitude of velocity vector 
mass losses 
mass coming inside a cell 
mass going of a cell 
number of cells in the computational domain z-direction 
number of pollutants 
number of time steps 
initial pressure distribution in the free flow region 
Pedet number in the x-direction 
Pedet number in the y-direction 
Pedet number in the z-direction 
reference permeability 
inlet boundary condition for pressure 
pressure distribution 
porosity of soil 
initial pressure distribution in the porous flow region 
dimensional pressure distribution in the porous region 
updated pressure field in the porous region 
Reynolds number 
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slipvel 
toln 
tort 
u 
uinlet 
up 
uref 
v 
vinlet 
visc 
viscf 
visck 
viscr 
vol 
vp 
w 
winlet 
wp 
x 
y 
z 
slip velocity 
tolerance limit 
tortuosity 
x-velocity component in the free flow region 
inlet boundary condition for x-velocity component 
x-velocity component in the porous flow region 
reference viscosity 
y-velocity component in the free flow region 
inlet boundary condition for y-velocity component 
dimensionless fluid viscosity 
fluid viscosity 
kinematic fluid viscosity 
reference fluid viscosity 
volume of grid cells 
y-velocity component in the porous flow region 
z-velocity component in the free flow region 
inlet boundary condition for z-velocity component 
z-velocity component in the porous flow region 
size of computational domain in x-direction 
size of computational domain y-direction 
size of computational domain z-direction 
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List of variables 
data.f 
c THIS PROGRAM STORES THE BASIC DATA USED FOR SIMULATING THE COMBINED FREE 
c AND POROUS FLOW IN THE SUBSURFACE. THE DATA ARE STORED AS SUB-ROUTINES AS 
c THEY ENABLE EASY DATA PROCESSING AND MANIPULATION. IN ORDER TO USE THE 
c DATA, THE PROGRAM IS LINKED WITH THE OTHER PROGRAMS. 
c 
cc PLEASE LOOK AT NOMENCLATURE SECTION FOR DEFINITION OF THE VARIBALES 
c 
cc SPECIFICATION OF DIMENSIONLESS FLUID DENSITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine propl (dens 
real dens,densf,densr 
call 
densf 
dens 
return 
end 
prop3 (densr 
= 1105.0 
= 1.0*densf/densr 
cc SPECIFICATION OF DIMENSIONLESS VISCOSITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine prop2 (visc 
real visc,viscf,viscr 
call 
viscf 
vise 
return 
end 
prop4 (viscr 
0.00105 
= viscf/viscr 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF THE FLUID 
c 
subroutine calcul (visck 
c 
real visck,dens,visc 
c 
call propl (dens 
c 
call prop2 (visc 
c 
visck = visc/dens 
c 
return 
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c 
c 
end 
cc SPECIFICATION OF REFERENCE FLUID DENSITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine prop3 
real 
densr 
return 
end 
densr 
(densr 
1000.00 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE REFERENCE VISCOSITY 
c 
e 
e 
e 
c 
c 
subroutine prop4 
real 
viscr 
return 
end 
viscr 
(viscr 
= 0.001 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE SIZE OF COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
c 
c THE PRESENT WORK HAS ASSUMED EQUAL DOMAIN LENGTHS FOR EACH SPATIAL 
c DIRECTIONS. HOWEVER, THE USERS MAY ADOPT ANY DOMAIN LENGTHS. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine size 
real 
x 
y 
z 
return 
end 
x, y, z 
= 
(X, y, z 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF CELLS IN THE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
e 
c THE PRESENT WORK HAS ASSUMED EQUAL NUMBER OF CELLS IN EACH SPATIAL 
Data file 
e DIRECTIONS. HOWEVER, THE USERS MAY ADOPT ANY NUMBER OF CELLS DEPENDING 
e UPON THE COMPUTIONAL COST. 
e 
subroutine ee11no (1 ,m ,n 
e 
integer 1 ,m ,n 
e 
1 18 
m = 18 
n 18 
e 
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c 
c 
return 
end 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE SMALLEST GRID LENGTHS 
c 
subroutine calcu2 (delx,dely,delz 
c 
real x~Y/z,delx,delY/delz 
c 
integer l,m,n 
c 
call size (X,y, z 
c 
call cellno (l,m,n 
c 
Data file 
cc THE UNIFORMITY OF THE MESH YIELDS EQUAL DISTANCES BETWEEN ANY TWO 
cc CONSECUTIVE NODES IN THE SAME DIRECTION OR ANY TWO CONSECUTIVE PARALLEL 
cc FACES. ALSO, THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ANY TWO CONSECUTIVE NODES IS EQUAL TO 
cc THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO CONSECUTIVE FACES. SUCH A LENGTH IS TAKEN TO BE 
cc OF TWO UNITS IN THE SPATIAL CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM IN THE PRESENT WORK. 
c 
cc IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE TO ADOPT ZONES OF DIFFERENT GRID LENGTHS IN THE 
cc COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN. TO ACHIEVE THIS, THE USER MUST DIVIDE THE 
cc COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN ACCORDING TO THE DESIRED SIZE AND SPECIFY THE NUMBER 
cc OF CELLS WITHIN EACH DIVISION. THIS WOULD ENABLE THE USER TO CALCULATE 
cc THE GRID LENGTHS. 
cc 
cc 
cc TYPE OF GRID USED IN THE PRESENT WORK: STAGGERED GRID 
c 
c 
c 
c 
delx 
dely 
delz 
return 
end 
= 
= 
x/(l*y) 
y/ (m*y) 
z/ (n*y) 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE MAXIMUM CO-ORDINATES OF THE DOMAIN BOUNDARIES 
c 
cc THE COORDINATE OF STARTING NODE IS (10,10,10). SUCH A CO-ORDINATE HAS 
cc BEEN SELECTED TO AVOID 'ZERO' AND 'REAL NUMBERS' AMONG THE SUBSCRIPTS OF 
cc THE MATRICES IN THE SIMULATOR SINCE THEY ARE NOT RECOGNISED BY FORTRAN 
cc COMPILERS. 
c 
subroutine maxcor ( imax I jmax, kmax 
c 
integer imax,jrnax,kmax,l,m,n 
c 
call cellno (l,m, n 
c 
cc x-DIRECTION: 
c 
irnax = 2*1+9 
c 
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cc 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
y-DIRECTION: 
jrnax = 2*m+9 
z-DIRECTION: 
kmax 2*n+9 
return 
end 
TO CALCULATE THE FACE AREA AND VOLUME OF THE CELL 
subroutine arvol (axy,ayz,axz,vol 
real axy,ayz,axz,delx,dely,delz,vol 
call calcu2 (delx,dely,delz 
axy = delx*dely 
ayz dely*delz 
axz delx*delz 
vcl delx*dely*delz 
return 
end 
SPECIFICATION OF THE TIME INCREMENT 
subroutine timel (delt 
real deltime,delt,visck,viscr,densr,x,y,z 
call calcul (visck 
call size (x,y,z 
call dimtime (deltirne 
call prop3 (densr 
call prop4 (viscr 
delt = deltirne*viscr/(densr*(y**2)) 
return 
end 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE DIMENSIONAL TIME STEP 
c 
subroutine dirntime (deltirne 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
real 
del time 
return 
end 
deltime 
0.05 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF TIME STEP 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine time4 
integer 
ntstep 
return 
end 
ntstep 
(ntstep 
= 47 
cc SPECIFICATION OF A NORMALISED REYNOLD' NUMBER 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine reynol (re) 
real 
call 
call 
call 
call 
re 
return 
end 
re,x,y,z,densr,viscr,uref 
velref 
size 
prop3 
prop4 
= 
(uref 
(x,y,z 
(densr 
(viscr 
1.0*y*densr*uref/viscr 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE REFERENCE VELOCITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine velref 
real 
uref 
return 
end 
uref 
(uref 
= 0.0001 
cc SPECIFICATION OF A NORMALISED DARCY NUMBER 
c 
subroutine darcyn (da 
c 
real da,x,y,z,kref 
c 
call permr (kref 
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c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
call 
da 
return 
end 
size (x,y, z 
krefl (y*y) 
cc SPECIFICATION OF A DIMENSIONAL PERMEABILITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine hycond 
real kx,ky,kz 
real kx,ky,kz 
kx 
ky 
kz 
return 
end 
= 
= 
(kx,ky,kz 
1.0*10e-8 
1. 0*10e-8 
1. 0*10e-8 
cc SPECIFICATION OF REFERENCE PERMEABILITY 
c 
subroutine permr (kref 
c 
real kref 
c 
kref = 1. 0*0. 987e-12 
c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
cc SPECIFICATION OF A DIMENSIONLESS PERMEABILITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine perm (kx,ky,kz 
real kx,ky,kz,kref 
call 
call 
kx 
ky 
kz 
return 
end 
permr 
hycond 
= 
= 
= 
(kref 
(kx,ky,kz 
kx/kref 
ky/kref 
kz/kref 
cc SPECIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF POLLUTANTS TO 
cc ANALYSE MULTI-COMPONENT SCENARIOS 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine pollut 
integer 
npolut 
return 
end 
npolut 
(npolut 
S 
cc SPECIFICATION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICINTS OF THE POLLUTANTS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine diffco (difcof 
double precision difcof(S) ,dfickd(S) 
real viscr 
integer ipolut,npolut 
call dfickp 
call prop4 
call pollut 
do SO, ipolut 
difcof (ipolut) 
50 continue 
return 
end 
(dfickd 
{viscr 
(npolut 
l,npolut,l 
dfickd(ipolut)/viscr 
cc SPECIFICATION OF DIFFUSIVITY 
c 
subroutine trans (alphal,alphath,alphatv) 
c 
real alphal,alphath,alphatv,x,y,z 
c 
call size (x,y, z 
c 
alphal = O.lS*x 
c 
alphath o .20*y 
c 
alphatv = 0.2S*z 
c 
alphal = alphal/y 
c 
alphath alphath/y 
c 
alphatv = alphatv/y 
c 
return 
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c 
c 
end 
cc SPECIFICATION OF POROSITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine pore 
real 
porosity 
return 
end 
porosity 
(porosity 
0.35 
cc SPECIFICATION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN POROUS ZONE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
100 
subroutine dfickp 
double 
dfickd(l) 
dfickd(2) 
dfickd (3) 
dfickd(4) 
dfickd (5) 
return 
end 
precision 
subroutine diffick 
double precision 
(dfickd 
dfickd(5 
2*10e-8 
2.5*10e-lO 
3.0*10e-12 
3.5*10e-13 
4.0*10e-14 
(dfick 
dfick(5),dfickd(5) 
real tort,densr,viscr 
integer idfick,npolut 
call prop3 (densr 
call prop4 (viscr 
call dfickp (dfickd 
call pollut (npolut 
tort = 1.25 
do 100, idfick = 1,npolut,1 
dfick(idfick) = tort*dfickd(idfick)*densr/viscr 
continue 
return 
end 
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c 
cc SPECIFICATION OF REFERENCE CONCENTRATION 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine conref 
real coninr 
coninr 
return 
end 
(coninr 
= 1.0*10e-12 
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freeflow.f 
cc THIS PROGRAM ATTEMPTS TO SIMULATE THE FREE FLOW OF A LIQUID IN SOIL DOMAIN 
c 
cc GOVERNING PDEs USED IN FREEFLOW.F 
c 
cc 
C 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
c 
1. 
2. 
3-D INCOMPRESSIBLE CONlNUITY EQUATION 
THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WHICH IMPLIES A CONSERVATION LAW 
IS A CONTINUITY EQUATION. IN THIS WORK, CONTINUITY EQUATI-
-ON IS APPLIED FOR MASS AND MOMENTUM CONSERVATION OF 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID ELEMENTS. 
3-D NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION 
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION IS REPRESENTATION OF NEWTON'S SECOND 
LAW OF MOTION, i.e., RATE OF CHANGE OF MOMENTUM IS EQUAL TO 
THE NET FORCE ACTING ON THE FLUID PARTICLE. THE EQUATION 
WAS DERIVED INDEPENDENTLY BY BOTH STOKES AND NAVIER THOUGH 
THEY USED DIFFERENT APPROACH (STOKES USED THE CONCEPT OF 
CONTINUOUS FLOW WHILE NAVIER USED MOLECULAR FLOW) .HENCE,THE 
THE CREDIT FOR THE EQUATION IS SHARED. 
cc NOTE: IN IDEAL CONDITIONS, THE FLOW PHENOMENA ARE BASED ON A SET 
cc OF MASS,MOMENTUM AND ENERGY CONSERVATION EQUATIONS, AND THE 
cc CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FOR THE FLUIDS AND THE POROUS MATER-
cc -IAL INVOLVED. HOWEVER, IN THE PRESENT CONTRIBUTION, WE HAVE 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
c 
ASSUMED ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS SO THAT IT IS NOT NECESSARY 
TO INVOLVE AN ENERGY CONSERVATION EQUATION. IN CASES OF 
CHANGING DOMAIN TEMPERATURE, e.g., HOT EFFLUENT INJECTION 
IN SOIL, ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION MUST BE INCORPORATED TO 
REPRESENT THE ACTUAL SCENARIO. 
cc TYPE SPECIFICATION AND STORAGE ALLOCATION 
c 
cc REAL VARIABLES: 
c 
double precision u 50,50,50,50),v (50,50,50,50),w (50,50,50,50) 
double precision pnold ( 50,50,50,50) 
double precision conc (5,50,50,50,50) 
double precision massin ( 50,50,50,50), 
1 massout( 50,50,50,50), 
1 mass ( 50,50,50,50) 
double precision magvel ( 50,50,50,50) 
c 
real delx,dely,delz 
c 
cc INTEGER VARIABLES: 
c 
integer i,j,k,imax,jrnax,kmax,itime,ntstep,ipolut,npolut 
c 
integer il,jl,kl 
c 
integer ierr 
c 
ierr = 1 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
open(unit=20,file="utop" 
1 
open(unit=21,file="vtop" 
1 
open(unit=22,file="wltoptl 
1 
open(unit=23,file="w2top" 
1 
open(unit=24,file="ptop" 
1 
open(unit=25,file="ctopl" 
1 
open(unit=26,file="ctop2" 
1 
open(unit=40,file="usouth" 
1 
, access;:: " sequential " , form=" formatted 11 , 
status="new" 
I access=" sequential" , form=" formatted" , 
status="new" 
,access="sequential",form="formatted", 
status;::;"new" 
,access="sequential",form:::"formatted", 
status="new" 
,access="sequential",form::;l1formatted", 
status=lInew" 
,access:::"sequential",form="formatted", 
status="new" 
,access:::"sequential",form="formatted", 
status="newll 
,access="sequential",form=lIformatted", 
status="new" 
open (unit=41, file="vlsouth" , access=" sequential" , form=" formatted" , 
1 status="new") 
open(unit=42,file="v2south",access="sequential",form="formatted", 
1 status= "new" ) 
open (unit=43, file="wsouth 11 
1 
,access="sequential",form="formatted", 
status="new" 
, access=lIsequential 11 , form=" formatted" , open (uni t=44, file= "psouth" 
1 status=tlnew" 
open(unit=45,file="csouthl",access="sequential",form="formatted", 
1 status::;"new") 
open(unit=46,file="csouth2",access="sequential",form=lIformatted", 
1 status="new") 
open (unit=60, file="ueastl " , access=" sequential" , form=" formatted" , 
1 status= "new" 
open(unit=61,file="ueast2" ,access="sequential",form="formatted", 
1 status="new" 
open(unit=62,file="veast" ,access="sequential",form="formatted", 
1 status="new" 
open(unit=63,file="weast" ,access="sequential",form="formatted", 
1 status="new" 
open(unit=64,file="peast" ,access="sequential",form="formatted", 
1 status= "new" 
open(unit=65,file="ceastl" ,access="sequential",forrn="formatted", 
1 status=lInew" 
open(unit=66,file="ceast2" ,access="sequential",form="formatted", 
1 status="new" 
call maxcor (imax, jmax, krnax 
call time4 (ntstep 
call presbc (pnold 
call pold (pnold 
call pollut (npolut 
call calcu2 (delx,dely,delz 
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c 
call velint (u,v,w 
c 
call velio (u,v,w 
c 
call wallbc (u,v,w 
c 
call velnew {u,v,w,pnold 
c 
call vector (magvel 
c 
call cancen (cone 
c 
do 5, itime = 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 5, i = 10, imax ,2 
do 5, j = 10 I jrnax ,2 
c 
write(20,12) u (itime,i-l,j I kmax-l 
write(21,12) v (itime,i ,j-l,kmax-l 
write(22,12) w (itime,i , j , krnax 
write(23,12) w (itime,i , j , kmax-2 
write(24,12) pno1d (itime,i , j ,kmax-l 
c 
5 continue 
c 
do 17, ipo1ut = 1 ,npolut,l 
do 17, itirne 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 17, i = lO,irnax ,2 
do 17, j lO,jrnax ,2 
c 
write(25,12) cone (ipolut,itime,i,j,kmax-l) 
write(26,12) cone (ipo1ut,itime,i,j,kmax-3) 
c 
17 continue 
c 
do 14, itime = 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 14, i 10, imax ,2 
do 14, k = lO,kmax ,2 
c 
write(40,12) u (itime,i-l,lO,k 
write(41,12) v (itime,i ,9 ,k 
write(42,12) v (itime, i ,11, k 
write (43,12) w (itime,i ,10,k-l 
write (44, 12) pnold (itime, i ,10, k 
c 
14 continue 
c 
do 15, ipolut = 1 ,npolut,1 
do 15, itime = 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 15, i lO,imax ,2 
do 15, k = 10,kmax ,2 
c 
write(45,12) cone (ipolut,itime,i,lO,k 
write(46,12) cone (ipolut,itime,i,12,k 
c 
15 continue 
c 
do 1- itime 1 ,ntstep,l 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 1, 
do 1, 
write(60,12) 
write(61,12) 
write(62,12) 
write(63,12) 
write(64,12) 
1 continue 
do 21, 
do 21, 
do 21, 
do 21, 
write(65,12) 
write(66,12) 
21 continue 
do 101, 
do 101, 
do 101, 
j 
k 
u 
u 
v 
w 
pnold 
ipolut 
itime 
j 
k 
lO,jrnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
(itime,imax ,j ,k 
(itirne,imax-2,j ,k 
(itime,irnax-l,j+l,k 
(itirne,irnax-l,j ,k+l 
(itime,irnax-l,j ,k 
= 
= 
= 
1 ,npolut,l 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,jrnax ,2 
10,krnax ,2 
cone (ipolut,itime,imax-l,j,k 
cone (ipolut,itime,imax-3,j,k 
itime 1 ,ntstep,l 
i = lO,imax ,2 
j = 10, jrnax ,2 
c do 101, k lO,kmax ,2 
c 
c write(*,12) itime,i,j,k,v(itime,i,j-l,k 
c 
101 continue 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 2, 
do 2, 
do 2, 
do 2, 
do 2, 
u(itime,i,j,k) 
v(itime,i,j,k) 
w(itime,i,j,k) 
ipolut 
itime 
i 
j 
k 
i1 
j1 
k1 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1 ,npolut,l 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10, imax ,2 
10,jmax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
i-9 
j-9 
k-9 
O.5*(u(itime,i-l,j,k)+u(itirne,i+l,j,k» 
0.5*(v(itirne,i,j-1,k)+v(itirne,i,j+1,k» 
0.5*(w(itirne,i,j,k-1)+w(itirne,i,j,k+1» 
wri te (* ,11) itime,j,k,conc(l,itirne,irnax-l,j,k 
write(*,11)itirne,il,jl 
1 ,u(itiroe,i-l,j,22 
1 ,v(itirne,i,j-1,22 
1 ,w(itirne,i,22,k-1 
c write(*,11)itime,i,pnold(itime,i,20,42) 
c 
c 
c-
c 
massin (itime,i,j,k) 
1 
1 
= 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
11 
c 
2 
c 
12 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
7 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
8 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
rnassout(itime,i,j,k) 
1 
1 
mass 
1 
(itime,i,j,k) 
= dely*delz*u 
delx*delz*v 
delx*dely*w 
100.0* (massout 
massin 
write (*,11)itime,i,j,k,mass(itirne,i,j,k 
forrnat(lx,i2,lx,i2,lx,i2,2x,e20.10,lx,e20.10 
continue 
format(e20.6) 
write{*,*)'u(itirne,i,j,22)' 
do 7, 
do 7, 
do 7, 
do 7, 
i1=i-9 
j1=j-9 
itirne = 
I = 
i1 
j = 
5 ,ntstep,10 
9 ,imax ,2 
lO,imax ,2 
12,jmax ,10 
write(*,13) itime,il,jl,u(itime,i ,j ,22) 
write(*,13) itime,i1,j1,v(itime,i1,43,10) 
write(*,13) itime,i1, w(itime,i1,42,11) 
continue 
write(*,*) 'v(itime,i,j,22)' 
do 8, itime = 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 8, i = 12, imax ,2 
do 8, j = 9 ,jrnax ,2 
do 8, k = 10,kmax ,2 
i1 i-9 
j1 = j -9 
write (*,13 ) itirne,il,jl,v(itirne,i,j,22) 
continue 
write(*,*) 'w(itime,i,12,k) , 
do 9, itirne = 5 ,ntstep,10 
do 9, i 12,imax ,10 
do 9, j 10, jmax ,2 
do 9, k = 9 ,kmax ,2 
i1 i-9 
k1 = k-9 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
write(*,13) itime,il,kl,w(itime,i,22,k) 
9 continue 
write(*,*)'conc(1,itime,i,j,22)' 
do 10, itime = 5 ,ntstep,10 
do 10, i lO,irnax ,2 
do 10, j = 12,kmax ,10 
i1 = i-9 
j1 = j-9 
write(*,13) itime,il,jl,conc{l,itime,i,j,22) 
10 continue 
write{*,*) 
do 18, 
do 18, 
do 18, 
i1 
k1 
'conc(l,itirne,i,22,k)' 
itirne = 5 ,ntstep,10 
i = 12,imax ,10 
k = lO,jrnax ,2 
= i-9 
= k-9 
write(*,13) itime,i1,k1,conc(1,itime,i,22,k) 
18 continue 
write(*,*) 'conc(l,itirne,22,j,k), 
do 19, itirne = 5 ,ntstep,10 
do 19, i 12,irnax ,10 
do 19, j = lO,kmax ,2 
i1 = i-9 
j1 = j -9 
write(*,13) itime,il,jl,conc{1,itime,i,j,22) 
19 continue 
13 format(i2,lx,i2,lx,i2,lx,e20.10) 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
(unit~20,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=21,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=22,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=23,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=24,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=25,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=26,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=40,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=41,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=42,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=43,iostat=ierr) 
. (unh=44, iostat=ierr) 
(unit=45,iostat=ierr) 
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c 
c 
c 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
endfile 
stop 
end 
(unit=46,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=60,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=61,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=62,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=63,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=64,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=65,iostat=ierr) 
(unit=66,iostat=ierr) 
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cc TO CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS USED IN THE DISCRETISATION OF N-S EQUATIONS 
c 
subroutine coeffl 
c 
real 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
cc SET 1: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
2 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
au 
av 
aw 
return 
end 
subroutine 
real 
call 
call 
call 
SET 2 : 
auu 
avv 
aww 
return 
end 
timel 
calcu2 
reynol 
= 
= 
coeff2 
calcul 
calcu2 
coeffl 
= 
= 
(au ,av ,aw 
au ,av ,aw 
(delt 
(delx,dely,delz 
(re 
delt/delx 
delt/dely 
delt/delz 
(auu ,avv 
au ,ay 
auu ,avv 
,aww 
,aw 
,aww 
,delt,delx,dely,delz,re 
) 
visck,delx, dely, delz 
(visck 
(delx ,dely, delz) 
(au ,ay ,aw 
(au*visck)/delx 
(av*visck)/dely 
(aw*visck)/delz 
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subroutine 
c 
real 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
cc SET 3: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
apu 
apv 
apw 
return 
end 
= 
= 
coeff3 (apu ,apv, apw) 
apu ,apv,apw,au,av,aw,dens 
propl 
coeffl 
au/dens 
av/dens 
aw/dens 
(dens 
(au ,av,aw) 
subroutine coeff4 (ax,ay,az,axx,ayy,azz) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
real 
1 
call 
call 
cc SET 4: 
c 
ax ,ay ,az ,axx ,ayy,azz, 
denom,delx,dely,delz,apu,apv,apw 
coeff3 (apu ,apv ,apw ) 
calcu2 (delx, dely, delz) 
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denom 2.0*((delx*dely)**2.0+(dely*delz)**2.0+(delz*delx)**2.0) 
c 
c 
ax 
ay 
az 
cc SET 5: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
axx 
ayy 
azz 
return 
end 
= 
= 
= 
= 
(delz*dely)**2.0/denom 
(delx*delz)**2.0/denom 
(delx*dely)**2.0/denom 
ax/apu 
ay/apv 
az/apw 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
c 
cc 
c 
TYPE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
cc THIS WORK ADVOCATES THAT THE CONCEPTS OF 'NO OUTLET BOUNDARY 
cc CONDITION' BE USED. ESSENTIALLY, IT SAYS THAT 'FREEFLOW.F' SHOULD 
cc CALCULATE THE 'NATURAL (OUTLET) B.C.' WITH THE HELP OF 'ESSENTIAL 
cc (INLET) B.C.' 
c 
c 
cc TO SPECIFY THE INLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
c 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine velin (uinlet,vinlet,winlet) 
real 
uinlet 
vinlet 
winlet 
return 
end 
uinlet,vinlet,winlet,uref 
= 0.00008 
0.00008 
= 0.00008 
cc TO SPECIFY THE INLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR VELOCITY 
c 
subroutine velio(u ,v ,w 
c 
double precision u (50 ,50 ,50,50) ,v(50,50,50,50) ,w(50,50,50,50) 
c 
real uinlet,vinlet,winlet,uref 
c 
integer ju1 ,ku1 I jvl ,kv1 , jwl ,kw1 
c 
integer irnax , jrnax ,kmax , itime ,ntstep 
c 
call velin (uinlet,vinlet,winlet 
c 
call rnaxcor (irnax ,jrnax ,kmax 
c 
call time4 (ntstep 
c 
call velref (uref 
c 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE BC AT 'WEST' FACE FOR FLOW THROUGH y-z PLANE 
c 
do 3010, 
do 3020, 
do 3020, 
3020 continue 
3010 continue 
c 
do 3030, 
do 3040, 
do 3040, 
3040 continue 
3030 continue 
c 
do 3050, 
do 3060, 
do 3060, 
3060 continue 
3050 continue 
c 
return 
itirne 
ju1 
ku1 
u(itime,9,ju1,ku1) 
itime 
jv1 
kv1 
v(itime,9,jv1,kv1) 
itime 
jw1 
kw1 
w(itime,9,jwl,kwl) 
= 1 , ntstep, 1 
8 , jrnax ,2 
= 10 ,kmax,2 
uinlet/uref 
= 1 ,ntstep,l 
= 8 , jrnax ,2 
= 10 I krnax ,2 
vinlet/uref 
= 1 , ntstep, 1 
= 8 ,jmax ,2 
9 , krnax ,2 
= winlet/uref 
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c 
c 
end 
cc TO SPECIFY THE INLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR PRESSURE 
c 
subroutine presbc (p 
c 
double precision p (50,50,50,50 
real pinlet,uref,densr 
c 
jpl ,kpl integer 
integer imax ,jmax ,kmax,itime,ntstep 
c 
call maxcor(imax ,jrnax,kmax 
c 
call time4 (ntstep 
c 
call velref (uref 
c 
call prop3 (densr 
c 
cc TO SET THE PRESSURE BC AT THE INLET OF THE DOMAIN 
c 
cc ASSUMPTIONS: CONSTANT PRESSURE AT THE INLET 
c 
cc TO READ THE PRESSURE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT INLET 
c 
pinlet=0.0000000000156789 
c 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE BOUNDARY PRESSURE CONDITIONDS AT INLET 
cc AND OUTLET 
c 
c 
do 3100, 
do 3100, 
do 3100, 
itirne 
jpl 
kpl 
cc INLET PRESSURE: 
c 
= 1 ,ntstep,l 
8 ,jmax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
Simulation for free flow 
p (itime,9,jpl,kpl) pinlet/(densr*(uref*uref» 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3100 continue 
return 
end 
cc TO SPECIFY THE WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine wallbc (u, v, w) 
double precision u(50,50,50,50),v(50,50,50,50),w(50,50,50,50) 
integer 
1 
call 
call 
iu3,ju3,iv3 ,jv3 ,iw3 ,jw3 ,iu4 ,ku4,iv4,kv4, 
iw4,kw4,imax,jrnax,kmax,itime,ntstep 
rnaxcor(imax ,jrnax,kmax) 
time4 (ntstep 
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c 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
c 
cc ASSUMPTIONS: x-y AND x-z PLANE(S) ARE SOLID WALLS 
c 
cc NO SLIP CONDITIONS AT THE SOLID WALLS (x-y AND x-z FACES) 
c ARE IMPOSED 
c 
cc x-y PLANES (TOP AND BOTTOM WALLS) 
c 
do 3110, itime = 
do 3110, iu3 = 
do 3110, ju3 
c 
cc BOTTOM FACE: 
c 
u (itirne,iu3,ju3,9 ) = 
c 
cc TOP FACE: 
c 
1 ,ntstep,l 
9 ,imax ,2 
8 , jrnax ,2 
° 
u (itime,iu3,ju3,kmax)= 0 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3110 continue 
do 3120, 
do 3120, 
do 3120, 
cc BOTTOM FACE: 
c 
itime 
iv3 
jv3 
= 
= 
v (itime,iv3,jv3,9 )=0 
c 
cc 
c 
TOP FACE: 
v (itime,iv3,jv3,kmax)=0 
3120 continue 
c 
c 
do 3130, itime 
do 3130, iw3 
do 3130, jw3 
cc BOTTOM FACE: 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
TOP 
w (itime,iw3,jw3,9 
FACE: 
= 
= 
)= 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10, imax ,2 
9 ,jrnax ,2 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,imax ,2 
8 , jrnax 12 
° 
w (itime,iw3,jw3,kmax)= 0 
3130 continue 
c 
cc x-z PLANES (NORTH AND SOUTH WALLS) 
c 
do 3140, itime = 
do 3140, iu4 = 
do 314O, ku4 = 
c 
cc SOUTH FACE: 
195 
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10,imax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
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c 
c 
c 
u (itime, iu4, 9 
cc NORTH FACE: 
c 
,ku4)= 
° 
u (itirne,iu4,jrnax,ku4)= ° 
c 
3140 continue 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
do 3150, itirne 
do 3150, iv4 
do 3150, kv4 
SOUTH FACE: 
v (itime,iv4,9 
NORTH FACE: 
= 
= 
,kv4)=0 
v {itime,iv4,jrnax,kv4)=0 
c 
3150 continue 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
do 3160, itirne 
do 3160, iw4 
do 3160, kw4 
SOUTH FACE: 
w (itime, iw4, 9 
NORTH FACE: 
= 
= 
,kw4)=O 
w (itime,iw4,jrnax,kw4)=O 
c 
c 
c 
3160 continue 
return 
end 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,imax ,2 
lO,kmax ,2 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,imax ,2 
9 ,kmax ,2 
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cc TO EXTRAPOLATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR VELOCITY AROSS THE BOUNDARIES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine velext(u ,v ,w 
double precision u(50,50,50,50),v(50,50,50,50),w(50,50,50,50) 
integer 
1 
call 
call 
call 
call 
juS ,ku5 ,iv5 ,kv5 ,iw5 ,jw5, 
imax,jrnax,kmax,itirne,ntstep 
maxcor(irnax ,jmax,kmax) 
velio (u ,v ,w 
wallbc(u ,v ,w 
tirne4 (ntstep 
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cc TO INITIALIZE THE OTHER FLOW CONDITIONS (BY EXTRAPOLATION) 
c 
cc ASSUMPTIONS ZERO GRADIENT FOR ALL DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
cc IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE DOMAIN BOUNDARY 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
do 3210, itime 
do 3220, ju5 
do 3220, ku5 
WEST FACE: 
u(itime,7 
3220 continue 
3210 continue 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
3240 
3230 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3260 
3250 
do 3230, itime 
do 3240, iv5 
do 3240, kv5 
SOUTH FACE: 
v(itime,iv5 
NORTH FACE: 
v(itime, iv5 
continue 
continue 
do 3250, itime 
do 3260, iw5 
do 3260, jw5 
BOTTOM FACE: 
w(itime, iw5 
TOP FACE: 
w(itirne, iwS 
continue 
continue 
return 
end 
,juS ,ku5 
,7 ,kv5 
, jrnax+2 I kvS 
I jwS ,7 
, jw5 ,kmax+2) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1 ,ntstep,l 
8 I jmax ,2 
lO,kmax ,2 
u(itime,9 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,irnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
,ju5 ,ku5 ) 
v{itime, ivS ,9 ,kv5 ) 
= v(itirne,ivS ,jrnax,kv5 ) 
= 1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,imax ,2 
= 8 ,jrnax ,2 
= w(itime,iw5 ,jw5 ,9 
w(itirne,iw5 ,jw5 ,kmax) 
cc TO EXTRAPOLATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR PRESSURE ACROSS THE BOUNDARIES 
c 
subroutine prsext (p 
c 
integer ip4,jp4,kp4, irnax,jrnax,kmax, itime,ntstep 
c 
double precision p (50 ,50 ,50 ,50) 
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c 
call maxcor (irnax, jmax, kmax 
c 
call presbc (p 
c 
call time4 (ntstep 
c 
c 
do 327O, itime 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 3270, ip4 = 10,imax,2 
do 3270, jp4 8 ,jrnax ,2 
do 3270, kp4 = 10,kmax,2 
c 
cc WEST FACE: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
p(itirne,8,jp4,kp4) 
3270 continue 
return 
end 
= p(itirne,9,jp4,kp4) 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE ASSUMED INITIAL PRESSURE FIELD 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine pold(pnold) 
double precision pnold (50,50,50,50),p(50,50,50,50) 
real pnini t, densr, uref 
integer ipinit,jpinit,kpinit,imax,jrnax,kmax,itime,ntstep 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
pninit 
do 3370, 
do 3370, 
do 3370, 
do 3370, 
pnold(l 
rnaxcor 
itime 
ipinit 
jpinit 
kpinit 
tirne4 
prsext 
velref 
prop3 
(imax 
(ntstep 
(p 
(uref 
(densr 
= 
= 
= 
,ipinit,jpinit,kpinit) 
pnold(itirne,8 ,jpinit,kpinit) = 
3370 continue 
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, jrnax,kmax 
0.000000000000156789 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,imax ,2 
8 I jmax 12 
10 , kma" ,2 
pninit/(densr*(uref*uref)) 
p(itirne,8 ,jpinit, kpinit) 
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c 
c 
return 
end 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE ASSUMED INITIAL VELOCITY FIELD 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3283 
3287 
3291 
4120 
subroutine velint (u I V I W 
double precision u(50,50,50,50),v(50,50,50,50),w(50,50,50,50) 
real 
integer 
1 
call 
call 
do 3283, 
do 3283, 
do 3283, 
iu6 
ju6 
ku6 
u(1,iu6,ju6,ku6) 
continue 
do 3287, iv6 
do 3287, jv6 
do 3287, kv6 
v(1,iv6,jv6,kv6) 
continue 
do 3291, itime 
do 3291, iw6 
do 3291, jw6 
do 3291, kw6 
uref 
iu6,ju6,ku6 ,iv6 ,jv6 ,kv6,iw6, 
jw6,kw6,imax,jrnax,kmax 
rnaxcor(imax,jrnax,kmax 
velref(uref 
= 11,imax,2 
8 ,jrnax,2 
= 10,kmax,2 
= 0.000015/uref 
= 10,imax,2 
= 9 ,jrnax,2 
= 10,kmax,2 
= 0.000015/uref 
1 ,ntstep,l 
= 10 I imax ,2 
= 8 ,jmax ,2 
= 9 ,kmax ,2 
w(itime, iw6, jw6, kw6) = 0.000008/uref 
continue 
return 
end 
cc TO SIMULATE THE VELOCITY AND PRESSURE FIELDS 
c 
subroutine 
c 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
double. precision 
double precision 
double precision 
velnew (u ,v ,W I pnold 
u (50,50,50,50),v (50,50,50,50),w (50,50,50,50) 
u2 (50,50,50,50) ,v2 (50,50,50,50) ,w2 (50,50,50,50) 
uv (50,50,50,50),uw (50,50,50,50),vw (50,50,50,50) 
un (50,50,50,50),vn (50,50,50,50),wn (50,50,50,50) 
rhsu (50,50,50,50),rhsv (50,50,50,50),rhsw(50,50,50,50) 
pnold(50,50,50,50),pnnew(50,50,50,50) 
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c 
real 
1 
c 
integer 
1 
1 
integer 
1 
integer 
c 
intrinsic 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
4130 do 3295, itime 
c 
c 
Simulation for free flow 
au ,av,aw,auu,avv,aww,ax,ay,az,axx,ayy,azz,toln,apu,apv, 
apw,uref,re 
iu7 ,ku7 ,jv7 ,kv7 ,jw7 ,kw?, 
iu8 ,juS liv8 ,jv8 ,iw8 ,kw8, 
iveln,jveln,kveln 
ipg ,jpg ,kpg ,ipn ,jpn ,kpn, 
iprsn,jprsn,kprsn 
imax ,jmax ,kmax ,itime,ntstep 
abs 
maxcor (irnax ,jrnax,kmax 
velio (u ,v ,w 
velint (u ,v ,w 
velext (u ,v ,w 
velbcn (un ,vn ,wn 
coeffl (au ,av ,aw 
coeff2 (auu ,avv ,aww 
coeff3 (apu ,apv ,apw 
coeff4 (ax ,ay ,az ,axx,ayy,azz 
wallbc (u ,v ,w 
time4 (ntstep 
pold (pnold 
prsbcn (pnnew 
velref (uref 
reynol (re 
= 1 ,ntstep-1,1 
cc TO INITIALIZE SOME OTHER VELOCITY TERMS 
c 
do 3300, 
do 3300, 
c 
3300 continue 
c 
c 
do 3310, 
do 3310, 
c 
iu7 
ku7 
= 
= 
u(itime,iu7,8 ,ku7) = 
u(itime,iu7,jmax+l,ku7) = 
jv7 
kv7 
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c 
3310 continue 
c 
do 3320, 
do 3320, 
c 
c 
3320 continue 
c 
do 3330, 
do 3330, 
c 
c 
.3330 continue 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 3340, 
do 3340, 
3340 continue 
do 3350, 
do 3350, 
3350 continue 
do 3360, 
do 3360, 
do 3360, 
v(itime,8 
jw7 
kw7 
w, i time, 8 
iu8 
ju8 
, jv7, kv7) = 
= 
,jw7, kw7) 
= 
u(itime,iuB,ju8,8 
u(itime,iu8,ju8,kmax+1) = 
iv8 
jv8 
= 
= 
v(itime,iv8,jv8,8 = 
v(itime,iv8,jv8,kmax+l) = 
iw8 
kw8 
= 
w(itime,iw8,8 ,kw8) = 
w(itime,iw8,jrnax+l,kw8) = 
ipg 
jpg 
kpg 
= 
= 
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(v(itime,9,10,kv7)) 
8 ,jrnax,2 
9 ,kmax,2 
(w(itime,9,jw7,10) ) 
9 ,imax,2 
8 ,jmax,2 
(u(itime,iu8,ju8,10 )) 
(u(itime,iu8,ju8,kmax-1)) 
10,imax,2 
9 ,kmax,2 
(v(itime,iv8,jv8,10 )) 
(v(itime,iv8,jv8,kmax-1)) 
10,imax,2 
9 ,kmax,2 
(w(itime,iw8,10 ,kw8)) 
(w(itime,iw8,jmax-1,kw8)) 
10 , imax ,2 
8 ,jrnax-2,2 
kmax-l,10 ,-2 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS WHICH APPEAR IN TERMS OF 
cc PRIMARY GRIDS OR AS MULPLICATION OF TWO VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
c 
cc VELOCITIES APPEARING IN TERMS OF PRIMARY GRIDS: 
c 
u2(itime,ipg+2,jpg ,kpg 
1 
u2(itime,ipg ,jpg ,kpg 
1 
u2(itime,ipg-2,jpg ,kpg 
1 
v2(itime,ipg ,jpg-2,kpg 
1 
v2(itime,ipg ,jpg ,kpg 
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= 
+ 
= 
+ 
= 
+ 
= 
+ 
0.25* «u(itime,ipg+3,jpg,kpg) 
u(itime,ipg+1,jpg,kpg))**2) 
0.25* «u(itime,ipg+1,jpg,kpg) 
u(itime,ipg-1,jpg,kpg))**2) 
0.25*«u(itime,ipg-3,jpg,kpg) 
u(itime,ipg-1,jpg,kpg))**2) 
0.25*«v(itime,ipg,jpg-3,kpg) 
v (itime, ipg, jpg-1, kpg) ) **2) 
0.25* «v(itime,ipg,jpg+1,kpg) 
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1 + v(itime,ipg,jpg-l,kpg»**2) 
v2 (itime,ipg ,jpg+2, kpg = O.25*«v(itime,ipg,jpg+3,kpg) 
1 + v(itime,ipg,jpg+l,kpg»**2) 
w2(itime,ipg ,jpg ,kpg-2) = O.25*«w(itime,ipg,jpg,kpg-3) 
1 + w(itime,ipg,jpg,kpg-l»**2) 
w2(itime,ipg , jpg ,kpg = O.25*«w(itime,ipg,jpg,kpg-l) 
1 + w(itime,ipg,jpg,kpg+l»**2) 
w2 (itime, ipg , jpg ,kpg+2) = O.25*«w(itime,ipg,jpg,kpg+3) 
1 + w(itime,ipg,jpg,kpg+l»**2) 
c 
cc VELOCITIES AS MULTIPLICATIONS OF TWO: 
c 
uv(itime,ipg+l,jpg+l,kpg O.25*«u(itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg+l,jpg+2,kpg» 
2 * (v(itime, ipg ,jpg+l, kpg) 
3 + v(itime,ipg+2,jpg+l,kpg» 
c 
uv(itime,ipg+l,jpg-l,kpg = O.25*«u(itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg+l,jpg-2,kpg» 
2 * (v(itime,ipg ,jpg-l, kpg) 
3 + v(itime,ipg+2,jpg-l,kpg») 
c 
uv(itime,ipg-l,jpg+l,kpg = 0.25*«u(itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg-l,jpg+2,kpg» 
2 * (v(itime,ipg ,jpg+l, kpg) 
3 + v(itime,ipg-2,jpg+l,kpg») 
c 
uv(itime,ipg-l,jpg-l,kpg 0.25*«u(itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg-l,jpg-2,kpg» 
2 * (v(itime,ipg ,jpg-l, kpg) 
3 + v(itime,ipg-2,jpg-l,kpg») 
c 
uw(itime,ipg+l,jpg , kpg+l) = 0.25*«u(itime,ipg+l,jpg,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg+l,jpg,kpg+2» 
2 * (w(itime, ipg ,jpg, kpg+l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg+2,jpg,kpg+l») 
c 
uw(itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg-l) = 0.25*«u(itime,ipg+l,jpg,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg+l,jpg,kpg-2» 
2 * (w(itime,ipg ,jpg, kpg-l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg+2,jpg,kpg-l») 
c 
uw(itime,ipg-l,jpg , kpg+l) = 0.25*«u(itime,ipg-l,jpg,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg-l,jpg,kpg+2» 
2 * (w(itime, ipg ,jpg, kpg+l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg-2,jpg,kpg+l») 
c 
uw(itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg-l) = 0.25* «u(itime,ipg-l,jpg,kpg) 
1 + u(itime,ipg-l,jpg,kpg-2» 
2 * (w(itime, ipg ~ ,jpg, kpg-l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg-2,jpg,kpg-l») 
c 
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vw(itirne,ipg ,jpg+l,kpg+l) = 0.25* ( (v (itime, ipg, jpg+L kpg) 
1 + v(itime,ipg,jpg+l,kpg+2» 
2 * (w{itime, ipg,jpg ,kpg+l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg,jpg+2,kpg+l») 
c 
vw{itime,ipg ,jpg+l, kpg-l) = 0.25*«v(itime,ipg,jpg+l,kpg) 
1 + v(itime,ipg,jpg+l,kpg-2» 
2 * (w(itime,ipg,jpg ,kpg-l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg,jpg+2,kpg-l») 
c 
vw(itime,ipg ,jpg-l,kpg+l) = 0.25*«v(itime,ipg,jpg-l,kpg) 
1 + v(itime,ipg,jpg-l,kpg+2» 
2 * (w (itime, ipg, jpg ,kpg+l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg,jpg-2,kpg+l») 
c 
vw(itime, ipg ,jpg-l,kpg-l) = 0.25*«v(itime,ipg,jpg-l,kpg) 
1 + v (i time, ipg, jpg-l, kpg-2) ) 
2 * (w(itime, ipg,jpg ,kpg-l) 
3 + w(itime,ipg,jpg-2,kpg-l») 
c 
rhsu(itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg = u (itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg ) 
1 -au *(u2(itime,ipg ,jpg ,kpg ) 
2 u2(itime,ipg-2,jpg ,kpg » 
3 -av * (uv(itime,ipg-l,jpg+l,kpg ) 
4 uv(itime,ipg-l,jpg-l,kpg » 
5 -aw * (uw(itime,ipg-l,jpg , kpg+l) 
6 uw(itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg-l) ) 
7 +auu * (u (itime,ipg-3,jpg ,kpg ) 
8 -2.0 * u (itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg ) 
9 + u (itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg » 
1 +avv * (u (itime,ipg-l,jpg-2,kpg ) 
2 -2.0 * u (itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg ) 
3 + u (itime,ipg-l,jpg+2,kpg » 
4 +aww * (u (itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg-2 ) 
5 -2.0 * u (itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg ) 
6 + u (itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg+2) ) 
c 
rhsu(itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg = u (itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg ) 
1 -au *(u2(itime,ipg+2,jpg ,kpg ) 
2 u2 (itime, ipg ,jpg ,kpg » 
3 -av * (uv(itime,ipg+l,jpg+l,kpg ) 
4 uv(itime,ipg+l,jpg-l,kpg » 
5 -aw * (uw(itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg+l) 
6 uw(itime, ipg+l, jpg , kpg-l» 
7 +auu *(u (itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg ) 
8 -2.0 * u (itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg ) 
9 + u (itime,ipg+3,jpg ,kpg » 
1 +avv *(u (itime,ipg+l,jpg-2,kpg ) 
2 -2.0 * u (itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg ) 
3 + u (itime,ipg+l,jpg+2,kpg » 
4 +aww * (u (itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg-2 ) 
5 -2.0 * u (itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg ) 
6 + u (itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg+2) ) 
c 
rhsv {i time I ipg ,jpg+l, kpg = v (itirne, ipg ,jpg+l,kpg ) 
1 -au * (uv(itime,ipg+l,jpg+l,kpg ) 
2 uv(itime~ipg-l,jpg+l,kpg' » 
3 -av *(v2(itime,ipg ,jpg+2, kpg ) 
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4 v2 (itime, ipg ,jpg ,kpg » 
5 -aw * (vw(itime, ipg ,jpg+l,kpg+l) 
6 vw(itime,ipg ,jpg+l, kpg-l» 
7 +auu * (v (itime,ipg-2,jpg+l,kpg ) 
8 -2.0 * v (itime,ipg ,jpg+l, kpg ) 
9 + v (itime,ipg+2,jpg+l,kpg » 
1 +avv * (v (itime, ipg ,jpg-l, kpg ) 
2 -2.0 * v (itime, ipg ,jpg+l, kpg ) 
3 + v (itime, ipg ,jpg+3,kpg » 
4 +aww * (v (i time, ipg ,jpg+l, kpg-2) 
5 -2.0 * v (itime,ipg ,jpg+l, kpg ) 
6 + v (itime,ipg ,jpg+l, kpg+2) ) 
c 
rhsv(itime, ipg ,jpg-l, kpg v (itime, ipg ,jpg-l, kpg ) 
1 -au * (uv(itime,ipg+l,jpg-l,kpg ) 
2 uv(itime,ipg-l,jpg-l,kpg » 
3 -ay * (v2 (itime, ipg , jpg ,kpg ) 
4 v2(itime,ipg ,jpg-2, kpg » 
5 -aw * (vw(itime, ipg ,jpg-l,kpg+l) 
6 vw(itime,ipg ,jpg-l,kpg-l) ) 
7 +auu * (v (itime,ipg-2,jpg-l,kpg ) 
8 -2.0 * v (itime,ipg ,jpg-l, kpg ) 
9 + v (itime,ipg+2,jpg-l,kpg » 
1 +avv * (v (i time, ipg ,jpg+l, kpg ) 
2 -2.0 * v (itime, ipg ,jpg-l,kpg ) 
3 + v (itime, ipg ,jpg-3, kpg » 
4 +aww * (v (itime, ipg ,jpg-l, kpg-2) 
5 -2.0 * v (itime, ipg ,jpg-l, kpg ) 
6 + v (i time I ipg ,jpg-l, kpg+2) ) 
c 
rhsw (itime, ipg ,jpg ,kpg-l) ; (w (itime,ipg I jpg ,kpg-l) 
1 -au * (uw(itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg-l) 
2 uw(itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg-l) ) 
3 -ay * (vw(itirne, ipg ,jpg+l, kpg-l) 
4 vw( i time, ipg ,jpg-l,kpg-l) ) 
5 -aw *(w2(itime,ipg , jpg ,kpg ) 
6 w2 (itime, ipg , jpg ,kpg-2) ) 
7 +auu * (w (itime,ipg-2,jpg ,kpg-l) 
8 -2.0 * w (itime, ipg ,jpg ,kpg-l) 
9 + w (itime,ipg+2,jpg ,kpg-l) ) 
1 +avv * (w (itime,ipg ,jpg-2, kpg-l) 
2 -2.0 * w (itime, ipg , jpg ,kpg-l) 
3 + w (i time, ipg ,jpg+2, kpg-l) ) 
4 +aww * (w (itime, ipg , jpg ,kpg+l) 
5 -2.0 * w (i time, ipg , jpg ,kpg-l) 
6 + w (itime, ipg , jpg ,kpg-3» ) 
c 
rhsw (i time, ipg , jpg ,kpg+l) ; (w (itime, ipg ,jpg ,kpg+l) 
1 -au * (uw(itime,ipg+l,jpg ,kpg+l) 
2 uw(itime,ipg-l,jpg ,kpg+l) ) 
3 -ay * (V\'I(itime, ipg ,jpg+l, kpg+l) 
4 vw(itime,ipg ,jpg-l,kpg+l) ) 
5 -aw *(w2(itime,ipg , jpg , kpg+2) 
6 w2(itime,ipg ,jpg ,kpg » 
7 +auu * (w (itime,ipg-2,jpg , kpg+l) 
8 -2.0 * w (i time, ipg ;jpg. , kpg+l) 
9 + w (itime,ipg+2,jpg , kpg+l» 
1 +avv * (w (itime,ipg ,jpg-2, kpg+l) 
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c 
c 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
3360 continue 
cc TO OBTAIN THE STABLE PRESSURE FIELD 
c 
toln 
c 
-2.0 
+ 
+aww 
-2.0 
+ 
Simulation for free flow 
* w (i time, ipg ,jpg ,kpg+1) 
w (itirne, ipg ,jpg+2, kpg+1» 
* (w (itime, ipg ,jpg ,kpg-1) 
* w (itime,ipg , jpg , kpg+1) 
w (itime, ipg , jpg ,kpg+3) ) ) 
0.00000005 
cc THE STABLE PRESSURE FIELD WILL BE DETERMINED BASED ON A 
cc TOLERANCE VALUE 
c 
c 
do 3380, 
do 3380, 
do 3380, 
ipn 
jpn 
kpn 
cc TO UPDATE THE PRESSURE FIELD 
c 
c 
4140 pnnew(itime,ipn,jpn,kpn) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
= 10 ,imax, 2 
= 8 ,jmax-2, 2 
= kmax-1,10 ,-2 
=ax *(pnold(itime,ipn-2,jpn ,kpn ) 
+ pnold (i time, ipn+2, jpn ,kpn » 
+ay * (pnold(itime,ipn ,jpn+2 ,kpn ) 
+ pnold(itime,ipn ,jpn-2 ,kpn » 
+az *(pnold(itime,ipn ,jpn ,kpn-2) 
+ pnold(itime,ipn ,jpn ,kpn+2» 
+axx*(rhsu (itirne,ipn-l,jpn ,kpn ) 
- rhsu (itime,ipn+1,jpn ,kpn » 
+ayy*(rhsv (itirne,ipn ,jpn-l,kpn ) 
- rhsv (itime,ipn ,jpn+1,kpn » 
+azz*(rhsw (itime,ipn ,jpn ,kpn-l) 
- rh sw (itime,ipn ,jpn ,kpn+1» 
5080 if (abs (pnnew(itime, ipn, jpn,kpn)-pnold(itime, ipn, jpn,kpn) ) .gt.toln) then 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
pnold(itime,ipn,jpn,kpn) 
go to 4140 
end if 
3380 continue 
= pnnew(itime,ipn,jpn,kpn) 
cc TO GENERATE THE VELOCITY PROFILE AT N-TH TIME LEVEL 
c 
c 
c 
do 3385, 
do 3385, 
do 3385, 
iveln 
jveln 
kveln 
10 ,imax I 2 
8 , jrnax-2, 2 
= kmax-1,8 ,-2 
cc TO OBTAIN THE VELOCITY AT N-TH TIME LEVEL FIELD 
c 
c 
4150 un(itime+1,iveln+1,jveln ,kveln 
1 
1 
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4160 vn(itime+l,iveln ,jveln+l,kveln 
2 
=apv*(pnnew(itime,iveln,jveln ,kveln) 
- pnnew(itime,iveln,jveln+2,kveln» 
c 
c 
2 
wn(itime+l,iveln ,jveln 
3 
3 
+ rhsv (itime,iveln,jveln+l,kveln) 
,kveln+l) =apw*(pnnew(itime,iveln,jveln,kveln 
- pnnew(itime,iveln,jveln,kveln+2» 
+ rh sw (itirne,iveln,jveln,kveln+l) 
3385 continue 
c 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE NEW VELOCITY FIELD AT TIME itime+l AS THE OLD VELOCITY 
cc FIELD AT TIME itime+l TO CALCULATE A NEW VELOCITY FIELD AT TIME itime+2 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 3387, 
do 3387, 
do 3387, 
iveln 
jveln 
kveln 
u(itime+l,iveln+l,jveln ,kveln 
v(itime+l,iveln ,jveln+l,kveln 
= 
= 
= 
w{itime+l,iveln ,jveln ,kveln+l) = 
10 ,imax, 2 
8 ,jmax-2, 2 
kmax-l,lO ,-2 
un(itirne+l,iveln+l,jveln,kveln) 
vn(itime+l,iveln,jveln+l,kveln) 
wn(itime+l,iveln,jveln,kveln+l) 
3387 continue 
c 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE NEW PRESSURE FIELD AT TIME itime+l AS A OLD PRESSURE 
cc FIELD AT TIME itime+l TO CALCULATE A NEW PRESSURE FIELD AT TIME itime+2 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 3389, 
do 3389, 
do 3389, 
iprsn 
jprsn 
kprsn 
10 ,imax, 2 
= 8 ,jmax-2, 2 
kmax-l,lO ,-2 
pnold(itime,iprsn,jprsn,kprsn) = pnnew(itirne,iprsn,jprsn,kprsn) 
3389 continue 
3295 continue 
return 
end 
subroutine velbcn(un,vn,wn) 
double precision u (50,50,50,50),v (50,50,50,50),w (50,50,50,50) 
double precision un(50,50,50,50),vn(50,50,50,50),wn(50,50,50,50) 
integer itirne,irnax,jmax,kmax,iveln,jveln,kveln,ntstep 
call time4 (ntstep 
call maxcor(imax ,jmax,kmax) 
call wallbc (u ,v ,w 
cc CONSTANT VELOCITY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS-ALLOWS US TO INTIALIZE 
cc THE FOLLOWINGS, 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 3390, itime 
do 3390, iveln 
do 3390, jveln 
do 3390, kveln 
un(itime,9 ,jveln, kveln) 
un (i time, imax ,jveln, kveln) 
vn(itime,iveln,9 , kveln) 
vn(itime,iveln,jrnax ,kveln) 
wn(itime,iveln,jveln,9 
wn(itirne,iveln,jveln,kmax 
3390 continue 
return 
end 
subroutine prsbcn(pnnew) 
1 ,ntstep, 1 
= 10 ,imax 2 
= 8 ,jmax-2, 2 
= kmax-l,lO ,-2 
u(itime,9 ,jveln, kveln) 
~ u(itirne,imax ,jveln,kveln) 
v(itime, iveln, 9 ,kveln) 
= v{itime,iveln,jrnax ,kveln) 
= w(itime,iveln,jveln,9 
= w(itime,iveln,jveln,kmax 
double precision pnnew(50,50,50,50),p(50,50,50,50) 
integer ipn, jpn,kpn, imax, jrnax,kmax, itime,ntstep 
call 
call 
call 
do 3405,itime 
do 3405,ipn 
do 3405,jpn 
do 3405,kpn 
rnaxcor(imax ,jrnax,kmax) 
time4 (ntstep 
prsext(p 
= 
= 
pnnew(itirne,8 ,jpn ,kpn = 
pnnew{itime,ipn ,8 ,kpn = 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10 ,imax,2 
8 ,jmax-2,2 
kmax-l,lO ,-2 
p(itime,8 ,jpn 
p {i time, ipn ,8 
,kpn 
,kpn 
c pnnew(itime,ipn ,jmax,kpn p (itime, ipn I jmax, kpn 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
pnnew(itirne,ipn ,jpn ,8 
pnnew(itime,ipn ,jpn ,kmax) 
3405 continue 
return 
end 
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cc TO CALCULATE THE MAGNITUDE OF VECTOR VELOCITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine 
double precision 
1 
1 
1 
vector (magvel 
magvel(50,50,50,50 
u (50,50,,50,50 
v (50,50,50,50 
w (50,50,50,50 
) , 
) , 
) , 
) 
integer itime,ivec,jvec,kvec,imax,jrnax,kmax,ntstep 
call 
call 
call 
do 3400, itime 
do 3400, ivec 
do 3400, jvec 
do 3400, kvec 
maxcor 
velnew 
time4 
u{itirne,ivec,jvec,kvec) 
1 
v(itirne,ivec,jvec,kvec) 
1 
w(itime,ivec,jvec,kvec) 
1 
magvel(itirne,ivec,jvec,kvec} 
1 
1 
3400 continue 
return 
end 
(irnax ,jroax,kmax 
(u ,v 
(ntstep 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
+ 
= 
+ 
= 
+ 
=sqrt 
+ 
+ 
,w 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10, imax ,2 
10, jrnax ,2 
10,krnax ,2 
O.5*(u(itime,ivec-l,jvec,kvec) 
u(itirne,ivec+l,jvec,kvec» 
O.5*(v(itime,ivec,jvec-l,kvec) 
v(itime,ivec,jvec+l,kvec» 
0.5* (w(itime,ivec,jvec,kvec-l) 
w(itime,ivec,jvec,kvec+l» 
«u{itirne,ivec,jvec,kvec) **2) 
(v(itime, ivec, jvec,kvec) **2) 
(w(itirne,ivec,jvec,kvec)**2» 
cc TO CALCULATE THE DIFFUSIVE CONDUCTANCE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine 
double precision 
1 
1 
1 
real 
integer 
call 
difcon (diffx,diffy,diffz) 
diffx 
diffy 
diffz 
difcof 
(5 
(5 
(5 
(5 
delx,dely,delz 
ipolut,npolut 
calcu2 (delx,dely,delz 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3450 
call 
call 
do 3450, 
diffx(ipolut) 
diffy (ipolut) 
diffz (ipolut) 
continue 
return 
end 
diffco (difcof 
pollut (npolut 
ipolut = l,npolut,l 
difcof(ipolut)/delx 
= difcof(ipolut)/dely 
difcof(ipolut)/delz 
cc TO CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM DISCRETISING THE CONVECTION-
cc DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine addcof(bx,by,bz 
real 
call 
call 
call 
bx 
by 
bz 
return 
end 
dens,delt,delx,dely,delz,bx,by,bz 
timel (delt 
calcu2(delx,dely,delz 
propl (dens 
= delt/(dens*delx 
= delt/(dens*dely 
delt/(dens*delz 
cc TO CALCULATE THE STRENGTH OF CONVECTIVE FIELD 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
real 
integer 
call 
call -
call 
convec (fx, fy, fz 
fx 
u 
pnold 
dens 
(5 0, 50, 50, 50) , fy (50,5 0, 50,5 0) , fz (5 0, 50,5 0, 50) 
(50,50,50,50),v (50,50,50,50),w (50,50,50,50) 
(50,50,50,50) 
imax, jmax,krnax, iconv,jconv,kconv, itime,ntstep 
maxcor (imax ,jrnax,kmax 
propl (dens 
vel new (u ,v ,W ,pnold 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
call time4 (ntstep 
do 3410, itime 
do 3410, iconv 
do 3410, jconv 
do 3410, kconv 
fx{itime,iconv+l,jconv ,kconv 
fx(itime,iconv-l,jconv ,kconv 
fy(itirne,iconv ,jconv+l,kconv 
fy(itime,iconv ,jconv-l,kconv 
fz(itime,iconv ,jconv ,kconv+l) 
fz(itime,iconv ,jconv ,kconv-l) 
3410 continue 
return 
end 
= 1,ntstep,1 
8,imax ,2 
= 8, jrnax ,2 
= 8,kmax ,2 
=dens*u(itime,iconv+l,jconv ,kconv 
=dens*u(itime,iconv-l,jconv ,kconv 
=dens*v(itime,iconv ,jconv+l,kconv 
=dens*v(itime,iconv ,jconv-l,kconv 
=dens*w(itime,iconv ,jconv ,kconv+l) 
=dens*w(itime,iconv ,jconv ,kconv-l) 
cc TO CALCULATE THE PECLET NUMBERS IN THE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine 
double precision 
double precision 
real 
peclet(pecx,pecy,pecz 
pecx 
pecy 
pecz 
fx 
fy 
fz 
(50,50,50,50 
(50,50,50,50 
(50,50,50,50 
(50,50,50,50 
(50,50,50,50 
(50,50,50,50 
diffx,diffy,diffz 
) , 
) , 
) 
) , 
) , 
) 
integer ipec ,jpec ,kpec ,imax,jrnax,kmax,itime,ntstep 
call rnaxcor(irnax ,jrnax ,krnax 
call time4 (ntstep 
call difcon(diffx ,diffy,diffz 
call 
do 3430, 
do 3430, 
do 3430, 
do 3430, 
itime 
ipec 
jpec 
kpec 
convec(fx 
pecx(itime,ipec+l,jpec ,kpec 
pecy(itime,ipec ,jpec+l,kpec 
,fy 
pecz(itime,ipec ,jpec ,kpec+l) 
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= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1,ntstep,1 
8,irnax ,2 
8,jrnax ,2 
8,kmax ,2 
fx(itime,ipec+1,jpec,kpec)/diffx 
fy(itime,ipec,jpec+1,kpec)/diffy 
fz (i time, ipec, jpec, kpec+l) /diffz 
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3430 continue 
c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
cc TO ASSUME AN INITIAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine conoid (cone 
double precision cone (5,50,50,50,50 
integer 
real 
iconol,jconol,kconol,imax,jrnax,kmax,ipolut,npolut 
coninr 
call 
call 
call 
do 3420, 
do 3420, 
do 3420, 
do 3420, 
rnaxcor 
pollut 
conref 
ipolut 
iconol 
jconol 
kconol 
( imax, j max, kmax 
(npolut 
(coninr 
conc (ipolut,l,iconol, jconol,kconol) 
3420 continue 
return 
end 
= 1 ,npolut,l 
= imax-l,lO ,-2 
= jmax-l,lO ,-2 
= kmax-l,lO ,-2 
= 1.560*10e-12/coninr 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE CONCENTRATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine concbc(conc 
double precision conc (5,50,50,50,50 
real 
integer 
1 
call 
call 
call 
call 
conin 
consot 
cannor 
- conbot 
conin ,connor,consot,contop,conbot,coninr 
iconbc,jconbc,kconbc,imax ,jrnax ,kmax,itime,ntstept 
ipolut,npolut 
maxcor(imax ,jrnax,kmax 
time4 (ntstep 
conref (coninr 
pollut (npolut 
= 1.56*10e-12/coninr 
= O.O/coninr 
= O.O/coninr 
= 0. O/coninr 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
contop 
do 3410, ipolut 
do 3410, itime 
do 3410, iconbc 
do 3410, jconbc 
do 3410, kconbc 
conc(ipo!ut,itime,9 , j conbc I kconbc) 
cone (ipo!ut, itirne, iconbc, 9 ,kconbc) 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconbc,jmax ,kconbc) 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconbc,jconbc,9 
c cone (ipolut, itime, iconbc,jconbc,kmax 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3410 continue 
return 
end 
cc TO EXTRAPOLATE CONCENTRATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
c 
subroutine conext {cone 
c 
double precision cone (5,50,50,50,50 
c 
Simulation for free flow 
= O.O/coninr 
= 1 ,npolut, 1 
= 1 ,ntstep, 1 
= 10 ,imax 2 
= jmax-l,10 ,-2 
kmax-l,10 ,-2 
= conin 
= consot 
= cannor 
= conbot 
= contop 
integer 
1 
iconex,jconex,kconex,irnax,jrnax,kmax,itime, 
ntstep,ipo!ut,npolut 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
c 
1 
c 
1 
c 
1 
call 
call 
call 
call 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
maxcor 
time4 
concbc 
pollut 
ipolut 
itime 
iconex 
jconex 
kconex 
cone (ipolut,itirne,8 
conc(ipolut,itime,9 
conc(ipolut,itirne,6 
cone (ipolut,itime,9 
(imax,jmax,kmax 
(ntstep 
(cone 
(npolut 
,jconex,kconex) 
,jconex, kconex) 
, jconex, kconex) 
,jconex, kconex) 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex,8 
cone (ipolut,itime,iconex,9 
, kconex) 
, kconex) 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex~6 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex,9 
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,kconex) 
,kconex) 
= 1 , npolut, 1 
= 1 ,ntstep,l 
= lO,imax ,2 
10, jmax ,2 
= 10,kmax ,2 
= 
= 
= 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3450 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex, jmax+l,kconex) 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconex,jrnax ,kconex) 
cone {ipolut l itime, iconex, jrnax+3, kconex) = 
conc(ipolut,itirne,iconex,jmax ,kconex) 
cone (ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,8 = 
cone (ipolut, itirne, iconex, jconex, 9 
cone (ipolut,itime, iconex, jconex, 6 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex,jconex, 9 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex, jconex, kmax+l) 
1 conc{ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,krnax) 
1 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,kmax+3) 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,kmax ) 
continue 
return 
end 
= 
TO CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATION PROFILES AT DIFFERENT TIME LEVELS 
subroutine coneen (conc ) 
double precision 
double precision 
1 
conc(5,50,50,50,50) 
fx ( 50,50,50,50) ,fy(50,50,50,50), 
fz ( 50,50,50,50) 
double precision diffx(5) ,diffy(5) ,diffz(5) 
real 
integer 
1 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
bx,by,bz,re 
itime, iconc,jconc,kcone,imax, jmax,kmax,ntstep, 
ipolut,npolut 
maxcor (imax , jrnax , krnax 
tirne4 (ntstep 
difcon (diffx ,diffy, diffz 
eonvec ( fx ,fy , fz 
addcof (bx ,by ,bz 
eoncbe (conc 
conoId (cone 
conext (conc 
reynol (re 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
call pollut (npolut 
do 3440, ipolut = 1 ,npolut 1 
do 3440, itime = 1 ,ntstep-l, 1 
do 3440, iconc = 10 ,imax 2 
do 3440, jconc = jrnax-1,10 , -2 
do 3440, kconc krnax-1,10 ,-2 
if (fx(itiroe,iconc-l,jconc,kconc) .gt. 0) then 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc-l,jconc ,kconc 
= cone (ipolut, itime, iconc-2, jconc ,kconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc , jconc ,kconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc-2,jconc ,kconc 
cone (ipolut, itime,iconc-4, jconc ,kconc 
else 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc-l,jconc ,kconc 
= cone (ipolut, itime, iconc , jconc ,kconc 
+0.125* (3*conc{ipolut,itime,iconc-2,jconc ,kconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc , jconc ,kconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc+2,jconc ,kconc 
endif 
if (fx(itime,iconc+l,jconc,kconc) .gt. 0) then 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc+l, jconc ,kconc 
= cone (ipolut,itime, iconc , jconc ,kconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime, iconc+2, jconc ,kconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc , jconc ,kconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc-2,jconc ,kconc 
else 
cone (ipolut,itime, iconc+1,jconc ,kconc 
= cone (ipolut,itime, iconc+2, jconc ,kconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc , jconc ,kconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc+2,jconc ,kconc 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconc+4,jconc ,kconc 
endif 
if(fy(itirne,iconc,jconc-1,kconc) .gt. 0) then 
else 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc{ipolut,itime,iconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
~ cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
+0.125* (3 *conc (ip-olut, i time, iconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
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,jconc-1,kconc 
,jconc-2,kconc 
,jconc ,kconc 
,j conc-2, kconc 
,jconc-4, kconc 
,jconc-1,kconc 
,jconc ,kconc 
,jconc-2,kconc 
, j cone ,kconc 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc ,jconc+2,kconc » 
endif 
if (fy(itime,iconc,jconc+1,kconc) .gt. 0) then 
else 
endif 
cone (ipolut, itirne, iconc 
= conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
cone (ipolut, itime,iconc 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
I jconc+l, kconc 
, jconc , kconc 
,jconc+2,kconc 
, j cone , kconc 
, jconc-2, kconc 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) ) 
,jconc+l,kconc ) 
,jconc+2,kconc ) 
,jconc ,kconc ) 
,jconc+2,kconc ) 
,jconc+4,kconc )) 
if (fz(itime,iconc,jconc,kconc-1) .gt. 0) then 
else 
endif 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
= cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut, itime, iconc 
= conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
+0.125*(3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
I jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
if (fz(itirne,iconc,jconc,kconc+1) .gt. 0) then 
else 
end if 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc ,jconc 
~ cone (ipolut, itime, iconc ,jconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc ,jconc 
2*conc(ipolut, itime, iconc ,jconc 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc ,jconc 
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,kconc-1) 
,keonc-2) 
,kconc ) 
,kconc-2) 
,kconc-4) ) 
,kconc-1) 
,kconc ) 
,kconc-2) 
,kconc ) 
,kconc+2) ) 
,kconc+1) 
,kconc ) 
,kconc+2) 
,kconc ) 
,kconc-2) ) 
, kconc+1) 
,kconc+2) 
,kconc ) 
, kconc+2) 
,kconc+4) ) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
cone (ipolut,itime+l,iconc , jconc ,kconc ) 
= cone (ipolut,itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc ) 
+re* (bx* ((fx ( itime , iconc-l, jconc ,kconc ) 
* cone (ipolut,itime , iconc-l, jconc ,kconc » 
- (fx ( itime ,iconc+l,jconc ,kconc ) 
* cone (ipolut,itime ,iconc+l,jconc ,kconc ») 
+ by* ((fy ( itime ,iconc , jconc-l, kconc ) 
* cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc I jconc-l, kconc ) ) 
- (fy ( itime ,iconc ,jconc+l,kconc ) 
* cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc ,jconc+l,kconc ») 
+ bz*( (fz ( itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc-l) 
* cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc , jconc , kconc-l» 
(fz ( itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc+l) 
* cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc+l») ) 
+diffx(ipolut)*bx* (cone (ipolut,itime , iconc+2, jconc ,kconc ) 
cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc-2,jconc ,kconc » 
+diffy(ipolut)*by* (cone (ipolut, itirne ,iconc I jconc+2, kconc ) 
cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc ,jeonc-2,keone » 
+diffz(ipolut)*bz* (cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc ,jconc ,keone+2) 
cone (ipolut, itime ,iconc , jeonc , kconc-2» 
cone (ipolut,itime+2,iconc ,jeonc ,kconc 
cone (ipolut,itime+l,iconc ,jconc ,keonc 
3440 continue 
return 
end 
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cc THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TRANSITION OF FLUID VELOCITY AS THE 
cc FLUID MOVES ACROSS THE FREE FLOW: POROUS FLOW INTERFACE. THE 
cc FLUID PARTICLES ARE ASSUMED TO CROSS THE INTERFACE FROM THE FREE 
cc FLOW SIDE. 
cc 
cc IN ORDER TO CALCULATE THE JUMP IN FLUID PARTICLE VELOCITY ACROSS 
cc THE INTERFACE, THIS WORK ADOPTS THE JONES'S (1973) EXTENSION OF 
cc BEAVERS AND JOSEPH (1967) FORMULATION. TO SIMULATE FLOW IN 3-D DOMAIN, THE 
cc PRESENT WORK UTILISES THE FORMULATION PROPOSED BY DAS ET AL. (2001). 
c 
c REFERENCE: 
c 
c BEAVERS, G.S. AND JOSEPH, D.D. (1967): BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT NATURALLY 
c PERMEABLE WALL. JOURNAL OF FLUID MECHANICS, 30, PART 1, 197-207. 
c 
c DAS, D.B., NASSEHI, V. AND WAKEMAN, R.J. (2001): A FINITE VOLUME MODEL 
c FOR THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF COMBINED FREE AND POROUS FLOW IN SUB-SURFACE. 
c ADVANCES IN ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH (IN PRESS) 
c 
c JONES, I.P.(1973): LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER FLOW PAST A POROUS SPHERICAL SHELL. 
c PROCEEDINGS OF CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, 73, 231-238. 
c 
cc TYPE SPECIFICATION 
c 
double precision 
1 
double precision 
1 
c 
double precision 
c 
double precision 
c 
double precision 
c 
double precision 
c 
real 
real 
real 
real 
c 
integer 
1 
c 
intrinsic 
c 
integer 
c 
ierr 
c 
alpha 
c 
call 
u 50,50,50,50) , v ( 50,50,50,50) , 
w 50,50,50,50) 
up 50,50,50,50) , vp( 50,50,50,50) , 
wp 50,50,50,50) 
slipvel 50,50,50,50) 
magvelf 50,50,50,50) 
pp 50,50,50,50) , p 50,50,50,50) 
cp (5,50,50,50,50) , c (5,50,50,50,50) 
dens 
bxy ,bxz 
re ,da ,kx ,ky ,kz ,alpha,porosity 
delx,dely,delz,axy,axz,ayz ,vcl ,visc 
itime ,ntstep,jfree ,kfree,imax,jrnax,kmax,jporus,kporus, 
ipolut,npolut,jporusl 
abs 
ierr 
~ ° 
= 1.0 
darcyn (da 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
Simulation for interfacial condition 
calcu2 (delx,dely,delz 
maxcor ( irnax , j max I kmax 
prop1 (dens 
prop2 (visc 
reynol (re 
time4 (ntstep 
pore (porosity 
pollut (npolut 
perm (kx,ky,kz 
cc TO OPEN THE FILES WHICH INCLUDE DATA FOR INTERFACIAL VELOCITY, PRESSURE 
cc AND CONTAMINANTS CONCENTRATIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
open (81, 
open (82, 
open (83, 
open (84, 
open (85, 
open (91, 
open(86, 
open(87, 
open(88, 
open(89, 
open(90, 
open(92, 
file="uvell" ,status='old',access='sequential', 
form='formatted',iostat=ierr 
file= "uve12 11 I status=' old' , access=' sequential' , 
forrn='formatted',iostat=ierr 
file="vvel" ,status='old',access='sequential', 
form='formatted',iostat=ierr 
file= "\'JVel" I status=' old' , access=' sequential' , 
form='formatted' ,iostat=ierr 
file="press" ,status='old',access='sequential', 
form='formatted',iostat=ierr 
file="conc" ,status='old',access='sequential', 
form='formatted',iostat=ierr 
file= "upvell" , status="new" , access=" sequential" , 
forrn="forrnatted",iostat=ierr 
file="upvel2" ,status="new" , access= 11 sequential " , 
forrn="forrnatted",iostat=ierr 
file="vpvel" ,status="new" ,access="sequential", 
forrn="formatted",iostat=ierr 
file= "wpvel" , status="new" ,access= 11 sequential" , 
forrn="forrnatted",iostat=ierr 
file= IIppress" , status="new" ,access=" sequential" , 
form="formatted",iostat=ierr 
file= "concp" , status="new" ,access=" sequential" , 
form="forrnatted",iostat=ierr 
cc TO READ THE FILES WHICH INCLUDE DATA FOR INTERFACIAL VELOCITY, PRESSURE 
cc AND CONTAMINANTS CONCENTRATIONS 
c 
do I, itime 
do I, jfree 
do I, kfree 
c 
= 
= 
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lO,jrnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
read(unit~81,10) 
read(unit~82,10) 
read(unit~83,10) 
read(unit~84,10) 
read(unit~85,10) 
10 format(e20.6) 
1 continue 
u (itime,9,jfree ,kfree 
u {itime,7,jfree ,kfree 
v (itirne,8,jfree+l,kfree 
w (itime,8,jfree ,kfree+1 
pp(itime,8,jfree ,kfree 
177 format(i2,lx,i2,lx,e20.10) 
do 2, ipo1ut ~ 1 ,npo1ut,1 
do 2, itirne 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 2, jfree ~ 10, jmax ,2 
do 2, kfree 10,kmax ,2 
read(unit~91,10) c(ipolut,itime,8,jfree,kfree) 
2 continue 
cc TO SPECIFY THE NECESSARY COEFFICIENTS SUCH AS CELL FACES, VOLUME ETC. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
25 
c 
axy 
axz 
ayz 
vol 
bxy 
bxz 
do 25, 
do 25, 
do 25, 
continue 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
itime ~ 
jfree 
kfree ~ 
de1x*dely 
dely*delz 
dely*delz 
delx*dely*delz 
(da**0.5)*(ky**O.5)/(alpha*vol) 
(da**0.5)*(kz**0.5)/(alpha*vol) 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,jrnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
cc TO CALCULATE THE INTERFACIAL VELOCITY PROFILES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 50, 
do 50, 
do 50, 
itirne 
jfree 
kfree 
up(itime,9,jfree,kfree) 
u (itirne,8,jfree,kfree) 
1 
50 continue 
do 100, 
do 100, 
do 100, 
itirne 
jfree 
kfree 
v (itime,8,jfree,kfree) 
1 
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~ 
~ 
1, ntstep,l 
10,jmax ,2 
lO,kmax ,2 
u(itime,9,jfree ,kfree 
~O.5*(u(itime,7,jfree ,kfree ) + 
u(itime,9,jfree ,kfree )) 
~ 
~ 
~ 
1 ,ntstep,l 
12,jmax ,2 
lO,kmax ,2 
~O. 5* (v (itime, 8, j free+1J kfree) 
+ v(itime,8,jfree-l,kfree» 
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100 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
200 
300 
continue 
do 200, itime 
do 200, jfree 
do 200, kfree 
w (itime,8,jfree,kfree 
1 
continue 
do 30O, itirne 
do 300, jporus 
do 300, kporus 
vp(itime,10,jporus,kporus) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
wp(itime,10,jporus,kporus) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
continue 
do 400, itirne 
do 400, jporus 
do 400, kporus 
vp(itime,10,jporus+1,kporus) 
1 
wp(itime,10,jporus,kporus+l) 
1 
Simulation for interfacial condition 
= 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,jrnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
=0.5*(w(itime,8,jfree,kfree+1) 
+ w(itime,8,jfree,kfree-l}) 
::;; 1 ,ntstep,l 
::;; lO,jrnax,2 
::;; lO,kmax,2 
= v(itime,B,jporus ,kporus ) 
-bxy*ayz*(v(itirne,8,jporus+l,kporus ) 
- v(itime,B,jporus-1,kporus » 
-bxy*axz*(u(itime,9,jporus ,kporus ) 
- u(itime,7,jporus ,kporus )} 
::;; w(itirne, 8, jporus 
-bxy*ayz*{w(itirne, 8, jporus 
- w(itime,8,jporus 
-bxy*axy*(u(itime,9,jporus 
- u(itime,7,jporus 
::;; 1 I ntstep, 1 
::;; 10,jmax,2 
::;; 10,kmax,2 
, kporus 
, kporus+l) 
,kporus-1) ) 
,kporus ) 
,kporus » 
=0.5* (vp(itime,10,jporus ,kporus) 
+ vp(itime,10,jporus+2,kporus» 
=0.5* (wp(itime,10,jporus,kporus 
+ wp(itime,10,jporus,kporus+2» 
write(88,101) vp(itime,lO,jporus+l,kporus 
c 
write(89,101) wp(itirne,lO,jporus ,kporus+l) 
c 
400 continue 
c 
cc TO CALCULATE THE SLIP VELOCITY AT THE INTERFACE: V-VELOCITY COMPONENT 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 450, 
do 450, 
do 450, 
itirne 
jporus 
kporus 
slipvel(itime,9,jporus,20) 
1 
slipvel(itime,9,jporus,42) 
1 
1 
220 
= 
= 
1 ,ntstep,4 
lO,jmax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
(v (itime,8 ,jporus 
- vp(itime,lO,jporus 
,20) 
,20) ) 
~bxy*ayz*(v (itime,8 , jporus+l, 42) -
v (itime,8 ,jporus-1,42» 
+bxy*axz*(u (itime,9 ,jporus ,42)-
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c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
write(*,177) 
450 continue 
u (itirne,7 ,jporus ,42» 
itime,jporus,slipvel(itime,9,jporus,42) 
cc TO CALCULATE THE SLIP VELOCITY AT THE INTERFACE: W-VELOCITY COMPONENT 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 460, 
do 460, 
do 460, 
itirne 
jporus 
kporus 
slipvel(itime,9,20,kporus) 
1 
slipvel(itime,9,42,kporus) 
1 
1 
1 
= 
= 
= 
1 ,ntstep,4 
10,jmax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
(w (itime,8 ,20,kporus) 
- wp(itime,10,20,kporus )) 
=bxy*ayz*(w (itime,8,42,kporus+l) -
w (itime,8,42,kporus-l)) 
+bxy*axy*(u (itime,9,42,kporus )-
u (itime,7,42,kporus )) 
write(*,177) itime,kporus,slipvel(itime,9,42,kporus) 
460 continue 
470 
475 
480 
do 470, 
do 470, 
write(*,475) 
continue 
itime 
jporus 
= 
= 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,jmax ,2 
itime,jporus,v(itime,8,jporus,20) ,vp(itime,lO,jporus,20) 
format(i2,lx,i2,lx,e20.10,3x,e20.10) 
do 480, 
do 480, 
write(*,475) 
continue 
itime 
kporus 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,kmax ,2 
itirne,kporus,w(itime,S,20,kporus),wp(itime,10,20,kporus) 
cc TO CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE INTERFACE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 500, 
do 500, 
do 500, 
itirne 
jporus 
kporus 
pp(itime,lO,jporus,kporus) 
1 
1 
1 
= 
= 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,jrnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
= pp(itime,8,jporus,kporus) 
-2.0*visc*({u (itime,9,jporus,kporus) 
u(itime,7,jporus,kporus )))/ 
(re*delx) 
write(90,101) pp(itime,lO,jporus,kporus) 
500 continue 
cc TO CALCULATE THE POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION ACROSS THE INTERFACE 
c 
221 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 502, ipolut 
do 503, itiroe 
do 503, jporus 
do 503, kporus 
~ 
~ 
~ 
1 ,npolut,l 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,jmax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
cp(ipolut, itime, 10,jporus,kporus) ~ c(ipolut,itime,8,jporus,kporus) 
wri te (92,101) 
503 continue 
502 continue 
101 forrnat(e20.6) 
do 510, 
do 510, 
do 510, 
write(*,167) 
1 
1 
510 continue 
itime 
jporus 
kporus 
cp(ipolut, itime, 10,jporus,kporus) 
~ 
~ 
~ 
20,ntstep,4 
lO,jrnax ,2 
lO,kmax ,2 
itime,jporus,kporus,up(itime,9 ,jporus ,kporus ), 
vp(itime,10,jporus+1,kporus ), 
wp(itime,10,jporus ,kporus+1) 
102 forrnat(i2,lx,i2,lx,i2,lx,f20.10 
167 forrnat(i2,lx,i2,lx,i2,lx,e20.10,lx,e20.10,lx,e20.10 
endfile (81) 
endfile (82) 
endfile (83) 
endfile (84) 
endfile (85) 
endfile (86) 
endfile (87) 
endfile (88) 
endfile (89) 
endfile (90) 
endfile (91) 
endfile (92) 
stop 
end 
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CC 
CC 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
1 
c 
c 
c 
1 
c 
1 
c 
1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
darcy.f 
THIS IS A SAM?LE ?ROGRAM WHICH SIMULATES ?OROUS FLOW SUBJECT TO 
IMPOSED BOUNDARY, INTERFACIAL AND INITIAL CONDITIONS. 
TO GENERATE THE DESIRED OU?PUTS FOR POST-?ROCESSING 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
integer 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
do 102, 
do 102, 
do 102, 
do 102, 
do 102, 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
ipolut 
itime 
ip 
jp 
kp 
ipp 
jpp 
kpp 
up (50,50,50,50 ) , vp (50,50,50,50 ) , 
wp (50,50,50,50 ) 
ppnew (50,50,50,50 
cone (5,50,50,50,50 
dx (50,50,50,50 ) , dy (50,50,50,50 ) , 
dz (50,50,50,50 ) 
pecx (5,50,50,50,50 ) , pecy (5,50,50,50,50), 
pecz (5,50,50,50,50 ) 
ip,jp,kp,ipp,jpp,kpp,itirne,imax,jrnax,kmax, 
l,m,n,ntstep,ipolut,npolut 
cancen 
concin 
concbc 
difcofp 
velpor 
cellno 
maxcor 
time4 
pollut 
peclet 
darcyn 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
(cone 
(cone 
{cone 
(dx,dy,dz 
(up,vp,wp,ppnew 
(l,m,n 
( irnax, j max, kmax 
(ntstep 
(npolut 
{pecx,pecy,pecz 
(da 
1 ,npolut,l 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,imax ,2 
lO,jrnax ,2 
10, kmax ,2 
ip+2*1-9 
jp-9 
kp-9 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
up(itime,ip,jp,kp) 
1 
vp(itime,ip,jp,kp) 
1 
wp(itirne,ip,jp,kp) 
1 
= 
= 
= 
0.5*(up(itime,ip-1,jp,kp) + 
up(itime,ip+1,jp,kp» 
0.5*(vp(itime,ip,jp-1,kp) + 
vp(itime,ip+1,jp,kp» 
0.5*(wp(itime,ip,jp,kp-1) + 
wp(itime,ip,jp,kp+1» 
c write(*,*)ppnew(itime,ip,jp,kp) 
c 
c 
write(*,99)itime,ipp,jpp,kpp,up 
1 vp 
1 wp 
itirne,ip-l,jp,kp), 
itime,ip,jp-l,kp}, 
itime,ip,jp,kp-1) 
c write(*,99)itime,ipp,jpp,kpp,pecx(1,itime,ip-l,jp,kp), 
c 1 pecy(1,itime,ip,jp-1,kp), 
c 1 pecz(l,itime,ip,jp,kp-l) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
102 continue 
103 continue 
99 format(1x,i2,lx,i2,1x,i2,1x,i2,lx,e20.10,1x,e20.10,1x,e20.10) 
stop 
end 
c TO CALL THE SIMULATED DATA FOR INTERFACIAL HYDRODYNAMIC CONDITIONS WHICH 
c ARE USED TO PREDICT THE FLUID AND CONTAMINANTS' MOBILITY IN THE POROUS 
c SECTION 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine files (up,vp,wp,pp) 
double precision up 
1 wp 
double precision pp 
intrinsic abs 
(50,50,50,50) , 
(50,50,50,50) 
(50,50,50,50) 
integer jp,kp,irnax,jmax,kmax 
integer itime,ntstep 
integer ierr 
ierr = 1 
vp 
call rnaxcor (imax, jrnax, krnax 
call time4 (ntstep 
(50,50,50,50) , 
open (unit=67 , file="upeastl" ,status="o1d" , access="sequential 11 , 
1 form="formatted", iostat=ierr ) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
750 
open (unit=68 I file= "upeast2 If I status=" old" I access=" sequential 11 I 
1 form=" formatted" I iostat=ierr ) 
open(unit=69,file=ltvpeast" ,status="old",access="sequential n , 
1 form=" formatted", iostat=ierr) 
open(unit=70,file="wpeast" ,status="old",access::"sequential", 
1 form="forrnatted",iostat=ierr ) 
open (unit=71, file="ppeast" , status::; "old" ,access="sequential", 
1 form=" formatted 11 I iostat=ierr ) 
open (unit=64, file="peast 11 , status= 11 old" I access=" sequential" , 
1 forrn="formatted ll I iostat=ierr ) 
rewind (67) 
rewind (68) 
rewind (69) 
rewind(70) 
rewind (71) 
rewind (64) 
do 750, itirne 
do 750, jp 
do 750, kp 
read(67,1001) 
read(68,1001) 
read(69,1001) 
read(70,1001) 
continue 
do 800, 
do 800, 
do 800, 
itirne 
jp 
kp 
read (64,1001) 
read(71,1001) 
= 1 ,ntstep,l 
= lO,jrnax,2 
::; 10,kmax,2 
up(itime,9 ,jp ,kp 
up(itime,7 ,jp ,kp 
vp(itime,10,jp+1,kp 
wp(itime,10,jp ,kp+1) 
= 
= 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,jmax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
pp(itime,8 ,jp ,kp 
pp(itime,10,jp ,kp 
800 continue 
1001 format(e20.6) 
c 
return 
end 
cc 
c 
TO SPECIFY THE WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR HYDRODYNAMIC CONDITIONS 
subroutine boundcondp (up,vp,wp,pp) 
c 
double precision up (50,50,50,50) , vp (50,50,50,50) , 
wp (50,50,50,50) 
c 
double precision pp (50,50,50,50) 
c 
real uref,ppdim,densr 
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c 
integer itime,ntstep,ip,jp,kp, imax, jrnax,kmax 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
200 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
300 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
400 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
call time4 
maxcor 
prop3 
velref 
call 
call 
call 
do 
do 
do 
200, 
200, 
200, 
BOTTOM 
itime 
ip 
jp 
FACE: 
up(itime,ip,jp,9) 
TOP FACE: 
up(itime,ip,jp,kmax) 
continue 
do 300, itime 
do 300, ip 
do 300, jp 
BOTTOM FACE: 
vp(itime,ip,jp,9) 
TOP FACE: 
vp(itime, ip, jp,kmax) 
continue 
do 400, itime 
do 400, ip 
do 400, jp 
BOTTOM FACE: 
wp(itime,ip,jp,9) 
TOP FACE: 
wp(itime,ip,jp,kmax) 
continue 
do 500, itime 
do 500, ip 
do 500, kp 
SOUTH FACE: 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
(ntstep 
(irnax, jmax, kmax 
(densr 
(uref 
1 ,ntstep,l 
9 ,irnax ,2 
10,jmax ,2 
O.O/uref 
O.O/uref 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,imax ,2 
9 , jrnax ,2 
O.O/uref 
O.O/uref 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,imax ,2 
10, jmax ,2 
O.O/uref 
O.O/uref 
1 ,ntstep,l 
9 ,imax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
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up(itirne,ip,9,kp) = O.O/uref 
c 
cc NORTH FACE: 
c 
up(itime,ip,jrnax,kp) = O.O/uref 
c 
500 continue 
c 
do 600, itime = 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 600, ip = 10, imax ,2 
do 600, kp = 10,krnax ,2 
c 
cc SOUTH FACE: 
c 
vp(itirne,ip,9,kp) = O.O/uref 
c 
cc NORTH FACE: 
c 
vp(itime,ip,jrnax,kp) = O.O/uref 
c 
600 continue 
c 
do 700, itirne = 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 700, ip = lO,imax ,2 
do 700, kp = 9 ,kmax ,2 
c 
cc SOUTH FACE: 
c 
wp(itirne,ip,9,kp) O.O/uref 
c 
cc NORTH FACE: 
c 
wp(itirne, ip, jrnax,kp) = O.O/uref 
c 
700 continue 
c 
do 900, itime 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 900, ip = 12,imax ,2 
do 900, jp = 10, jrnax ,2 
do 900, kp = lO,kmax ,2 
c 
ppdirn = 0.00000000000156789 
c 
pp (1, ip, jp, kp) = ppdirn/(densr*(uref*uref» 
c 
900 continue 
c 
do 850, ip = 10,imax,2 
do 850, jp = 10,jrnax,2 
do 850, kp = 10,krnax,2 
c 
up(1,ip+1,jp,kp) = 0.000015/uref 
vp(l,ip,jp+l,kp) = 0.000015/uref 
wp(l,ip,jp,kp+l) = 0.000015/uref 
c 
850 continue 
c 
101 forrnat(e20.6) 
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c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
cc TO SPECIFY THE COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED IN DISCRETISATION OF THE 
cc GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine coeffp {axpl,axp2,aypl,ayp2,azpl,azp2,ap 
real 
real 
real 
real 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
da,re 
dens,visc,kx,ky,kz 
ayz,axz,axy,vol,delt 
axpl,axp2,aypl,ayp2,azpl,azp2,ap 
timel 
propl 
prop2 
reynol 
darcyn 
arvol 
perm 
(delt 
(dens 
(visc 
(re 
(da 
(axy,ayz,axz,vol 
(kx,ky,kz 
axpl (l-((l/da)*(delt/dens)*(visc/kx I)) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
aypl 
azpl 
axp2 
ayp2 
azp2 
ap 
(l-((l/da)*(delt*dens)*(visc/ky I)) 
= (l-((l/da)*(delt/dens)*(visc/kz ) ) ) 
re*delt*ayz/(dens*vol 
re*delt*axz/(dens*vol 
re*delt*axy/(dens*vol 
= 2.0* (ayz*axp2+axz*ayp2+axy*azp2 
cc TO CALCULATE THE HYDRODYNAMIC CONDITIONS IN THE POROUS SECTION 
c 
subroutine 
c 
double precision 
1 
c 
double precision 
1 
c 
real 
c 
real 
c 
real 
c 
velpor 
up 
wp 
pp 
ppnew 
(Up,vp,wp,ppnew 
(50,50,50,50 
(50,50,50,50 
) , 
) 
(50,50,50,50 ), 
(50,50,50,50 ) 
ap,axpl,axp2,aypl,ayp2,azpl,azp2 
axy,ayz,axz,vol 
toln 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
intrinsic abs 
integer ip,jp,kp,imax,jrnax,krnax 
integer itirne,ntstep 
call maxcor (imax, jmax, kmax 
call time4 (ntstep 
call coeffp (axpl,axp2,aypl,ayp2,azpl,azp2,ap 
call arvol (axy,ayz,axz,vol 
call boundcondp (up,vp,wp,pp 
call files (up,vp,wp,pp 
toln~0.00000000005 
do 100, itime 1 ,ntstep,l 
do 100, ip ~ lO,imax ,2 
do 100, jp ~ lO,jrnax ,2 
do 100, kp ~ lO,kmax ,2 
up(itime,imax+l,jp,kp) up(itime,imax,jp ,kp 
vp(itime,ip,jmax+1,kp) ~ vp(itime, ip ,jmax,kp 
wp(itime,ip,jp,kmax+l) ~ wp(itime,ip ,jp ,kmax) 
pp(itime,imax+2,jp,kp) ~ pp(itime,imax,jp ,kp 
1000 ppnew(itime,ip,jp,kp) 
1 (1.0/ap)*«ayz*(axp1*(up(itime,ip-1,jp,kp) 
1 - up(itime,ip+1,jp,kp)) 
1 + axp2* (pp(itime, ip+2, jp, kp) 
1 + pp(itime,ip-2,jp,kp))) 
1 +axz* (ayp1 * (vp (itime, ip, jp-1, kp) 
1 - vp(itime,ip,jp+1,kp)) 
1 + ayp2*(pp(itime,ip,jp+2,kp) 
1 + pp(itime,ip,jp-2,kp))) 
1 +axy* (azp1 * (wp (itime, ip, jp, kp-1) 
1 - wp(itime,ip,jp,kp+1)) 
1 + azp2*(pp(itime,ip,jp,kp+2) 
1 + pp(itime,ip,jp,kp-2))))) 
if (abs(ppnew(itime,ip,jp,kp)-pp(itime,ip,jp,kp)) .gt.toln) then 
1 
1 
pp(itime,ip,jp,kp) ~ ppnew(itime,ip,jp,kp) 
gate 1000 
endif 
up (itime+l,ip+l,jp 
= axpl* up (itime ,ip+l,jp 
-axp2*(ppnew(itime ,ip+2,jp 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
100 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ppnew(itime ,ip ,jp ,kp » 
vp (itime+1,ip 
~ aypl* vp (itirne lip 
-ayp2*(ppnew(itime lip 
ppnew(itime lip 
,jp+1,kp ) 
,jp+1. kp ) 
,jp+2,kp ) 
,jp ,kp » 
wp (itirne+l,ip ,jp ,kp+1) 
,kp+1) 
,kp+2 ) 
,kp ) ) 
~ azp1* wp (itime ,ip ,jp 
-azp2*(ppnew(itime ,ip ,jp 
- ppnew(itime ,ip ,jp 
up(itime+2,ip+1,jp ,kp ~ 
vp(itime+2,ip ,jp+1,kp ) 
wp(itime+2,ip ,jp ,kp+1) ~ 
up(itime+l,ip+l,jp ,kp 
vp(itime+1,ip ,jp+1,kp 
wp(itime+1,ip ,jp ,kp+1) 
continue 
return 
end 
TO CALCULATE DISPERSIVITY TERMS 
subroutine difcofp 
double precision dx (5,50,50,50,50 
dz (5,50,50,50,50 
double precision dfick (5 
double precision up (50,50,50,50 
wp (50,50,50,50 
) , 
) 
) , 
) , 
dy 
vp 
(dx,dy,dz 
(5,50,50,50,50 
(50,50,50,50 
1 magvel(50,50,50,50 ), ppnew (50,50,50,50 
real alphal,alphath,alphatv 
real re 
integer ntstep,itirne,ip,jp,kp,irnax,jrnax,kmax,ipolut,npolut 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
do 1100, 
do 1100, 
do 1100, 
do 1100, 
do 1100, 
pollut 
diffick 
time4 
reynol 
trans 
velpor 
rnaxcor 
ipolut 
itirne 
ip 
jp 
kp 
magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp) 
1 
(npolut 
(dfick 
(ntstep 
(re 
(alphal ,alphath, alphatv 
(up,vp,wp,ppnew 
( imax, j max, krnax 
~ 
~ 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 (wp(itime,ip,jp,kp+l)**2» 
if (magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp) .eq. 0.0) then 
dx(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) = dfick(ipolut) 
dy(ipolut,itirne,ip,jp,kp) dfick(ipolut) 
dz(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) = dfick(ipolut) 
else 
dx(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) 
1 =re*((alphal *(up(itime,ip+l,jp,kp)**2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp» 
1 + (alphath*(vp(itime,ip,jp+l,kp)**2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp» 
1 + (alphatv* (wp(itime,ip,jp,kp+l) **2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp ») 
1 + dfick (ipolu t ) 
dy(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) 
1 =re*((alphal *(vp(itime,ip,jp+l,kp)**2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp» 
1 + (alphath*(up(itime,ip+l,jp,kp)**2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp» 
1 + (alphatv*(wp(itime,ip,jp,kp+l)**2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp») 
1 + dfick (ipolut ) 
dz(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) 
1 =re*((alphal *(wp(itime,ip+l,jp,kp)**2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,kp» 
1 + (alphatv* (up(itime,ip+l,jp,kp) **2)/magvel(itime,ip,jp,k p» 
1 + (alphatv* (vp (itime, ip, jp+l, kp) **2) /magvel (itime, ip, jp; kp) ) ) 
1 + dfick (ipolut ) 
endif 
1100 continue 
return 
end 
cc TO CALCULATE THE DIFFUSIVE CONDUCTANCE 
c 
subroutine 
c 
double precision 
1 
c 
double precision 
1 
c 
real 
c 
integer 
c 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
c 
difcon(diffx,diffY,diffz 
diffx (5,50,50,50,50 
diffz (5,50,50,50,50 
dx (5,50,50,50,50 
dz (5,50,50,50,50 
delx, dely, delz 
),diffy(5,50,50,50,50), 
) 
),dy (5,50,50,50,50), 
) 
itime,ntstep,ip,jp,kp,imax,jrnax,kmax,ipolut,npolut 
time4 
maxcor 
pollut 
difcofp 
calcu2 
(ntstep 
(imax, jmax, kmax 
(npolut 
(dx,dy,dz 
(delx,dely,delz 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 1005, ipolut 
do 1005, itime 
do 1005, ip 
do 1005, jp 
do 1005, kp 
diffx(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) = 
diffy(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) 
diffz(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp) = 
1005 continue 
return 
end 
1 ,npolut,l 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,imax ,2 
lO,jrnax ,2 
lO,krnax ,2 
dx(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp)/delx 
dy(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp)/dely 
dz(ipolut,itime,ip,jp,kp)/delz 
cc TO CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS FOR SIMULATION OF CONTAMINANTS MOBILITY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine addcof (bx,by,bz 
real dens,delt,delx,dely,delz,bx,by,bz 
call 
call 
call 
bx 
by 
bz 
return 
end 
time1 (delt 
calcu2 (delx,dely,delz 
prop1 (dens 
delt/(dens*delx) 
delt/(dens*dely) 
delt/(dens*delz) 
cc TO CALCULATE THE STRENGTH OF CONVECTIVE FIELD 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine convec(fx,fy,fz) 
double precision fx(50,50,50,50 ), 
double precision up(50,50,50,50 ), 
double precision pnold(50,50,50,50 ) 
fy(50,50,50,50),fz(50,50,50,50) 
vp(50, 50,50, 50) ,wp(50, 50, 50, 50) 
real 
integer 
dens 
imax,jrnax,kmax,iconv,jconv,kconv,itime,ntstep 
call maxcor (imax ,jrnax,krnax 
call prop1 (dens 
call velpor (up,vp,wp,pnold 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
call time4 (ntstep 
do 3410, itime 
do 3410, iconv 
do 3410, jconv 
do 3410, kconv 
fx (itime, iconv+l, jconv ,kconv 
1 dens*up (itime, iconv+l,jconv ,kconv 
fx (itime,iconv-l,jconv ,kconv 
1 dens*up (itime, iconv-l,jconv ,kconv 
fy (i time, iconv , jconv+l, kconv 
1 dens*vp (itirne, iconv , jconv+l,kconv 
fy (i time I iconv ,jconv-l,kconv 
1 dens*vp (itime, iconv I j conv-l, kconv 
fz (itime,iconv I jconv , kconv+l) 
1 dens*wp (itime, iconv , jconv I kconv+l) 
fz (i time, iconv I jconv I kconv-l) 
1 dens*wp (itime, iconv , jconv , kconv-1) 
3410 continue 
return 
end 
= 1 ,ntstep,l 
= lO,imax ,2 
= 10, jmax ,2 
= 10,kmax ,2 
= 
= 
cc TO CALCULATE THE PECLET NUMBERS IN THE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
c 
subroutine peel et (pecx,pecy,pecz 
c 
double precision pecx (5,50,50,50,50 ,pecy (5,50,50,50,50 ) , 
1 pecz (5,50,50,50,50 
double precision fx (50,50,50,50 ,fy (50,50,50,50 ) , 
1 fz (50,50,50,50 
c 
double precision diffx(5,50,50,50,50 ,diffy(5,50,50,50,50 ) , 
1 diffz(5,50,50,50,50 
c 
integer ipec,jpec,kpec,imax,jrnax,krnax,itime,ntstep,ipolut,npolut 
c 
call maxcor (irnax, jrnax, kmax 
c 
call time4 (ntstep 
c 
call difcon (diffx,diffy,diffz) 
c 
call convec (fx ,fy ,fz 
c 
call pollut (npolut 
c 
do 3430, ipolut 1 ,npolut,l 
do 3430, itime = 1 ,ntstep,l 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
do 3430, ipec 
do 3430, jpec 
do 3430, kpec 
= 
= 
pecx (ipolut,itime,ipec+l,jpec,kpec)= 
1 fx ( itime,ipec+l,jpec,kpec)/ 
1 diffx(ipolut, itime, ipec ,jpec,kpec) 
pecy (ipolut,itime,ipec,jpec+l,kpec)= 
1 fy ( itime,ipec,jpec+l,kpec)/ 
1 diffy(ipolut,itime,ipec,jpec ,kpec) 
pecz (ipolut,itime,ipec,jpec,kpec+l)= 
1 fz ( itime,ipec,jpec,kpec+l)/ 
1 diffz(ipolut,itime,ipec,jpec,kpec) 
3430 continue 
return 
end 
8,imax,2 
8,jrnax,2 
8, krnax, 2 
cc TO SPECIFY THE INTERFACIAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine concin(conin 
double precision up, 
1 wp 
(50,50,50,50) , 
(50,50,50,50) , 
double precision magvelp(50,50,50,50) 
double precision conin{S,50,50,50,50) 
vp (50,50,50,50), 
ppnew (50,50,50,50) 
integer itime,jconin,kconin, irnax,jmax,kmax,ntstep, ipolut,npolut 
integer ierr 
call maxcor(imax, jmax, kmax 
call time4 (ntstep 
call pollut(npolut 
call velpor(up,vp,wp,ppnew 
ierr = 1 
open (uni t=65, file=" ceastl" , status=" old" , access=" sequential" , 
1 form="formatted",iostat=ierr ) 
open(unit=66,file="ceast2" ,status="old",access="sequential", 
1 form="formatted" ,iostat=ierr ) 
open(unit=72,file="cpeastl" ,status="old",access="sequential", 
1 form=" formatted" ,iostat=ierr ) 
rewind ( 65) 
rewind(66) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
111 
1001 
rewind(72) 
do 1001, 
do 1001, 
do 1001, 
do 1001, 
read(65,102) 
read(66,102) 
read(72,102) 
write(*,lll) 
ipolut 
itime 
jconin 
kconin 
forrnat(e20.6) 
continue 
do 1051, 
do 1051, 
do 1051, 
itime 
jconin 
kconin 
= 
1 ,npolut,l 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,jrnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
conin(ipolut,itime,8 ,jconin,kconin) 
conin(ipolut,itime,6 ,jconin,kconin) 
conin(ipolut,itime,lO,jconin,kconin) 
conin(l ,itime,lO,jconin,kconin) 
= 
1, ntstep, 1 
10,jmax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
up(itime,lO,jconin,kconin) 
1 
= O.5*(up(itime,9 ,jconin,kconin) 
+ up(itime,11,jconin,kconin» 
1051 continue 
1160 
1170 
do 1160, 
do 1160, 
do 1160, 
itirne 
jconin 
kconin 
= 
= 
vp(itime,10,jconin ,kconin) 
1 =0.50* (vp(itime,lO,jconin+l,kconin) 
1 + vp(itime,lO,jconin-l,kconin» 
continue 
do 1170, itime = 
do 1170, jconin 
do 1170, kconin 
wp(itime,lO,jconin,kconin 
1 =0.50* (wp(itirne,10,jconin,kconin+1) 
1 + wp (i time, 10, jconin, kconin-l) ) 
continue 
do 1180, ipolut = 
do 1190, itime = 
do 1190, jconin 
do 1190, kconin = 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,jrnax ,2 
lO,krnax ,2 
1 ,ntstep,l 
lO,jrnax ,2 
10,kmax ,2 
1 ,npolut,l 
1 ,ntstep,l 
10,jrnax ,2 
10 , kmax ,2 
rnagvelp{itirne, 10, jconin,kconin) 
1 
sqrt(up{itime,10,jconin,kconin) **2 
+ vp(itime,10,jconin,kconin) **2 
1 + wp(itime,10,jconin,kconin) **2) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
conin 
lconin 
(ipolut,itime, 10, jconin,kconin) = 
(ipolut,itirne,lO,jconin,kconin)/magvelp(itime,lO,jconin,kconin) 
1190 continue 
1180 continue 
102 format(e20.6) 
return 
end 
cc TO INITIALIZE THE CONCENTRATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine concbc (cone 
double precision cone (5,50,50,50,50 
real 
integer 
1 
call 
call 
call 
call 
consot 
connor 
conbot 
con top 
do 3410, 
do 3410, 
do 3410, 
do 3410, 
do 3410, 
ipo1ut 
itime 
iconbc 
jconbc 
kconbc 
connor,consot,contop,conbot,coninr 
iconbc,jconbc,kconbc,imax,jmax,kmax,itirne,ntstep, 
ipolut,npolut 
rnaxcor (imax ,jrnax,kmax 
time4 (ntstep 
pollut (npolut 
conref (coninr 
= O.O/coninr 
= O.O/coninr 
= O.O/coninr 
= O.O/coninr 
= 1 ,npolut,l 
= 1 ,ntstep,l 
= lO,imax,2 
= 10,jrnax,2 
= lO,kmax,2 
cone (ipolut,itime,iconbc,9 ,kconbc) consot 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconbc,jrnax ,kconbc} 
cone {ipolut,itime,iconbc,jconbc,9 
conc(ipolut, itime,iconbc, jconbc,kmax 
3410 continue 
return 
end 
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c 
cc TO ASSUME AN INITIAL CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
c 
subroutine conoId (cone 
c 
double precision cone (5,50,50,50,50 
c 
Simulation for porous flow 
integer 
real 
iconol,jconol,kconol,imax,jrnax,kmax, ipolut,npolut 
coninr,condim 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
call 
call 
call 
condim 
do 3420, ipolut 
do 3420, iconol 
do 3420, jconol 
do 3420, kconol 
maxcor 
conref 
pollut 
(imax, jrnax, krnax 
(coninr 
(npolut 
= 
= 
= 
= 
cone (ipolut,l, iconol, jconol,kconol) = 
3420 continue 
return 
end 
1.55999*10e-12 
1 ,npolut,l 
12 , irnax ,2 
10 ,jrnax ,2 
10 I kroax ,2 
condim/coninr 
cc TO EXTRAPOLATE CONCENTRATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
subroutine conext (cone 
double precision cone (5,50,50,50,50 
integer iconex,jconex,kconex,imax,jrnax,kmax,itirne,ntstep, 
ipolut,npolut 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
do 3450, 
maxcor{imax,jrnax,kmax 
ipolut 
itime 
iconex 
jconex 
kconex 
time4 (ntstep 
concbc(conc 
pollut (npolut 
concin(conc 
1 
cone (ipolut, itime, 8 
conc(ipolut,itime,10 
, jconex. kconex) 
, jconex, kconex} 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
cone (ipolut,itime,6 
cone (ipolut,itirne,8 
, jconex, kconex) 
I jconex, kconex) 
cone (ipolut,itime,iconex,8 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex, 9 
cone (ipolut,itime, iconex, 6 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex, 9 
,kconex) 
,kconex) 
, kconex) 
,kconex) 
= 
= 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex,jrnax+l,kconex) ~ 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex,jrnax ,kconex) 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex,jmax+3,kconex) 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconex,jmax ,kconex) 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,8 
cone (ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,9 
cone (ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,6 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex, jconex, 9 
cone (ipolut, itime,iconex, jconex,kmax+l) 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,kmax ) 
= 
= 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconex, jconex,kmax+3) ~ 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconex,jconex,kmax ) 
3450 continue 
return 
end 
cc TO CALCULATE THE CONCENTRATION PROFILES AT DIFFERENT 
cc TIME LEVELS 
c 
subroutine 
c 
double precision 
double precision 
1 
c 
double precision 
1 
c 
real 
c 
integer 
1 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
call 
c 
concen(conc 
conc (5,50,50,50,50 ) 
fx (50,50,50,50 ), fy (50,50,50,50 
fz (50,50,50,50 ) 
diffx (5,50,50,50,50 ),diffy(5,50,50,50,50 
diffz (5,50,50,50,50 ) 
bx,by,bz,re 
itime ,iconc, jconc,kconc, imax,jmax,kmax,ntstep, 
ipolut,npolut 
maxcor (imax, jmax, kmax 
time4 (ntstep 
difcon (diffx,diffy,diffz 
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call convec (fx,fy,fz 
c 
call addcof (bx,by,bz 
c 
call cancbe (cone 
c 
call conold (cone 
c 
call canein (conc 
c 
call conext (conc 
c 
call reynol (re 
c 
call pollut (npolut 
c 
do 3440, ipolut = 1 ,npolut 1 
do 3440, itirne = 1 ,ntstep-l, 1 
do 3440, iconc = 10 ,imax 
do 3440, jconc = 10 ,jrnax 
do 3440, kconc = kmax-1,10 
c 
c write{*,*)conc(l,itirne,lO,jconc,kconc) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
if (fx(itime,iconc-1,jconc,kconc) .gt. 0) then 
else 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc-l,jconc 
= conc(ipolut,itime,iconc-2,jconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc ,jconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc-2,jconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc-2,jconc 
cone (ipolut, itirne,iconc-l, jconc 
1 = cone (ipolut, itime, iconc , jconc 
1 +0.125* (3*conc (ipolut, itime, iconc-2, jconc 
1 2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc ,jconc 
1 cone (ipolut, itime, iconc+2 I jconc 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
endif 
if (fx(itime, iconc+l,jconc,kconc) .gt. 0) then 
else 
cone (ipolut, itirne, iconc+l, jconc 
= cone (ipolut, itime, iconc ,jconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc+2,jconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc ,jconc 
conc (ipolut, itime,iconc-2,jconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc+1,jconc 
= cone (ipolut, itime,iconc+2, jconc 
+0.125* {3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc ,jconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc+2,jconc 
conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc+4,jconc 
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,kconc 
,kconc 
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) 
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) 
) 
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) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
endif 
if(fy(itime,iconc,jconc-1,kconc} .gt. O} then 
else 
endif 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
conc{ipolut,itime,iconc 
= cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc (ipolut, itime, iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
,jconc-l,kconc 
, jconc-2, kconc 
,jconc ,kconc 
, jconc-2, kconc 
,jconc-4,kconc 
,jconc-l,kconc 
I j cone , kconc 
, jconc-2, kconc 
, j cone , kconc 
,jconc+2, kconc 
) 
} 
) 
) 
» 
} 
) 
) 
) 
» 
if (fy(itime,iconc,jconc+1,kconc) .gt. O} then 
else 
endif 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
= conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
+0.125* {3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
cone (ipolut, itirne, iconc 
= cone (ipolut, itime, iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
- 2*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
,jconc+l,kconc ) 
,jconc ,kconc ) 
,jconc+2,kconc ) 
,jconc ,kconc ) 
,jconc-2,kconc » 
, jconc+l, kconc 
, jconc+2, kconc 
, j conc , kconc 
, jconc+2, kconc 
, jconc+4, kconc 
) 
} 
) 
) 
» 
if (fz(itime,iconc,jconc,kconc-1) .gt. 0) then 
else 
endif 
conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
= conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc 
cone (ipolut, itirne, iconc 
, j cone 
, j conc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
, jconc 
conc(ipolut, itirne, iconc ,jconc 
= conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc ,jconc 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc ,jconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc ,jconc 
conc(ipolut,itirne,iconc ,jconc 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
if (fz(itime,iconc,jconc,kconc+l) .gt. 0) then 
else 
endif 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
cone (ipolut,itime, iconc 
= cone (ipolut,itime, iconc 
,jconc ,kconc+l) 
,jconc ,kconc ) 
,jconc ,kconc+2) 
,jconc ,kconc ) 
~ 
+0.125* (3*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
2*conc(ipolut,itime,iconc 
cone {ipolut, itime,iconc ,jconc ,kconc-2» 
cone (ipolut,itime, iconc , jconc , kconc+l) 
cone (ipolut,itime, iconc , jconc ,kconc+2 ) 
+0.125* (3*conc (ipolut,itime, iconc , jconc ,kconc ) 
2*conc (ipolut, itime,iconc , jconc ,kconc+2) 
cone (ipolut, itime, iconc I jconc ,kconc+4» 
cone (ipolut,itime+l,iconc I jconc ,kconc 
cone (ipolut,itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc 
re' (bx' ( (fx ( itime ,iconc-l,jconc ,kconc 
, cone (ipolut,itime ,iconc-l,jconc ,kconc 
- (fx ( itime , iconc+l, jconc ,kconc 
, cone (ipolut, i time , iconc+l, jconc ,kconc 
by' (( fy ( itime ,iconc ,jconc-l,kconc 
, cone (ipolut, i time ,ieonc ,jeone-l,keonc 
- ( fy ( itime ,iconc , jcone+l, kconc 
, conc (ipolut,itime ,iconc ,jconc+l,kconc 
) 
) 
) 
) ) 
) 
) ) ) 
) 
) ) 
) 
) ) ) 
bz'((fz ( itime ,iconc , jconc , kconc-l) 
, conc (ipolut,itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc-l) ) 
(fz ( itime ,iconc , jconc , kconc+l) 
, conc (ipolut,itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc+l» » 
bx' diffx(ipolut,itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc ) 
(conc (ipolut,itime , iconc+2, jconc ,kconc ) 
conc (ipolut, i time , iconc-2, jconc ,kconc ) ) 
by' diffy(ipolut,itime ,iconc , jconc ,kconc ) 
(conc (ipolut,itime ,iconc , jconc+2, kconc ) 
conc (ipolut,itime ,icone , j conc-2, kconc ) ) 
bz' diffz(ipolut,itime ,ieonc , jeone ,kconc ) 
{conc (ipolut,itime ,icone , jeonc ,kconc+2) 
cone (ipolut,itime ,icone , jconc ,kconc-2) ) 
write{*,S} 
1 
itime+l,iconc,jconc,kcone, 
cone {ipolut, itime+l, icone, jconc,kconc) 
c 5 format(2x,i2,lx,i2,lx,i2,lx,i2,2x,f20.6) 
c 
c 
c 
1 
3440 continue 
return 
end 
cone {ipolut, itime ,iconc,jeone,keonc) 
conc(ipolut,itime+l,iconc,jconc,kconc) 
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25 
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20 
15 
40 
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20 
15 
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A typical simulated velocity field in free flow domain 
45 
40 
30 
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20 
15 
10...oc, 
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35 
Sample Output 
45 
• 40 
35 
3D 
25 
40 
35 
65 
75 
70 
30 
25 60 
55 
15 50 
A typical simulated velocity field in porous flow domain 
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1.001 
1.000 
0.999 
'" 0 :;:: 
E 
-
'" .. 0.998 u -
'" 0 u 
-
'" 
., 
-
.a 0.997 -
0 
Co 
en 
en 
.. 
C 0.996 0 -
'iij 
'" .. E 
=a 
0.995 ;-
0.994 
0.993 
o 4 
Sample Output 
-+-x=3. y=23.t=45 
-o-x=13.y=23.t=45 
--.to- x=23.y=23.t=45 
--x=32.y=23.t=45 
free flow section porous flow section 
1.000040 
f-- - 0.993620 I-
1.000030 
- V ~ c -.. - '" 0.993610 " 1.000020 ., = c 
-00 .a -
,,":;:0 
'" ut .. 00 ut:: 1.000010 c.; I~ Cl) c en ., - Cl) Cl) ~ 0.993600 c " .~ § Cl> '" .L - Cl> '" U C " 1.000000 r--- - .!! '" ~ c-l) E r- III 0 :;; 5i u 0.993590 
0.999990 E 1 =a 
0.999980 ~ 0.993580 
0 6 12 18 24 30 36 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 
z co-ordinate z co-ordinate 
8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 
z co-ordinate 
A typical concentration profile in the combined free and porous flow domain 
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